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Introduction 

This book is written in a time of radical change. Its subject, 
Marxism and Literature. is part of this change. Even twenty 
years ago, and especially in the English·speaking countries, it 
would have been possible to assume, on the one hand. that 
Marxism is a settled body of theory or doctrine, an d, on the oth er 
hand, that Literature is a settled body of work. or kinds of work, 
with known general Qualities and properties. A book of this kind 
mjght then reasonably have explored problems of the relations 
between them or, assuming a certain relationship, passed 
Quickly to specific applications. The situation is now very dif
ferent. Marxism, in many fields. and perhaps especially in cuI· 
tural theory. has experienced at once a significant revival and a 
related openness and flexibility of theoretical development. Lit· 
erature, meanwhile , for related reasons, has become problematic 
in quite new ways. 

The purpose of this book is to introduce this period of active 
development , and to do so in the only way that seems appro. 
priale to a body of thinking still in movement. by attempting at 
once to clarify and to contribute to it. This involves, necessarily, 
reviewing earlier positions, both Marxist and non·Marxist. But 
what is offered is not a summary; it is both a critique and an 
argument. 

One way of making clear my sense ofilie situation from which 
this book begins is to describe, briefly, the development of my 
own position, in relation to Marxism and to literature, which, 
between them, in practice as much as in theory, have prcoc· 
cupied most of my working life. My first contacts with Marxist 
literary argument occurred when I came to Cambridge to read 
English in 1939: not in the Faculty but in widespread student 
discussion. I was already relatively familiar with Marxist , or at 
Jeas.t socialis t and communist , political and economic analysis 
and argument. My experience of growing up in a working-class 
family had led me to accept the basic political position which 
they supported and clarified. The cultural and literary argu
ments, as I then encountered them, were in effect an extension 
from this, or a mode of affiliation to it. I d id not then clearly 
realize this. The dependence , I believe, is still not generally 
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reali zed. in it s full implicat ions. Hardly an yone becomes a Mar
xist for primarily cultural or literary reasons, but for compelling 
political and economic reasons. In the urgencies of the thirties or 
the seventies that is understandable, but it can mean that a s tyle 
of thought and certain defining propositions fl r C picked up and 
applied, in good. faith. as part or a political commitment, without 
necessaril y having much independent substance and indeed 
w ithout necessarily follow ing from the basic an alysis and 
argument. This is how I would now descri be my own position as 
a student between 1939 and 1941, in which a confident but 
highly selective Marxism co-existed. awkwardl y. with my ordi
nary academic work, until the incompatibility - fairly easily 
negotiablo as between students and what is seen as a teaching 
establishment - became a problem not for campaigns or 
polemics but , harshly enough , for myself and for anything that I 
could ca ll my own thinking. What I really learned from, and 
shared with , the dominant tones of that English Marxist argu· 
ment was what I would now call , still w ith respect, a rad ical 
populism. It was an active, committed, popular tendency, con
cerned rather more (and to its advantage) with making literature 
than with judging it. an d concerned above all to relate acth 'e 
literature to the lives of the majority of our own people. At the 
same time, alongSide this. its range even of Marxist ideas was 
relatively narrow, and there were many problems and kinds of 
argument, highly developed in specialized studies, wilh wh ich 
it did not connect and which it could therefore often only dis
miss. As the consequent difficulties emerged, in the areas of 
activity and interest with which I was most directly and person
ally concerned, I began sensing and defining a set of problems 
which have since occupied most of my work. Exceptionally 
isolated in the changing political an d cultural fo rmations of the 
later forties and early fifti es, I tried to discover an area of studies 
in which some of these questions might be answered, and some 
even posed . At the same time I read more widely in Marxism, 
continu ing to share most of its political an d economic positions, 
but carrying onmy own cultural and literary work and inquiry at 
a certain conscious distance. That period is summed up in my 
book Cult ure ond Society and, in the present context , in its 
chapter on 'Marxism an d Culture'. 

But from the mid-fi fties new formations were emerging, nota
bly what came to be called the New te£t. I found, at thi s time, an 
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immediate affinity with my own kind of cultural and literary 
work (in positions which had in fact been latent as early as the 
work in Polit ics ond Letters in 1947 and 1948; pos itions which 
remained undeveloped because the condi tions for such a forma
tion did not then fully exist}. I found also, and crucially, Marxist 
thinking which was different. in some respects radically differ· 
ent , from what I and most people in Britain knew as Marxism. 
There was contact with older work that had not previouslycome 
our way- that of Lukacs and of Brecht , for example. There W8S 

new contemporary work in Poland, in France, and in Britain 
itself. And while some of this work was exploring new ground, 
much of it , just as interestingly, was seeing Marxism as itself a 
historical development , with highly variable and even alterna-
tive positions. . 

I began then reading widely in the history of Marxism, trying 
espeCially to trace the particular fo rmation, so decisive in cui· 
tural and literary analysis, which I now recognize as having 
been primarily systematized by Plekhanov, with much support 
from the later work of Engels. and popularized by dominant 
tendencies in Soviet Marxism. To see that theoretica l formation 
clearly,and to trace its hybridization with a strong native radica l 
populism. was to understand both my respect for and my dis~ 
tance from what I had hitherto known as Marxism tout court. It 
was also to ga in a sense ofrhe degree of selection and interpreta
tion which. in rel ation both to Marx au d to the whole long 
Marxist argument and inquiry, that familiar and orthodox posi· 
tion effectively represented. I could then read even the English 
Marxis ts of the thirties differently, and especially Christopher 
Caudwell . It is characteristic that the argument about Caudwell , 
wh ich I had followed very carefull y in the late fo rties and early 
fifties, had centred on the question characteristic of the sty le of 
that orthodox trad ition : 'are his ideas Marxist arnot?', It isa style 
that has persisted, in some corners. with confi dent assertions 
that thi s or that is or is not a Marxist position. But now that I 
knew more of the history of Marxism, and of the variety of 
selective and alternative traditions within it , I could at last get 
free of the model which had been such an obstacle, whether in 
certainty or in doubt: the model of fixed and known Marxist 
posi tions, which in general had only to be applied, and the 
corresponding dismissal of all other kinds of thinking as non
Marxist, revisionist, neo-Hegelian , or bourgeois. Once the cen· 
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trill body of thinking was itself seen as active, developing, 
unfinished. and persistently contentious. many of tho questions 
were open again. and , as a maUer of fact . my respect for the body 
of thinking as a whole. including the orthodox tradition now 
seen as a tendency within it , significantly and decisively 
increased. I have come to see more and more dearly its radical 
differences from other bodies of th inking, but at the same time 
its complex connections with them. and its many unresolved 
problems. 

It was in this situation that I felt the excitement of contact with 
morc new Marxist work: the later work of Lukacs, the later work 
of Sartre. the developing work of Go ldmann and of Althusser. 
the variable and developing syntheses of Marxism aod some 
forms of structural ism. At the same time, within this significant 
new activity, there was further access to older work, notably that 
of the Frankfurt School (in its most Significant period in the 
t~en(jes and thirties) and especially the work of Walter Benja
mm; the extraordinarily original work of Antonio Gramsci; and, 
as a decisive element of a new sense of the tradition, newly 
translated work of Marx and especiaUy the Crundrisse. As all 
this came- in, during the sixties and early seventies, I often 
refl ected, and in Cambridge had direct cause to refl ect, on the 
contrast between the situation of tbe socialist student of litera
ture in 1940 and in 1970. More generally I had reason to refl ect 
on the contrast for any student of literature, in a situation in 
which an argument that had drifted into deadlock, or into local 
and partial positions. in the late thirti es and forties, was being 
vigorously and significantly reopened. 

In the early seventies I began discussing these issues in lec
tures and classes in Cambridge: at first with some opposition 
from some of my Faculty colleagues, who knew (but did not 
know) what Marxism and Literature amounted to . But this mat
tered less than the fact that my own long and often internal and 
solitary debate with what I had known as Marxism now took its 
place in a serious and extending international inquiry. I had 
opportunities to extend my discussions in Italy in Scandinavia 
in France. in North America, and in Germany, ~nd with vlsitor~ 
from Hungary, Yugoslavia, and the Soviet Union. This book is 
thercsultofthatperiodof discussion, in an international context 
in which I have bad the sense, for the first time in my life. of 
belonging to a sphere and dimension of work in which I could 
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feel at home. But J have felt , at every point, the history of the 
previous thirty·five years. during which any contribution I 
might make had been developing in complex and in direct if 
often unrecorded contact, throughout . with Marxist ideas and 
arguments . 

That individual history may be of some significance in rela
tion to the development of Marx ism and or thinking about Marx
ism in Britain during that period . But it has a mote immediate 
relevance 10 the characlcrofthis book, and to its organization.ln 
my first part I discuss and ana lyse four basic concepts: 'cu lture'. 
' language', ' literature', and 'ideology' . None of these is exclu
sively a Marxist concept, though Marxist thinking has contri
buted to them - at times Significantly. in general unevenly. J 
examine specifically Marxist uses of the concepts, but I am 
concerned also to locate them within more general develop
ments. This follows (yom the intellectual history I have 
described , in that I am concerned to see different forms of Marx
ist thinking as interactive with other forms of thinking. rather 
than as a separated history . eit~cr sacred or alien. At the same 
time, the re-examination of these fundamental concepts , and 
especiaIly those of language and of literature. opens the way to 
the subsequent critique and contribution. In my second part 1 
analyse and discuss the key concepts of Marxist cultural theory, 
on which - and this is an essential part of my argument -
Marxist literary theory seems tu me in prudice to depend. It is 
not only an analysis of elements of a body of thinking; it explores 
significant variations and, at particular points and especially in 
its later chapters. introduces concepts of my own. In my third 
part , I again extend the discussion , into questions of literary 
theory, in which variants of Marxism are now interactive with 
other related and at times alternative kinds of thinking. In each 
part. while presenting analysis and discussion of key elements 
and variants of Marxist thinking, I am concerned aJso to develop 
a position which. as a matler of theory, I have arrived at over the 
years. This differs, at severa l key points. from what is most 
widely known as Marxist theory. and even from many of its 
variants. It is a position which cun ~ briefly described as cul
tural materialism: a theory of the specificities of material cul
tural and literary production within historical materialism. Its 
details belong to the argu ment as a whole, but I must say, at this 
point, that it is , in my view, a Marxist theory, and indeed that in 
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its specific fie lds it is, in spite of and even because of the relati ve 
. unfami liarity of some orits elements,"part of what I at least see as 
the central thinking of Marxism. 

To sustain analysis. discussion. and the presentation of new 
or modified theoretical positions. I have had to keep the book in 
a primarily theoretical dimension. In many quarters this will be 

. weH enough understood, and even welcomed. But I ought to say. 
knowing the strength of other styles of work. and in relation 
especially to manyo( my English reader3. that whilcthjs book is 
almost wholly theoretical, every position in it was developed 
from the detailed practical work that I have previously under
taken. and from the consequent interaction with other, includ
ing implicit, modes of theoretical assumption and argument. J 
am perhaps more conscious than anyone of the need to give 
detailed examples to clarify some of the less familiar concepts, 
but, on the one hand, this book is intended as in some respects a 
starting-point for new work, and , on the other hand. some of the 
examples I would offer are already written in earlier books. Thus 
anyone who wants to know what I ' really. practically' mean by 
certain concepts can look. to take some leading instances. at the 
exemplification of signs and notations in Drama in Perfor
mance; of conventions in Drama from Ibsen to Drecht ; of struc
tures of feeling in Modern Tragedy, The Country and the City, 
and The EngJish Novel from Dickens to Lowrence; oftraditions. 
institutions. and formations. and of the dominant , the residual, 
and the emergent in parts of Culture and Society and in the 
second part of The Long Revolution; and of material cu ltural 
production in Television : Technology ond Cultural Form. I 
would now write some of these examples differently, from a 
more developed theoretical position and with the advantage of a 
more extended and a more consistent vocabulary (the latter itself 
exemplified in Keywords) . But the examples need to be men
tioned. as a reminder that this book is not a separated work of 
theory; it is an argument based on what [ have learned from all 
that previous work, set into a new and conscious relation with 
Marxism. 

t am glad. finally. to be able to say how much t have learned 
from colleagues and students in many countries and especially 
in the University of Cambridge; in Stanford University, Califor
nia; in McGill University, Montreal; in the Istituto Universitario 
Orientale. Naples; in the University of Bremen; and in the InsU· 
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tute for the Study of Cultural Development. Belgrade. lowe 
personal thanks to John Fekete and. over many years, to Edward 
Thompson and Stuart Hall. The book could not have been writ
ten without the unfailing co-operation and support of my wife . 

R.w. 



I. Basic Concepts 



1. Culture 

At the very cenue of a major area of modern thought and prac· 
tice, which it is habHuall y used to describe, is a concept , 'cul 
ture', which in itself, through variation and complication, 
embodies OQt only the issues but the contradi ctions through 
which it has developed. The concept at once fuses and confuses 
the radically different experiences and tendencies of its forma
tion. It is then impossible to carry through any serious cultural 
analysis without reaching towards a consciousness of the con
cept itself: a consciousness that must be, as we shall see, histori
caL This hesitation , before what seems the richness of 
developed theory and the fullness of achieved practice, has the 
awkwardness, even the gaucherie, of any radical doubt. It is 
literally a moment of cris is: a jolt in experience, a break in the 
sense of history; forcing us back from so much that seemed 
positive and available - all the read y insertions into a crucial 
argument , all the accessible entries into immediate practice. Yet 
the insight cannot be sealed over. When the most basic concepts 
- the concepts, as it is said , from which we begin - are sud
denly seen to be not concepts but probl~ms, not analytic prob
lems either but historical movements that are still unreso lved. 
there is no sense in listening to their sonorous summons or their 
resounding clashes. We have only , if we can, to recover the 
substance from which their forms were cast. 

Society, economy, culture: each of these 'areas', now tagged 
by a concept. is a comparatively recent histotical formulation . 
'Society' was active fellowship, company, 'common doing', 
before it became the .description of a general system or order. 
'Economy' was the management of a household and then the 
management of 8 community before it became the descriptlonof 
a perr.eived system of production, distribution, and exchange. 
'Culture' , before these transitions, was the. growth and t~ndtl!8 
of crops and animals , and by extension the growth and lending 
of human faculties. In their modern development the three con
cepts d id not move in step, but each , at a critical point, was 
affected by the movement of the others. At least this is how we 
may now see their history. But in the run of the real changes 
what was being put into the new ideas, and to some extent fixed 
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in them. was an always complex and largely unprecedented 
experience. 'Society' with its received emphasis on immediate 
relationships wos a conscious alternative to the formal rigiditi es 
of an inherited, then seen as an imposed, order: a 'stale', 
'Economy', with its received emphasis on management, was a 
conscious attempt to understand and control a body of activities 
which had been taken not only as necessary but as given. Each 
concept then interacted with a changing history and experience. 
'Society' , chosen for its substance and immediacy, the 'civil 
society' which could be distinguished from the formal rigidlties 
of 'statc' , became in its tum abstract and systematic. New 
descriptions became necessary for the immediate substance 
which 'society' eventually excluded. For example, 'individual ', 
which had once meant indivisible, a member of a group, was 
developed to become not only a separate but an opposing term
'the individual : and 'society'. In itself and in its derivod and 
qualifying terms, 'society' is a formulation of the experience we 
now summarize as 'bourgeois society' : its active creatioh, 
against the rigidities of the feudal 'state'; i,ts problems and its 
limits, within this kind of creation, until it is paradoxically 
distinguished from and even opposed\ to its own initial 
impulses. Similarly, the rationality of 'ecqnomy' , as a way of 
understanding and controlling a system of production, distribu· 
tion,and exchange, in direct relation to the actual institution of a 
new kind of economic system, persisted but was limited by the 
very problems it confronted. The very product of rational 
institution and control was projected as 'natural', 8 'natural 
economy', with laws like the laws of the (,unchanging ') physical 
world. 

Most modem social thought begins from these concepts, with 
the inherent marks of their formation and their unresolved prob
lems usually taken for granted. There is then 'political', 'social' 
or 'sociologica l' , and 'economic' thought, and these are believed 
to describe 'areas', perceived entities. It is then usually added , 
though sometimes reluctantly. that there are of course olher 
'areas': notably the 'psychological' and the 'cultural' . But whi le 
it is beUer to admit these than neglect them, it is usual ly nol seen 
that their forms follow, in practice, from the unreso lved prob. 
lems of the initial shaping concepts. Is 'psychology' ' individual' 
('psychologica l') or 'social'? That problem can be left for dispute 
within Ihe appropriate discipline. until it is noticed thai il is the 
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problem of what is 'social' that the dominant development of 
'society' has left unresolved. Are we to understand 'culture' as 
'the arts', as 'a system of meanings and values', or as a 'whole 
way of life', and how are these to be related 10 'society' and ' the 
economy'? The questions have to be asked •. but we are unlikely 
to be able to answer them unless we recognize the problems 
which were inherent in the concepts 'society' and 'economy' 
and which have been passed on to concepts like 'culture' by Ihe 
abstraction and limitation of those terms. 

The concept of'culture', when it is seen in the broad context of 
historical development, exerts a strong pressure against the 
limited terms of all the other concepts. That is always its advan
lage; it is always also the source of its difficulties, both in 
definition and comprehens ion. Until the eighleenth cenlury it 
was still a noun of process: the cultu re of something--crops, 
animals, minds. The decisive changes in 'society' and 
'economy' h&d begun earlier, in the late sixteenth and seven· 
teenth cen tu ries: much of their essen tial development was com
plete before 'culture' came to include its new and elusive mean
ings. These cannot be understood unless we realiz.e what had 
happened to 'society' and 'economy'; but equally none can be 
fully understood unless we examine a decisive modern concept 
which by the eighteenth century needed a new word-civiliza
tion. 

The notion of 'civilizing', as bringing men within a social 
organization, was of course already known; it rested oncivis and 
civitas, and its aim was expressed In the adjective 'civil ' as 
orderly, educated, or polite. It was positively extended, as we 
have seen, in the concept of 'c ivil society'. But 'civilization' was 
to mean more tha n this. It expressed two senses which were 
historically linked: an achieved stllte, which could be contrasted 
with 'barbarism' , but now also an achieved state of deveJep· 
ment, which implied historical proce:ss and progress. This was 
the new historical rationality of the Enlightenment , in fact com
bined with a self-referring celebration of an achieved condition 
of refinement and order. It was this combination that was to be 
problematic. The deveJopmental perspective of the characteris
tic eighteenth-century Universa l History was of course a sig
nificant advance. It was the crucial step beyond the relatively 
stati c ('timeless') conception of history which had depended on 
religious or metaphysical assumpt ions. Men had made their 
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own history, in this special sense: that they (or some of them) 
h"ad achieved 'civilization'. This process was secular and 
developmental , and in that sense historical. But at the same time 
it was a history that had culminated in an achieved state: in 
practice the metropolitan civilization of EORland and France. 
Ttie· in~istenl rationality which explored and informed aU the 
stages and difficulties orlhis process came to an effective stop at 
the point where civili zation eQuid be said to have been achieved. 
Indeed all that could be rationally projected was the extension 
and triumph of these achieved values . 

This position. already under heavy attack from older religious 
and metaphysical systems and their associated notioosor order, 
became vulnerable in new ways . The two decisive responses of a 
modern kind were, first , the idea of culture, offering a different 
sense of human growth and development, and , second, the idea 
of sociaJism, offering a social and historical criticism of and 
alternative to 'civilization' and 'civil society' as fixed and 
achieved conditions. The extensions. transfers , and overlaps 
betweeh all these shaping modern concepts, and between them 
and residual concepts of much older kinds , have been quite 
exceptionally complex. 

'Civilization' and 'culture' (especially in its common early 
form as 'cultivation') were in effect , in the late eighteenth 
century, interchangeable terms. Each carried the problematic 
double sense of an achieved slate and of an achieved state of 
development. Their eventual divergence has several causes. 
First, there was the attack on 'civilization' as superficial; an 
'artifi cial' as distinct from a 'natural ' state; a cultivation of 
'external' properties- politeness and luxury- as against more 
'human' needs and impulses. This attack, from Rousseau on 
through the Rornanti c movement. was the basis of one important 
alternative sense of 'culture' -asa process of ' inner' or 'spiritual ' 
as distinct from 'external' development. The primary effect of 
this alternative was to associate culture with religion , art , the 
family and personal life. as distinct from or actually opposed to 
'civilization ' or 'society' in its new abstract and general sense. It 
was from this sense, though not always with its full implica
tions, that 'culture ' as a general process of 'inner ' development 
was extended to include a descriptive sense of the means end 
works of such-development : that is, 'culture' as a genera l clas
sification of 'thearts' , religion,and the institutions and practices 
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of meanings and values. Its relations with 'society' were then 
proble matic, for these were evidently 'social ' institutions and 
practices but weTe seen as distinct from the aggregate o(geneT8J 
and 'external' institutions and practices now commonly called 
'society'. The difficulty was ordinarily negotiated by relating 
'cu lture' , even where it was evidently social in practice, to the 
'inner life' in its most accessible, secular forms: 'subjectivity' , 
'the imagination', and in these terms 'the individual'. The 
religiOUS emphasis weakened, and was replaced by what was in 
effect a metaphysics of subjectivity and the imaginative process. 
'Culture', or mOl'e specifically 'art' and ·Uterature' (them oolves 
newly generalized and abstracted), were seen as the deepest 
record, the deepest impulse, and the decpest resource of the 
'human spirit '. 'Culture' was then at once the secularization and 
the liberalization of earlier metaphysical forms . Its agencies and 
processes were distinctively human, and were general ized as 
subjective , but certain quasi-meta physical forms- ' the imagina
tion' , 'creativity ', ' inspi ration', ' the aesthetic' , and the new posi
tive sense of 'myth '-were in effect composed into a new pan
theon. 

This origina l break had been with 'civilization ' in its assumed 
'external ' sense. But as secularization and liberalization con
tinued, there was a related pressure on the concept of 'civiliza
tion' itself. This reached a critical point during the rapid 
development of industrial society and its prolonged social and 
political conflicts. In one view this process was part of the 
continuing development of civilization: a new and higher soc ial 
order. But in another view civilization was the achieved state 
w hich these ncw developments were thrcatening to destroy. 
'Civilization' then became an ambiguous term, denoting on the 
one hand enlightened and progressive development and on the 
other hand an achieved and threatened state, becoming increas
ingly retrospective and often in practice identified with the 
received glories of the past. In the latter sense 'civilization' and 
'culture' again overlapped, as received states rather than as 
continuing processes. Thus , a new battery of forces was ranged 
against both culture and civilization: materialism, commer
cialism. democracy , socialism. 

Yet 'culture' , meanwhile. underwent yet another develo'p
ment.This is especially difficult to trace but is centrally impor
tant, s ince it led to 'culture' as a 1Wcial- indeed specificaIiy 
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8QJhropoiogicai and sociological- concept. The tension and 
interaction between this developing sense and the other sense o f 
' inner' process and 'the arts' remain evident and important , 

There was always. in practice. some connection between the 
two developments. though the emphases came to be very differ
ent . Theorigin of thi s second sense is rooted in the ambigu ity of 
'civilization ' as both an achieved state and an achieved s tate of 
devolopment. What were the properties of this achieved state 
and correspondingly the agencies of its development? 10 the 
perspective of the Uni versal Histories the characteristic central 
property and agency was reason-an enlightened comprehen
sion of ou rselves and the world. which allows us to create higher 
forms of social and natural order, overcoming ignorance and 
superstition and the social and political forms to which they 
have led and which they support. History, in thi s sense, was the 
p rogressive establi shment of more rational and therefore more 
civilized systems. Much of the confidence oflhis movement was 
drawn from the enlightenment embodied in the new physical 
sciences. as well as from the sense of an achieved social order. It 
is very difficult to distinguish this new secular sense of 'civil iza· 
tion' from a comparably secular sense of 'culture' as an inlerpra-. 
lation of human development. Each was a modern idea in tho 
sense that it stressed human capaci ty not only to understand but 

...tp bu ild a human social order. This was the decisive difference 
of both ideas from the earlier derivation of social concepts and 
social orders from presumed religious or metaphysical states. 
But when it came to identifying the rea l motive forces , in this 
secular process of ' man making his own history', there were 
radical differences of view. 

Thus o ne of the very earliest emphases on ' man makin g his 
own his tory' was that of Vico, in The New Science (from 1125). 
He assorted 

a truth beyond all Question: that the world of civil society has certainly 
been made by meo, and that its principles are therefore 10 be found 
within the modifications of ou r own human mind. Whoever reflects on 
this cannot but marvel that the philosophers should have be nt a\l their 
energies td the study of Ihe world of nature, which, since God made ii, 
Ae alone knows: Bod that they should have neglected the stud y or tho 
world-O.lnali.nns..or civi l world, which, si nce men hod made it, men 
could hope to know. (po 331)· 

• All references aro (0 editions specified in the BookJist. 
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Here, against the grain o f the time, the 'natural sciences' ate 
rejected but the ' human sciences' given a startling new 
emphasis. We can know what we have made, indeed know by 
the fact of maki ng. The specific interpretations which Vico 
then offered are now of little interest , but his description of a 
mode of development which was at once, and interactively. 
the shaping of societies and the shaping of human minds is 
probably the effective origin of (he general social sense of 
'culture'. The concept itsell was remarkably advanced by 
Herder, in Ideas on the Philosophy of the History of MOll kind 
(1784-91). He accepted the emphasis on the historica l self. 
development of humanity, but argued that this was much 
too complex to be reduced to the evolution of a s ingle principle, 
and especially to something so abstract as ' reason'; and, 
further , that it was much too variable to be reduced to a pro
gressive unilinear development culminating in 'European 
civilization' . It was necessary, he argued , to speak of 'cultures' 
rather than 'culture' , so as to acknowledge variability, and 
within any culture to recognize the complexity and variabi · 
lity of its shaping forces. Tho specifi c interpretations he then 
offered, in terms of 'organic' peoples and nations, and against 
the 'external univorsa lism' of the Enlightenment, are elements 
of the Romantic movement and now of littl e active interest. 
But the idea of a fundamen tal social process which shapes speci· 
fic and distinct 'ways of life' is the effective origin of the 
comparat ive social sense of 'culture' and its now necessrtry 
plural 'cu ltures'. 

The complexity oflhe concept of 'culture' is then remarkable. 
It became a nnun of ' inner' process, specialized to its presumed 
agencies in 'intellectualliJe ' and ' the arts'. It became also a noun 
of general process. specialized to its presumed configurations in 
'whole ways of lifa'. It played a crucial role in definitions of ' the 
arts' and 'the humanities', from the first sense. It played an 
equally crucia l role in definitions 9f tho 'human scienc~s' and 
the 'social sciences' , in the second sense. Each tendency is ready 
to deny any proper use of the concept to the other, in spite of 
many attempts at reconci li ation. In any modern iheory Of cui· 
ture, but perhaps especially in a Marxist theory, this complexity 
is a source of great difficulty. The problem of knowing. at the 
outset, whether thi s would be a theory of ' the arts and intellec· 
tuallife' in thei r relations to 'society', or a theory of the social 
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process which creates specific and different 'ways orure', is only 
the most obvious problem. 

The first substantial problem is in attitudes towards 'civiliza
tioo', Here the decisive intervention of Marxism was the 
analysis of 'civil society'. and what within its terms was known 
as 'civilization ', as a specific historica l form: hourgeois society 
as treated by the capitalist mode of production. This provided 
an indispensable cri tical perspective, but it was still largely 
contained within the assumptions which had produced thecon
cept: that of 8 progressive secular development. most obviously: 
hut also that of a broadly unilinear development. Bourgeois 
society and capitalist production were at once heavily attacked 
and seen as historically progressive (the latter in received terms, 
as in " the bourgeoisie . . . has made barbarian and semi
barbarian countries dependent on the civili zed ones", Com
munist Moni/eslo, 53). Socia.lism would supersede them as the 
next and highest stage of the development. 

It is important to compare this inherited perspective with 
other elements in Marxism and in the radical and socialist 
movements which preceded it. Often, especially in the earlier 
movements, influenced by an alternative tradition, including 
the radical critique of 'civilization', it was not the progressive 
but the fundamentally contradictory character of thi s develop
ment that was decisive. 'Civilization' had produced not only 
wealth, order, and refinement, but as pa.rt of tb~ same process 
poverty, disorder, and degradation. It was attacked for its 'arlifi· 
ci~lity- its glaring contrasts with a 'natural' or 'human' order. 
The va lues upheld against it were not those of the next higher 
stage oC development. but of an essential human brotherhood. 
often expressed as something to be recovered as well as gained. 
These two tendencies in Marxism, and in the wider socialist 
movement, have often in effect been brought together. but in 
theory and especially in the analysis of subsequent historical 
practice need to be radically distinguished. 
ihe next decisive intervention of Marxism was the rejection of 

what Marx called 'idealist historiography', and in that seDse of 
the theoretical procedures of the Enlightenment History was 
not seen {or no~ always or primarily seen} as the overcoming of 
ignorance and superstition by knowledge and reason. What that 
account and perspective excluded was material history, the 
history of labour, industry as the 'open book of the human 
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faculties '. The original notion of 'man making his own history' 
was given a new radical content by this emphasis on 'man 
making himself' through producing hi s own means of life. For 
all its difficulties in detaiJed demonstration this was the most 
important intellectual advan ce in all modern social thought. It 
offe red the possibility of ovel"Goming the dichotomy between 
'society' and 'nature', and of discovering new constitutive rela
tionships between 'society' and 'economy'. As a specification of 
the basic clement of the social process of culture it was a rccov
ery of the who leness of history. It inaugurated the deci sive 
inclusion oCthal material history which had been excluded from 
the 'so-called history of civilization, which is all a history of 
religions and states'. Marx's own history of capitalism is only 
the most eminent example. 

But there are difficulties within this achievement. Its 
emphasis on socia l process, of a constitutive kind, was quaJified 
by the persistence of an earlier kind of rationalism, related to the 
assumption of progres~ive unWnear development, as in one 
version of the discovery of the 'scientific laws ' of society. This 
weakened the constitutive and strengthened a more instrumen
tal perspective. Again , the stress on material history, especially 
within the necessary polemics of its estabJishment , was in onc 
special way compromised. 1!tstead of making cultural history 
material, which was the next radical move, it was made depen. 
dent, secondary, 'superstructural': a realm of 'mere' ideas, 
beliefs, arts, customs, determined by the basic material hi story. 
What matters here is not only the element of reduction; it is the 
reproduction, in an altered form, of the separa tion of 'culture' 
from maleria l socia l life, which had been the dominant tendencY 
in idealist cu ltural thought. Thus the full possibilities of the 
concept of culture as a constitutive social process, creating 
specific and different 'ways of life'. which could have lice" 
remarkably deepened by the emphasis on a material social pro
cess, were for a long time missed, and were often in practice 
superseded by an abstracting unilinear . universetlism. At the 
same time the significance of the alternative concept of culture , 
defining 'intel lectual life' and ' the arts', was compromised by its 
apparent reduction to 'superstructural' status, and was left to be 
developed by those who, in the very process of idealizing it , 
broke its necessary connections with society and history and, in 
the areas of psychology, art , and belief, developed a powerful 
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alternative sense of the constitutive human process itself. It is 
then nvt surpri sing that in the twentieth century th is alternative 
sense has come to overl ay and stifle Marxism, with some war. 
rant in its most obvious errors, but without having to face the 
real challenge which was implicit, and so nea rl y clarified, in the 
original Marxist intervention. .. 

In the complex development of the concept of ' culture', which 
has of course now been incorporated into so many different 
systems and practices, there is one decisive question which was 
returned to again and again in the formative period of the e igh· 
tccnth and early nineteenth centuries but which was on the 
whole missed, or at least not developed, in the first stage of 
Marxism. Tbi!, is the question ofhuman language, which wasan 
undershmdable preoccupation of the historians of'civi lization', 
and a central. even a qefining question, for the theorists of a 
constitutive process of 'cu lture ', from ViCD to Herder and 
beyond. Indeed, to understand the full implications of the idea 
of a 'constitutive human process' it is to changing concepts of 
language that we must turn. 

2. Language 

A definition o f language is always, implicitl y or explicitly, a 
definition of human beings in the world . The received major 
categories-' world ', 'rea lity', 'nature,' 'human'- may be coun· 
terposed or related to the category 'language', but it is now a 
commonplace to observe that a ll ca tegories, including the 
category ' language', are themselves constructions in language, 
and can thus only with an effort. and within a particular system 
of thought, be separated from language for relational inquiry , 
Such efforts and such systems, nevertheless, constitute a major 
part of the history of thought. Many of the problems which have 
emerged from this history are relevant to Marxism, and in ~er
tain areas Marxism itself has contributed to them; by extenSIOn 
from its basic revaluation , in historical materialism, of the 
received major categories. Yet it is significant that, by com pari· 
son, Marxism has contributed very little to thinking about Ian· 
guage itself. The result has been either that limited and unde· 
veloped versions of language as a 'reflection' of 'reality ' have 
been taken for granted, or that propositions about langu~g?, 
developed within or in the forms of other and often antagoDlstlc 
systems of thought, have been synthesized with Marxist propos· 
Hions about other kinds of activity, in ways which are not only 
ultimately untenable but, in our own time. radically limiting to 
the strength of the social propositions. Tho effects on cultural 
theory , and in particular on thinking about literature, have been 
especially marked. 

The key moments which should be of interest to Marxism, in 
the development of thinking about language, are, first , the 
emphasis on language as activity and, second, the emphasis on 
the history of language .. Neitherof these posit ions, on its own;is 
enough to restate the whole problem. 11 is the conjunction and 
consequent revaluation of each position that remains necessary. 
But in different ways, and with significant practica l results, each 
position transformed those habitual conceptions of language 
which depended on and supported relati vely stat ic ways of 
thinking about human beings in the world . 

The major emphasis on language as activity began in the 
eighteenth century , in close relation to the idea of men having 
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marle their own society. which we have seen as a central element 
in the new concept of 'culture', In the previous ly dominant 
tradition , through all its variations. 'language' and 'rea lity' had 
been decisively separated. so that philosophical inquiry was 
from the beginning an inquiry into the connections between 
these apparently separate orders. The pre-Socratic unity of the 
logos . in which language was seen as at one with tho order of the 
world and of nature. with divine and human law, and with 
reason, had been decisively broken and in effect (orgotlen. The 
radical distinction between 'language' and 'reality', as between 
'consciousness' and 'the material world', corresponding to 
actual and practical divisions between 'mental' and 'physical' 
activity, had become so habitual that serious attention seemed 
naturally conoentrated on the exoeptionally complicated conse
quent relations and connections. Plato's major inquiry into lan
guage (in the Cro tyJus) was centred on the problem of the cor
rectness of naming, in which the interrelation of 'word ' and 
' thing' can be seen to originate either in 'nature' or in 'conven
tion '. Plato 's solution was in effect the foundation of idealist 
thought : there is a n intermediate but constitutive realm, which 
is neither 'word' nor 'thing ' but 'form' , 'essence ', o r 'idea'. The 
investigation of either 'language' or 'reaIHy' was then always, at 
root, an investigationoftheseconstitu(ive (metaphysical) forms . 

Yet , given this basic assumption, far-reaching inquiries into 
the uses of language cou ld be undertaken in particular and 
specialized ways. Language as a way of indicating reality cou ld 
be studied as Jogie . Language as an accessible segment of reality , 
especially in its fixed forms 1n writing, could be studied as 
grammar, in tho sense ofitsfonnal and 'extmnal' shGpe. Finally, 
within the distinction between language and realHy, language 
could 00 conceived as an instrument used by men for specific 
and distinguishable purp,lses, and these cou ld be studied in 
rhetoric and in the associated poetics. Through prolonged aca
diHuicand scholasti c development, these three great branches of 
language study-logic, grammar, and rhetoric-though 
fonnally associated in the medieva l trivium, became specUic 
and eventually separated disciplines. Thus though they made 
major practica l advances, they e ither foreclosed examination 
of the form of the basic distinction behveen ' language' and 
'reality', or determined the grounds , and especial1y the terms , 
in which such an examination might be made. 
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This is notably the case with the important medieval concept 
of sign ,. which has been so remarkably readopted in modem 
linguistic thought. 'Sign', from Latin signum, a mark ortoken, is 
intrinsically a concept based on a distinction between 'lan
guage' and 'reality '. Jt i.e; an interposition between 'word' and 
' thing' which repeals the Platonic interposition of 'form', 
'essence', or ' idea ', but now in accessible linguistic terms. Thus 
in Buridan 'natural signs' are the universal mental counterparts 
of reality and these are matched, by convention , with the 'artifi
cial signs' which are physical sounds or letters. Given this 
starting-point. important investigations or the activity of hill
guage (but not of language as an activity) could be undertaken : 
for example, the remarkable speculative grammars of medieval 
thought, in which tho power or sentences and of the modes of 
construction which underlay and complicated simple empirical 
notions of 'naming' was described and investigated. Mean
while. however, the trivium itseJr, and especially grammar and 
rhetoric, moved into re latively forma l, though immensely 
learned, demonstrations of the properties of a given body of 
'classical' written material. What was later to be known as 
'literary study', and from the early seventeenth century as 
'cri ticism', developed from this powerful, prestigious, and 
limited mode. 

Yet the whole question of the distinction between ' language' 
and 'reality' was eventually forced into consciousness, initially 
in a surprising way . Descart'es, in reinforcing the distinction and 
making it more precise. and in demanding that the criterion of 
connection shouJd be not metaphYSical or conventional but 
grounded in scientific knowledge, plovok~rl neVI questions-by 
thi::lvery force ofltis sCepticism about the old.answcI! .. lt was in 
response to Descartes that Vico proposed h is criterion that we 
can have full knowledge only of what we can ourselves make or 
do. In one decisive respect this response was reactionary. Since 
men have not in any obvious sense made the physical world, a 
powerful new conoeption of scientific knowledge was ruJed out 
a priori and was, as before. reserved to God. Yet on the othey 
hand, by insisting that ~'e can understand society because we 
have made it , indeed that we understand it not abstractly bu tin 
the very process of making it, and that the activity of language is 
rentra l in this process, Vico opened a whole new dimension. 

It was and is difficult to grasp this dimension, initially 
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because Vieo embedded it 10 what can be road as a schematic 
account of the stages of language development: the notorious 
three stages of divine . heroic. and human. Rousseau, repeating 
these three stages as ' historical' and interpreting them 8S stages 
of declining vigour, gave a form of argument to the Romantic 
Movement - the revival oCliterature as a revival orlhe 'original' , 
'primal' power of language. But this at once obscured the newly 
.(scUve sense of history (specializing it to regeneration and ulti
mately. as this fail ed, to reaction) and the newly active sense of 
language, which in be ing spec ialized to literature could be 
marked off as a special case, a special entity, a special function , 
leaving the 'oon-literary' relations of language to reality as con~ 
ventional and as alienated as before. To take Vico's three stages 
literally. or indeed as 'stages' at all , is to lose sight, as he did, of 
the dimension he had opened. For what was crucial, in his 
account of lan guage, was tbat it emerged only at the human 
stage, the divine being that of mute ce remonies and rituals and 
the heroic that of gestu res and signs. Verhal language is then 
distinctively human; indeed. constituti vely human. This was 
the pornt taken up by Herder, who opposed any notion of lan~ 
guage being 'given' to man (as by God) and, in effect, the appar~ 
eotly alternative notion of language being 'added ' to man, as a 
special kind of ac.qu.tsition or tool. Language is then, positively, 
a distinctively human opening of and opening to the world: not 
a distinguishable or instrumental but a constitutive faculty. 

HistoricaJly this emphasis on language as constitutive, like 
the closely related emphasis on human development as culture, 
must be seen as an attempt both to preserve some idea of the 
generall y human. in face of the analytical and empirical proce~ 
dures of a powerfully developing natural science , and to assert 
an 1dea ofhUlnan creativ ity. in face of the increased understo.lld~ 
ing of the properties of the physical world, and of conseQuently 
causal explanations from them. As such thi s whole tendency 
was in constant danger of becoming simply a new kind of 
idealism-'humanity' and 'creativity' being projected as 
essences-while the ~endcncie;; it opposed moved towards a 
new kind of ob;cctive materiaJism. This specific fi ss ion, so fate~ 
Cui in all subsequent thought, was in effect masked and ratified 
by a newly conventional distinction between 'art' (litera~ 
ture)--the sphere of 'humanity' and 'creativity'- and 'science' 
{'positive knowledge')-the knowable dimension of the physi-
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cal world aJ}d of physica l human beings within it. Each of the 
key terms-'art ', 'literature' , and 'science', together with the 
associated 'cu lture ' and with such a newly necessa ry specia1iza~ 
tion as 'aestheti c' and the radical distinction between 'experi~ 
enee' and 'experiment'-changed in meaning between the early 
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. The resulting con~ 
f1icts and confusions were severe, but it is significant that in the 
new situation of the nineteenth century the issues were never 
really joined on the ground of Janguage, at any radical Jevel, 
though it was precisely in relation to language that the newly 
conventional distinctions most needed to be challenged. 

What happened instead was an extraordinary advance in 
empirical knowledge of languages, and a wholly remarkable 
analysis and classification of this knowledge in terms which set 
some of the basic questions aside. It is impossible to separate this 
movement from its political history, within the .dynamic 
development of Western societies in a period of extending col
onialism. Older studies of language had been largely contained 
within the model of the dead 'classical' languages (which-still 
effectively determined 'grammar ' in both its syntactic and liter
ary senses) and of the 'deri ved ' modern vernac ulars. European 
exploration and colonization, meanwhile, had been dramati
cally expanding the available range of lingUistic material. The 
critical encounter was between the European and Indian civi1i~ 
zations: not on ly in available languages but in European contact 
with the highly developed methods of lndic grammatical scho~ 
lars, with their alternative body of 'classical' texts. 11 was as an 
Englishman in India that William Jones learned Sanskr it and 
from an observation of its resemblances to Latin and Greek 
began the work which led to classification of the Indo~European 
(Aryan) and other 'families' of languages. 

This work, based on comparative analysis and classification, 
was procedurally very close to the evolutionary biology with 
which it is contemporary. It is one of the major periods of aU 
scholarly investigation, empiricall y founding not only the major 
classifications of language families , including schemes of their 
evolutionary deve lopment and relationships, but also, within 
these schemes, discovering certain 'laws' of change, notably ~f 
sound-change. In one area this movement was 'evolutionary' in 
a particular sense: in its postulate of a proto~language (proto
Indo~EuropeanJ from which the major 'family' had developed. 
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But in its later s tages it was 'evolutionary' alsO in another sense. 
Increasing rigo,ur in the study of sound-c!tanges associated ODe 

branch of language stud y with natural SCience, so tha t a system ._ 
of linguistic 'phonetics m~gd wi!!t _ p:~~ysica.! ~tudies of the 
~ge faculty and the e~olut!o~8!Y origins of s'p~.:TliTs 
tendency culminated in major work in the physiology of spcoch 
~d.JQ the field signif~tJy designated within this area as 
~AArimenlal PSyChol0Wa 

This identification 0 angu8gc-use as a problem in psychol
ogy was to n~8JOr effects on concftPiLQLl8riguage •.. "Bur
~. general language-studies there was a new 
phase which reinforced inherent tendoncies to objectivism. 
What was characteristically stud ied in comparative philology 
was a body of records of 1an-l.uage:, in effect. centrally..I the alien ,. 
written word. This assumption oft1iC de-fiiiIng material of stu-dy'~ 
was wendy present. of course, in the earlier phase of 'classical' 
language studies: Greek, Latin. Hebrew. But then the modes of 
access to a wider range of languages repeated this earlier stance: 
that of the privileged (scientific) observer o f a body of allen 
written material Methodological decisions. substantially simi
lar to those being developed in the closely related new science of 
anthropology, followod from this effective situation. On the one 
hand there was the highly productive application of modes of 
systematic observation, classification, and analysis. On the 
other hand there was the largely unnoticed consequence of the 
privileged si tuation of the observer: that be was observin&-(DL
course scientifically) within a diffemntiarIDode of oontact with 
alien roll 'crial: in texts, the rcoords iS10 ; in s ch, 
t~e ~..QLa~n peop e in subordinate . . -
fI9ns..to..the_w.hme.9.ctivl!~~~e dommanl people within wbiclL, 
ilie observer ga ined his privilege. This defining situation inevit
ably'"" reduced an y 'sensec)nonguage as actively and presently 
constitutive. The consequent objectivism of fundamental pro-
cedure was intensely productive at the lovel of description, but 
necessarily any consequent definition of language had to be 
def~tion of a {speaaJ.~l~~?~~ sys em. a ater p ase 
of this contact betweenpriVieged observer and alien language 
material . in the special circumstances of North America where 
hundreds of native American (Amerindian) languages were in 
danger of dying out after the completion of European conquest 
and domination, the earlier philological procedures were 
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indeed. characteristica lly. found to be not objective enough. 
Assimilation of these even more alien langU/;lges to the 

Q;egoriCs of lndo-Eumpean philolo8Y- the natural reflex of 
tu::rarlmperta!f@!Twas scientifically resisted and checked 

by-necessary procedures which, assuming only the presence of 
an alien system, found ways of studying it in its own (intrinsic 
and structural) terms. This approach was a further gain in scien
tific description, with its own remarkable results. but at the level 

...., ftheory it was t ' Ral reinforr.ement of a concept of language 
~s an (alit! 'octive !:ilystal!L __ 

ara oxically, this approach had even deeper effect through 
one of the necessary corrections of procedure which foUowed 
from the new phase of contact with languages without texts. 
Earlier procedures had been determined by the fact that a lan
guage almost invariably presented itself in specific past texts: 
finished monologic utterances. Actual speech. even when it was 

ci]
Vailahle. was seen as derived . either historically into v -

/I I rac lca s eee acts w i were lDstances of tho 
!t~ fundamen a (textua orms of the language. Language-use 

co ever seen as 1 se ac and constltuhve. 
And this was rein orced by t e political relations of the 
observer-observed. where the 

the 
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Dwkhejm Tn Saussure the social nature of language is expres
sed as a system IWl Utt • which is at on . stable and autonom
ous ed..i.o...w:trmal1v!Lx.! _ entics} f.9.rms j its :~~. " .. 
(paroles) are then seen as 'indivi<!ual' fin ab..ltTa..ct distinc.tig.Q .. 
ftolif 'sodal ') U.!~S of- !..P..-art1@..@t..L@..&YJ!&'Q.@pe' through .. ~!l ._ 
enabliu~ ·ps~cho-p~¥..~ca! ~c1!a'l!~m.'~ The practical results of 
ttrfs pro ounatlieOretlcru development, in all its phases, have 
been exceptionally productive and striking. The great lxxiy of 
philological scholarship has been complemented by a remarka-{. 
ble body of linguistic studies , in,.whicp_the controlling ~Ollc..cpti! 
of language as a formal system has openeathtf W-ay to penetTat:-- __ 
ing)rescr:lplJOJlS of aau1illEin&uag~crati~fis an'dll1any of their 
un~er.l;rjns-JiUY$: 

This achievement has an ironic relation with Marxism. On the 
one hand it repeats an important and often dominant tendency 
within Marxism itself, over a range from the comparative 
analysis and classification of stages of a society, through the 
discovery of certain fundamentallaws of change within these 
systematic s tages, to the assertion of a controlling 'social' system 
which is a prior inaccessible to 'individual' acts of will and 
intelligence. This a~rent affinity explain~e attempted 
sy~U?f Marxism an "'itrtJtturat hnguistiGS-Which~becJL . 
so influenti:tJapnenomenonm the mid-twentieth century. But 
~1}nm (0 notice, flfs~arruSlO!X; in ID;-mosf 

s cific, active. and connecting senses, has disappeared (in one 
ten en en eore Ica y exCTiiOeaffrom this account or
--f!':!.!.!.!!!l a s CIa activrtyiiSlsng-mige: and second, that ~ 

categorieSiirwniCfi tliisversiolf-of-system· has been developed 
are the familiar bourgeois categories in which an abstract sep
aration and distinction between th~divian,.I· apcl lh·e..!SQcial.:..: ..... 
h'i[ye -bec6fiie--so··-habitua l - th·at - they aretaken as 'natural' / I 
sJarting-points. ~~ -- -.. _---. 
- In fact there was little specifically Marxist work on language 
before the twentieth century. In their chapter on Feuerbach in 
The German Ideology Marx and Engels touched on the subject. 
~pa!1.OiJ eir influenti.BlJlr&Y!D~n1.agai.!!!'~.p,~, direr;~_v~o~ 
sciousness. Recapitulating the 'moments' or - 'ilspects' of a 
rna terialist conception of history -;-mey wrote: -

Only now, after having considered four moments, four aspects of the 
fundamenta l hlstoTlcal relat ionships, do weflnd that manalso posses-
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So far as it goes, this account is wholly compatible with the 1 ( 
emphasis on language as practical, constitutive acti vity. The ~ 
d ifficulty arises, as it had also arisen in a different form in 
previous accounts , when the idea of the constitutive is broken 
down into elements which are then tomporally ordered. Thus 
there is an obvious danger, in the, t,~::~;~:II~of Vico and of 

language 'primary' and ' ( 
it is a 

in this passage, points to 
simultaneity and The' historical relation
sh ips' are seen as 'moments' or 'aspects', and man then 'also 
possesses' consciousness'. Moreover, this language is material: 
the "agitated layers of air, sounds", which are produced by the 
phys ica l body. It is then not a question of any temporal ~iOrity 
of _.the 'prodllClion of mat"~' considered as a separale act. 
Tne di stinctively human mode of th is primary material produc
tion has been characterized in three aspects: needs, new needs, 
and human reproduction-Ofnot of course to be taken as three 
different stages ... but ... which have existed. simulta.neously 
since the dawn of history and the first men, and still assert 
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themselves in history today". The distinctive humanity of the 
development is then expressed by the fourth 'aspect' , lhat such 
production is from the beginning also a social relationship. It 
then involves from the beginning, as a necessary element. that 
practical consciousness which is language. 

Thus far the emphasis is primarily 'constitutive', in the sense 
of.!lU indissnl1!ble)otaF!y of d~vclopmen~. !lui it is e~y to see 
how, in this direction also, whal-l5egIrisas n mode Ofanalysis of 
aspects of a total process develops towards philosophical or 
' n2d:;~t~SOtie~~impl~i"list.~~m~en:t~ .w~h~~~a~!!
th • UsLIUW.aUlt!2!L of languaF~om 'rcnlil¥' liut s imply 
rev~~c , thai!. doc' - an lowararl:flsrar':il:a(Cat.e~urics, in 
wh~h . . . t. aterl8.l sociaf prOduction ancftlien (rathej"-
than also lin ua ' - --_. - .-. 
InTis· pre omtDanlly positivist deve lopment , from the late 
nineteenth to the mid-twentieth century, a dominant kind of 
Marxism made this practica l reduction: not so much directly in 
language theory, which on the whole was neglected, but habitu
ally in its accounts of consciousness apd in U.s analyses of the 
pract ical lang~ge_ ~ct.ivitt~§..lYhi ~1:._,!ere 8r~uped :!:; tfEle--
~9rj~d.cQlgg~ and :thc~perstructure'. Mor hir 
tendency was reinforced by the wrong kind of association with 
important scientific work on the physical means of language. 
This associa tion was wholly compa tible with an emphasis on 
language as material, but, given the practical separation of ' the 
world' and ' the language in which we speak about it', or in 
anotherform, of 'reality' and 'consciousness', the materia lity of 
language could be grasped only as physical-a set of physical 
properties-and not as material activity: in fact the ordinary 
scienUstic dlssoclation of the abstracted physica l faculty from 
its actua l human use. The resulting situation had been well 
described, in another context, by Marx. in the first ' thesis' on 
Feuerbach: 

-, 
Thechiefdefectofal tetialism p tonow (including Feuerbach's) is, \ 
that the object. reality . w a WA apprehend through our senses, is 
understood only in the fo rm of the objecl of cOll lempJotion . 
(o llscha.lU!!ts); but not as sensuous lumen aClvl R.S fOc..1ia· n 1 

-:r.ubiif"~~Ij:-Hcnce to opposition to materialism t octlve Sl ~ 
eve opoo abstractly by idealism-which of course do ~ 0 ow real 

sen1>uous<retIVlty as such. IGf.'rn"7}------
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This was indeed the situation in thinking about language. For 
the active emphases of Vico and Herder had meanwhile been 
remarkably deve loped. notably by Wilhelm von Humboldt. ~ 
the inherited problem of the origin of language had been 
remark8bly rcstated .-Language-uf-l:ou~tsc developooatSOme 
poinrfn evn ufionary histnry, but it is nnt only that we have 
virtually no information about this; it is mainly that any h_u.!!l~ 
investigation of so constitutive an activit ' fin !; -lin.&~~ 
a1read~.:rrsjJrrnaIn].s_preSiun.a. . . ct of stud . Lan· 
gungeb3s then to be seen as ... ~~rs~stef'!t kind of creation 8;wl_. 

T6-crcati . ~ dyn.amic PI9SCIlC.e and _ a constan!_!~eneraUve 
~~~! BuUhis emphasis. aga in, can illoveU?-dIrfe!~~ .dir~ . _ 
Uons. It could reasonably have been associated wlth the 
(Hfij511asis or-whole, indissoluble practice, i!l whic~h_ Jlle 
'gynamic presence' and_ t~e 'constant .regenerative pr,oa:s.s' . 
would be necessa ry forms of the 'production and reproQuction .. 
of rial life' similarly conceived. What happened instead, in 
'HumbOldt and especially after him, was a--ro ·~ction of this idea 
of actiVity in to essentialiy1Qoa' uasi-social forms: either 
the 'naHan'. basedOn"an 8 straet version of the ' .0 -min 'or l!t
('8b istorrcal['~i;~grn~~u~~'; Oilhe 'collective sPlIi1:.
the atfstrnct creative capacity-stiU-creatjv.J but prior to a~.<;1 

"Separate [ro'TI materiaI SOClat praci!~!._as 1n t!.~g~l ;, or, persua- .. 
sivelY. the 'indiViau--a.r:-atistraCi(i(j" and defined as 'creative sub
jectiVnr:-JJiiU\arfil).&:pomt ofliiIDmlilg. 

The in fluence of these various projections has been deep and 
prolonged. The abstract idea of the 'nation' could be readily 
connected with ma;or pbilologi~-wgtk....O.D_Jhl) 'familie ' 
la~!!: . . and on the di5tinctiveaiiiiftrited properties of -
lai-languages. Tea tract i ea 0 t e 10 lV un cou e r 
ea yc:onnected with tbe emphasis on a primary subjective 

realityan& a--comequenr souicor Ofm-Can;~g .illld _l:iea9 
which emerged in the Romanfic concepts oem' and.ji~[8 , 
~nd which defiDed_-~-~8jor part of_t!te development Q..t'.PliY. -

.P~~~s the stress on language as activity, which was the crucial 
contribution of this line of. thinking, and which was a c~ucia l 
correction of the inherent passivity, usually formalized in the 
metaphor of 'reflection', of posi ti vism and objectivist 
materialism, was in turn redur.ed from specific activities (then 
necessarily social and material, or, in the full sense, historical) to 
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ideas of such activity. ca tegorized as 'nation' or 'spirit' or the 
"I~ative indiv idual ', It is significant thatO'l:itroft1rifsc categories, 
the ---mdivt'd"ual' (not the specific. unique human being, who 
cannot of course be in doubt. but the generalization of the com
mon property of all these beings as 'individuals' or 'sub;ects', 
which are already social categories, with immediate social 
implications), was prominent also within the dominant ten-

of objectivist materialism. The 
from the . . 

to instrumentality, the idea 
the main outcome of the 

a,activity, was evidently attractive. 
It appeared literally to toan experience of language which 
the rival theory. confined to passing information, exchanging 
messages, naming objects, in effect suppressed. It could include 
the experience of speaking with others , of participating in Ian· 
guage, of making and responding to rhythm or intonation which 
had nosimple ' information' o r 'message' or 'object' roo tent: the 
experience, indeed, which was most evident in 'literature' and 
which was even, by specialization. made identical with it. Yet 
what act ually happened was a deep split, which produced its 
own powerful categories of separation, some of them old terms 
in new forms: ca tegorica l divisions between the 'referential' and 
the 'emotive', between the 'denotative' and the 'connotative' , 
between 'ordinary language' and 'literary language', Certainly 
the uses towards which these categories point can be distin· 
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guished as the elements of speci fic practices, defined by specific 
situations. But their projection as categories, and then their 
further projection as separate entities, separate 'bodies' of 
language-use, permitted a dissolution and specialization which 
for a long time prevented. tho basic issues of the unfinished 
argument about language from becoming focused within a 
single area of discourse. 

Marxism might have become this area of discourse, but it had 
dcvcJopcd its own forms of limitation aod specialization, The 
most evident of these was a specialization of the whole material 
social process to 'labour', which was then more and more nar· 
rowly conceived. This had its effect in the important argument 
about the origins and development of language, which could 
have been reopened in the context of the new science of 
evolutionary physical anthropology. What happened instead 
was an a pplication of the ahstJ:8ct concept of ' labour' as the 
s~ngle effective origin. Thus, in a mOdern Bulhoritativeaccounl: 

First labour, then articulate speech, were the two chief stimuli under 
the Influence of which the brain of the ape gradualy changed into the 
human brain . (Fundamentals a/Dialectical MaterJalism, ed. Schneier· 
son, Moscow, 1967, 105) 

This not only establishes an abstract, tW<rstage temporal 
development. It also converts both labour and language to 
'stimuli', when the real emphasis should be on cOlll1ected prac
tice. This leads to an abstraction of evolutionary stages: --- . The development of labour brougM the members of the community 
marc closely together, for It enabled them to extend their joint activity 
and to support each other. l.Ji~lllions ~ave rise to Ibe "rd for 
primitive men to speak and oommunlcate With each 3~~~:' 
~ _ ______ - - - - - - ----- Obldc 105) 

- -- _ .- --.... 
This is in effect.an id~alism of abstr~cted stimuJj and needs. It 

..J!!.ust be contrasted \Vlth a properly maferlal~.tY,jp..wh.ich
\ l ab~ur l!..I1d.language, ~s p~ctices , ct:'Fbe _~eeo ~s ~~~L 
~historlcally constitullve: . -- - - ... - - '- .-. 
The argument that there cou ld he no language withou t all the structure 
of modern man is precisely the same as the old theory that human hands 
made implement-making and using possible. Out the implements are 
thousands of years older than hands of the modern human form. Mod· 
ern speech-produci ng structures are the result of the evolutionary suc-
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~ss o~ langu8ge, just as the uniquely human hand is the result or the 
t oJuUonary sUccess or implements. U· S. Washburn and}. B. Lancas_ 
cr, CUrrent Anthropology, vol. 12, No. 3, 1971) 

~ny constituliv ~ry gCpractice and especially a materi8list- 1 
t ~ory, has impo aD e ec 5 yond thQ. que;A0n of origins. in 

;;, {~Sf~lhc problem of the active process 0 anguage at any.1 
/ , ~statemcnt wlllch goes bey~epilfuh!d Cgh3R\?ri~ 
~~/~t ' J a~8uage' ana resuly', yetorthodox Marxism remained I 

uck ,m roflection thoory, because this was the only plausible J 
~alefl~l ist connection between the received abstract categories:-' 

cfl echon theory, in its first period. was itself specialized to 
~ude stimulus-and-response. mo?els, adapted from positivist 
P
d 

YSiology. In its second period. In the later work of Pavlov, it 
a ded, as a way of dealing with the special properties of lan
~~ag~, the concept of the 'second sign.al system' , the first being 

e slIllple physical system of sensations and responses. This 
\~as better than nothing, but it assimilated language to the 
c aractenstics of a 'signal system', in relatively mechanistic bvays, and was in practice unequal to problems of meaning 
e~un~rnpla..lOadeb of the associa tive. Setting out from this 

POlntQ~.~Ub;:ky ~hou81i l ancl-tffijgrrag~. Moscow, 1934) 
~ropos?~ a new socia theory. stlll"""l!3-.. ~rr~d~e_~c:cond ~!~!.L 
J!f.~ w~uage and conscIOusness ate 1iiiea from 
d~Ple ana]oglf:s with physlC',a1 pcrcephon. His work on the - -
I eveloPtnenron~ in children, and on the crucial prob-
h~~ o~ 'jnner speech', provid~ a new starUng-point. \~ 
~stGNGal:..IDatei-i alist perspectIve. But fo r a generation, in 
orthodox Marxtmr;-t1iis was neglected. Meanwhile the work of 
N. S. Marr, based on olde r models, tied language to the 'super
st~ucture ' and even to simple class bases. Dogmatic posit ions. 
t~ . en from other areas of Marxist thinking, limited the necessary 
t cor.etica) developments. It is ironic that the influence of Marr 
;vas ill effect ended by Stalin in 1950 with declarations that 
d~dguage was not 'part of the superstructure' and that languages.?" 
~ not have any essential 'class character' but rather a 'Datio.llitL I 

c aracter'. Ironic because though the dechIFations were neces- ., 
.... ~<H contex t, they simply threw the argument back to a 
much .earli er stage. in which the status of 'reflection' and, very 
specifically, the status of 'the superstructure', had, in Marxist 
terms, needed question. By this time, moreover, linguistics had 
come to be dominated by a SpeCific and distinctive form of 
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a.ec~, wbi~@..d produce[~ the powerful systems of struc
turalism and semiotics. It was a UUs point that generally Marx-

~ JS[. po~itlOns In ot~er flelds. especially in the popular form of 
ol ~JectiveJ~ determined systems. W%A_I}[a~Y2E'thesized 
"'lIth .!!Jllo~!anguage which,_ f~ a fully M.!rxist pos~ 
n~ed to be profoundly oQPQS!to .... 

.__""Su'l::tnnoories nacfliien' profoundly opposed in the 1920s in 
Leningrad. where the beginnings of a school of Marxist 
linguistics, of a Sigllificanl~~d.lllaQi.niact emerged. It is best 
represented by the \York o( . . Vo lOSin,2i)wbose Morxism and 
the Philosophy of Longuog~eareJ.rln-twtreditjolis . hi 1929 
and 1930; the second edition has been translated into English 
(~atejka and Titunik. New York and London, 1973). It is now 
Widely believed that Volo§inov was the pen-name of M.M. 
Bnkhlin, auffior ofasUiOuLUUstiii&ikiJProblemy Ivor ceslva 
Dost~vskogo, 1929; new version, with new title, Problemy 
poelJk. Dostoevskogo. 1963]; see also ·P.N. Mcdvedev' (author of 
Forma l'ny metod v literaturovedenii-kriticeskoe vvedenie v 
sociologic~kuju p~t~k.u-Th: Formal Method in Literary 
Sch~larshlp: 0 cnt lcol. mtroducUon to sociological 
poohcS-1928). However th ts may be. we can conveniently refer 
to the text published under that name as VoloSinov. 

VoJosinov's decisive contribution was to find a way beyond 
the powerful but .~rtial theories of expression and objective 
system. H~ found 1 ~ 10 fundamentally Marxist terms. though he 
had to begin by saymg that Marxist thinking abou t language was 

?nirtually non-existent. His originality lay in the fact that he did 
\ ~ seek to apply other tJariiilldMs to language. On the egO_ pt.I 

~
trary he reeonSI erea the wh01e problem of languagewithin a 
g~arxist oncntabon. This ehabled blm to see actIVItY' 
{th? ~trengti1 01 the Idealist emphasis after urn s SOCia 

o a.ctiVlty aIRh sys em e st rength of thll..llew ohjectiyist_ 
l~gulsUcsJ m rela tIOn to Uiis social activity and ogt. as had 
~lthetto-been-thc"C8S~Jepar8tedJOOm..it..Ihus in draw
IDg on tile st rengths of the alternative traditions. and in setting 
them side by side shOWing their connected radical weaknesses 
he opened the way to a new kind of theory which had bee~ 
necessary for more than a cen tury. 

Much of hjs !;lffort went to recoverin the fuU elt;!P.hasis on 
l~g~i.Vlty~praa1CiJ consciousuess, WIiIChhad been -. 
w~kone~ ~~ LD of eet denied by its specializallon to a closed 
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' individual conscio usness ' or ' iDOAr psyc~ The ~lreE.&!!l of . 
\his tradition was S1:tH-~tcuce un the ~ti<U1..Qf... 
mQ!!!,!!l8!>, as dtstmct from the alternative asslJ. mplion Qr.A.. _ 

.::::r. 105ed formal 5 stom. VOlol1n~~ea iliat meaning~ 
(i.,. cc~Uy a SOCI ~depe.nE-~!!~_ s.Q.c.i~ [~Jali(:mshW--.-

D.u~ uDaersEAnd ili iS f(iPJlnllea::Oll..reCOV~rin8.J!jul~n5e of 
(j~Ji'. a.~~r;ru'iiCiooih-fl1?JIl ~~e ic!~l1st~~Q..nQf the "SQcral

.. .-....,..@"'iin inhefltca, reaay-made g;.Oduct. an 'jD_~rt cmst ', beyoIlll 
,. ;Wnlc.h~al1 creaUvl[y "W8S lGaivldUaT;~ frol1!Jh.lLObjectivist 
\ !projection 01 the sQ!:~lO a fonn!! !yslem tim mODom.oos: 

and governoo ~n~y ~~:v~wi!bJn..whicb. and .l>oleJ.y 
aceo 109 wli~eanipg:t..w~duccd . Each sense, at 
Toot. depenifsOnthe same error: of separa11ili'""ihe social from 
ioWvidual meamngliiTiCtivrtyllIiOllgb the rlvaJ positions then ' 

I valued thL~Pllr~l~~ elements c!i.(ferenl1 YL ... JtgaiiiSttlflf 
psycfiologism of the idealis -empliasis, Volosinov argued that 

! "consciousness takes shape and being in the material of signs 
created by an organized group in the process of its social inter

I course. The individual consciousness is nurtured on signs; it de
\Jives its growth from them; it reflects their logiC and laws" (13). 

Normally, it is a l just this point (and the danger is always 
increa.,Cd by retaining the concept of 'sign ', which VoloSinov 
revalued but con tinued to use) that objec~rnl.ind.s..ilLcn~ 
'The material of signs' can be tran~lated as's stamorsrg~his 
sys tem' en ro ec e (y some UOti(1O of a eoretical 
'social contract', 8 S in Saussure. protected from examination by 
the . of the ' , of 'synchronic' over 'diachronic ' 

itis 
(incomplete) reval uation of the concept of 'sign' that his con· 
temporary significance is most evident. 

VoloSinov accepted that a 'sign' in language has indeed a 
'binary' character,lln fact, as we shall see, his retention of these 
terms mad'c it easier for the radical challenge of his work to be 
missed,) That is to say, he agieed that t.he verbal sign is not 
equivalent to, nor simply a reflection of. the object or Quality 
which it indicates or expresses, The relation within the sign 
between the formal element and the meaning which this ele-

• 

- , 
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ment carries is thus inevitably conventional (thus far agreeing 
with orthooox semiotic theory) . but it is not arbitrary-and , em· 
~ly, it is not fixed , On th~ confrary the fusl~t\lJHOTIltliJere. 
mcnTiiild""'iiiCaiiingTand it is this fact of dyn iJ liuc ftBIon which 
makes retenbon of the ' binary' description misleading) is the 

j"result of a real process of social develQpment t in the actual 
' achvities of speedl and 10 the continu ing development of a 

language, Indeed signs can exist only when this active social 
relationship is posited, The usa bIe sign-the fusion of formal 
element and meaning- is g. produ9 ofJhij ponti!l_uj.vg...$peech •. 

..::... activity between real ind i!.i!!!lPls.1'lb..o_am..iD...s.QQlEU:ontin:u.iJl..&.._ 
( I sCSCihl rel aUonsblp , the 'sign ' is in this !!(mSft Ibeir product, but 
...... nof f§.e!X]!!IDcPnt product , as In ih~ed al;<:o~ts ?( illl

'aIWays--given ' jylgJJil8~ sys~~m.:...fhe reaJ>~u_~lca~~ 
SuetS' w~If"!!~~'ble signs are, .oJ) Ole ~ntr~,~lvlDg e\rl- . 
deJ]~e of a co~~l process, into wblch mdIVlduals are _ _ n. bo iuj(fWilliin wh ich the are shapeil , b'1!J~ wh~J!iilliiffi _ 
~1so active yean ' utcJ.lL~ ~on!mulI~g P~~,~lS IS at once 

th~s~on and then IOdlvlduahon: the coonectett' 
aspects of a single prnccss which the alternative Theories of
'system' and 'expression' had divided and dissociated; We th~n 
find not a reWed 'Iaoguagc+*ln:rd-"'mcleiy but an actIve SOCIOJ 

~~;~~~N~O~r;(~'~O~8~1~a~n~c~e~~ and (~ 
" 

term abstract entities, 'subject' and 'object', 00 

which the propositions of idealism and orthcxiox materialism 
are erected- that language speaks, Or to put it more directly , 
lan~lh.e.at1iculalion..Otth is act lye and.cltang.in.&.J:¥.peri· 

• The question of whether II l5 isn is 'arbitrary' is subjoct 10 SOlllU lOCI! confusi on, 
T he lann was developed in dlstinclionfrom the 'Iconic', to Indicate, cor:oclly, 

. that most verbal signs IN) nol 'Images' of things, But other sensei of 'arbltrary' , 
in thtl direction of 'random' or 'casual .. had developed. and it was these that 
Voloiinovopposed. - - ------
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epcei a dynamic and articulated socia l presell ce in_~e w~~ 
Yet it remains true that the mode of anlcu!ation IS specific. 

This is the part of the fruth whTC1rfbrm81Tsmnaogras p1H:t:itre
arlicuJation Can be seen, and in some respects has to be seen, as 
both formal and systematic. A physical sound. like many other 
natural c lements. may be made into a sigo . but its distinction. 
Volosinov a rgued. is always evident: " 8 sign does not simply 
exist of a reality- it reflects and refracts another reality", 

-3i~~~~~~ is not, as 
expression had from the beginning assumed. 

an operation of and within 'consciousness', which then becomos 
a state or a process separated, a priori, from soc ial materia l 
activity. It is, on the contrary. at once a distinctive materia 
process- the mak ing of signs-and, in the central quality of its 
distinctiveness as practical consciousness, is involved from the: 
beginning in aU other human social a nd material activity. 

Formalist systems can appear to meet this pJint by referring It 
to the 'already-given ', the ' last-instance determination of the 
economic structwe', as in some current versions of structuralist 
Marxism. It is to avoid this kind of reduction that we must 
cOJlcSidor _Volosioov's crucial d.[stincti~d...a..
'si'ina l'. In rel1exive th~ies of la nguage, whether positivist 
kinas of materialism, or such tbeories as psychological 
behaviourism, all 'signs' are in effect reduced to 'sfgnals·. within 
the simple models of 'object' and 'consciousness' or 'stimulus ' 
and 'response ', Meanings arc created by (repea ted) recognition 
of what arc then in effect 's ignals ': of the properties of an object 

\ ' or the character of a stimulus. 'ConscIousness' an(f~'fespon-se"'-' 
_ then ·cOfitain .... ·(fOrthl s Ts \\iJiatmeaning now is) those properties 

or that character. The assigned passivity and mechanism o( such . 
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r:-ccounts have often been recogn ized. Indeed it was against such 
passivity and mechanism that formalism had most to co~tribute . _ 
in its insistence on the specific (formal) articulation of meanmgs 
t ough s ign~ --

u lfb~n less often noticed that quite different theories, 
based on the determinate cha racter of systems of signs, depend, 
ultimately, on a comparable idea of theJ~x.C!.sLcOOacter of tJle 
si~hich is then in effect a dis lacement of fixed content to 

1'j'x~ form. n cnse argument tween these riva se 00 S .ID\~ 
{i] owed us to overlook the fact that the conversion O ft11 e. ~~ 
(as the term itself always made possible and even likely) UiliL 

. content or fixed form is a radica l denial of active 

it exists, as a sign, by its quality of signifying 
relationship- both the relation between formal element and 
meaning (its internal structure) and the relations between the 
people who in actually using it , in practical language, make it 8 

sign-it has, like the socia l experience which is the principle of 
its formal ion, both dialecti ca l a nd generative properties. 

haractcristicall it docs not, like a si nal , have f . 
I nB e, m vanant mcanm . t must ave an effective nucleus of 

... eanmg U In pr etu:;e it as 8 variable ran e corre 'n to 
the endless variety of SI, ~ \ .. 

These sf u s mc ude new and changing as well as recurren t 
relationships, and this is the reality of the sign as dynamic 
fusion of 'formal element' and 'meaning'- 'form' and 'con
tent' - rather than 8S fixed. 'already-given ' internal significance. 
Tbis variable quality. which Volosinov ca lls muJri-occentuaJ, is 
o course the necessar cnilIlen e to the idea of correct' or 
'proper' meanings. which ha een powerfull y developed by 
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C[j hilolo from its studies of dead languages, and 

hi~~~"" OCl!!:<Ol'SS ' ls~nc lomot 9'!allCJlU.d' langua~ed either by 'diQl8aS" or y ierror~ 
, ndintp Ut~....1JwQrieso nico l l ed or'objectiv?~ut 

tne quality of vari ation not random variation but vlIMation as a 
necessary element of practical consciousness- bears heavily 
also against objectivist accounts of the sign-system. lt is one of 
the decisive arguments against reduct ion arthe key fact of socia l 
determination to the idea of determination by a system. But, 
while it thus bea rs heav ily against a ll forms of abstract objec
t iv ism, it offers a bas is also fo r a vital reconsideration of the 
problem of 'subjectivity '. 

Thes ign al. in i ts fixed invarian ce, is in deed a coll ective fact. It 
may be received a nd repea ted, or a new signal may be invented, 
but in either case the level at which it operates is of a collective 
kind: that is to say. it has to be recognized but it need not be 
interna lized, a t tha t level of socia lity which has excluded (as 
red uctive versions of the 'socia l' commonly exclude) active pa r
ticipation by conscious individuals. The signal, in this sense, is 
fixed , exchangeable, collective propert y; characteristically it is 
easily both imported a nd export ed. The true signify ing element 
of language must from the beginning have a different capacity: 
to become an inner sign , part of an acti ve practical conscious
ness. T hus in addition to its social an d material existence be
tween actual individuals , the sign is also part of a verball y con
stitu ted consciousness which allows indiv idua ls to use signs of 
their own initiative, whether in acts of social communication or 
in practices which, not being ma nifestly socia l, can be inter
preted as personal or private. 

This view is then radically opposed to the construction of all 
acts of communica tion from pre-determined objective relation
ships and properti es, within which no individual initiative, of a 
creative or sell-generating kind, would be possible. It is thus a 
dedsive theoretical rejection of mechanica l, bchaviouris t, or 
Saussurea n versions of an objecti ve system which is beyond 
individual initia tive or crea tive use .. But it is a lso a theoretical 
rejec tion of subjectivis t theories of language as individua l 
expression, since what is internally constituted is the social fact 
of t~e sign, .bearing a de.finite t houg~ n~verJixed or invariant 
social meaD1ng and relat lonship--:-Crea t s trengthIias been given, 
ana continues to be given. to tlieori es of language as indiv idual 
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expression. by the rich practica l experience of ' inner 
signs'-inner language-in repea ted ind ividual awareness of 
' inner language activities', whether we call them 'thought' o r 
'consciousness' or actual verbal com posit ion. These 'inner ' 
activities involve the u se of words which are not, at least a t that 
stage, spoken or written to any other person. Any theory of 
language which excludes this experience, or which seeks to 
limit it to some residue or by-product or rehearsal (though it may 
oIten be these) of manifes t social language activity. is again 
reductive of social lan guage as practical consciousness. What 
has really to be said is that the sign is social but that in its very 
quality as sign it is capable both of being internalized- indeed 
has to be in ternali zed, if it is to be a sign fo r comm unicative 
rela tion between actua l persons, initially using only their own 
physical powers to express it-and of being continually availa
ble, in social and materia l ways, in manifest communication. 
This fundamental rela tionship between the 'inner' and the ' mat
erial' s ign- a rela tionship often experienced as a tension but 
always li ved as an activit y, a practice- needs further radica l 
exploration. In indi vidual developmental psychology Vygotsky 
began th is exploration, and at once discerned certain crucia lly 
distingUishing charac teris tics of 'inner speech ', themselves 
constitutive rather than, as in Volosinov, merely transferred. 
This is still within the of a historical materialist 

needs 

• 

as 811! 
•• L C I ' d"d I . d ' 'd socia l process is activIty axtween rea In IV I ua s, so 10 IV I u-

ahty, by the fully socia l fact of lan guage (whether as 'outer' or 
' inner ' speech), is the active constitution, within distinct physi
cal beings , of the socia l capacity which is the means of realiza- j 
tion of any individ ual life. Consciousness, in th is precise sense" 
is socia l being. It is the possession , through active and specific 'I 
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" I development and relationships. of a precise socia l capaci· socIa . . . . 
ty which is the 'slgn-system'. Volosmov, even after these fun
ds'mental restatements, continues to speak of the 'sign-system': 
the formulation that had been decisively made in Saussurcan 
linguistics. But if we follow his arguments we find bow difficult 
and misleading this formulation can be. 'Sign' itself-the mark 
or token; the formal element- has to be reva lued to emphasize 
its variability and internaHy active elements. indicating not only 
an internal structure but an internal dynamic. Similarly. 'sys
tem' has to be revalued to emphasize social process rather than 
fixed 'sociality' : a revaluation that was in part made by Jakobsen 
and Tynjanov (1928l. within formalist a rgument, with the rec· 
ognition tha t 'every system necessarily exists as an evolution 
while, on the other band, evolution is inescapably oCa systemic 
nature'. Although this was ~~~on, it was 
limited by its perspective of inBJesystcmS]within an 
'evolutionary' category-the familiar reification of objective 
idea lism-and still requires amendment by the full emphasis of 
social process. Here, as a matter of absolute priority, men relate 
and continue to relate before any system which is their product 
can as a ma tler ofpra ctica l rather than abstract consciousness be 
grasped or exercise its determination. 

These cha nges will have to be made, in the continuing inquiry 
into language. But the last point indicates a fina l difficulty. 
Much of the socia l p tOCess of the creation of meanings was 
projccted within objectiv ist linguistics to the formal rela
tions-thus the systema tic nature-of signs. What at the level of 
the sign had been abstractly a nd statically conceived wa!'; set 
into a kind of motion- albeit a froze n, determinate motion, a 
movement of ice·fields-in the relational 'laws' or 'structu res' of 
the system as a whole. This extension to a relational system. 
including its formal aspect asgrammar. is in any case inevitable. 
Isolation of ' the sign' , whether i n Saussure or Volosinov, is at 
best an ana lytical procedure, at worst an evasion. Much of the 
imJX)rtant work on relations within a whole system is therefore 
an evident advance, and the problem of the variability ofthesign 
can appea r to be contained within the variability of its formal 
relations. But while this kind of emphasis on the relational 
system is obviously necessary, it is limited by the consequence 
of the initial abstract definition of the sign. The highly complex 
relations of (theo retically) invariable units can never be substan· 
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I t " b ' s' they must remain as formal relationships. 
tive re a Ions Ip • 1 d ' ' t c ial and 

internal dynamies of the sign, inc u 109 I s so 
Th~ ial relationshi ps as well as its formal structure, m~stl be 
ma er ,"Iy connected with the social and materia as ceo as necessar I Th h 
s llasthe formal dynamics of the syste m aS8 who e. kere(R av~ 
we d res in this direction in recent war OSSI· been some a van 

" ... -i,---- J.,andi , 1975). h" h seems to reopen the 
h h also been a move w IC . 

But t . ere 8S r 'st ies there has been a decl· 

f 
t 

1 

. whole problem. In Chomskra n ~~:yUs\em which emphasizes the 
sive ~btePl ' towardd~~eCC;~:~fl~ndividua] initiat ive and creative 
posSI 1 lty an . . ns.-.baP ded , B).1.1Jl1.-
practice which ea rlier obje<::tiVlS~:'~~~.aIL Ute. of I . 

ua e formation weare certam) lncom. a. c w~ev . d1
hC same time this conce h on s . '. Ibl ·th or . 

. lI stonca accounts of the on lD and 

h dd to the necessary definition of the biolog~~ 1 
T us we can a .' n necessary defini· 
faculty of language as conlsututlV~ an teq~:c; individual and 
tion of lan~ deve 0 men - a . . What we can I . 
oci~slonc I an sod . I V , 

5 --:::.... . ti" process' the changing practIca con· I then defme \s a a ec c . 
, , 
' "' 
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sciou.snes~ of human beings, in which both the eVQ.I.uti~!l~.i'.!!!d. 
the.hlstorIcal processes can be ..siven full weight, but alsO within 
wliICFitIiey can De aOOinguisned. in the cpmplcx yonatians-oL 
ac~~guage u~ is from this-theoretical foundation that -
\~e ca.n go on to di stinguish 'literature' , in a specific socia
~~!~rlcal devole ment of writing. from the abstract retrospec-. -
!IV~ concept, so common in Orthodox Marxism, which reduces 
It, hke language itself, to a unction and then a (superstructural) 
b.Y-product of c~lIecli'!.~ But before wo can go on 10 this, 
we ~ust ex~mme the concepts of literature which, based on 
ear her theories of language and consciousness. stand in the wa~ ---- . 

i 

[ 
I 
I 

J 

3. Literature 

It is tivel di concept. In ordinary 
usage it appears to be no more than a specific escrlption, and 
what is described is then, as a rule, so highly valued that there is 
a virtually immediate and unnoticed transfer of the specific 
values of particular works and kinds of work to what operates as 
a concept but is still firmly believed to be actual and practical. 
Indeed the special property of ' literature' as a concept is that it 
claims this kind of importance and priority. in the concrete 

·achievements of many particular great works, as against the 
'abstraction' and 'generality' of other concepts and of the kinds 
of practice which they, by contrast, deUne. Thus it is common to 
see ' literature' defined as 'full . cen tral , immediate human 
experience' , usually with an associated reference to 'minute 
particulars'. By con trast, 'society' is often seen as essentially 

(1,i
general and abstract: the summaries and averages,. rather than 

, e direct substance, of hwnan hVlO~. Other related concepts. 
such as 'pohtics , SOCiology'. or 'Ideo ogy', a.ru simHarl.x..u.laCB.d....-.-
:iiiildown raded, as mer hardened ouler shells (; .tar.ed..J...uth..-

iving experience of liter. 
6nalvey 0 e concept, in th is familiar form , am be shown 

in two ways: theoretically aud historically. It is true that one 
popular version of the concept has been deve loped in ways that 
appear to protect it, and in practice do often protect it, against 
any such arguments. An essential abstraction of the ' personal' 
and the ' immediate' is ca rried so far that, within this highly 
developed form of thought, the whole process of abstraction has 
been dissolved. None of its steps can be retraced, a nd the 
abstraction of the 'conc rete' is a perfect and virtually unbreaka
ble circle. Arguments from theory or from history are simply 
evidence of the incurable abstraction and generality of those 
who are putting them forward. They can then be contemptu
ously rejected, often without speCific reply. which would be 
only to fall to their level. 

This is a powerful and often forbidding system of abstractiuD, 
in which the concept of 'literature' becomes actively ideologi
cal. Theory can do something aga inst it, in the necessary recog
nition (which ought hardly. to those who are really in contact 
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w ith literatu re. to need any long preparation) that whatever else 
'it' may be. literature is -the process and the res!.llt of ~Q!'Uial:
cOrnOsi tioD within the social a-nd formal properties of a Jan- ~ 

a e. T e ce Ive suppreSSIOn 0 1.5 process and it s circum-
stances, which is achieved by shifting the concept to an undif
ferentiated equivalence with 'i mmediate living experienc:e' 
(indeed. in some cases, to more than this. sothal the actual lived 
experi ences of society and history are seen as less pa rticular and 
immedia te than those of literature) is an ex traordinary ideologi. 
cal fea t. Thevery process that is spec if ic, that of actual composi
tion , hos errectively disappeared o r has been di splaced to an 
internal and se lf-proving procedure in which writing of this 

. 's eouine) believed to be (however many questions are 
then besge ) ' imm iate livmg experience' itself, Appeals to 
the history of liternture, over Ilsimii::leruoandCiffaordinarily 
various range, from the Mobinogion to Middlemorch . or from 
Poradiso Lost to The Prelude, cause a momentary hesitation 
\U1til va rious dependent categoriesofiIlc concep--r--are-mo~ '" 
into place.:.. ~myth~ ._'iQiffiiDCir:-'Ilction', 'rwist fiction': "cpic'/ 'I 

' lyric' , 'a utobi~~a.£hY':' What from another point o f vIew might '" 
reasonabTY1>e en as initial definitions of the processes and 
ci rcumstances of composition arc converted, within the 
ideologica l concept, to 'forms' of what is sti ll triumphantly 
defi ned as 'fu ll , cen tral, immediate human experiencc', Indeed 
when an y concept has so profound and complex an internal 
specializing development. it can hardly be examined or QUos· 
tioned at all from outside, If we are to underst'and its signiJi· 
ca nce, and the complica ted facts it partially revea ls and partially 
obscures, we must turn to examipjng the deve lopment of 1M-. 
concept itself. .... :----
.... Tn it s modern f~~ concept of 'literat ure' did not emerge 
earlier than the~ , ltffiDt rentwy and was not full y developed 
until the nineteen cen tury, et the-condi11Ons for its 
emcrgeDccnaCl-neen-developin~'ce the Renaissance, The 
\Vord itself came into English use in th~Jq,urteenth...CJUJ1uqt.,-
follOWing French and Latin precedents; its root was Latinlittera,_ 
a letter of the alphabet. LilLe~re, in the common car!,x spel. 
lin , was lh ' d rGIDnrt'Tc'8drng: 0l"b"OIn8 ohio 

.!9-J:e a f 'gJ'~l! was of'len 'cIOS'eTotllCSense of 
modem H,~, which was not in the language until the late 
nineteenth century. its introduction iD part made necessary by 
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the movement of literature to a different sense. The normal 
adjective associafe('r"Wi{h- Ttterature - was 1l~~ Literary 
appeared in the sense of reading ability and experience in the · 
seventeenth century, and did not aCQuire its sp~ialized modern 
meaning until the eighteenth century, 

Lilero!u~e-a;;-~ ... category was1I.ien a specialization of the 
ea formerly categorized as d!£to.ric and grammar: a s~ 

ti to rcadin and. in the material oontext ofilie'diwclo ment 
'nlin to the prlOle war lI li eSpe(;18 y t e boo . II was 

eventually to ecome a more general category than poetry or the 
ea rlier poesy, which had been, general terms for imagi~ative 
composition, but which in relation to the devolopment of htero· 
ture became predominantly specialized, from the seventeenth 
ce'''""y, 10 metrical .E?mposilion l!..~~'~y:-:~~~~ 

Raoon-"Iearned in all literature and erudition, divine and 
humane"-8od as late as Johnson-"he had probably more than 
common literature, as his son add resses him in one of his most 
elabora te Latin poems", Litera ture , that is to so w 
d use and condition rather an 0 pro uction, It was a particu· 
rar speciahzaUon of whnt had hitherto been seen as an activity or 
practice, and a specializa tion, in the circumstances, which was 
inevitably made in terms of social class, In its first extended 
sense, beyond the bare sense of ' literacy', i~as n definitjoD of 
,.., " " s s i articular 
social distinction , New JX11itical concepts of the 'nation' and 
new va luations of the 'vernacular' interacted with a persistont 
emphasis on 'literature' as rcading in the 'classical' languages, 
But still, in th is first stage, into the eighteenth centu ry, Jiteroture 

/?\w rimaril a generali ed social concept, expressing a cc, ' 
V minority) eve 0 educational achieve : 1S ~~a :;:;tr. 

a poten a an even a y ra., 12e altemativettoflnl ?', 
ertifii're as pnntcoDOoks': tbe cb'ects in and throu h Whl 
ac 1 as emonstrate ' 

It is rn a , Wi )n !he lo.rms of thi s development, 
literature rlormOIIYlDChided all prl~~!'~ boOk5:Jhere was not 
nccp.ssary spocfafiiation to 'imaginative' wOrkS, Literature was 
sti ll primarily reading..ahiUt)t.ADd.....ow:tiog experie.pce, and thIS 

,", , 
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included philosophy, history. and essays as well as poems. Were 
the new eighteenth-cenlury novels ' literature'? That question 
was first approached, not by definition of their mode or content, 
but by reference to the s tand cds of 'polite' or 'huma ne' learn ing. 
Was drama literature? This question was to exercise successive 
generations, not because of a ny substantial difficulty but 
because of the practical limits of the category. If litera ture was 
reading, could a mode written for spoken performan()!! be said to 
be literature, and if not, where was Shakespea re? (But of course 
he could now be read; this was made possible. a nd ' literary', by 
texts .) 

A t one level the definition indicated by this development has 
pe rs isted. Li terature los t its earliest sense of reading ability and 
reading experience, and became an apparently objective catc· 
gory of printed works of a certain quality. The concerns of a 
'literary editor' ora ' literary supplement' would still be defined 
in this way. But three complicating tendencies can then be 
distingu ished: first, a ~.hiQfLOm ' learnin 'to 'taste' r' ibili· 
).y.:a~itcrion defining literarY qua ity; econd, an increasing 
spec ializauon oflltflrature fo 'creativc' or ' imaginative' works: 
thi rd , a developmen t of the concept of'tradi tion' within national 
terms, resulting in the more effective definition of 'a nalional 
literature'. The sources of each of these tendencies can be dis
cerned from the Renaissance, but it was in the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries that they came through most powerfully, 
until they became, in the twentieth century, in effect received 
assumptions. We can look more closely at each tendency. 

The shift from ' learnJng ' to ' taste' or 'sensibility' was in effect 
the final stageaT a s hift from a para-national scholarly profes
sion, with its original social base in the church anc! !bclJ..in th~ 
un tversiti.es , and with the classical languages iii ris~.!lm!!!:.. 
.eri!lJ,J.Q.a ptofesslon tncre:fsiffglY.-.a.IDne1:ttf.Y"1.GCIass posi tion. 
from ,!,~ich essen!ially general criteria, applicable ~~ __ 
o~th<ID litcrature , were derived. In Eng[aW-eerfaln specific 
features of bourgeois developmtmt strengthened the shift; the 

_ 'cu ltivated amateur' was one of its elements, but '~nd 
\ t s.,ttns jbjJilyJcro essentially unifying concepts. ill.class term§ ~ 

0 und could be applied over a very wide range from pubHl: and 
priva te behaviour to (as w ordsworth complained] either wine or 
poctry. As subjective definitions of apparentlyobjectivo criteria 
(which acquire their apparent objectivit y from an actively con· 
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sensual class sense], and at the same time apparently objective 
definitions of subjective qualities, ' t~te' and 'sensibility ' a re 

(L,char!.~teFi~ticany bourg~!s caleltor~s. - -. ~------
"-" Criticism" is an essentially assoclatea concept, ID t~e ~~ 
development. As a new term, from the seven teenth century, it 

rr:veIOPQ(l(81WayS in difficult relations with its general and 
persistent sense of fault·finding) from 'commen!aries' on I~tera
tu re within the ' learned' criterion, to the conscIous exercise of 

I 
' tast~'. 'sensibility' , and 'di scri mi na tion'. It became a signifjC8~ 
specia l form of the general tendenc in the conce t or literature 
tow~ an cmp aSls on t c use or (co~p~.con5"mptiD.D::
ofworb-;rafficr lhau on their production . While the habilsofu se 
on;onswllpLlbu were silll I.Iie'Criferl8 01 a relatively integrated 

_._--',.----, had . . as well as weaknes-

, on 
'living' substance (I n which its con trast with 

the 'lea rned' trad ition was especially marked). It was really onl y 
as this class lost its relative cohesion and dominance that tbe 
weakness of tbe concepts as concepts became evident. And it is 
evidence of at least its residual hegemony thatcriticism , taken as 
a new conscious discipline into the universi ties, to be practised 
by what beca me a new para-national profession, retain~d these 
founding class concepts, alongside attempts to cstabhsh new 
abstractJy objecti ve criteria. Mo!!: seriously, criticism was taken 
to be a natural definition of Literary stUdies, tHemselves derIDed 
by the specializing (printed works of a certain quaHty) 
of literature . Thus 

a re, 

process of the speciali za tion of ' literature' to 'creative' or 
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'imaginative' w~rk.s is very m':lch more complica ted. It~ in part 
a Jl!!I jor affirmative response, m the name of an e~emJall~gen._ 
eral humnJl creatrvlly. to ihe"FoCI8Jly rep~~s.sivoand intellectu- --, tA 
ltHy-mecbanica1 .Q.!:9lL9f a new socia I order: that of capitaJ ism '-1 
~-ffSpet:.1aIlYiDdustrial-capltali!-l!l. The pracTIcal spccializa- . 
lion orWo"rlctOfJie wagcTa6ourproduciiOQ of commodities; of 
'bei ng' to 'work' in these terms; of language to the passing of 
'rationa l' or 'informative' 'messages'; of social relations to func
lions within a systemil tic economic and politica l order: all these 
pr~ and liJ!?!!B~\lcre challenged in the name of a fu ll and 
l'i'6ernUng 'iruaginaHon' or 'creativity', The central Romantic 
assertions, which depend on these concepts. have a signific- r; 
ao lly absolute range, from poli tics and nature to work a nd art ~ 
'Literature' acquired , in this period, a quite new resonance, but it ~ 
was not yet 8 specialized resonance, That came later as. agai ns t 
the full pressures of an industrial capital ist order, the assertion 
became defensive and reserving where it had once been positive 
and absolute. In 'art' and 'literature', the essenUal and saving 
humon qualities must, in the early phase, be 'extended'; in the 
later pha~p~/ijl:t.ved', ' ----
- SoYerlil concepts develoPed together, 'Art' was shifted from 
its sense of a general human skill to a special province, defined 
by 'imagination' and 'sensibility'. 'Aesthetic'. in the same 
period, shifted from its sellse of goneral perception to a 
specia lized category of the 'artistic' ano the 'beautiful' . 'F~ 
8.Q.<!.~)1h--J! n~v te!,ID ~m ~~fLarlY_Dineteenth century) might 
b;!! sQ!tll1!qm lr~~~t clas1.P0sit!on as 'fancies' of-' lics'"burr(' 
fr<mUhls...al1eJ:lli!tivU9~ition .. m:oo~onoiinfiL1istlie -lJCarer ri~ 
..fp.Dgin.g.tjx$t .ffi1~" 'Romance' and ' romantic' were given newly 
specialized POSitiVe emphases.. 'Literature' moved with aU 
these. The wide general meaning was s till avai lable, but a 
specialized meaning came steadily to predominate, around the 
dis tinguishing qualities of the 'imaginative' and the 'aesthetic', 
'Taste' l'nd ' sensibility' had begun as ca tegories of a social con~ 
dition,1n the new specialization, comparable but more elevated 
qualities were assigned to 'the works themselves', the 'aesthetic 
objects', 

Dut there was still one substantial uncertainty: whether the 
elevated qualities were to be assigned to the 'imaginative' 
dimension (access to a truth 'h igher' or 'deeper' than 'scientific' 
or 'objective' or 'everyday' reality; a claim consciously substitut~ 
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ing itself for the traditional claims of religion) or to the 'aesthe· 
tic ' dimension ('beau ties' of language or style). Within the 
speCiaJiza tion of literature , alternative schools made one or 
other of these emphases, bu t there were a Iso repea ted attempts to 
fuse them, making 'truth' and 'beauty', or 'truth ' and 'vitality of 
language', identica l. Under continuing pressure these argu· 
ments became not only positive assertions bu t increasingly 
negative and comparat ive, aga inst all other modes: not onl y 
against 'science' and 'soclety'-the abstract and generalizing 
modes orother 'kinds' of experience-and not only against other 
kinds of writing-now in their turn specialized as 'discursive' or 
'factual'-but, ironically, agai ns t much of 'litera ture' 
itself-'bad' writing , 'popular' writing, 'mass culture'. Thus the 
category which had appeared objective as 'all printed books', 
and which had been given a social·class foundation as 'poHte 
learning' and the domain of 'taste' and 'sens ibility'. now became 
a necessarily selective and self-defining area: not all 'fiction' 
was 'imaginative'; not all ' literature' \Vas 'Li teratu re', 'CriUc~sm' 
acquired a quite new and effectively primary importance, since 
it was now the only way of validating this speCialized and 
selective ca tegory, It was at once a discrimination of the authen
tic 'grea t' or 'major' works, with 8 consequent grading of , minor , 
works and an effective exclusion of 'bad' o r 'negligible' works, 
and a practical rea lization and communica tion of the 'major' 
values. What had been claimed for 'art' and the 'crea tive imagi
nation ' in theccntral Romantic arguments was now claimed for 
'criticism', as the central 'humane' activity and 'discipline', 

This development depended , in the first place, on an elabora
tion of the concept of 'tradi tion'. The idea of a 'national litera
ture' had been growing strongly since the Renaissance. rt drew 
on a ll the positive forces of cultural nationalism and its real 
achievements.. It brought with it a sense of the 'greatness ' or 
'glory' of the native language, for which before the ~enais~nce 
there had been conventional apology by comparison With a 
' classical' range, Each of these rich and strong achievements had 
been actual; the 'national literature' and the 'ma~r language' 
were now indeed 'there', Out , within the spec ialization of'litera
ture'. each was re-defined so that it could be brough t to identity 
with the select ive and self-defining 'literary values'. The 
'na tional lit era ture' soon ceased to be a history and became a 
tradition. It was not, even theoretica lly, alilhat had been written 
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or aU kinds of writing. It was a selection which culminated in, 
and in a circular way defined. the 'literary values' which 'criti
cism' was asserting. There were then always local dispu tes 
about who and what should be incJuded. or as commonly ex
cluded. in the definition of this 'tradition'. To have been an 
Englishman and to have written was by no means to belong to 
the 'English literary tradition', just as to bean Englishman and to 
speak was by no means to exemplify the 'greatness' of the lan
guage- indeed the practice of most EngHsh speakers was con
tinually cited as . ignorance' or 'betrayal' or 'debasement' of just 
this 'greatness', Selectivit y and self-definition, which were the 
eviden t processes of 'criticism' of this kind. were, however. 
projected as 'literature' itself, as ' literary values' Bnd even finally 
as 'essential Englishness': the absolute ratification of a limited 
and specia lizing consensual process. To oppose the terms of this 
ratification was to be 'again st literature' . 

It is one of the signs of the success of this ca tegorization of 
literature that even Marxism has made so little headway against 
it Marx himself. to be sure, hardly tried. His charactoristica ll y 
intelligent a nd informed incidental di scussions of actual litera
ture a re now often cited, defensively, as evidence of the humane 
flexibility of Marxism, when they ought really to be cited (with 
no particular devaluation) as evidence of how far he remained, 
in these matters, within the ronventions a nd categories of his 
lime. The radieul cha llenge of the emphasis on 'pradical 0011 -

sciousness' was thus never carried through to the categories of 
'litera ture' and 'the aesthetic', and there was always hesitation 
about the practical application, in this area, of propositions 
which were held to be central and decisive almost everywhere 
else. 

When such application was eventually made, in the later 
Marxist tradition, it was of three main kinds: an attempted 
assimilation of ' literature' to 'ideology ', which was in practice 
little more than banging one inadequate category agains t 
another. an effect ive and important inclusion of 'popular litera
ture'-the 'li terature of the peopJe' - as a neccSSllry but neg
lected part of the ' literary tradition'; and a sustai ned but uneven 
attempt to relate ' li teratu re' to the social and economic history 
within which 'it' had been produced. Each of these last two 
attemplshas been significant. In the former a 'trad ition' has been 
genu inely extended. In the latte~ there has been an effective 
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reconstitution, over wide areas, of his torica l social practice, 
which makes the abstraction of 'li terary values' much more 
problematica l, and which, more positively, allows new kinds of 
reading and new kinds of questions about 't he works them
sel ves'. This has been known, especially, as 'Marxist criticism' 
(a radical varian t oC the established bourgeois practice) though 
other work has been done on quite different bases, from a wider 
social history and Crom wider conceptions of 'the people', ' the 
language', and 'the nation '. 

It is significant that 'Marxist criticism' and 'Marxist literary 
studies' have been most successful , in o rdinary terms, when 
they have worked within the received category of 'literature', 
which they may have extended or even revalued, but never 
radiCally questioned or opposed. By contrast, what looked like 
Cundamental theoretical revoluation, in the attempted assimila
tion to ' ideology', was 8 disastrous failure, and fundamen talJy 
compromised, in this whole orca, the status of Marxism itself. 
Yet for half a century now there have been other and more 
significant tendencies. Lukacs oontributed a profound revalua
tion of 'the aesthetic'. The Frankfurt School, with its special 
emphasis on art , undertook a sustained re-examination of 'artis
tic production ', centred on the concept of 'mediation'. Gold· 
mann undertook a radical revaluation of the 'creative subject '. 
Marxist variants oC formalism undertook radical redefinition of 
the processes of wri ling, with new uses of the concepts of 'signs' 
and 'texts', and wHh a Significantly related refusal of ' literature' 
as a ca tegory. The methods and problems indicated by these 
tendencies will be examined in detail later in this book. 

Yet the crucial theoretical break is the recognition oC 'litera
ture' as a specializing socia l and historical ca tegory. It should be 
clear that this does not diminish its importance. Just because it is 
historica l, a key concept of a major phase of a culture, it is 
decisive evidence of a particular form of the social development 
of language. Within its terms, work of ou tstanding and perma
nent importance was done. in specific socia! and cultural rela
tionships. But what has been happening, in ourown rentury, is a 
profound transformation of these relationships, directly con
nected with changes in the basic means of production. These 
changes are most evident in the new technologies of language, 
which have moved practice beyond the rela tively uniform and 
specializing technology of print. The principal changes are the 
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i electronic transmission and recording of speech and of writing 
, for speech, and the chemical and elect ronic compos ition and 

trans mission of images, in complex relations with speech and 
with writing for speech, and including images which can them. 
selves be 'written '. None of these means cancels print. or even 
diminishes its specific importance. but they are not s imple add i
tions to it , or mere alternatives. In thei r complex connect ions 
and interrelations they compose a new substantia l practice in 
social language itself, over 8 range from public address and 
manifest representation to ' inner speech' and verba l thought. 

I For they are always more tha n new technologies. in the limited 
\ sense. They are means of production , developed in direct if 
I co~plex relations wit~ pro~oundly chan ging and extend ing 
. SOCIal and cultural relationshIps: cha nges elsewhere recogniza· 

ble as deep political and economic transformationS'. It is in no 
way su rprising that the specialized concept of ' literature', 
developed in precise forms of correspondence with a particular 
social class. a particular organization of learning. and the 
appropriate particular technology of print. should now be so 
often invoked in retrospective. nostalgic. or reactionary moods. 
as a form of opposition to what is correctl y seen asa new phose of 
civilization. The situation is hi storicall y comparable to that 
invocat ion of the divine and the sac red . and of divine and sac red 
learning. aga inst the new humanist concept of literature, in the 
difficult and contested transition from feudal to bourgeois 
society. 

What can then be seen as happening. in each transition. is a 
h istorica l development of socia l language itself: finding new 
means. new forms and then new definitions of a changing prac. 
tica l consciousness. Manyoftheactive values of ' literature' have 
then to be seen. not as tied to the concept. which came to limit as 
well as to summarize them, but as elements of a continuing and 
cha nging practice which already substa ntially. and now at the 
lovel oftheoretical redefinition, is moving beyond its old fonns. 

4. Ideology 

The concept of 'ideology' did not originate in Marxism a nd is 
, still in no way confined to i t. Yet it is eviden tly a n important 

. -i---. ..concept in almost all Marxist thinking about culture. a nd espe
cia lly about literature a nd ideas, The difficulty then is that we 

. have to distinguish. three comlllon versions of the cono:pt, 
\vhiCh are aU common in Mar,x ist writing. These arc, broadly: 

J _ .. 
i 

(i) a system of beliefs characteristic of a pa rticular class o r 
group; 

(il) a system of illusory beliefs-false ideas or false con· 
sciousness-which can be contrasted with true or scientific 
knowledge; 

(iii) the general process of the production of meani.ngs and 
ideas. 

In one variant of Marxism, senses (i) and {Ii} can be effectively 
combined. In a class society. all beliefs are founded on class 
posi tion and the systems of belief of all classes-or, quite com· 
manly. ~f all classes preceding, and olher than, the proletariat, 
whose formation is the project of the abolition of class society 
-are the n in part or wholly false (i llusory). The specific prob-
lems in this powerful general proposition have led to intense 
con troversy within Marxist thought. It is not unusual to find 
some form of the proposition alongside uses of the simple sense 
to. as in the choracterization. for exarnple by Lenin, of 'socia list 
ideology'. Another way of broadly retaining but distinguishing 
senses (i) and (il) is to use sense (i) for systems of belief founded 
on class pos ition. including that of the proletariat within class 
society, and sense (ii) for contrast with ti n a broad sense) scien· 
tif ic knowledge of all kinds. which is based on reality rather than 
illusions. Sense (iii) undercuts most of these associations and 
distinctions. for the ideologica l process-the production of 
meanings and ideas-is then seen as genera l and univ~rsa l , and 
ideology is either this process itself or the area of Its study. 
Positions associated with senses ti) and {ii} a re then brought to 
bear in Marxist ideo logical s tudies. 

In th is situation there can be no question of establishing, 
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except in polemics, 8 s ingle 'correct' Marxist definiti on of ideo l. 
ogy. lt is more to the point to return the term a nd its vari~lio_n$_to 
the iSsues \vithin which it,anp t.h.ese were formed; and specifi· 
ca ll y. first. to the historica l development. We can then return to 
the issues as they now present themselves, and to the important 
controversies which the term aDd its variations reveal and con· 
ceal 

' Ideology' was coined as a term in the late eigh teen th century, 
by the French philosopher DestuJ!AJ} I.rltg. It was intended to 
be a philosophica l term (QfThc 'scieD~ of ide,,~:. It s use 
depended on a particular understanding of the nature of , ideas ' • 
which was broadly that of Locke and the empiricist tradition . 
Thus ideas were not to beand could not be understood in aoyor 
the older 'metaphysica l' or ' idealist' senses. The science of ideas 
must be a natural science, since a ll ideas originate in man's 
experience of the world. Specificall y, in Destutt, ideology is part 
of zoology: 

We have only AA Incomplete k.nowledge of an animal if we do not k.now 
his intellectual faculti es. Ideology is a part of Zoology, and It is espe
cially in man thallhis part is important and deserves to be morc deeply 
understood. (Elements d'idl§oJogie, 1 801, Preface) 

The description is characteristic of scientific e mpi ricism. The 
'real elements' of ideology are 'our intellectual faculties, their 
principa l phenomena and their most evident circumstances'. 
The critical aspect of this emphasis was at once realized by one 
kind of opponent, the reactionary de Bona ld: ' Ideology has 
replaced metaphysics ... because modern philosophy sees no 
other ideas in the world but those of men'. De Bonald rorrectly 
related the scientific sense of ideology to the empiricist tradition 
which had passed from Locke through Condillac. pointing out 
its prooccupation with 'signs and their influence on thought' 
and summarizing its 'sad system' as a reduction of 'our thoughts' 
to 'transformed sensa tions' . 'All the characteristics of intelli
gence', de Bonald added, 'disappea red under the sca lpe l of this 
ideological dissection .' 

The initial bearings o f the concept of ideology are then very 
complex. It was indeed an assertion against metaphysics that 
there are 'no ideas in the world but those of men '. At the same 
time, intended as a branch of empirical science, ' ideo logy' was 
limited , by its philoso-phica l assumptions, to a version of ideas 

i 

I 
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as 'transformed sensa tions' and to a version of language as a 
'system of signs' (based, as in Condillac, on an ultimately 
mathematica l model). These limita tions, with their charactens
tic abstraction of 'man' and 'the world', and with their reliance 
on the passive ' reception' and 'systematic associa tion' of' sensa
tions' , were not only 'scientific' a nd 'empi rica l' but were ele
ments of a baSically bourgeois view of human existence. The 
rejection of metaphysics was a characteristic gain, confirmed by 
the development of precise a. nd systematic empirical enquiry. 
At the same time the effective exclusion of any social dimension 
-both the practical exclusion of social relationships implied in 
the model of , man' and 'the world' , and the characteristic dis· 
placement of necessary soci31 rel ationships to a formal system, 
whether the ' laws of psychology' or language as a 'system of 
signs'-was a deep a nd appa rentl y irrecoverable loss and 
distortion. 

It is significant that tho initial objection to the exclusion of any 
active conception of intelligence was made from general ly reac
tionary posi ti ons, which sought to retain the sense of act ivity in 
its old metaph YSical forms. It is even more s ignificant, in the 
nex t stage of the development, that a derogatory sense of'ideol
ogy' as ' impracticallheor • or ',-!bslract illusion', fi rst introduced 
from an eVidentl:t reactionary position by Napoleon. was taken 
over, tnoug h from a new posilion, by Marx. 
~1oonsaid:'-'- . 
It is to the doctrine of the ideologues-to this diffuse metaphysics, 
which in a contri ved manner seeks to find the primary causes and on 
this foundation would erect the legislation of peoples, instead of adapt
ing the laWS to a knowledge of the human heart and of the lessons of 
history- to which one must attri bu te all the misfortu nes which have 
befallen ou r beautiful France.· 

Scott (NapoJeon , 1827, vi. 251) summari zed: 'Ideology, b y 
which nickname the French ruler used to distinguish every 
species of theory, which, resting in no respect upon the basis of 
self.interest, could, he thought, preva il with none save hot
brained boys and crazed enthusias ts.' 

Each element of this condemnation of 'idco logy'-which 
became very well known and was often repeated in Europe and 
North America during the first half of the nineteenth cen
tury-was taken up and applied by Marx and Engels, in their 

• Ci ted In A. Naess, Democracy, Ideology, omi Objectivity, Oslo, 1956. 151. 
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early writings. It is the substantial content of their attack on their 
German contemporaries in The Germon Ideology (1846). To find 
'primary causes' in ' ideas' was seen as the basic error. There is 
even the same toneof contemptuous practicality in the anecdote 
in Marx's Preface: 
Once upon a limesn honest fellow had the idea that men were drowned 
in water only because they were possessed with the idea of grav ity. If 
they were to knock this idea out of their heads. say by stating it to be a 
superstition, a religious idea, they would be sublimely proof against 
any danger from water. (GI . 2) 

Abstract theories. separated from the'basisof self-interest', were 
then beside the point. 

Of course the argument could not be left at this stage. In place 
of Napoleon's conservative (and suitably vague) standard of 
'knowledge of the human heart and of the lessons of history' , 
Marx and Engels introduced ' the real ground of history'- the 
process of production and self-production-from which the 
'origins and growth' of 'different theoretical products' cou ld be 
traced. The simple cynicism of the appeal to 'self-interest' 
became a critical diagnosis of the real basis of all ideas: 

the ruling ideas are nothing more than the ideal expression of the 
dominant material relationships, the dominant material relationships 
grasped as ideas. (GJ, 39) 

Yet already at this stage there were obvious complications, 
' Ideology' became a polemical nickname for kinds of thinking 
which neglected or ignored the material social process of which 
'consciousness' was always a part: 

Consciousness can never be anything else than conscious existence, 
and the existence of men is their actual life-process. If in all ideology 
men and their circumstances appear upside dow n as in a camera 
obscure , this phenomenon arises just as much from their historical 
life-process as the inversion of objects on the retina docs from their 
physica l life-process. (GI, 14) 

The emphasis is clear but the analogy is difficult. The physical 
processes of the retina cannot reasonably be separated from the 
physica l processes of the brain, which, as a necessarily can· 
nected activity , control and 'rectify' the inversion. The camera 
obscura was a conscious device for disCerning proportions; the 
inversion had in fact been corrected by adding another lens. In 
one sense the analogies are no more than incidental, but they 
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probably relate to (though in fact , as examples, they work .
against) ~derlyil.!.S. cr~te!~Q.n of 'd~!l!ositiy.eJc!!..o~I~&~~ ... ~ I 

They are in a way very like the use of'lheidea of gravity' to refute 
the notion of the control ling power of ideas. If the idea had been 
not a practical and scientific understanding of a natural force 
but , say, an idea of ' racial superiority' or of ' the inferior wisdom 
of women ', the argument might in the end have come out the 
same way but it would have had to pass through many more 
significant stages and difficulties. 

This is also true even of the more positive definition! 

We do not set out from what men say, imagine, conceive, nor from men 
as narrated , thought of, imagined, conceived, in order to arrive at men 
in the fl esh. We set out from real. aclive men, and on the basis of their 
real life-process we demonstrate the devefo'pmenLof the -idooiogrcar 
-reflexes ati1l-echo~fs-of thig life-process. Th'e phantoms formed in the 
human bfallf8realso.ii'i.tcessanTy-,SiililiJnates of their material life
process, which is empirica lly verifiable and bound to material premis
ses. Morality, religion. metaphysics, all the rest or ideology and their 
corresponding forms of consciousness, thus no longer retain the sem· 
blance of independence. (GI, 14) 

That 'ideology', shpuld be deprived of its 'semblance of inde· 
~ndence' is entirely reasonable. But the language of 'reflexes,' 
'echoes', 'phantoms', and 'sublimates' is simplistic, and has in 
re-petition been disastrous. Jt belongs to tbe nill've dualism of 
'mechanical materialism', in which the idealist separation of 
'HIe-as' and 'material reality' had been repeated, but with its 
priorities reversed. The emphasis on consciousness as insepara
ble from conscious existence, and then on consc ious existence 
as inseparable from material social processes, is in effect lost in 
the use of this deliberately degrading vocabu lary. The damage 
can be realized if we compare it for a moment with Marx's 
description of 'human labour' in Capitol Ii. 185-6): 

We presuppose labourin a form that stamps it as exclusively human .. . 
What distinguishes the worst arch itect from the best ofbecs is this. that 
the architect raises his structure in imagination before he erects it in 
reality. At the end of every labour-process, we get a result that already 
existed in the imagination of the labourer al its commencement. 

This goes perhaps even too much the other way, but its differ
ence from the world of'reflexes', 'echoes', 'phantoms', and 'su b
Iimates' hardly needs to be stressed.~~sciousn~.:b~ is seen frgm I': 
the beginning_ a~_qf th.e pum_~,m~teri81 SOCial proc~~s, anf4J..' 
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its products in ' ideas' are then as much part of this process as 
material products themselves. This. centrally. was the thrust of 
Marx's whole a rgument. but the point was lost, in this crucial 
8.cea , by 8 temporarysurrenderlo the cynicism oC'practicaJ men' 
and. even more, to the abstract empiricism of a version of 
'natural science', 

What had really been introduced. as a corrective to abstract 
empiricism. was the sense of material and social history as the 
real relationship between 'man' and 'nature ', Dut it is then very 
curious of Marx and Engels to abstract. in turn. the persuasive 
'men in the flesh' , at whom we 'arrive' , To begin by presuppos
ing them. as the necessary starting-point. is right while we 
remember t at they are therefore also conscious men. The deci. 
sion not to set out from 'what men say, imagine, conceive, nor 
from men as narrated, thought of, imagined, conceived' is then 
at best a corrective reminder that there is other and sometimes 
harderevidenceofwhattheyhavedone. But it isalso at its worst 
an objectivist fantasy : that the whole 'real Ii fe--process' can be 
known independently of language (,what men say') and of its 
records ('men as narrated '). For the very notion of history would 
become absurd if we did not look at 'men as narrated ' (when, 
having died, they arc hardly likely to be accessible ' in tho flesh ', 
and on which, inevitably, Marx and Engels extensively and 
repeatedly relied) as well as at that 'history of industry . . . as it 
objectively exists ... an open book of the human faculties . .. a 
human psychoJogy which can be directly apprehended' (EPM. 
121), which they had decisively introduced against the exelu· 
sions of other historians. What they were centrally arguing was a 
new way of seeing the total relationships between this 'open 
book' and 'what men say' and 'men as narratoo'. lp a polemica l 
response tollie abstract history of'idOas or of consciousness 
they made their main point but in one decisive area lost it 
again. This confusion is the source of the naive reduction, in 
much subsequent Marxist thinking, of consciousness. im!!&~ 
tion, art. and ideas to 'rellexes', 'echoes', ' phan oms', and ·sub:... 
liIuates', and then of a profOUnd contUSIOn in lne 'concept of 
'ideology'. -----.-----.---.. 

--we can trace further elements of this failu re if we examine 
those definitions of ideology which gain most of their force by 
contrast with what is not ideology~ ost common of these 
contrasts is with what is c e oeoce For example: 
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Where speculation ends-in real life-there real. RPsilive science 
begins: the representation of the practical acUvily. of the practical 
process of development of men. Empty talk about consciousness ceases, 
and real knowledge has to take its place. When reality is depicted, 
philosophy as an Indepe nde nt branch of activity loses its medium of 
existence. (CI, 17) 

There are several difficulties here. The uses of 'consciousness' 
and 'philosophy' depend almost entirely on the main argument 
about the futiJity of separating consciousness and thought from 
the material social process. It is the separation that makes such 
consciousness and though t into ideology. Dut it is easy to see 
how the poin t could be taken, and has often been taken, in a 
quite different way. In a new kind of abstraction, 'consciousness' 
and 'philosophy' are separated, in their turn, from 'real know
ledge' and from the 'practical process '. This is especially easy to 
do with the ava ilable language of 'reflexes', 'echoes', 'phan
toms',and 'sublimates'. The result of this separation, against the 
original conception of an ind issoluble process, is the farcical 
exclusion of consciousness from the 'development of men' a nd 
from 'real knowledge' of this development. Dut the fonner, at 
least , is impossible by any standard. All that can then be done to 
mask its absurdity is elaborat ion oflha familiar two-stage model 
(the mechanical materialist reversa l of the idea list dualism), in 
which there is first material social life and then , at some tem
poral or spatial distance. consciousness and 'Its' products. This 
leads directly to simple reductionism: 'consciousness' and 'its' 
products can be nothing but ' reflections' of what has already 
occurred in the material social process. 

It can of course be sa id from experience (that experience 
which produced the later anxious warnings and qualifications) 
that this is a poor practical way of trying to understand 'con· 
sciousness and its products': that these continually escape so 
simple a reductive equa tion. Dut this is a marginal poin t. T.be 
realyoinl is that the separation of 'conscio'"'ii"s:'"" 
ness and its as a 

its l?,roducts' are always, though in 
variable forms, parts of the materfiil socral" ·proc'e~s1 selF) 
whether as what Mm ('.all00 the necessary element of 'imaglO~: 
tion' in the labour process; o r as the necessary conditions of 

I' • \. 
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associated labour. in l~g!!.l!ge and in practical ideas of relation· 
Sllij); or. wh icb is so oft en and-s"ig-riificafltrylorgoften , to the real 
~pl't:rcesses-all of them physical and material, most of them 

manifestly so-which are masked and idealized as 'conscious
ness and its p roducts' but which, when seen without illusions. 
are themselves necessarily social material activities. What is in 
fact idealized, in the ordinary reductive view, is ' thinking' or 
'imagining'. and the on ly materialization of these abstracted 
processes is by a general reference back to the whole (and 
because abstracted then in effect complete) material social pro
cess. And what thi s version of Marxism especially overl09ks i.s--
tb~~ 'thinking' and5!D8.s;in!.n...&' areJ!gm.Jb~ _~~ginQ!p.vru:l!L 
p'T'Ocesses 0 course inCluaing that capacity for 'internalization ' 
\~I IS a necessary part of any social process between actual 
individual s) and that they become accessible on ly in unarguably 
physica l and material ways: in..,yoiccs. in sounds made ?L 
mstruments, in penned or pri '!.ted wntmg, In al]"anged pigments 
on canvas or paster";" rn\vorke4 marble orjton~. To exclude 
theS'e"1:lla:t~ISoaal -processes from the material socia l process 
is the same error as to reduce all material social processes to 
mere technical means for some other abstracted 'life'. The 'prac· 
tical process' of the 'development of men' necessari ly includes 
them from the beginning, and as more than the technical means 
for some quite separate ' thinking' and 'imagining'. 

What Can then besa id tu be 'ideolugy', in its received negative 
form? It can of course be said that these processes, or some of 
them, come in variable forms (which is as undeniable as the 
variable forms of any p roduction), and tha t some of these form s 
are 'ideology' whlle olhers are not. This is a tempting pa th, but it 
is usually not followed far, because there is a fool's beacon 
erected just a Iiule way along it. This is the difficult concept of 
'science'. We have to notice first a problem of translation. The 
German Wissenschaft, like the French science, has a much 
broader meaning than English science has had since the early 
nineteenth century. The broader meaning is in the area of 'svs· ?tr 
tematic knowl fl' or 'oron17.ed learrung':""IlrErrgliSfi'thTs~ 
been largely specialized to suc now eage based on observa
tion of the ' real world' (at first, and stil l persistently. within the 
categories of ' man ' and ' the world') and on the s ignificant dis
tinction (and even opposition) between the formerly inter
changeable words experience and experiment , the latter attract· 
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ing, in the course of development , new senses of empirica l and 
posit ive. It is then very difficult for any English reader to take the 

/:'\tnrnsla ted phrase of Marx and Engels- 'real, positive sci· 
I....!e~-=in any th ing other than this s.e.c,:~i~ed s~fl.S.Q..~o 

qualifications have then at once to De made. First, that the 
Marxist definition of the 'real world', by moving beyond the 
separated categories of 'man' and ' the world' and including, as 
central, the active material social process, had made any such 
simple transfer impossible: 

If industry is conceived as an exoteric form of the realization of the 
essential human /acuities, one is able tu grasp also the human essence 
of Nature orth~n tUraJ-esseu~an. The natural sciences will then 
abandon their a tr~ct matcriaJis, r rather, Idea!~sJ.Lo~ientation, and 
~wi1l become t e ~ on science ... Orw.Eos,s lor Iile and 
'-JanoihC'fTor:~Cjcncc IS a prjo~i 0 f51~ooa. (gfMt.1 22)--------

This is an argument precisely against the categories of the 
English specializat ion of 'science', But lhen, second, the actual 
progress of scientific rationality , especially in its rejection of 
metaphysics and in its triumphan t escape from a limitation to 
observation, experiment, and inquiry within received religious 
and philosophica l systems, was immensely attractive as a model 
for understanding society. Though the object of inquiry had 
been radica lly changed- from 'man' and ' the world 'toan active , 
interactive, alld in a key sense se}f·creating materia l social 
process-it was supposed, or rather hoped, that the methods, or 
at least the mood, could be carried over. 

This sense of getting free of the ord inary assumptions of social 
inquiry, which usually began where it sh.ould have ended, with 
the forms and categories of a particular historical phose of 
society, is immensely important and was radically demon· 
strated in most of Marx's work. B!!!..!t is very difff;!rent from the 
uncritical use of 'science' and 'scientilic', with deliberate refer· 
ences to ang W)~e.,>-= ~~a dence' asc:ribe-the-
9SSimttDUY "ErJtJ i4Y@d historica work which was actuall 
liirncmrken:---E , l rue, use these re erences and 
an§1ogreSffiuch more often than Marx. 'Scien tific socialism' 
became, under his influence, a polemical catchword..ln pracuce 
it depends almost equally on a hustihablc) sense of systematic 
knowledge of society, based on observation and analysis of it s 
processes of development (as distinct, say. from 'utopian ' 
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socialism, which projected a desirable future without close con· 
sideration of the past and present processes w ith in which it had 
to be attained); and on a (false) association with the 'fundamen. 
tal' or 'universa l' 'laws' of natural science, which. even when 
they turned out to be ' laws' rather than effective working 
generalization:; Or hypotheses, were of a different kind because 
their objects of study were radically different. 

The notion of 'science' has had a crucial effect, negatively, on 
the concept of 'ideology'. If 'ideology' is contrasted with ' real, 
positive science', in the sense of detailed and connected know
ledge of 'the practical process of development of men'. then the 
distinction may have sign ificance as an indication of the 
received assumptions, concepts, and points of view which can 
be shown to prevent or distort such detailed and connected 
knowledge. We can often feel that this is a ll that was really 
intended. But the contrast is of course less simple than it may 
look, since its confident application depends on a knowable 
dist inction between 'detailed and connected knowledge of the 
practical process of development' and other kinds of 'know
ledge' which may often closely resemble it. One way of apply
ing Ihe distinguishing criterion would be by examining the 
'assumptions, concepts, and points of view', whether received 
or not , by which any knowledge has been gained a nd organized. 
But it is just this kind of analysis which is prevented by the a 
priori a~.:.mption of a 'positive' method which is not subject to 
such scrutiny: an assumptlon

1 
Gased 1fi fiiCfOiillie received {and ; 

unexamined} assumptions 0 'pos1!lve, SCientifiC kDowkdge: •. 
1'reiidOr the 'ideological bias' of aILothe,-,m_~. This posi
non, which has been often repeated in orthodox Marxism, is 
either a circula r demonstration or a familiar partisan claim (of 
the kind made by almost all parties) that others are biased but 
that, by definition, we are not. 

That indeed was the fool's way out oflhe very difficult prob
lem which was now being confronted, within historical 
materialism. Its symptomatic importance at the level of dogma 
has to be noted and then set aside if we are to see, clearly, 8 very 
different and much more interesting proposition, which leads to 
a quite different (though not often theoretically distinguished) 
definition of ideology. This begins from the main point of the 
a ttack on the Young Hcgelians, who were said to "consider 
conceptions, thoughts. ideas, in fact all the products of con-
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sciOllsness, to which they attribute an independent ex istence, 
as the real chains of men", Social liberation would then come 
through a 'change of consciousness'. Everything then turns, of 
course, on the definition of 'consciousness'. The definition 
adopted, polemically, by Marx and Engels, is in effect their 
definition of ideology: not 'practical consciousness' but 'self
dependent theory'. Hence 'really it is only a question of explain· 
ing this theoretical talk £Tom the actua l existing conditions . The 
real, practical dissolution of these phrases, the removal of these 
notions from the consciousness of men, will , , , be effected by 
altered circumstances, not by theoretical deductions' (eI, 15). In 
this task the proletariat has an advantage. since 'forthe mass of 
men , ' , these theoretical notions do not exist'. 

If we can take this seriously we are left with a much more 
limited and in that respect more plausible definition of ideo
logy. Since 'consciousness', includ ing 'conceptions, thought s. 
ideas ' , can hardly be asserted to be non-existent in the 'mass of 
men ', the definition falls back to a kind of consciousness, and 
certain kinds of conceptions, thoughts , and ideas. which are 
specifically 'ideological' , Engels later sought to clarify this posi
tion: 

Every ideology . .. once it has arise n. develops in connection with tne 
given concept-material. and develops this material further; otherwise it 
would cease to be ideology, that is, occu tion with thou ts as with 

~,:!:dependent entities. deve!opIiij[iiiSlej>cn ent an 8ub'cc 0._ 
.Jll:if o~n hrws:1"lial the material lire cond.Itiuns u e persons inside 

W 050 iOOds11iis thought process goes all, in the last resort determines 
the course of this process. remains of necessity unknown 10 these 
persons, for otherwise there would be an end to all ideology. 
(Feuerbach.65-6) 
Ideology is a process accomplished by the so-called think.er. con
sdously indeed but with a false consciousness. The real motivesimpel
ling him remain unk.nown to him. otherwise it would not be an ideo
logical process at all. Hence he imagin~s false or apparent motives. 
Because it is a process of thought he derives both itsformand its content 
from pure thought, either his own or thai of his predecessors.· 

Taken on their own, these statements can appear Virtually 
psychological. They are structurally very s imilar to the Freudian 
concept of 'rationalization' in such phrases as 'inside whose 
heads'; 'real motives .. , unknown to him '; 'imagines false or 
• Letterto F. Mehring, 14 IIIIY1893 (MQI"J(ond Ensels: Se lecledCorrespolldence. 

New York. 1935). 
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apparent motives', In this form a version of 'ideology' is readily 
accepted in modern bourgeois though t, which has its own con
cepts of the 'real'-material or psycho!ogicaJ-to undercu teither 
ideology or rationa lization. But it had once been a more serious 
position. Ideology was specifically identified as a consequence 
of the division of la bour: 

Division of labour only becomes truly such from the moment when a 
division of malerial and mental labour appears . .... From this moment 
onwards consciousness con really flatter itself thai it Is something other 
than consciousness of existing practice. that it n.'Ol/y represents some
thing withou t representing something real; from now on consciousness 
Is in 8 position to emancipate itself from the world and to proceed talhe 
formation of 'pure' theory, theology. philosophy. ethics. etc. (cr. 51) 

<"7' ~Ogr is:I~he::n"7·sc--p-'ar-'.C;t-'cd''. tfiCoroa~~ i~s analysis ~~t i~~o!~ 
'..:... resto ratIOn Dills 'rearr connectlons. .-

.The division of labou r . .. manifests itself also in the ruling class as the 
division of mental and material labour. so that inside thiselsss ono part 
appears as he thinkers of the class (its active, conceptive Ideologists. 
wbo.,)n~Q...1be-perr .. cling..oLthe....iU.usi.Q{LC!.Lth~. ~ IAf~ abo,.Yt illiQlf \hei 

_chief SOI!f'Q) ~f liveHhOQd) while the 0 her's attitude to these ideas and 
Hlusions is more pas!live and I1lCeptive, because they are in reality the 
active members or this elassand have less time to makeup iJluslonsand 
ideas abouLtlu.'IIU£lJ,yps.j GI , 39-401" . -

This is shrewd enough, as is the later observation that 

reach ne,w class . ' , is compelled. , . to represent its Intorest 8S the 
,;- . common intorest 0rell/he membi:tS of~, p n-alnae~; .1_1 _ 

« ~I!S[v8j~ idca!! iii OIm of @l,!effiill!y~nd ro~'!..~! IhJl!!tR!i., ltip 
only muoo01, unlvorsally v8Tid ones. (G I , 40-1) 

'" -- ._. ----- -- - -
But ' ideology' then hovers between 'a system of be liefs charac
teristic of a certain class' and 'a system of illusory beliefs- false 
ideas or false consciousness-which can be contrasted with true 
or scientific knowledge'. 

This uncertainty was never reall y resolved. Ideology as 'sepa· 
rated theory'-the natural home of illusions and false con· 
sciousness-is itself sepSIated from the (intrinsically limited) 
'practica l consciousness of a class'. This separation, however, is 
very much easier to ca rry out in theory than in practico. The 
immense body of direct c1ass·consciousness, directl y expressed 
and agai n and again directly imposed, can appear to escape the 
taint of 'ideology'. which would be limited to the ·universaliz· 
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ing' ph!losophers. But then what name is to be found for these 
powerful direct systems? Surely not 'true' or 'scientific' know
ledge, except by an extraordinary s leight-of-hand with the 
description 'practical'. For most ruli ng classes have not needed 
to be 'unmasked'; they have usually proclaimed their existence 
and the 'conceptions, thoughts, ideas' which ratify it. To OVer· 
throw them is ordina rily to overthrow thei r conscious practice, 
and this is always very much harder than overthrowing their 
'abstract' and 'universalizing' ideas, which also, in real terms, 
have a much more complicated and i.nteractive relationship 
with the dominant 'practical consciousness' than any merely 
dependent o r illusory concepts could ever ha ve. Or again, ' the 
existence of revolutiona ry ideas in a part icular period presup· 
poses the existence of a revolutionary class'. But th is mayor may 
not be true, since all lhe difficult questions are abou t the 
development of a pre-revolutionary or potentiall y revolutiona ry 
or brieny revolutionary into a sustained revolutionary class, and 
the same difficult Questions necessarily arise about pre· 
revolutionary, potentially revolutiona ry, or briefly revolution· 
ary ideas. Marx and Engels's own complicated relations to the 
(in itself very complicated) revolu tionary character of the Euro· 
peao proletariat is an intensely practica l example of just this 
difficulty, as is a lso their complicated and acknowledged rela· 
tionship (i ncluding the relationship im plied by critique) to their 
intel lectual predecessors. 

What really happened, in temporary but influential substitu· 
tion for just this detailed and connected knowledge. was. first, 
an abstraction of 'ideology' , as a category of illusions and false 
consciousness {an abst raction which as they had best reason to 
know would prevent examination, not of the abstracted ideas, 
which is relatively easy, but of the material social process in 
which 'conceptions, thoughts, ideas' , of course in different 
degrees, become pracHcal). Second, in relation to this, the 
abstraction was given a categorica l rigidity, an epochal rather 
than a genuinely historical consciousness of ideas, which could 
then be mechanically separated into forms of successive and 
unified stages of-but which? - both knowledge and illusion . 
Each s tage of the abstraction is radically different, in both theory 
and practice. from Marx 's emphasis on a necessary conflict of 
real interests, in the materia! social process, and on the " lega l, 
political, religious, aesthetic, or philosophical-in short 
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ideological- forms in which men become conscious of this con
flict and fight it out". The infection hom ca tegorica l argument 
against specialists in ca tegori es has here been burned out. by 8 

practical recogni tion orthe whole and indissoluble material and 
socia l process. ' Ideology' then reverts to a specific and practical 
dimension: the complica ted process within which men 
'beco~o' (are) conscious of their interests and their ronnie Is. 
The ca tegorical short-cut to an (abstract) distinction between 
'true' and 'false' consciousness is then effectively abandoned, as 
in all practice it has to be. 

All these varying uses of 'ideology' ha ve persisted within the 
general development of Marxism. There has been a convenient 
dogmatic retention, at some leve ls, of ideology as 'false 000· 

sciousoess'. This has often prevented the more specific an alysis 
of operative distinctions of 'true' and 'false' consciousness at the 
practical level. which is always that of socia l rela ti onships. and 
of the pa rt played in these relationships by 'conceptions, 
thoughts. ideas '. There was a late attempt, by Luklics, to clarify 
this analysis by a di stinction between 'actual consciousness' 
and ' imputed' or ' potential' consciousness (a full and 'true' 
understanding of a real social position}. This has the merit of 
avoiding the reduction of aU 'actual consciousness' to ideology, 
but the ca tegory is speculative, and indeed as a ca legory cannot 
easily be sustained. In History and Class·Consciousness it 
dependml 0 1'1 a last abstract attempt to identify tru th with lhe 
idea of the proletariat, but in this Hegelian form it is no more 
convincing than the earlier positivist identification ofa ca tegory 
of 'scientific knowledge'. A more interesting but equally dif· 
ficult attempt to define ' true' consciousness was the elaboration 
of Marx's point about changing the world rather than interpret
ing it. What became known as the 'test of p ractice' was offered as 
a criterion of truth and as the essen tial distinction from ideo· 
logy. ln certain general ways th is is a wholly consistent projec· 
lion from the idea of 'practical consciousness ', but it is easy to 
see how its applica tion to specific theori es, formulat ions, and 
programmes can result either in a vulgar 'success' ethic. mas
querading as 'historica l truth' , or in numbness or confu sion 
whan there are practical defeats and deformations, The 'test of 
practi ce', that is to say, cannot be applied to 'scientific theory' 
and 'ideology' taken as abstract ca tegories. The rea l point of the 
definition of 'practica l consciousness' was indeed to undercut 
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these abstractions, which nevertheless have continued to be 
reproduced as 'Marxist theory'. 

Three other tendencies in twentieth-cen tury concepts of 
ideology may be briefly noted. First, the concept has been com· 
monly used, within Marxism and outside it, in the relatively 
neu tral sense of 'a system of beliefs characteristic of a particular 
class or group ' (without implications of 'truth' or 'illusion ' but 
with positive reference to a social situation and interest and its 
defining or constitutive system of meanings and values). It is 
thus possible to speak neutrally or even approvingly of ' socialist 
ideology '. A curious example here is tha t of Lenin: 

Socialism, in so far as it is the ideology of struggle of the proletarian 
class, undergoes the general conditions of birth, development and 
consolidation of any Ideology, that Is to say II Is founded on all the 
material of human knowledge, it presupposes a high level of science, 
scientific work, etc .... In the closs struggle of the proletaria t which 
develops spontaneously, as an elemen tal force, on the basis of capitalist 
relations, socialism is in troduced by the ideolojlists.· 

Obviously ' ideology' here is not intended as 'false conscious· 
ness'. The distinction between a class and its ideologists can be 
related to the distinction made by Marx and Engels, but one 
crucia l clause of this-'active, conceptive ideologists, who 
make the perfecting of the illusion of the class about itself their 
chief sou rce of livelihood'-has then to be taci tl y d ropped, 
unless the reference to a 'ruli ng class' can be dressed up as a 
saving clause. More s ignificantly, perhaps, 'ideology' in its now 
neutral or approving sense is seen as ' introduced' on the founda· 
lion of 'all ... human knowledge, ... science . .. etc', of course 
brought to bearfroma class point of view. The pos ition is clearly 
that ideology is theory and that theory is at once secondary and 
necessary; 'practica l consciousness', as here of the proletariat, 
will not itself produce it. This is radically different from Marx's 
thinking, where all 'separa te' theory is ideo logy, and where 
genuine theory-'rea l, positive knowledge'-is, by contrast, the 
articulation of 'practica l consciousness'. But Lenin's model cor· 
responds to one orthodox sociological formulation, in which 
there is 'social situation ' and there is also 'ideology ', thei r rela· 
Hons variable but certainly neither dependent nor 'determined', 
thus allOWing both their separa te and their comparative history 

. ·Letter to the fedeNltlon of the North ', Collecled Work., Moscow, 1961; 6.163 . 
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and analysis. Lenin's formulation also echoes. from a quite 
opposite political position, Napoleon's identification of 'the 
ideologists', who bring ideas to 'the people', for their liberation 
or destruction according to point of view. The Napoleonic defin
ition , in an unaltered form. has of course also persisted, as a 
popular form of crilicism of politica l struggles which are 
defined by ideas or even by principles. ' Ideology' (the product of 
'doctrinaires') is then oontrasted with 'practical experience'. 
'practica l politics '. and what is known as pragmatism. This 
general sense oC'ideology' as not only 'doctri naire' and 'dogma
tic' but as 0 priori and abstract has C»-existed uneasily with t he 
equally general (neutral or approvin g) descriptive sense. . 

Finally there is an obvious need for 8 genera l term to descnbe 
not o nl y the products but the processes of a ll signification , 
including the Signi fication of va lues . It is interesting that 'ideol· 
ogy' a nd 'ideologica l ' have been widely used in this sense, 
VoloAinov, for example, uses ' ideologica l' to desc ribe the pro· 
cess of the production of meaning through signs, and 'ideology' 
is taken as the dimension of socia l experience in which mean· 
ings a nd values are p roduced. The diff icult relatio n of so widea 
sense to the other senses which we have seen to be active hardly 
needs st ressing. Yet. however far the term itself may be com· 
promised, some form of this emphasis on signification as a 
central socia l process is necessary. In Marx. in Engels, and in 
much of the Marxist tradition the amtral argument about 'prac· 
tical consciousness' was limited and frequently distorted by 
fail ures to sec that the fundamental processes of social significa· 
tion are intrinsic to 'practical consciousness' and intrinsic also 
to the 'conceptions, thoughts, and ideas' wh ich are recognizable 
as its products. The limiting condition within ' ideology' as a 
concept, from its beginning in Destutt, was the tendency to limit 
processes of meaning and valuation to formed, separable 'ideas' 
or ' theo ries' . To attempt to take these back to 'a world of sensa
tions' or, on the other hand , to a 'practical consciousness' o r a 
'ma teria l socia l process' which has been SO defined as to exclude 
these fundamental signifying processes, or to make them essen · 
Hall y secondar y, is the pers istent thread of error. For the pracH· 
enl links between 'ideas and 'theories' and the 'production of 
real life' are all in this material socia l process of signification 
itself. 

Moreover, when this is rea li zed , those 'products' w hich arc 
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not ideas or theories, but which are the very different works we 
call 'art' and 'literature ', and which are normal elements of the 
very general processes we caJl 'culture' and 'language', can be 
approached in ways other than reduction, abstraction, of assimi· 
lation. This is the argument that has now to be taken into cuI· 
tural a nd literary studies, a nd especia i1 y in to the Marxist con
tribution to them, which, in spite of appearances, is then likely 
to be even more controversia l than hitherto. But it is then a n 
open Question whether 'ideology' and ' ideological' , wit h their 
senses of 'abstractio n' and 'illusion', or their senses of 'ideas' 
and 'theories', or even their senses of a 'system' of beliefs or of 
meanings and va lues, are sufficiently precise and p racticable 
terms for so far· reaching and radical a redefinition. 



II. Cultural Theory 



T 
1. Base and Superstructure 

Any modern approach to a Marxist theory of culture must begin 
by considering the proposition of a determining base and a 
determined superstructure. From a strictly theoretical point of 
view this is not. in fact. where we might choose to begin . . ll 
would be in many ways preferable if 'AI'e could begin from a 
proposition which originally was equally central, equally 
authentic: namely the proposition that social being determines 
consciousness. It is not that the two propositions necessarily 
deny each other or are in contradiction. But the proposition of 
base and superstructure. with its figurative element and with its 
suggestion' of a fixed and definite spatial relationship , consti
tutes, at least in certain hands. a very specialized and at times 
unacceptable version of the other proposition, Yet in the transi· 
,t1Oii"Trom-MBl'X to MarxiSi"D)and in the development of main=
~tre8iDMirn{lsm IlseJr,11ieJiroposition of the determining base 
and the determined superstructure has been commonly held to 
be the key to Marxist cultural analysis, 

The sour~ of this propositio n is commonly taken to be a 
weU~known passage in Marx's 1859 Preface toA Contribution to 
the Critique of Political Economy: 

In the socia l production of their life. men enter into definite relations 
that are indispensable and indu~ndent of their will. relations of pro
duction"whicti correspond to'a defui ite stage of development of their 
material productive forces. The sum tOlarol these relations of produc
t ion constitutes the economic struc.ture of society. the real foundation. 
on wbidl.g~TegAltnd political-suIffimructumimd towhichcorres
pond defiiiite forms 0 socialCOil1Cilrn~1i6s5.'l'Iiiiiiode of production of 
materiallifeconditions the social, political and intelloctuallile proem ... ,> 

i~.:. It 18 Dol me co nsciousness of men Ulut detecaunes their .. 9f' being. ul . on "1trc-conh'ary:=ttn!lrSOCiiJTefng that determmcs their 
<...:J cOiiSCTousne.!!:..-A1 a certain stage of thei r development, 01" mat~ 

productive forces of society come in confli ct with the existing relations 
of l?~uctio_n or-what is but a legal expression for the ·sa m.e 
thlfiFW!.tlriha p!:o~ions within which they have been at 
wurk-lfHherto. From forms of development of the productive fo rces 
t.b..flse relations turn IOta their fetters. I hen oogim a n epoch of social 
revol ution. With the change of the economic foundation the entire 
immense superstructure is more or less rapidly transformed . In consid· 
ering such-rrnnSlormations a distinction should always be made 
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betwccn the material transforma tion of the economic conditions of 
production. which can be determined with the precision of natu ral 
science, and the legal, politica l. religious, aesthetic or philosophin-in 

~:-_ shorl , ideological- forms in which men become conscious of this cone pict and figh t it out. (SW 1. 362-4) 

This is hardly an obvious starting-poin t for any cult ural theory. 
It is part of an exposi tion of historical materialist method in the 
understanding of legal relations and forms of state. The first use 
of the term 'superstructure' is explici tly qual ified as ' lega l and 
political' , {It should incidentall y be noted that the English trans
lation in most common use has a plural-"I eg~ l and political 
superstr uctures"-for Marx's singular "juristicher und poli
tischer Uberbau ".} 'Definite forms of social consciousness' are 
further sa id to 'correspond ' to it (enl sprechen). Transformation 
of the 'entire immense superstructure', in the social revolution 
which begi ns from the altered relations of productive forces and 
relations of production, is a process in which 'men become 
conscious of this confl ict and fight it out' in 'ideologica l forms ' 
which now include the 'religious, aesthetic, or philosoph ic' as 
well as the lega l and politica l. Much has been deduced from this 
formulation, but the real context is inevitably limited. Thus it 
would be possible, simply from this passage. to define 'cultural' 
('religious, aesthetic or philosophic') forms in which 'men 
become conscious of this conflict', without necessarily suppos
ing that these spt.'cific forms srethe whole of 'culluraI' activity. 

There is at least one earlier use, by Marx, of the term 'super
structure'. It is in The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Napoleon , 
1851-2: 

Upon the several forms of property, upon the social cond itions of 
existence, a whole superstructure is reared of various and peculiarly 
shaped feelings (empfindungenl. illusions, habits of thousht and con
ceptions of life. The whole class produces and shapes these oul of its 
material foundation and out of the corresponding social conditions. 
The individual unit to whom theyflowt hrough tradition and education 
m,ay fancy tha t they constitu te the true reasons fo r and premises of h is 
conduct. (SW 1. 272-3) 

This is an evidentl y different use. The 'superstructure' is here 
the whole 'ideology' of the class: its 'form of consciousness'; its 
constitutive ~y_s . QLs_ttei.ng itself in the world. It would be 
poss ible, from this and the la ter use, to see three senses of 
'superstructure' emerging: (a) legal and political for~s which 

Base and Superstructure " 
express existing rea l relations of production: (b) forms of con,. 
seiousness w~ich express a particular class view of The world; 
(c1 a process in which, over a whole range of acHvities, men 
become conscious of a fundamental economic oonflict and fight 
ilout. These three senses would direct our attention, respective
ly, to (0) institutions; {b) forms of consciousness; (c) political and 
cultural practices. 

It is clear that these three areas are related and must, in 
analysis, be interrelated. But on just this crucial q uestion of 
interrelation the tcrm itself is of Little assistance. just because it 
is variably applied to each area in turn. Nor is this at a ll surpris
ing , since the use is not primarily conceptual, in any precise 
way, but metaphorica l. What it primarily expresses is theimpor
tant sense of a visible and formal 'superstructure' which might 
be analysed on its own but which cannot be understood without 
seeing that it rests on a 'foundation' . The same point must be 
made of the corresponding metaphorical term, In the use of 
1851-2 it is absent. and the origins of a particularform of class 
consciousness are specified as 'fo rms of property' a nd 'social 
condit ions of existence'. [n the use of 1859 it appears in a lmost 
conscious metaphor: 'the economic structure o f society- the 
real foundation (die rcale Basis) , on which rises (erhcbt) s iega l 
a nd poli tical superstructure (Oberbau)" . It is replaced. la ter in 
the argument, by 'the economic foundation' (6konomische 
CrundJoge ). The continuity of meaning is relatively clear, bu t 
the variation of terms for one part of the relationship ('forms of 
property, socia l conditions of existence'; 'economic structure of 
society·; 'real basis'; 'rea l foundation'; Basis; Gru ndlagel is not 
matched by explicit variation of the other term of the relation
sh ip, though the actual signification of this term (Uberbau; 
superstructure) is, as we have seen. variable. It is part of the 
complexity of the subsequen t argument that the term rendered 
in English explication (probably firs t by Engels) as 'base"is 
rendered in other languages in significant variations (in French 
usualJ y as infrastructure, in Ital ian as slrutturo . and so on, with 
some compHcating effects on the substance of the,argument). 

In the transition from Marx to Marxism, and then in the 
development of expository and didactic formulations, thewQrds 
used in the original arguments were projected , firs t, as if they 
were precise concepts, and second , as if they were descriptive 
terms for observable 'areas' of socia l life. The main sense of the 
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words in the original arguments had been relational. but the 
popularity of the terms tended to indicate either- CaJ relatively 
enclosed categories or (b) relatively enclosed areas of activity. 
These were then correlated either temporally (first material 
production, then consciousness, then politics and culture) or in 
effect , forcing the metaphor, spatially (visible a nd distinguish
able ' levels' or ' )ayers'-politics and culture , then (orms of con
sciousness, and so on down to 'the basc' ). The serious practical 
problems of method. which the original words had ind ica ted. 
were then usuaUy in effect bypassed by methods derived from a 
confidence. rooted in the popularity of the terms, in the relative 
enclosure of ca tegories or areas expressed as 'the base ', ' tho 
superstructure '. 

It is then ironic to remember that the force of Marx 's original 
criticism had been mainly directed against the separation of 
'areas' of thought and activity (as in the separation of conscious~ 
ness from material production) and aga inst the related evacua~ 
tion of speci fic content-real human activities- by the imposi
tion of abst ract ca tegories. The common abstraction of ' the base' 
and 'the superstructure ' is tbus a radical persistence of the 
modes of thought which he attacked. That in the course of other 
arguments he gavo somo warrant for this , within the intrinsic 
difficulties of any such formulation , is certainly true. But it is 
significant that when he came to any sustained analysis, or to a 
realization of the need for such analysis , he was at QnCU svecific 
and flexible in his use of his own terms. He had already 
observed, in the formulation of 1859, a distinction between 
anal ysing ' the economic conditions of production, which can be 
determined with the precision of natural science' a nd the 
analysis of ' ideologica l forms', for which methods were evi~ 

dently less precise. In 1857 he had noted: 

As regards art, it is well known that some of its peaks by no means 
correspond to the general development of society; nordo they therefore 
to the material substructure, the skeleton as it were of its organization. 

His solution of the problem he then discusses, that of Greek art, 
is hardly convincing. but the 'by no means correspond' is a 
characteris tic practical recogn ition of the comph:lxity of real 
relations. Engels. in his essay Feuerooch ond the End ofClossj ~ 
co l German Philosophy. still argued specifica ll y, showing how 
the 'economic basis' of a poli tical struggle could be dulled in 

. ~ 
" ,. 
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consciousness or a ltogether los t sight of, and how a legal system 
could be projected as independent of its economic content, in 
the course of its professional development. Then: 

Still higher ideologies, that is. such as are still further removed from the 
material. economic bas is, take the form of philosophy and religion. 
Hence the interconnection between conceptions and their material 
oondil ionsor existence becomes more and more complicated, more and 
more obscured by intermediate links. But the interconnection ex ists. 

This relational emphasis, including not only complexity but 
recognition of the ways in which some connections are lost to 
consciousness, is of cou rse very fa r from the abstract ca tegories 
(though it supports the implication of separate areas} of 'super· 
st ructu re' and 'base '. 

I n all serious Marxist analysis the ca tegories are of course not 
used abstractly. But they may ha ve their effect none the less. It is 
significant that the first phase of the recognit ion of practical 
complexities stressed what are really q uantita tive relations. By 
the end of the nineteenth con tury it was common to recognize 
what can bes t be described as disturoonces, or specia l difficul~ 
ties. of an otherwise regular relationship. This is true oflhe idea 
of'lags ' in time, which had been developed from Ma rx'sobscr
va tion that some of the 'peaks' of a rt 'by no means correspond to 
the general development of society'. This could be expressed 
(though Marx's own 'solution' to this problem had not been of 
this kind) as a matter of temporol 'delay' or 'unevenness', The 
same basic model is evident in Engels's notion of the relative 
distance (,still further removed ') of the 'higher ideologies'. 
Or consider Engels's le tter to Bloch of September 1890: 

According to the materialist conception of history, the uJrimately 
,- determining clement in history is the production and reproduction gf 
~ll.ik..J.'tore than this neither Marx n~c ever assert&!. Hence if 

somebody lwists this into saying thai the economic element is tbeonly 
determining one, he transforms that proposition into a mea ningless, 
abstract. senseless ph ruse. The economic situation is the basis , but the 
va rious elements of the superstructure- political forms of the class 
strugs le and its resu lts, to wit: consti tutions established by the victori 
ous class arler a successful battle. etc. , juridical forms, and even the 
reflexes of all these actual struggles in the brains of the participants. 
political. juristic. philosophical theorios. religious vi~\VS a~d . their 
further development into systems of dogma-also exerclse theu mflu· 
cnre upon the course of the historical struggles and in many cascs 
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p repondera te in determining their form. There is an i ~teraction of all 
these elements in which, am id all the endless host of accidents (that is. 
of t hings and events whose Inner interconnection is so remolo or so 
impossible of proofthatwe ca n rega rd it as non-existen l, as negligib le), 
the economic movement Cinell}' asser ts itself as nCCCSMry. Otherwise 
the applica tion of the theory to ony period of history would be easier 
thon the solution of a simple equa tion of the firs t degree. 

Th is is a vital acknowledgement of real and methodological 
complexities. It is pa rt icularl y relevant to the ideo of 'determina· 
ti on ', which will be separately d iscussed. and to the decisive 
problem of consciousness as 'reflexes' or ' reflection ', But within 
the vigour of his contrast between rea l h istory and a'meaning
less, abstract, senseless phrase', and a longs ide h is recogni
tion of a new (and theoretically significant) exception-'the 
endless host of accidents'- Engels does not so much revise the 
enclosed ca tegories-' the basis' ('the economic element' , 'the 
economic situation ', 'the economic movement ') a nd 'the various 
elements' (politica l, juridica l, theoretica l) of ' the superstruc
ture'-as reiterate the categories and instance certain excep
tions, indirectnesses, and irregularities which obscure their 
otherwise regular relation. What is fundam entally lack ing, in 
the theoretica l formula tions of this important period , is any 
adequate recognit ion of the indissoluble connections between 
material production, political and cultural institutions and 
activit y, and consciousness. The classic summary of 'the rela
tionship between the base and the supers tructure' is 

I Plekhanov's distinction ~ f 'fi ve sequenti.al el em~n.ts: (i) t~.~ state 
t of productive forces: (u ) the economic cond lh ons; (Ill ) , the 

I ~oc::io-~litical re~i!1'e:Iiv) the ~yche of .social m~n; (v) van ous 
Ideo logies reflect 109 the properties of thiS psyche (Fundamen

t 101 Prob lems of Marxism , Moscow, 1922, 76). T_~is!s better than 
the ba re projection of 'a base' and 'a supe rstructure', ~hicb has 
been so common. But wha t is wrong with it is its description of 
these 'elements' as 'sequential', when they are in practice indis
solu ble: not in the sense that they cannot be disting uish~Jor 
purposes of analysis , bu t in1he decisive sense that these are not 
sepa rate 'arcas' or 'elements' but the whole, specific acti vities 
and products of real men. That is to say, the analytic ca tegories, 
ns so of len in idea li st thought , have, almost unnoticed , become 
substantive descriptions, which then ta ke habitual pr iorit y ovc r 
the whole social process to which, as analy tic ca tegories, they 
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are attempting to speak. Orthodox analysts began to think. of 'the 
base' and 'the superstructure' as if they were sepa rable concrete 
entities. In doing so they lost sight of the very processes-not 
abstract relations bu t constitutive processes-which it should 
ha ve been the special function of historical materialism to 
cmphasize. I shall be d iscussing latcr thc major theorctical 
response to this loss: the attempt to reconstitute such processes 
by the idea of 'media tion'. 

A persistent dissa tisfaction, within Marxism, about the prop
osition of 'base and superstructure', has been most often ex pres
sed by an attempted refinement and revaluation of 'the super
structure'. Apolog ists have emphasi7.oo its complexity, sub
stance, and 'autonomy' o r autonomous value. Yet most o f the 
d ifficulty still lies in the original extension of metaphorica l 
terms for a relationship into abstract ca tegori es or concrete a reas 
between which connec tions are looked for and complexities or 
relative autonomiescmphasi7.oo. It isactuallymore important to 
observe the character of this extension in the case of 'the base' 
than in the case of the always more varied and variable 'super
structure'. By ex tension and by habit , 'the base' has rome to be 
oonsidered virtually as an object (a pa rticular and reductive 
version of 'material existence'). Or, in specification, 'the base' is 
given very general and apparently uniform properties. 'The 
base' is the real socia l ex istence of man. 'The base' is the real 
rela tions of p roduction correspondi ng to a stage of the develop
ment of material p roductive forces. 'The base' is a mode of 
prod uction at a part icular s tage of its development. Of course 
these are, in practice, different proposit ions. Yet each is also 
very different from Marx's central emphasis on ~rodUCtive 
activities . He had himself made the po int agai nst re UcilOD 01 

~S6' to a ca tegory: 

In order 10 study the connc,x ion bel ween Intcllr.ctual and material 
p fiClimrWln bo"V8all cTsiiiiti«N(J""CODOOrVe the latter in its dete .... 
mi.n OrlC4 orm and not as a gene ral ca tegory. For example, thC!8 
corresponds to the capihihst mOile ufproiluctio n a Iype of io teUectual, 
production q4i1e d ifferent from tho t which corresponded tQ_J h.Lt 
medieval mode of production,. Unless malerial production it self is 
u nderstood in it s specific histor ical form, it is impossible to grasp the 
characteristics of the inte llectual prod uction which corresponds tQiLar 
the reciprocal action between the two. (Theorien liber den Mehrwert, 
cit. Bellomare and Rubel, 96-7.) 
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We can add that while a particuJar stage of ' real social existence' , 
or of 'relations of production', orof a 'mode of production', can 
be discovered and made precise by analysis, it is never, as a body 
of activities, either uniform or static, It is one of the central 
propositions of Marx's sense of history, for example, that in 
actual development there are deep contradictions in the rela. 
tionships of production and in the consequent social relation· 
ships, There is therefore the continual possibility of the dynamic 
variation of these forces, The 'variations ' of the superstructure 
might be deduced from this fact alone, were it not that the 
'objective' implications of 'the base' reduce all such variations to 
secondary consequences, It is only when we realize that 'the 
base', to which it is habitual to refer variations, is itself a 
dynamic and internally contradictory p:wcess- the sp-ecific 
activities and modes of activity, over sJsnge from .!lssociatio~ to 
antagoni'srn, of real men and classes of men- that we can begin 
t'O 'free 'ourselves from the notion of an 'area' or a 'category' with 
certain fixed properties for deduction to the variable processes 
of a 'superstructure', The physical fixity of the terms exerts a 
constant pressure against just this realization, 

Thus, contrary to a development in Marxism, it is not 'the 
base' and 'the superstructure ' that need to be studied, but 
sp'cdfic-and indissoluble real processes , within which the deci · 
sive relationship, from a Marxist pointofview, is that expressed 
by the complex idea of 'determination ', 

2. Determination 

No problem in Marxist cultural theory is more difficult than that 
of 'detennination'. According to its opponents, Marxism is a 
necessa rily reductive alld determinist kind of theory: oo cultural 
activity is allowed to be real and significant in itself, but is 
always reduced to a direct or indirect expression of some pre· 
ceding and controlling economic content. or of a political con· 
tent determined by an economic position or situat ion, In the 
perspective of mid-twentieth century developments of Marx· 
ism, this description can be seen as a caricature. Certainly it is 
often asserted with s confidence as solid as it isout of date. Yet i t 
can hardly be denied that it came, with all it s difficulties, from a 
common form of Marxism. Of course within that form, and in 
morc recent Marxist thinking, there have been many qualifica· 
lions of the idea of determination, of the kind noted in Engels's 
leHerto Bloch, orofan apparently more radical kind, such as the 
contemporary idea of 'overdeterrnination' (0 difficult term in 
English, since its intended meaning is determinaTiOn oymum: 
pie. factors). Some-rif these revIsions have in effec't dropped the 
original Marxist emphasis, in 8.t1g!"Rted syntheses with other 
orders of determination in psychology -(i-ievised Freudianism) 
or in ment~l or fo~m_~} ,st~1!cture~ (forma lism.' ~t.ru~!.u!!1H~nU. 
These qu8.1ifications and revisions certa inly ini:licate the in her· 
ent difficulties of the proposition, But at the same time they are 
welcomed by those opponents of Marxism who want toevade its 
con tinued challenge or, more directly, di smiss it as irrelevant 
dogma. It is then crucial to be certain what that challenge was 
and is. A Marxism without some concept of determination is in 
effect worthless. A Marxism with many of the concepts ofdeter-
mination it now has is quite radically disabled. --, 

'We can begin with the apparent source of the proposition, in 
the well·known passage from the 185~l'reface. As we read this I 
in Marx's German. especia ll y alongside the English translations. 
we become aware, inevitably, of the linguistic complexities of 
the word 'determine', Marx's normal word is bcsfimmlLn; 11 
occurs four times in the passage quoted earlier tn -translation, 
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The English 'determine' occurs three times in the translation. 
One of these uses is a formal repetition not presen t in the origi
nal; another is a translation of a quite different word, kon
stotieren. The point here is not so much the adequacy of the 
translation as the extraordinary linguistic complexity of this 
group of words. This can best be illustrated by considering the 
complexity of 'determine' in English. 

~ Th~ root sense of 'determine' is 'setting bounds' or 'sellin.{ 
( I 1 limits ' .10 its~extraOfdiilarilYvarieldeveTojJnii""rif,1Dij'-pnCaTIon "'" 
' ..!..7 to many speci fic processes, it is the sense of putting a limit a nd 

• 

therefore an end to some action that is most problematical The 
determination of a calculation, a course of study. or a lease is. as 
IlJl idea. relatively s imple. Determination by an authority is at 
firs t simple, but is the source of most of the specia l difficulties. 
in it s implication of something beyond and even external to the 
specific action which nevertheless decides or settles it. The 
sense of externality is decisive in the development of the con
cept o f 'determinism', in which some power (God or Nature or 
History) controls or decides the outcome of an action or process. 
beyond or irrespective of the wills or desires of it s agents. This is 
abstract determin ism, to be disti nguished from an often appar
ently similar inherent determinism, in which the essen tial 
character of a process or the properties of its components are 
held to determine (control) its outcome: the character and prop
erties are then 'determinants ', Wha t had been (abst ract ly) the 
'determinat Counse ll and foreknowledge of God' (Tyndale) 
becam e, especially in the physical sciences, ' determinats-condi
lions' 'or 'determined laws', based on precise knowledge of the 
inherent characteri stics of a process a nd its components. The 
abstract idea presupposes a powerlessness (or unsurpassable 
limits to the power) of the participants in an action. The 'scien
tific' idea presupposes unalterable or relatively fixed charac
teristics; change is then a matter of altered (but discoverableand 
in that sense predictable) conditions and combinatio ns. 

It seems clea r that the Marxist version of determinism, at least 
in its first s tage, corresponds to this 'scienti fic' idea. 

In the social prod uction wh ich men carryon they enter into definite 
rela tions that are indispensa ble and independent of their w ill ... a 
defi nite stage of development ... (~W. i . 362) 

The English 'definite' translates Marx 's forms of bestimmen . 

.' 
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The existing s tage of material production, and the social rela
tions co rresponding to it, are in that sense '.fixed' , 

The mass ofp rociuctive {orees accessible to men determines thecondi
lions of society ... (G l , 18) 

From this sense of determined conditions it is easy to under
stand the development of a Marxism which stressed the 'iron 
laws', the 'absolutely objective conditions', of an 'economy', 
from which all else fo llowed. In th is influential interpreta tion, 
Marxism had discovered the ' laws' of an objective external sys
tem of economy, and everything then followed. sooner or later, 
directl y or indirectly, from these laws. But this is not the onl y 
way in which the sense can be developed. It is as reasona ble, 
remembering 'enter into' and 'accessible to'. to stress the pre
dominance of objective conditions at any particular moment in 
the This turns o ut. in to be a quite different 

~G~~~~~~~~~~i~~~~~~in his letter to t'· 

'we make our history ourselves, . ~T~h~e~~~~~~~~~~~ 
assumpt ions and conditions are then theguaUlying terms 9~tr is 
agencYt!·,nac'i'dei:enni riatIOi:i' is 'iiiesettiiiS OfiffiiitP-0 

The raottm"'illfference between 'determination' in this sense, 
and 'determination' in the sense of the ' laws' of a whole process , 
subject to inherent and predictable development, is not difficult 
to grasp but can often slip away in the shifting senses of 'deter
mine'. The key question is the to which the 'objective' 
conditions are seen as ex lerna!. 
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! 
poliUcal doctdne it is worthless. but it has then in tum to be i--
understood historically. The strongest single reason for the 
deve~ment of abstract dltlc.rmLnism IS llle historical exp~ 
core of large-scale cap italist eco no!!lY:. in \vli'icn many more -. 
peoPle than MarxISts concluded rhat.contW_of tli:e-protns~WaS- {--:
beyond them, that If was at least in practice external to tliiili~· , 
~~es~res, an~!18t if gf~ .therefQflU.~ be !,.I!lt:nj! go.v~erned by . 
Its 0-" n fans .trs, Wlttter irony, a critical ana-revolution. 
aryaoctrine-was changed , not only in practice but at this level 
of principi8, into the very form s of passivity and reification 
against which an alternative sense of 'determination' had set out 

and 
'determinate' socia l processes was overlooked-in part by a 
confusion of language. in part from specific historical experi
ence. The description of both kinds of knowledge as 'scientific' 
compounded the confusion. But is it tben possible to return to a 
sense of 'determination' as the experience of 'objective limits '? 
As a negative sense th is is undoubtedly important, and Marx 
used it repeatedly. New social relations and the new kinds 
activity that are pOSSI Ie throug them, may be imagined but 
cannot be l.!,l,;hiJut;:a::unJess ilie detenIurnns hUllts of a ea:rticular 
~e...a.Lru:Qdu(,1.ion 8I1UU!Qlassed in practice, by actual social 
~ This was the history, for exaoipre-:or-ule" omannc--- 
impulse to human li beration, in its actual interaction with a 
dominant capitalism. 

But to say only this is to be in dangeroffalJing back into a new 
passive and objectivist model. This is what happened to Engels: 

The historical event . . . may ... be viewed as the product of a power 
which works as a whole unconsciously and without volition. For what 
each individual wi lls is obstructed by everyone e l~e, lind what emerges 
is something that no one willed. ' 

Here society is the objectified (unconscious and unwilled) gen
eral process, and the only alternative forces are 'individual 

• teuer 10 J. IJl0eh, 1890 (Morx and £118el&: Selocled Correspondence, New 
York,1935,416). 
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wills'. But this is a bourgeOiS version of society. A particular 
f rm of this version was Jater s . i . reudianism, and is 
th,& rea Broun or t e Marxist-Freudian s ntheses w . • _!.. 
icallY. have been file mam 0E:I~o~tiQ.IL..12..-e£Q.I}.9-'-nisJll and ;<. 

economic detennliUsiii.~Soclety' \vhether generalized as such or 
as 'Capitalist socfel};"lor as 'the social and cultural forms of the 

. capitalist mode of production' , is seen as the primarily negative 
force which follows from any understanding of determination as 
on ly the setting of limits. But 'society'. or 'the historical event', 
can never in such ways be ca tegorically abstracted from 'indi
vidua ls' and 'individual wills'. Such a separation leads straight 
to an alienated. 'objectivist 'society', working 'unconsciously', 
and to comprehension of individuals as ' pre.social' or even 

: anti-social. 'The individual' or 'the genotype' then become posi· 
live extra·socia l forces. 

T~~h~iS~~~~~~~;~~~~~~~~ ~~J.he exertion of pressure5.As ifj~;P;;~;t}ili ~~~~~~~ 
'determme' in English: to determine or be determined to cio 
something is an act of will and purpose. In a whole social 
process, these positive determinations, which may be experi. 
enced individually but which are always social acts, indeed 
often specific social formations, have very complex rela tions 
with the negative determinations that are experienced as limits. 
For they are by no means only pressures agai nst the Jirl~itS, 
though these are cruciall y important. They are at least as often 
pressures derived from the formation and momentum of a given 
social mode: in effect a compulsion to act in ways that maintain 
and renew it. They are also, and vitally, pressures exerted by 
new formations, with their as yet unrealized intentions and 
demands. 'Society' is then never only the 'dead husk' which 
limits social and individual fu lfilment. It is always also a con
stitutive process with very powerful pressures which are both 
expressed in political, economic, and cultural formations and, 
10 take the full weight of 'constitutive', are internaliz(.-'<i and 
become 'individual wills' . Determination of this whole kind-a 
complex and interrelated process of limits and pressures-is in 
the whole social process itself and nowhere else: not in an 
abstracted 'mode of production ' nor in an abstracted 'psycho
logy '. Any abstraction of determinism, based on the isolation of 
autonomous categories, which are seen as controlling or which 
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can be used for prediction, is then a mystifica tion of the specific 
and a lways related determinants which are the rea l socia l pro
cess-an active and conscious as well as, by default . a passive 
and ob;cctificd historical experience. 

The concept of 'overdetermination ' is an attempt to avoid the 
isolation of au tonomous categories but at the same time to 
emphasize relatively autonomous yet of course interactive prae· 
rices. In its most positive fonns- that is. in its recogn ition of 
multiple forces , rather than the isolated forces of modes or 
techniques of production, and in its further recogni tion of th 

;'~ forces as st ructured. in particula:TliiSton cnl s i[UI.lUons. fa l~ 
( I ) than elements of ~l i~eat rnralily or, -wors-e~-merely Bdja
~ cen t e concept 0 'overdctermi'iiiiuo-n' is more useful than 

any other as a way of understanding historica ll y lived situations 
and theauthenticcomplex itie c . It is especially useful 
as a way of understanding ' ntradictions' d the ordinary 
version of 'tho dia lectic ' , which can 90 casl y be abstracted as 
features of a theoretica lly isolated (determining) situation or 
movemen t, which is the n expected to develop according to 
certain (dete rminist) laws. In any whole society, both the rela· 
ti ve autonomy and the relative unevenness of different practi ces 
(forms of practical consciousness) decisively affect actual 
development. and affect it. in the sense of pressures and limits. 
as detcrmiD3nts. Yet there are also difficulties in the conee t. It 
was u~~ud to im:im fe tlie sffiic tu re- mul~PJc causatiOo 
of a Wmp om: '9 crystaniZ8tioDverYiiiiiilar to the FrEliifl'iiTl 
SChoiit'sconccpt of adioleclico l ima;.e (see p. 103). Some traces 
of this origin survive%sumeof its theoretica l uses (e.g . in 
Althusse r, who introduced it in Marxism but who failed to apply 
its most positive elements to J:tisown work on ideology). As with 
'determination ', so 'overdetermination' can be abstracted to a 
struclure (symptom). which then. ifin com pIe" ways. 'd eve lops' 
(fonns, holds, breaks down) by the la ws of its internal structural 
relations. As a form of analysis this is often effective, but in its 
isolation of the structure it can shift a ttention from the rea l 
location of all practice and practical consciousness: 'the pr8C~ 
tical act!Yi!y ... the pracUcal process of developman(ofiif~ 
Any-categorica l objectrficafloin~tdiReiIDihea"ol" c5Ver(leterminod 
structures is a repetition of the basic error o f 'economism' at a 
more serious level, s ince it now offers to subsume (at times with 
a cer tain arrogance) all lived. practical and unevenly fonned and 
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formative experience .. One of the reasons for th.is error, whether 
in economism or in an alternative structura lism, is a misunder
standing of the nature of 'productive forces'. 
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Underlying any argument about 'base' and 'superstructure', or 
about the nature of'delerminalion', is a decisive GOncept: that of 
'productive forces ', It is a very important concept in Marx., and in 
aU subsequent Marxism. But it is also a variableconccpt, and the 
variations have been exceptionally important fo r Marxist cu i. 
tural theory, 

The cen tra l difficulty is that all the key words-prod l!fe. 
product , producljon, productive-went through a specia lized 
development in the course of the development of capitalism. 
Thus to a na lyse capitalism was at once to see it as a distinct 
process of 'production' and to re fer it to a genera l p rocess, of 
which it is a pa rticular his torical kind. The difficulty is that the 
general process is still most readil y defined in the specific and 
limiting term,s of capitalist production. Marx was perfectly clear 
aoout the distinction between ' production in general ' and 
'capitalist production'. Indeed it was the claim of the latter, 
through its p:lli tical economy, to the universality of its own 
spedfi<: and historical oonditiolls, that he especia ll y athu.:h-d . 
But the history had happened, in the language as in so much 
else. What is then profoundly difficult is that Marx analysed 
'cap italist production' in and through its own tenns, and a t the 
sam e time. whether looking to the past or the future, was in 
effect compelJed to use manyof the same terms for more general 
or historically different processes. As he himself wrote: 

'Production in general' is an abstraction, but it isa rational abstraction. 
In so faras it singles out and fixes the common features. thereby saving 
us repet it ion. Yet these general or common features discovered by 
comparison constitute something very complex, whose constituent 
elements have different destinations .... All the stages oC production 
have cert ain destinations in common. which we generalize in thought: 
but the so-cal19ri gonJ)r!!1 condhions of all production are nothing but 
abstract conc..c),!IQXl! which db Dol go to make up any real stage in the 
hisfory of prOducti on. (G rund risse, 85) 

It must be added that the concept of 'material production' is 
similarly abstract, but also similarly rational for particular pur
poses. As an abstraction (for example, in bourgeois politica l 
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economy) it can be separated from other categories such as 
consumpt ion. d istribution, and exchange; and all these can be 
sepa rated both from the socia l relations, the form of society , 
within which they are specifically aud variably interrelating 
activities. and. further, from the persona l activities which are 
their only concrete modes of existence. But in capitalist society 
' material production ' is a specific form, determined and under: -
stood in the forms of capita l, wage-labour, and the production of 
commodi ties. That th is 'material production' has itself been 
produced, by the social development o f particular forms of pro
duction, is then the first th ing to realize if we are trying to 
understand the nature of even this production, in which, 
because of actual historica l developments, 

materia l life generally appea rs as the aim while the production of this 
materia l life, labour (which is now the only possible but .. , negative 
form of personal activil y) appears as the means. (Cl. 66) 

Moreover, in capitalist society 

The productive forces appea r to be completely independent a!1d 
severed from the individua ls and to constitute a sclC-subiistent world 
alongside the inoivfduals. (CI.65) 

What then is a 'productive force'? It is all and any of the rr!f~ans 
of11le proaucuo n and reproduction of real life. It may be seen as 
3 parUculiir"Kind of agricuhural or industrial production, but 
any such kind is al ready a certain mode of socia l co-()peration . 
and the application and development of a cert'ain body of social 
knowledge. The production of this spec ific social co-opera tion 
or of this specific social knowledge is itself carried through by 
productive forces. In aU our activities in the world we produce 
not only the satisfaction of our needs but ncw needs and new 
definitions of needs. Fundamentally, in this human historical 
process, we produce ol.!rselves and our societies, and it is within 
these developing and variable forms that 'material production:. 
then itself variable. both in mode ond scope, is itself carri.ed on. 

But if this is reall y Marx's basic pos ition, how did it happen 
that a more limited definition of 'productiveforces' , and with it a 
separation and abstraction of 'material prod uction' and the 
'material' or 'economic' 'base', came not only to predominate in 
Marxism but to be taken, by al most everyone else, as defining it. 
One reason is the course of a particu lar argument It was not 
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Marxism, but the systems with which it contended and con
tinues to contend, which had separated and abstracted various 
parts of this whole social process. It was the assertion and 
explanation of political forms and philosophica l and genera l 
ideas as independent of, 'above ', thematerial social process , that 
produced a necessary k.ind of counter-assertion. In the flow of 
polemic this was often overstated. until it came to repeat, in a 
simple reversal of terms, the kind of error it attacked. 

Out therearo deeper reasons than this. If you live in a capitalist 
society, it is capi talist forms that you must analyse . Marx lived , 
and we live, in a society in which indeed ' the productive forces 
appear to .. . constitute a sel f-subsistent world'. Thus in ana lys
ing the operation of productive forces which are not only per
ceived as, but in central ways really are, of this kind, it is easy, 
within the only available language, to slip inlO describing them 
as if they were universal and genera l, and as if certain ' laws' of 
their relations tootheractivilies were fundamental truths. Marx
ism thus often took the colouring of a specifically bourgeois and 
capitalist kind of materialism. It could isolate 'productive 
forces ' as 'industry' (even at times as 'heavy industry'), and here 
again the evidence of language is significant. It was in the 
' Industrial Revolution' that ' industry' changed from being a 
word which described the human activity of assiduous efrort 
and application to a word which predominantly describes pro
ductive institutions: a 'self-subsistent world '. or course these 
were capitalist institutions, and 'prodUction' itself was eventu
ally subordinated to the capitalist element , as now in descrip
tions or the 'entertainment industry' or the 'ho liday industry '. 
The practical subordination of all human activities (with 8 sav
ing clause for certain activ~ties which were ca lled 'personal' or 
'aesthetic') to the modes and norms of capitalist institutions 
became more and more effective. Marxists , insisting on this and 
protesting against it, were caught in a practical ambivalence. 
The insistence, in effec t, diluted the protest. It is then often said 
that the insistence was 'too materiali st ', a 'vulgar materialism'. 
But the truth is that it was never materialist enough. 

What any notion of a 'self-subsistent order' suppresses is the 
material character of the productive forces which produce such 
a version of production. Indeed it is often a way of suppressing 
full consciousness of the very nature of such a society. If 'pro
duct ion ', in capitalist society, is the production of commodities 
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for a market, then different but misleading terms are found for 
every other kind of production and productive force. What is 
most often suppressed is the di rect material production of'poli_ 
tics'. Yet any ruling class devotes a s ignificant part of material 
production to establishing a political order. The social and polit
ical order which maintains a capitalist marht. like the social 
aild political struggles which crea ted it, is necessarily a material 
production. From castles and palaces and churches to prisons 
arlcfwo"ilhouses and schools: from weapons of war to a control
led press: any ruling class, in variable ways though always 
materially, produces a socia I and pol itica lorder. These are never 
superstrut:lural activities. They are the necessary material pro
ducUon -witllin which an ' apparently self-subsisten t mode of 
production can -a lone be carried on. The complexity of this 
p10cess is especially remarkable in advanced capitalist 
societies, where it is wholly beside the point to isolate 'produc
tion' and 'industry' from the comparably material production of 
'defence', ' law and order ', 'welfare', 'entertainment', and 'public 
opinion' . In falling,to grasp the materialcharacteror the produc
tion of a socia l and political order, th is specialized (and 
bourgeois) materialism failed also, but even more conspicuous
ly, to understand the materia l character of the production of a 
cultural order. The concept of the 'superstructure' waslhen not a 
reduction but an evasion. 

Yet the difficulty is that if we reject the idea of a 'self
subsistent world' of productive (industrial) forces, and describe 
productive forces as all and any activi ties in the social process as 
a whole, we have made a necessa ry critique but, at least in the 
first instance, lost edge and specificity. To go beyond this diffi
culty will be a matter for later argument; we have first to specify 
the negative effects, in cultural ana lysis, r:J the specialized ver
sion of 'productive forces' and 'production' . We can best specify 
them in Marx himself, rather than in the many later examples. 
There is a footnote in theGrundrisse in which it is argued that a 
piano-maker is a productive work.er, engaged in productive 
laoour , but that a pianist is not, since his labour is not labour 
which reproduces capital. The extraordinary inadequacy of this 
distinction to advanced capitalism, in which the production of 
music (and not just its instruments) is an important branch of 
capitalis t production, may be only an occasion for updating. But 
the real error is more fundamental. 
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In his sus tained and brilliant analysis of capitalist society, 
Marx was working both with and beyond the ca tegories of 
bourgeois political economy. His dis tinction of 'productive 
la bour' was in fact developed, in this note, from Adam Smith. It 
still makes sense (or can be revised to make sense) in those 
bourgeois terms. Production is then work on raw materials to 
make commodities, which enter the capitalist system of dis
tri bution and exchange. Thus a piano is a commodity; music is 
(or was) not. At this level. in an analysis of capitalism, there is no 
great difficulty until we see thata necessa ry result is the projec
tion (alienation) of a whole body of activities which have to be 
iso lated as 'the realm of art and ideas ', as 'aesthetics', as 'ideo
logy', or, less flatteringly, as ' the superstructure', None of these 
can then be grasped as they a re; as real practices, elements of a 
whole material social process; not a realm or a world or a super
structure, but many and variable producti ve practices, with 
speci fic conditions and intentions. To fail to see this is not only 
to lose contact with the actuality of these practices, as has 
repea tedly occurred in forms of analysis derived from the terms 
of this specialized (industrial) materialism. It is to begin the 
whole difficult process of discovering and describing relations 
between all these practices, and between them and the other 
practices which have been isolated as 'production ', as ' the base', 
or as the 'self-subsistent world ', in an extremely awkward and 
disabling position. It is indeed to begin this most difficult kind 
of work head down and standing on one fool. Such feats of 
agilit y are not impossible, and ha ve indeed been performed. But 
it would be more reasonable to get back on both feet aga in,and to 
look at our actual producti ve activities withou t assuming in 
advan ce that only some of them are material. 

4. From Reflection to Mediation 

The usual consequence of the base-superstructure formula, 
with its specialized a nd limited interpretations of productive 
forces and of the process of determination, is a descrip
tion-even a t times a theory- of art and thought as 'reflection '. 
The metaphor o f 'reflection' has a long history i n the analysis o f 
art and ideas. Yet the physical process and relationship that it 
implies have proved compatible with several radically different 
theories. Thus art can be said to 'reflect the real world ', hold ing 
' the mirror up to nature', but every term of such a definition has 
been in prot racted and necessary dispute. Art can be seen as 
reflecting not 'mere appearances' but the 'reality' behind these: 
the 'inner nature' of the world, or its 'constituti ve forms'. Or art 
is seen as reflect ing not the 'lifeless world ', but the world as seen 
in the mind of the arti st. The elabo ration and sophistica tion of 
arguments of these kinds are remarkable. 

Materialism appea rs to constitute a fundamental challenge to 
th em. If the real world is material. it can indeed be seen in its 
constitutive forms, but these will not be metaphysica l, and 
reflection will be necessarily of a material reality. This can lead 
to the concept of 'false' or 'distorte d' reflect ion, in wbichsome
thing-{,rnetapbysics, ' ideology ') preven ts true reflection. Simi
larl y. the 'mind of the artist' can be seen as itself materially 
conditioned; its reflection is then not independent but itself a 
mate rial fUnction . 

Two versions of this materialism became dominant in Marxist 
thinking. Fi rst, there was the interpretation of consciousness as 
mere 'reflexes, echoes , phantoms, and sublimates'; this was " 
discussed in relation to one of the concepts of ideology. But as a 
necessary complement to this reductive account, an alternative 
interpretation of consciousness as 'scientific truth' , based on 
real knowledge of (he material world , 'vas strongly emphasized. 
This alternative could be extended relatively easily to include 
accounts of , knowledge' and 'thought ', but for obvious reasons it 
left 'art' relati vely neglected and exposed. Within this version 
the most common account of art was then a positivist theory, in 
which the metaphor of , reflection' played a cen tral role. The trua 
function of art was defined in terms of 'realism' or less often 
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'naturalism'-both nineteentb-century terms themselves much 
affected by related concepts of science. Art reflected. reality; if it 
did not it was false or unimportant And what was reali ty? The 
'production and reproduction of real life ', now commonly 
described as 't he base', with art pa rt or its 'superst uClure ', The 
ambiguity is then obvious. A doctrine about the real world 
expressed in the materialism of objects leads to one kind of 
theory of art: showing the objects (includ ing human actions as 
objects) 'as they rea ll y are' , But this can be maintained. in its 
simplest form, only by knowing 'the base' as an object: the 
development already discussed. To know the 'basc' as a process 
at once complicates the ob)ect-refleclion model which had 
appea red so powerful. 

This complication was rought out in rival definitions of 
' rea lism' a nd 'naturalism'. Each term had begun as a secular and 
radica l emphasis on human social knowledge. Na turalism was 
an alternati ve to supernaturalism: rea lism to a deliberately fal 
sifying ('romanticizing ', 'mythmaking', 'prettifying ') art. Yet the 
enclosure of each concept within a special doctrine of'the object 
as it reall y is' reduced their radical challenge. The making of art 
was incorporated into a static, objectivist doctrine, within 
which 'reality', 't he real world ', 'the base ', could be separa tely 
known, by the criteria of scientific truth, and their 'reflections' 
in art then judged by theiroonformity or lack of oonformity wi th 
them: in fact with their positivist versions. 

It was at this point that a different materia list theory became 
necessary. For it was only in very simplo cases that the 
object-reflection model could be actuall y il lustrated or verified. 
Moreover, there was already a crucial distinction between 
'mechanical materia lism'-seeing the world as objects and ex
cludingactivity-and 'hi stor icalmateri alism'-secingthe mater
ia l life process as human activity. The simplest theories of 
'reflection' were based on a mechanical materialism. But a dif
ferent account appea red possible if 'the real world' , instead of 
being isolated as an o bject, was grasped as a material socia l 
process, with certain inherent qualities and tendencies. As ear
lier in idealism, but now with altered specification, art could be 
seen as reflecting not separated objects and superficial events 
but Lhe essential fo rces and movements underlying them. This 
was in turn made tho basis for distinction betwoon 'realism' 
(dynamic) a nd 'naturalism' (static). 
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Yet it is quickly eviden t that this is radically incompa tible 
with an y doctrine of 'reflection ', except in one special and 
influential adapta tion. The movemenlfrom abslract objectivism 
to this sense of objectified process was decisive. But the sense of 
objectified process can be almost at once rendered back to its 
original abstract and objectivist condit ion, by II definition of the 
already known (scientificall y discoverd and attested) ' laws' of 
this process. Art can the n be defined as 'reflecting' these laws. 
What is already ond otherwise known as the basic reality of tho 
~aterial social process is reflected , of course in its own ways. by 
art. If it is not (and the lest is available, by comparison of thiS 
given knowledge of reality with any actual art produced), then 
it is a case of distortion , fa lsification, or superficiality: not 
art hut ideology. Rash ex tensions were then possible to new 
ca tegorir.al distinctions: not progressive art but reactionary art; 
not socialis t arl but bourgeois or capitalist arl; not art but mass 
culture: and so on al most indefinitely. The decisive theory of art 
as reflection , not now of objects but of rea l and verifiable socia l 
and historica l processes, was thus extensively maintained and 
elaborated. The theory became at once a cultural programme 
and a critical schoo l. 

It has of course been heavily attacked from older and often 
more substantial positions. It has been widely identified as a 
damaging consequence of a materialist ou tlook. But once agai n, 
what is wrong with the theory is tha tit is not materialist enough. 
The mos t damaging consequence of any theory of art as renee· 
tion is that, through its persuasive physica l metaphor (in which 
a reflection simply occurs, within the physical prope ties of 
light, when an object OT movement is bTOUght i.nto relation with 
a reflective su rface-the mirror and then tho mind), it succeeds 
in suppressing the actuaj work_on materia l- I!! !!..lJnal seJlse~ 
ma terial soc ial JLrocc~=whic_h l,!.the muwgilUmy: art workJbt 
projeetin..B.!-nd. I!.lie!la_~!lg this materia) process to 'reflectjo~, 
tlleSocia l and .material character of artistic activity:::::.:of1liat 
art-work which is at once 'material' aud 'imaginatiVi'-was 
suppressed. 11 was at this point that the idea of renccUOD..J&.8S 
chal1 enged by the idea of 'medioiion'.-

'M.mliation~_was intended to describe an active p.nx:ess. Its 
predominant general sense had been an act of intercession, re
conciliation, or interpretation between adversarMSbr straif~fS. 
In idea list philosophy it had been a concept of reconciliation 
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between oppos ites, within a totality. A more neutral sense had 
also developed , for interaction between separate forces . The 
distinction between 'mediate' and 'immediate' had been 
developed to emphasize 'mediation ' as an indirect connection 
or agency between separate kinds of act. 

II is then easy to see the attraction of 'mediation' as a term to 
describe the process of relationship between 'society' and 'a rt ', 
or between 'the base' and 'the superstructure'. We should not 
expect to find (or always to find) directl y ' reflected ' social 
re"1l1ities in art, since these (often or always) pass through a 
process of ' mediation' in which their original con tent is 
changed . This general proposition, however, can be understood 
in several different ways. Thechange involved in mediation can 
be simpl y a matter of indirect expression: the social realities are 
'projected· or 'disgui sed'. and to recover them is a process of 
working back through the mediation to their original forms. 
Relyi ng mainl y on the concept of ' ideology' as (class-based) 
distortion, th is kind of reductive analysis, a nd of 'stripping' , 
' laying bare' or'unmasking:', has been common in Marx ist work. 
If we remove the elements of mediation, an area of reality, and 
then also o( the ideologica l elements which distorted its perccp
lion or which determined its presentation, will bt:.-come clear. (In 
our own time this sense o( mediation has been especially 
applied to ' the media ', which are assumed to distort and present 
'reality' in ideologica l ways.) 

Yet this negative sense of ·media tion ', which has been heavily 
supported by psychoana lytical concepts such as ' rep ression' 
and 'sublimation ', and by ' rationalization' in a sense c lose to the 
negative sense of 'ideology ', has coexisted with a sense which 
offers to be pos itive. This is especiall y the contribution of the 
Frankfurt School. Here the change involved in 'mediation' is not 
necessarily seen as distortion or disguise. Rather. all active I relations between different kinds of being and consciousness are 

I 
inevitably mediated, and this process is not a separable~ 
agency-a 'medium'-but intrinsic to the properties of the 

1\ ro!§J@ kill~!! . ": ' Mediation is in the object itself, not something 
I -&ehve6n- lhu object and that to which it is brought:'· Thus 
, mediation is a positive process in social realit y, rather than a 

• T. W. Adorno. "Thesen zur Kunslsoziologie·.KiilnerZeil5chrifl!lir Sozi%gie 
und Sozio/psychologic. xix. 1 (March 1961). 
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process added to it by way of projection, disguise, or interprets· 
tion. 

It is difficult to be sure how much is ga ined bysubsUtuting the 
metsphor o( 'med iation' for the metaphor of 'reflection'. On the 
one hand it goes beyond the passivity of reflectiontheory; it 
ind iCCl tt:S an active process, of SOlll6 ki nd. Ou the other hand, ill 
a lmost all cases, it perpetuates a basic dualism. Art does not 
reflect socia l reality, the superstructure does not reflect the base, 
directly; culture is a mediation of society. Dut it is virtualJy 
impossible to sustain the metaphor of 'media tio n' (Vermit!lur:!g) 
without some sense o f sepa rate and pre-existent areas o r orders 
ofreality, between whjch the media ting process occurs whether 
independently or as determined by their prior natures. Within 
the inherita nce of idea list philosophy the process is usuaUy. in 
practice, seen as a mediation between ca tegories, which have 
been assumed to be dis tinct. Mediat ion, in this range of use, then 
seems Jittle more than a sophistication of reflection. 

Yet the underlying problem is obvious. If ' realit y' a nd 'spe!lk
ing about reality' (the 'matorial social process ' and ' language') 
arinakeri. as categorica lly distinct, concep ts such as ' re~oc_t.!qn ' 
ana ·· ~rnedlaHon· are inevitable. The same pressure can be 
obseivei::lln att empts to interpret (be Marxist phrase '(he produc· 
tion and reproduction of real life' as if production were the 
primary social (economic) process a nd 'reproduction ' its ·sym· 
bolic · or 's ignifyi ng' or 'cultural ' counterpa rt. Such attempts are 
either alternatives to the Marxist emphasis on an inheren t aDd 
constitutive 'practical consciousness', or , at their best, ways of 
specifying its actual operations. The problem is different, (rom 
the beginning, if we see language and s ig~~f1cation as_indl~sol~· 
ble elements or the material social process itself, involved aIffie 
tiine both in proauction and reproduction. The forms of actual 
displacement and alienation experienced in class societies have 
led to recurrent concepts of isolated relations between 'separate' 
orders: 'reflection' from idealist thought through naturalism to a 
positivist kind of Marxism; 'media tion' from religious thought 
through idealist philosophy to Hege lia n variants of Marxism. To 
the extent that it indicates an activo and substantial prqccss. 
'mediation ' is always the less alienated concept. In it s modern 
development it app roaches the sense of inherent constitutive 
consciousness, and is in any case important as an alternative 
to simple reductionism, in which every real act or work is 
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methodically rendered back to an ass umed primary category, 
usually specified (self-specified) as 'concrete rea lity'. But when 
the process of mediation is seen as positive and substantjaJ ~ as a 
necessary process of the making of meanmgsand Values, in the 
necessary form of the general social process of signification and 
communication, it is rea lly onl y a hind rance to describe it as 
'mediatioo' at all. For the metaphor takes us back to the very 
concept of the 'intermediary' which, at its best. this constitutive 
and constituting sense rejects. 

5. Typification and Homology 

One important way of restating the idea of ' reflection " and of 
giving particular substance to the idea of 'media tion. is to be 
found in the concept of 'typicality'. This was already important 
in nineteenth-century thought, in two general forms. First. there 
was the concept. as in Taine, of the ' idea l' type: a definition 
normally attached to 'heroes' in literature, who were seen as 
"the important characters, the elementary forces. the deepest 
layers of human nature". This is a very traditional definition, 
with obyious reference back to Aristotle, in which the notion of 
typicality is in effect a rende ring of 'universals': the permanen tly 
important elements of human nature and the human condition. 
While it seems natural to associa te 'universals' with religious, 
metaphysical, or ideali st forms of thought, it can also be argued 
that perma nent elements of the human socia l situation, always 
of course modified by spec ific historical situations, are 'typica l' 
or 'un iversal' in a more secular sense. The social , h istori ca l, and 
evolutionary dimensions of human nature can be expressed, in 
secular terms, as distinct both frOm idea lism and from a non
his torica l or non-evolutionary 'sociologism'. Lukacs's (tra ns
formed-Hegelian) concept of 'world-historical individuals' is an 
example of 't ype' ill this sense. 

A different emphasis. specificall y associated with new doc
Irines of realism, was made by Belinsky, Chernyshevsky, and 
Dohrolyu ix>v, and became influential in Marxism Here the 'typ
ienl ' is the fully 'characteristic' orful1y 'representative' character 
or situation: the specific figure from which we can reasonably 
extrapolate; or, to put it the other way round, the specific figure 
which ooncentratesand intensifies a much more general reality. 
It is then easy to see how the notion of 'reflection' can be rede
fined in ways that appear to overcome its most obvious limita
tions. It is not the 'mere surface', or 'appearances only ', which 
are reflected in art, but the 'essential' or 'underlying' or 'general' 
reali ty, and this as an intrinsic process, ratherthanas a separated 
process in tim e. It must then of course be observed that 'reflec
tion' is an extremely odd way of descri bing the processes of 
intrinsicconcenlration which this new sense ind ica tes. But the 
amendment permitted the continuat ion of general statements to 
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the eCfect that 'art reflects social reality', while specifying its 
detailed processes in more figurative (selective or intensifying) 
ways. 

lndeed only one clement nceded to be added to make this an 
influential Marxist theory of art the insistence that 'social reali
ty' is a dynamic process, and that it is th is movement that is 
reflected by 'typifica tion'. Art, by figurative means, typifies " the 
elements lind tendencies of reality that recur according to regu
lar laws. although changing with the changing circumstances" 
(Lukacs). The description of social reality as a dynamic process 
is then a major advance, but this is qualified. and in one sense 
nullified. by the familiar and ominous reference to 'laws' . There 
is an obvious danger of reducing this theory to art as the typifica
tion (representation, illustration) not of the dynamic process but 
of its ('known') laws. In metaphysica l and idea list thought a 
comparable theory had included not only recognition of the 
essential but through this recognition an indication of its 
desirability or inevitability, according to the basic laws of reali
ty. Similarly, onc common form of this Marxist theory indicated 
not only recognition of (social and historical) rea lity but also a 
demonstration of its inevitable (and desirable) movements, 
according to the (scientific) laws of history and society. Ind~, 
in one tendency, that of 'socialist realism', the concept of the 
'ideal type' took. 00 ooonolations of the 'future man '. Any of 
these positions can be defended, hut the concept of'typicaHty' is 
intolerably confused by their variety. 

to general tenns the sense of 'typicality' most consonant with 
Marxism is that based on recognition of a constitutive and con
stituting process of socia l and historical reality, which is thon 
specifically expressed in some particular ' type'. This related 
movement, of recognition and mean s of specific expression, is 
one of the mostcommoo serioussenses of'mediation', in spitcof 
tho oosic disadvantages of that term. But 'typc' can sti ll be 
understood in two radicall y different ways: a'S an 'omblem' Qr. 
',@ymbol',o r as the represe_ntative_example of a sigEificant clas
sifica tiun .· It is the latter sense that has been prcdomlnnnt in 
Marxist lhTnking (even where qualified by tCCOBhitions of 'em
blematic ' or 'symbolic' art as authentic in terms of a broadened 
sense of'representation' and 's ignificance'). T_her«? is a p'ers i~tellt 
presupposition of a knowable (often wholly knowaole) reality in 
tlffiIii'OrwliIch -tIt-c typification -willliC~recognizcd and indeed 
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(in a normal process in ' Marx ist critic ism') verified. This pre
supposition repeats, if in more complex and at times very 
sophisticated forms, the basic dualism of all theories centred on 
the concept of ' reflection' or, in its ordinary sense, 'media tion', 
o r, we can now add, the ordinary sense of 'typification '. 

In the later work of the Frankfurt School , and in a different 
way IIi the work of Marxist structwalists , other concepts were 
developed: notably that of 'correspondences' , which has some 
interesting relations with one variation of 'type'; and the radi
cally new concept of 'homology' . 

The strict notion of 'correspondences ' is at the opposite pole 
from 'typicality ', Walter Benjamin , laking the term from 
Baudelaire, used it to describe 'an experience which seeks to 
establish itself fn crisis-proof form. This is possible only within 
tliCrealm of the ritual .' • TIle act ual process of the making of art 
is-Ol D the crysta1li7.ation of such experiences, fly such metliods. 
Its presence and its authenticity can be recognized by what 
Benjamin ca lled its 'au ra'. Such a definition can be held at a 
simple subjectivist level. or it can be moved towards the familiar 
abstractions of 'myth ', of the 'coUective unconscious' or of ' the 
crea tive imagination'. Benjamin moved it in these ways, but he 
extended it also, and crucia lly, to ·the historical process', in 
particular relation to his awareness of the changing social and 
material conditions of different kinds of actual art.work.. Mean
while. more generally,Lbe Frankfurt School was developing the 
idea of 'dialectical images' as crystallizations of the historical 
process, Tills co'ncept is very near one sense of ti~'. giv.iIlg-a 
new social and historical sense of'emblematic' or ~symbolic' art. 

The idea of 'dialectica l images' obviously needs definitibn. 
Adorno complained that, in Benjamin's hands, they were often 
in effect ' reflections of socia l reality ', reduced to 'simple fac
ticity'. 'Dialectical images', he went on to argue, 'are models not 
of social products, but rather objective constellations in which 
the social condition represents itself' . They can 'never be 
expected to be an ideological or in general a social " product" '_ 
This argument depends o n a distinction between ' the real social 
process' and the various fixed forms. in 'ideology' or 'social 
products' , which merely appcar to represent or express it. The 
real social process is always mediated. and one of the positive 
forms of such mediation is the genuine 'dialectical image'. 

• Zeitschrif! fur So~iolforschu ng, v, 1. Frankfort, 1936. 
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There is of course still a problem in the description of all inher· 
ent and constitutive consciousness as 'mediated', even when 
this mediation is recognized as itself inherent Yet in other 
respects this is a crucial step towards the recognition of art as a 
primary process. Yet this also was what Benjamin wished to 
argue, except that, relying less on the categorical priority of 
'mediation', he sought to lay onc kind of process beside another, 
and to explore their relations, in what has really to bescen as the 
exploration of 'correspolldtmces' (collllt, .. clions) in a much mort! 
lite ral and familiar sense. 

What then. theoretically, are such correspondences. and what 
is their relation to the apparently more rigorous concept ·of 
'homology'? At one level correspondences are resemblances, in 
seemingly very different specific practices. which may be 
shown by analysis to be both direct and directly related expres
sions of and responses to a general social process. There is an 
example in Benjamin's surprising but convincing configuration 
of the ragpickers, the 'bohemians'. and the new poetic methods 
of Paris under the Second Empire. Characteri stically all the 
evidence adduced for these resemblances is highly specific. It is 
centred in Baudelaire's poem The Ragpickers' Wine, bu~ ex tends 
to a wide range of new kinds of activity in the extraordinary 
commercial expansion of the city. Then at another level corres
pondences are not so much resemblances as analogies, as in the 
case of the figure of the ci ty stroller and the corresponding forms 
of mobile and detached observation in panoramic journalism, in 
the detective story, and in the poetry of isolation within the city 
crowd, This evidence is again direct and specific, but what it 
supports is a correspondence of observational perspective, and 
thence of literary stance, in different social and literary forms, At 
another level again, correspondences are nei ther resemblances 
nor a nalogies but disp laced connections. as in Adorno's exam
ple of the (negative) relation between Viennese 'number games' 
(from a new tonalsystem in music to logical positivism) and the 
(backward) state of Austrian material development, given its 
intellectual and technical capacities. Here, while the immediate 
evidence is direct, the plausibility of the relation depends not 
onl y on a formal analysis of the historical social process but on 
the consequent deduction of a displacement or even an a bsence. 

Any of these levels Illay be loosely described as 'homology', 
but this concept itself has a significan t range. It extends from a 
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sense of resemblance to one of analogy, in directly observable 
terms, but it includes also. and more influentially, a sense of 
corresppnding forms or structures, which are necessarily the 
resu lts of different kinds of analysis. The concept of 'homology' 
was developed in the life sciences, where it included a radical 
distinction from 'analogy'. ' Homology' is correspondence in 
origin and development. 'analogy' in appearance and function. 
The related distinction between 'structure' and 'funct ion' is 
directly relevant. There is then a range from 'general homology' 
(the relation of an organ to a genera l type) through 'serial 
homology' (related orders of connection) to 'special homology' 
(t he correspondence of a part of one organism to another part of 
another organism). Extension of these senses to social or cultural 
analysis is suggestive but usually itself analogical. 

The radical distinction between variants of 'correspondence' 
and 'homology', in cultural analysis, must be related to the 
fundamental theoretical distinctions that have already been 
examined. Thus 'correspondence' and 'homology' can be 
sophistica ted variants of a theory of reflection, or of 'mediation' 
in its dualist sense. A cultural phenomenon acquires its full 
sign ificance only when it is seen as a form of (known or knowa
ble) general socia l process or structure. The distinction between 
process and structure is then crucial. Resemblances and 
ana logies between different specific practices arc usually rela
tionswithin a process, working inwards from particular forms to 
a general form. Displaced connections, and the important idea of 
homologous structures, depend less on an immediately observ
able process than on an effectively completed historical and 
socia l structu ral analysis, in which a general form has become 
apparent, and specific instances of this form can be discovered, 
not so much or even at all in con tent, but in specific and 
au tonomous but finally related form s. 

These distinctions have considerable practical importance. 
Both 'correspondence' and 'homology', in certain senses, can be 
modes of exploration and a na lysis of a social process wh ich is 
grasped from the beginning as a complex of specific but related 
activities. Selection is evidently involved, but as a matter of 
principle there is no a priori distinction between the necessary 
and the contingent , the 'socia l' and the 'cultural' , the 'base' 
and the 'superstructure', Correspondence and homology are 
then not formal but spec ific relations: examples of real soc ial 
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relationships, in their variable practice, which have common 
forms of origin . Or again, 'correspondence' and 'homology' can 
be seen 3S forms of the 'typical' : crystallizations. in superficially 
unrelated fields. of a social process which is nowhere fully 
represented but which is specifically present. in determinate 
forms . in a range of different works and activities. 

On the ather hand. 'correspondence' and 'homology' can be in 
crfect restatements of the base-superstructure model and of the 
'determinist' sense of determination. Analysis begins (rom a 
known structure of society. or a known movement of history. 
Specific analysis then discovers examples of this movement or 
structure in cultural works. Qr, where 'correspondence' seems 
to indicate too simple an idea oi reflection, analysis is directed 
towards instances of formal or structural homology between a 
social order, its ideology, and its cultural forms. Very important 
work (that of Goldmann, for example} has been done in this last 
mode. nut the practical and theoretical problems it raises are 
severo. The most evident practical effect is an extreme selec
tivit y. Only the cultural evidence which fits the homology is 
directly introduced. Other evidence is neglected, often with the 
explanation that the homologous is the Significant evidence, 
and indeed is a way of distinguishing 'great works' from others. 
Theoretically the problem is that the 'social order'-here a for
mal term for socia l and historical process-has to be given an 
initially structured form, and the most available form is ' ideo
logy' or 'world-view' , which is already evidently but abstractly 
structured. This procedure is repeated in the cultural analysis 
itself, for the homological analysis is now not of 'content' but of 
'form ', and the cultural process is not its active practices but its 
formal products or objects. The 'fit' or homology between 
'ideology' and 'cultural ob)ect', thus formally conceived, is often 
striking and important. But a heavy price is paid. First, empiri
cally, in the procedural selectivity of historical and cultural 
evidence, Tho substitution of epochal for connected historical 
anal ysis is espcciaJJy characteristic of this method, Second, 
practically, in the understanding of contemporary cultural pro
cess. None of the dualist theories, expressed as reflection o r 
mediation, and nonc of the formalist and structuralist theories, 
expressed in variants of correspondence or homology, can be 
fully carried through to contemporary practice, since in differ
ent ways they all depend on a known history, a known structure, 
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known products. Analyt ic relations can be handled in this way; 
practical relations hardly at all. 

An alternative approach to the same problems, but onc which 
is more' directly oriented to cultural process and to practical 
relations, can be found in the d eveloping concept of 
'fiegemony' , 



6. Hegemony 

The traditional definition o f 'hegemony' is political rule or 
domination , especially in rel ations between states. Marxism 
extended the definit ion of rul e or domination to relations be
tween social classes. and especially to definitions of a ruling 
closs. 'Hegemony' then acquired a furth~r signifi cant sense In 
the work of AntonioGramsci,ca rried out under great difficulties 
in a Fasc ist prison between 1927 and 1935. Much is still uncer
tain in Gramsci's use of the concept . but hi s work is one of the 
ma jor turning-points in Marxist cultural theory . 

Gramsci made a distinction between 'rule' (dominic) and 
'hegemony', 'Rule' is expressed in directly politi cal forms and in 
times of crisis by direct or effective coercion. But the more 
normal situation is a complex interlocking of politi cal, social, 
and cuhural forces, and 'hegemony', according to different 
interpretati ons, is either this or the active social and cultural 
forces which are its necessary elements. Whatever the im plica
tions of the concept for Marxist political theory (which has still 
to recogni ze many kinds of direct polHical control , social class 
contTOl , and economic control, as well as this more general 
formation) , the effects on cultural theory are immediate. For 
'hegemony' is it concept which at once Includes and goes 
beyond two powerful earlier concepts: that of 'culture' as a 
'whole social process', in which men define and shape thei r 
whole lives; and that of 'ideology', in any orits Marxist senses, in 
wh ich a system of meanings and values is t he expression or 
projecti. n of a particular class interest. 
, ' Hegemony' goes beyond 'cu lture', as previously defined , in 
its insistence on relating tll e 'whole sod al process' to sPeci fic 
dis.tributions of power and influence. To say that 'men' define 
and shape thei r whole li ves is true onl y in abstraction. In any 
actual society there are specific inequalities in means and there
fore in capacity to realize this process. In a class society these are 
primarily inequaliti es between classes. Gra Dlsci therefore in tro
duced the necessary recognition of dominance and subordina
ti~n in what has still , however, to be recognized as a whole 
process. 

It is in just this recognit ion of thew ho le ness of the process that 
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theconcept of 'hegemony' goes beyond ' ideology'. What is deci· 
sive is not onl y the conscious system of ideas and beliJ: fs, bu~ the 
whole lived social process as practically organized by specific 
and dominant mean ings and values. Ideo logy, in its norma l 
senses, is a relatively formal and articulated system of meanings, 
values, and beliefs, of a kind that can be abstracted as a ' world
view ' or a 'class outlook '. This explains its popularity as a 
concept in retrospective analysis (in base-superstructure mod
els or in homology), since a system of ideas can be abstracted 
from that once living social process and represented , usually by 
the selection of 'l eading' or typica l 'ideologists' or ' ideological 
features', as the decisive form in which consciousness was at 
once expressed and controlled (or, as in Althusser, was in effect 
unconscious, as an imposed structu re). The relatively mh ed , 
confused, incomplete, or inarticulate consciousness of actual 
men in that period and society is thus overridden in thename of 
th is decisive generali zed system, a nd indeed in structural 
homology is procedurall y excluded as peripheral or ephemeral. 
It is the fully articulate and systematic forms which are recog
n izable as ideology, and there is a corresponding tendency in 
the analysis of art to look onl y (or similarly ful1y articu late 
and systematic expressions o( this ideology in the content 
(base- superstructure) or form (homology) of actual works. In 
less se lective p rocedures, less dopendent on the inherentclassi
cism of the definition of form as ful1y articulate and systemati c, 
the tendency is to considor works as variants of, or as variably 
affected by, the decisive abstracted ideo logy. 

More generally, this sense of 'an ideology' is applied in 
abstract ways to the actual consciousness of both dominant and 
subordinated classes, A dominant class 'has' this ideology in 
relatively pure and simple (orms. A subordinate class has, in one 
version , nothing but this ideology as its consciousness (since the 
production of a l1 ideas is, by axiomatic defmition, in ,the han~ 
of those who control tho primary means of produchon) or, to 

another version , has this ideology imposed on its otherwise 
different consciousness, which it must struggle to sustain or 
develop agai nst 'ruling-class ideology'. 

The concept of hegemony often , in practi ce, resembles these 
defin itions, bu t it is distinct in its refusa l to equato conscious
ness with the articulate formal system which can beand ordinar· 
i1y is abstracted as ' ideo logy'. It of course docs not exclude the 
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articulate and formal meanings. values and beliefs which a 
dominant class develops and propagates. Out it does not equate 
these with consciousness, or rather it does not reduce con
sc iousness to them. Instead it sees the relations o f domination 
and subordination, in their forms as practical consciousness. as 
in effect a sa tUfUtiUII o f UIC whole process uf li ving- liut uuly uf 
political and economic activity, nor only of manifest social 
activity. but of the whole substance of lived identit ies and rela
tionships. to such a depth that the pressures and limits of what 
can ultimately be seen as a specific economic, political, and 
cu ltural system seem to most of us the pressu res and limits of 
s imple experience and oommon sense. Hegemony is then not 
only the articulate upper level of ' ideology', nor are its forms of 
control only those ordinaril y seen as 'manipulation' or ' Indoc
trination '. It is a whole body of practices and expectations, over 
the wholo of liv ing; our senses and assignments of energy, our 
shaping perceptions of ou rselves and our world . It is a lived 
system of meanings and val~es-constitutive and consti tut
ing-which as they arc expcri,enced as practices appear as recip
rocally confirming. It thus constitutes a sense ofrealit y for most 
people in the society, a sense of absolute because experienced 
rea lit y beyond which It is very difficult for most mem bers of the 
society to move, in most areas of their lives. It is, that is to say, in 
the strongest sense a 'culture' . but a culture which has also to be 
seen as the lived dominance and subordination of particular 
classes. 

There are two immediate advantages in th is concept of 
hegemony. First, its forms o f domination and subordination 
correspond much more closely to the normal processes of socia l 
organization and cont rol in developed societies than the more 
fam iliar projections from the idea of a ruling class. which are 
usually based on much earlier and simpler historica l phases. It 
can speak, for example, to the realities of electoral democracy, 
and to the s ignificant modern areas of 'leisure' and 'privato life' . 
more speCi ficall y and more actively than older ideas of domina
tion, with their trivializing explanations of s imple ' manipu la
tion ', 'corruption', and 'betrayal '. If the pressures and limits of a 
given form of domination are to this extent experienced ond in 
practice in!ernoJized. the whole question of class rul e, and of 
opposition to it. is transfonned. Gramsci's emphasis on the 
creation of an alternative hegemon y, by the practical connection 
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of many different forms of s trugg le, including those not easil y 
recognizable as and indeed not primarily 'political' and 
'economic', thus leads to a much more profound and more active 
sense of revolutionary activity in a highly developed society 
than the pe rsisten tly a bstract models deri ved from very different 
h is torica l situations. The sou rces of any alternative hegemony 
are indeed difficult to define. For Gramsci they spr ing from the 
working class, but not this class as an ideal or abstract construc
tion. What he sees , ralhor, is a working people which has. pre-
cisely, to become a class, and a potentially hegemonic class, 
against the pressures and limits o f a n existing and powerful 
hegemony. . 

Second , and more immediately in this context, there IS a 
whole different way of seeing cultural activity, both as tradition 
and as practice. Cultural work and activity are not now, in any 
ordinary sense. a supers tructure: not only because of the depth 
and thoroughness at which an y cu lt ural hegemony is lived, but 
because cultural tradition and practice are seen as much more 
than superstructural expressions- reflections, mediations. or 
typifications-of a formed social and economic structure. On 
the contrary, they are among the basic processes of the formation 
itself and, further, related t08 much wider area ofreaJity than the 
abstractions of 'socia l' and 'economic' experience. People 
seeing themselves and each other in d irectly personal relation
ships; peopJe seeing the natural world and themselves in it; 
people us ing their physical and material resources for what onc 
kind of society spec ia li zes to ' leisure' and 'entertainment' and 
'art'; all these acti ve experiences and practices, whidl make up 
so much of the reality of a culture and its cultural production can 
be seen as they are, without reduction to other ca tegories of 
content. and withou t the characteristic straining to fit them 
(directly as reflection, indirectly as mediation or typifica tion or 
analogy) to other and determining manifest economic and polit
ica l relationshi ps. Yet they can still be seen as elements of 8 

hegemony; nn inclusive social ond cul tural formation which 
indeed to be effective has to ex tend to and include, indeed to 
form and be formed from, this whole area of lived experience. 

Many difficulties then ari se, both t heoretjcnll ~ and prdcti~ 
cally, but it is important to recognize how many blind alleys we 
may now be saved from entering. [f any li ved culture is necessar· 
ily so ex tensive. the p roblems of domination a nd subordination 
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on the one hand, and of the extraordinary complexity of any 
actual cultural tradition and practice on the other, can at last be 
directly approached. 

There is of course the diHiculty that domination and subordi
nation, as effective descriptions of cultural formation. will, by 
many, be refused ; that the alternative language of co-operative 
shaping, of common contribution, which the traditional concept 
of 'culture' so notably expressed, will be fou nd preferable. In 
this fundamental choice there is no alternative , from any 
socia list posit ion, to recognit ion and emphas is of the massive 
historica l and immediate experience of class domination and 
subord ination, in all their different fonns. This becomes, very 
quickly, a matter of specific experience and argument. But there 
is a closely related problem within the concept of 'hegemony' 
itselJ.ln some uses, though not I thi nk in Gramsci, the totalizing 
tendency of the concept, which is significant and indeed cru 
cial, is converted into an abstract totaliza tion, nnd in this form it 
is readily compatible with sophistica ted senses of 'the super
structure' or even' id eology' , The hegemony, that is, can be seen 
as more un iform, more static, and more abstract than in practice , 
if it is rea lly understood, it can ever actually be. Like any other 
Marxist concept it is particularly suscept ible to epochal as dis
tinct fro m historical definition, and to categorica l as dist inct 
from substantial description. Any isolation of its 'organ izing 
principles', or of its ' determining features' , which have indeed 
to be grasped in experience and by analysis, can lead very 
quickl y to a totalizing abstraction . And then the problems of the 
reality of domination and subordination, and oftheir relations to 
co-operative shaping and oommon contribution , can be quite 
falsely posed. 

A lived hegemony is ~~~~!?~e!_s:.l ! ~~Mt~~n~ly!i
call y~ a system or a ~!n!f.w.re. It is aJ~all~AcompIAX of experi
cnces ,relaTionsliTps. a nd acti vities, with specific and changi ng 
pressUres and limits. In practice. that is, hegemony can never be 
singular. Its internal structures are highly complex, as can read
ily be seen in any concrete analysis. Moreover (and this is cru
cial, reminding us of the necessary thrust ofthll concept ), it does 
not just passivoly ex ist as n form of dominance. It has continu
ally to be renewoo, recreated, defended, and modifted. lt is also 
co.i1tfnually resis-ted.1imited~ altered, cluillcnged by pressures 
nol -at all its own. We havetne'iilo add -to the oonrept of 
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hegemony the concepts of c~n~-!t.ege~onL~~!!te!pa
tive hegemony, wh ich are real nnd persistent elements orprac-

tice. d" " U b t One way of expressing the necessary lstlDC. on e ween 
practical a nd abstract senses Within the concept 15 to speak of 
'the hegemonic' rather than the 'hegemony' , and of '.the domin
ant' rather than simple 'domination'. The reahty of an y 
hegemony, in the extended politica l. and c~l.tura l sen~e, is that, 
while by definit ion it is always dommant,.lt IS m~~er eltherrotaJ 
or exclusive. At any ti me, forms ofalteroahve ordl reclly opposi
tional politics and culture exist as signi ficant elements in the 
society. We shall need to explore thei r conditions and their 
limits but their active presence is decisive, not only because 
they have to be included in any historical (a~ dis.tinct from 
epocha l) analysis, bu t as forms which have had s lgnffl~nt eff~t 
on the hegemonic process itself. Tha t is to say, altern8tlve~l!tl
ca l and cultural emphases, and the many fonus of opposloon 
and strugg le, are important no t onl y i n themsel v~s but as ~ndica
live features of what the hegemonic process has 10 prach ce had 
to work to control. A static hegemony, of the ki~d wh~ch is 
indicated by abstract totalizing definitions of a domlD~t ' Ideol
ogy' or 'world-view', can ignore or isolato su~ ~1.terna tl ves an? 
opposition, but to the extent that they 8.re slgmflcant the deci
sive hegemoniC function is to control or transfo~ or even 
incorporate them. In this active proce~s t?e hegemonIC; has t? be 
seen as more than the simple transmiSS ion oCan (unchanglOg) 
dominance. On the contrary, an y hegemoniC process must ~ 
especia lly alert and responsive t~ the a lt~rnatives and O~POS I' 
tion which question or threa ten Its dom103nce . The re,ahly of 
cultural process must the n always include the efforts ~d con
tribut ions of those who are in one way o r another outSide or a t 
the edge of the terms of the specifiC hegemony. 

Thus it is misleading, as a general method, to reduce all 
political and cultural init iatives and contributions to the lenns 
of the hegemony. That is the reductive consequence o~the radi
cally diHerent concept of 'superstructure' . The specific func
tions of ' the hegemoniC', 'the dominant', ha~e ~I way~ to be 
stressed, but not in ways which suggest any n prlon totality. The 
most interesting and d ifficult part of any cultural analysi~ , ~n 
complex societi es, is that which seeks to grasp I~e hegemoOlc 1D 

its active and formative but also its transformational processes. 
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Works of art, by their substantial and general character. are often 
especia ll y important as sources of this complex evidence. 

The major theoretical problem. with immediato effect on 
methods of analysis. is to distinguish between alternative and 
oppositional initiatives and contributions which are made 
with in or against 8 specific hegemony (which then sets certain 
Umits to them or which can succeed in neutralizing, changing or 
actually incorporating them) and other kinds of initiative and 
contribution which are irreducible to the terms of the original or 
the adaptive hegemony, and are in that sense independent. It 
can be persuasively a rgued that all or nearly all initiatives and 
contributions. even when they take on manifestly alternative or 
oppositional forms, are in practice tied to the hegemonic: that 
the dominant culture, so to say, at once produces and limits its 
own forms of counter-culture. There is more evidence for this 
view (for example in the case of the Romantic critique of indus
trial civilization) than we usua ll y admit. But there is evident 
variation in speci fic kinds of social order and in the character of 
the consequent alternative and oppositional formati ons. It 
would be wrong to overlook the importance of works and ideas 
which, while clearly aHected by hegemonic limits and pres
sures, arc at least in part significan t breaks beyond them, which 
may agai n in pa rt be neutralized, reduced, or incorporated. but 
which in their most active elements nevertheless come through 
as independent and original. 

Thus cultural process must not be assumed to be merely 
adaptive, extensive, and incorporative. Authentic breaks within 
and beyond it, in speciJicsocia l conditions which can vary from 
extreme isolation to pre4 revo!utionary breakdowns and actual 
revolutionary activity, have often in fact oa:urred. And we are 
better able to see this. a longside more general recognition of the 
insistent pressures and limits of the hegemonic, if we develop 
modes of ana lysis which instead of redUcing works to finished 
products. and activities to fixed positions, are capable of dis
cernin g, in good faith, the finite but significant openness of 
many actual initiatives and contributions. The finite but sig
nifica nt openness of ma ny works of a rt, as signify ing forms 
mak.ing poss ible but also requiring persistent and variable sig
nifying responses, is then especia lly relevant. 

7. Traditions, Institutions, and Formations 

Hegemony is always a n active process, but this does not mean 
that it is simply a complex uf duminant features and elements. 
On the contrary, it is always a more or less adequate organization 
and interconnection of otherwise separated-and even dispa rate 
nfeal!i.!!gs;"_yaJllC~ and -practices, which it specifically inoor· 
POTatos in a significant1:ultufe and an effective social order, 
These are themselves living resolutions- in the broadest sense, 
political resolutions-of specific economic realities_ This pro.. 
cess of incorporation is of major cultu ra l importance. To under
stand it, but also to understand the material on which it toust 
work, we need to distinguish three aspects of any cultural pro
cess, which we can ca ll traditions, institutions, and formations. 

The concept oftrodition has been radica ll y neglected in Marx· 
istcuft~rai thought. It is usua ll y seen-as at best a secondary 
Iacror, which may at most modify other and more decisive hi s· 
torical processes. This is not only because it is ordinariJy diag
nosed as superstructure, but a lso because 'trad ition' has been 
commonly understood as a relatively inert, historicized segment 
ofa·social structure: tradition as the surviving past But this 
ve rsion of tradition is weak at the very point where the incor
i>Oratinifscmsc of tradition is strong: where it is seen , in fact , as 
an actively shaping forcc. For tradit io n is in practice the-most 
evident expressi"olf of the dominant imd hegemonic pressures 
anClliffiifs. It is always 'more than an inert historic ized segment; 
indeed-it is tneffiOsf powerful practical means of incorporation.. 
W-nar-v:'ena-ve to see is not just 'a tradition' but a seJect iye 
tiOdition: an inten tionall selective version $If .a...s.hap-in.s-pasL 
and-a pre-S1iapEM:rprescnt, which is then ,,~~rfuJlyoperalivein 
the-proc--ess-6f"socf3Tand cultural definition and identification. 

It is usually not difficult to show this empirica lly. Most ver
sions of 'tradition ' can be qukldy shown to be radically selec
tive. From a whole possibleo reo of past and present, in a particu· 
lar culture, certain meanings and practices ore selected for 
emphasis and certain other meanings and practices are neg· 
lected or excluded. Yet, withi n a particular hegemony, and as 
one of its decisive processes, thi s selection is presented and 
usually successfull y passed off as 'the tradition', 'the s ignificant 
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past', What has then to be sa id about any tradition is that it is in 
tpis sense an aspect of con temporary soci&rancrcuJlural org~ni
za tion, in the interest of the dominance of 8 specific class. It is a 
versio'o of the past whfch is intended to conn ect with and ratify 
the presen t. What it offers in practice is a sense of predisposed 
continuity. 

There are, it is true, weaker senses of 'tradition'. in explicit 
contrast to 'innovation' and 'the contemporary ', These are often 
points of retreat for groups in the society which have been left 
stranded by some particular hegemonic development. All that is 
now left to them is the retrospective affirmation of 'traditional 
values', Or. from an opposite position, 'traditional habits' are 
isolated, by some' current hegemonic development, as elements 
of the past which have now to be discarded. Much of the overt 
argument about tradition is conducted between representatives 
ofthcse two positions. But at a deeper level the hegemonic sense 
of tradition is always the most active: a deliberately selective 
and copnecting process which offers a historica l and cultural 
ratification of a con temporary orcler. 

It is a very powerful process. since it is tied to many practical 
continuities- famili es, places, institutions, a language-which 
are indeed·directly experienced. It is also, a t any time. a vulnera
ble process, since it has in practice to discard whole areas of 
significance, or reinterpret or dilute them, or conver t them into 
forms which support or at least do not contradict the really 
important elements of the current hegemony. It is significan t 
that much of the most accessible and influential work oC"llie 
coun ter-hegemony fs-hWorical :the ;ocovery ol (hscarded-~reas 
~ereareSs._?f sel~i:iye and redU~~Y9 ~t'i!W!.~!..<1ions.-Burtli1; 
10 um MsilftIe effect unless the hnes to the present , in the 
actual process of the selective tradition, are clearly and actively 
traced . Otherwise any recovery can be simply residual or margi
nal. It is ~t ~he y!-l!J. PQ~t:'> of c;oJ1.!!.cctioll , where a version of the 
pastlsused to ratify the present and to indica te directions for tii-e 
future , that a selt:dive traaition is at once powerful and vulnera-
1?J!.~~!!.iir§!i..i.,Usc ·ins -sos killed in mak ng active selective 
connections, dismissing those it does not want as 'out of da le' or 
:~ostit1 .!i!t: ' t _at!acking those it cannot incorporate as <unpre~ 
ccaonted' or 'alien. ' Vulnerable because the rea l record is effei::: 
lve ~ -reCove~bl:, and many of the alternative _or '?ppos~_ 

pracltcal conlin ulti es are sull available_ Vulneraofe also because - --------- _. _.. -
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the selective version of'a living tradition' is 
often in complex and hidden --- -
pressures and limits_ Its 
5 .-

materia l substan ce 
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Includmg complex elements of style and 
tone and of basic method, can still be recognized, demons~tQd , 
u.u~t brokcn :...This struggle -Cor ll·';daga~1 s-;;I~tiv;;-Lmd itions is 
understandably a major part of all contemporary cultural 
activity'. 

. llis true that the effective establishment of a selecti,,:e tradi
tion ('.an be said to depend on iden tifiable institutions , But it is 
-an u:mtereStln18te of tbe -proctss-=toSiJ'ilpOsetIiiitTfclepends on 
institutions alone. The relations between cultural. political. and 
economic institutions aTe themselves very complex, and the 
substance of these relations is a direct indication of the character 
of the culture in the wider sense. Ou t it is never o~a question of 
formally identifiable institutions. It is also a question of forma
tions; those effecti ve movenlents aildleiidenc ies. in Intellectual 
~d artistic life, which have significant and sometimes decisive 
influence on the active development of a cult ure. and which 
have a variable and often oblique relation to formal institutions, 

Formal instituUons, evidently, have a profound influence on 
theactfvew cia l prOCess. Whll.l is ·abs tracted in orthodox 'Sociol
ogY-as -'socialization ' is -in y ractice, in any actual sOciel; : -a 
'Spcc1Iic'krrnrormcorooration: ltsdescri'p tioii-as 'SOdaIlz8t~, 
the uni versal abstract process on which all human beings can be 
said to depend, is a way of avoiding or hiding this specific 
content and in tention. Any process of socialization of course 
includes things that alIhumaDoemgs-have-to learn, but iioy 
speCIIC process les .IS neccss3IyTiiar-rung to a'selected range 
of meami!js, values. and practices Wliicn, IiI-OW-VCry cfoseness 
of theirassoc1atioD.vith necessarYJc-arni ng -;-consfi tute the real 
willlOaHons olthehegemoll1c: ln atamily c.hiJa:ren""""iiFe -careafQ1 
and tnUglif to care for Themselves. but \viiliin-lliis nfssnry 
process ffi"noam-entararids lecti\iifattitua s tusel(lo 0 ars, to 
a social order, ana to tne mafcri5h~;i1tltJ' androth-e(msciously 
.and unconsCiously taught Ed'ueatlon--transffiilsn ecessa:ry 
knowledge and skiUs:b~t 'always by a-pat ticu.larselectioti1tOIl1 
the whole availablev[ri~e, ana with intrinsic attitu:des--;1XJ"'fllt() 
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learning and soc ial relations. which are in practice vi rtually 
inextricable. Institutions such as churches are explicitly inoor· 
porative. Specific communities and specific places of work. 
exerting powerful and immediate pressures on theconditions of 
living arid of making a living, teach , confirm . and in most cases 
finalli' ·enforC'.c selected meanings , values. and activities. To 
describe the effect of 811 insti tutions of these k inds is to arrive at 
a.n important but still incomplete understanding of incorpora. 
hon. In modern societies Wtl have to add the major communica· 
tions systems. These ma teriali7-8 selected news and opin ion, and 
a wide range of selected perceptions and attitudes . 

Yet it qin still not be supposed that the sum of a ll these 
institutions is an organ ic hegemony. On t.he oontrary, ~t 
because it is not 'socialization' but a specific and complex 
hegemonic proce~~}1 is il} pr{lJ:J-ice fy.11 of contradictions and of 
~s~J,:e_d c~nflicls. This is w.hy.~t !!luslEgl i!.~ .rec!!Jj:<td -to J!JP 
achv.!f!.es of _an _'id~logicul stat . .f-l.1!RllilLIl.tl..\§' . Such apparatus 
exi'Sls, although variably. but the whole procoss is much wider. 
and is in some important respects self·generating. By selection it 
is possible to identify common features in famil y, school, com· 
munity, work, and oommunications, and these are important. 
But just because they 8.re specific processes, with variable par
ticular purposes, and with variable but always effective rela
tions with what must in any case, in the short term. be done. the 
practical consequence is as orren confus ion and conflict 00.. 
fwe~!l·wharilI!.!~~l}ced_ DS E!f!~I'flDt pu~o~cs. an~ diff~~~t 
.YaTues, as t ~~ ~Q£Qrpm!loQ...9f a ,t.!w.Qmllcalls.Vtd, An 
etrcctive incorporation is usually in practico achieved; indeed to 

~ 
est.ablish a~d.maintain a cla~s society it must be aCh.ieved. But 
~2,!!l~re.trammg.Dt.pu:ss.ure ~.bJJ ly.hege.~ T1!e true condi
tion of hegemony is e!fective~lf-ideri(jficafi§ with the 
hegemolUc-fOr'tIfs: 'a sjiecific and mternalized 'socialization' 
wlHdnSexpec:ted to be positive but wbiCll,11'That is not possi· 
ble, will rest on a (resigned)recognition of the inevitable and the 
necessary. An effective cuJtur.£t in this sense, is always more 
~~~.'!!J~_o_O t~ i.!l!"_ti.!I;l!!q-M: ;Wt only-because t hese c.ruil)e 
seen. in analysi s, to derive much of their character from it, but 
mai~ly ~.?~se H) s _l!t tQ.e)~v!,l " qf.J! whole c.ulture_that!b& 
crucial mferreTutions, incluctin&.-confusions and conflicts are 
reaJfr .!'egit@.jiiQ.-- --~- - - . -' - .-

This is why, in any analysis, we have also to include forma--- - ----- _.--- - - .~. - -."_. 

I . -:-'. 
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lions . These are most r~o~nizableas_co~s~ous movements an 
tendcncie· (literary. artistic. pli1Ji)sophi or scientific) which 
can usually be read il y discerned aftor thei r formative produc· 
lions. Often. when we look furth er, we find that these are artiCU· 
lations of m~wTair"J!l!t!crrvel<?ri!i~r(ih!f. "V.'h!~h ~~n!Jl""DO 
me!l~l.s be wholly ~cnlifi~ith..!orm.!'~sli tuli.?.~_s.:....O! Ule1r 
fonnaJ. moanin!s nndv ues, ~_d WIllal ~D somellm~s. !lven 6e 
pOsT£iVe1y-cOn traste .)~!~}Iiem . !his factor is o~ the g~atest 
ilnportance f'Or"1fi6 undcrslalldmg of what IS habitually 
specialized as int.ellectual aDd artistic life. In this fundamental 
relation between the institutions and formations of a culture 
there is great historical variability , buti!.is gcn!~.Ey c~ara~t~ris. 
tic of developed complex societies ttiattorftlaHons. as dlstinCl. 
from instilutions. play an increasingly important role. 
Moreover, since such forma tions relate, inevitably. to real sOCial 
structures. and yet have highly variable and often oblique re~a
lions with formally di sce rnible social institutions, any SOC ial 

and cultural anal sis of them r~i.re~ p!O£.ed ~ r~~ ~9i_c~lJy illf
ferenffrom thOse evcfapeifforinslitutions. What is really being 
a-na·lysed, in -each case. is -i mo~_e_.QL~p~i9 1jy.,t1~p..!!I~ti~~ 
Moreover, within an apparent hegemony, whIch can be read.tly 
described in generalizing ways, there are not only alternative 
and oppositional formations (some of them, at cc~tain histori~1 
stages, having become or in the process of becomIng alternatIve 
and oppositional institutions) but, within what can be recog
nized as the dominant effectively varying formations which 
resist any simple redu'ctj on to some generalized hegemonic 
function. 

11 is at this point. normally, that many ofthosn in real contact 
with such formations and their work retreat to an indifferent 
emphasis on the complexity of cultural activity . Others 
ait08ether deny (even theoretically) the relation ci s~~ forma
tions IlDd sucn wor _·to"'1.11e"s"Ociaf processpJl ~S.£ecl I e 
"iilafe'"ffalSOcl-arprocess. OtbC;:s8g8.in. when th_e h~st~~i~l re81Tiy 
"Ortfie rormations is grasped. render ffiIs baa (0 tdeiil constiiJc
ITOns=:noUI1t1iIt-tla8itiollS, literary and nnistic fraartions 15-
tories" of ideas. psychological types, spiritual archet~ -
which indeed acknowledge and define formations, often much 
more substantially than the usual generalizing accounts of ex
plicit social derivation or superstructural function , but only by 
radically displacing them from the immediate cultural process. 
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As a result of this dis~~cmcnt, the formations and their work 
~. n~.t ~~~ aft1!~. active social and cultu'ral su bstanci!" iliat iJi;y 
9u~~te ~~ana~y afe: I~ our own culture. ,this for_~..Q[ disJitiH: .. ~ 
m~ made t.cmJ?Oranly or comparatively cODvincingby the 
rrulure~ of dertvahve and superstructural interpretation, is itself, 
and qU ite centrally. hegemonic. 
.--~ .. =-..-.. ------- I 

I~-

8. Dominant, Residual, and Emergent 

The complexity of a culture is to be found not only in its variable 
processes and thei r social definitions- traditions, institutions, 
a nd formations-but also in the dynamic interrelations, at every 
point in the process, of historically varied and variable ele· 
ments. In what I ha ve called 'epochal' analysis, a cultural pro· 
cess is se ized as a cultural system, with determinate dominant 
features: feudal culture or bourgeois culture or a transition from 
one to the other. This emphasis on dominant and definitive 
lineaments and features is important and of len, in practice, 
effecti ve. But it then often happens that its methodology is 
preserved forthe very different function of historica l analysis, in 
whicha sense ofmovement within what is ordinarily abstracted 
as a system is crucially necessary, especially if it is to connect 
with the future as well as with the past. In authentic historical 
analysis it is necessary at every point to recognize the complex 
interrelations between movements and tendencies both within 
and beyond a specific and effective dominance. It is necessary to 
examine how these relate to the whole cultural process rather 
than only to the selected and abstracted dominant system. Thus 
'bourgeois culture' is a significant generalizing description and 
nypothesis, expressed within epochal analysis by fundamental 
comparisons with 'feudal culture' or 'socialist culture'. How
eVer:a.sa deSCription of cultural process, over four or five cen
tu ries and in scores of different societies, it requires immediate 
l)istorical and internallycomparalive diITerentiatioQ. Moreover, 
eVfin-~ if this Is acknowledged or praCtically CillTie-d out, the 
'epochal ' definition can exert its pressure as a static type against 
which all real cultural process is measured , either to show 
'stages' or 'variations' of the type (which is still historical 
analysis) or, at its worst, to select supporting and exclude 'mar· 
ginal' or 'incidental ' or 'secondary' evidence. 

Such errors are avoidable if, while retaining the epochal 
hYlXlthesis, we can find terms which recognize not only 'stages' 
and 'varia tions' but lhe internal dynamic relations of any actual 
process . We have certainly still to speak of the '~inaDt' 
and the 'effective ', and in these senses of the he.8.en;lOOI.c..:'lJut 
we find that wenave also to speak , and incfOOd with further 
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differentiation of each, of the 'residual' and the 'e.nt~~, 
which in any rea l process..!. and ai'8iiymoment in the process , 
are i!gnifiC8!lt both in-themSelves and in \vbat They-reveal of ilie 
characteristics of the 'dominant'. 

By 'residual' ·J mean something different from the 'archaic' , 
though in practice these nre often very difficult to distinguish. 
Any culture includes available elements oUts past, but their 
place-in the coiiTemp·oriiy cultural process is profoundly vari
able. I would ca ll the 'archaic' that wliich is whollY rQ...C9gJllze.d 
as an element of the past. to be observed, to be exami ned. ore.vell 
on occasion to be consciously 'revived', in a deliberately 
specialiZin g way. What I mean by the 'resio ual ' is very differen t~' 
Tbe residual , by~ dennilion, has been effectively formed in the 
past, but it is still active in the cultural process, not only and 
oHen not at all as an element of the past, but as an effective 
element of the present. Thusccrtain experiences, meanings, and 
values which cannot be expressed or substantiall y verified in 
terms of the dominant culture, are nevertheless lived and prac
tised on the basis oflhe residue- cultural ns well as social-of 
some previous social and cultural institution or formation. It is 
crucial to distinguish this aspect of the residual. which may 
have an alternative or even oppositional relation to the domin
ant culture, from that active manifestation of the residual (this 
.being its distinction ITom the archaic) which has been wholly or 
largely inoorlXlrated into the dominant culture. In three charac
teristic cases in contemporary English culture this disH clion 
can become a precise term of a alysis. Thus organized religion 
is predominantly residual. but within this there is 8 significant 
difference between some practica lly alternative and opposi
tional meanings and values (absolute brotherhood. service to 
others without reward) and a larger body of incorlXlrated mean
ings and va lues (official morality, or the social order of which 
the other-worldly is a separated neutralizing or ratifying com
ponent). Again, the idea of rural oommunity is predominantly 
residual. but is in some limited respects alternative or opposi
tional to urban industrial capitalism, though for the most part it 
is incorporated, as idea lization or fantasy. or as an exotic-resi
dential or escape- leisu re function of the dominant order itself. 
Again, in monarchy, there is virtually nothing that is actively 
residual (alternative or oppositional), but, with a heavy and 
deliberate additional use of the archaic. a residual function has 
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been wholly incorporated as a specif ic political and cultural 
function- marking the limits as well as the methods-of a form 
of capitalist democracy. 

A residual cu ltural clement is usua lly at some distance ITorn 
the effective dominant culture, but some pa rt of ii, some version 
of it -and ~specially if the residue is from some major area of the 
past-will in most cases have had to be inoorporated if the 
effect ive · ilominanf cultu re is to make sense in these areas. 
Moreover, at certain points the dominant culture cannot allow 
too much residual experience and practice outside itself. at least 
without risk. It is in the incorporation of the actively residual 
-by reinterpretation, d ilution, projection , discriminating in
clusion and exclusion-that the ",'ark of the selective tradition 
!s especially evident. This is very notable in the ~se of v~rstons 
of 'the literary tradition', passing through selective versions of 
the character of literatu re to oonnecting and incorporated defini· 
lions of what literature now is and should be. This is one among 
several crucial areas, s ince it is in some alternati ve or even 
opposi tional versions of what litera ture is (h~s b~en) and w~a t 
literary experience (and in one oommon deri va tion, other sig
nificant experience) is and must be, that. against the pressures of 
incorporation, actively residual meanings and values are sus
tained. 

By 'emergent' I mean , first, that new meanings and values, 
new practices, new relationships and kinds of relationship are 
oontinuaJly being crea ted, But it is exceptio}1al~y diffic:ytl. t9 
distinguish between those which are really elements _of some 
new phase of the dominant culture (and in this sense 'species
specific') and those wh ich a re substantially alternative or opp~~
itional to it : emergent in the strict sense, rather than merely 
novel. Since we are always considering relations wi lhin_ a c~]
tural piQcess. definitions of the emergen t, as of t.he"!6sr~lal , can 
·be made only in relation to a ful1 sense of the d0':'lin.a~t. venUe 
social location of the residua l is always easier to understand. 
since a large part of it (though not all) relates to ea rlier social 
formations and phases of the cultural process, in which certain 
real meanings and values were generated. In the s9l!SCQIlJlll.t 
default of a particular phase of a dominant. ulturcthenti.s thQ!lJ! 
reaclimi-back to those meanings an!1 values_·.\lJ.!~f.l.!~v~re cf!la~g4. 
in actUiti societies and actual situations in the past, and w.1!!..cJ..1 

still seem to have significance because they represent areas of 
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l.!..l!!!!...Bn e.xperil}nc;.e, J!spiration. and achjeyeQl.ent whic~ ~ht;l 
dQminaol culture neglects, undervalues. opposes , represses, or 
aven~ cannot recognize. -. 

The case or the emergent is radically different. It is true that in 
the st ructure of any actual society. and especially in its class 
structure, there is always a social basis for elements of the 
cultural process tha t are al ternative or oppositional to the 
dominant elements. One kind of basis has been valuably 
descr ibed in the central body of Marxist theory: the formation of 
a new class. the coming to consciousness of a new class, and 
within this . in actual process , the (often uneven) emergence of 
elements of a new cultural formation . Thus the emergence orlhe 
working class as a class was immediately evident (for example. 
in nineteenth-century England) in the cultural process. But 
there was extreme unevenness of contribution in different parts 
of the process. The making of new social values and institutions 
far outpaced the making of strictly cultural insti tutions, while 
specific cultural contributions, though s ignificant, were less 
vigorous a nd autonomous than either genera l or institutional 
innovation. A new class is always a source of emergent cultural 
practice, but while it is still , as a class, relati vely subordina te, 
this isalways likely to be uneven and iscerta in to be incomplete. 
For .!!Y~ Q..I]l~tice is not, of course. an isolated process. To the 
degree that it cmerges-;Hno -especiaJTy ·to the- degrRifthat-IHs

. o ppositional rather than alternative, the process of attempted 
]ic0!E~~a.tionSignificantly begin·s.,his can be seen, in the same 
periw in England, in the emerg-coce and then the effective 
incorporation of a radical popular press. It can be seen in the 
emergence and incorporation of working-class writing, where 
the fundamental problem of emergence is clearly revea led, since 
the basis of incorporation, in such cases, is the effective pre
dominance of received literary forms-an incor{l9ration, so to 
say, which already conditions and limits the emergence. But the 
development is always uneven. Str~t incorporation is most 
!li!t~\lY . ~t!~$..d.J!gainst .thB-V@61y al lerllativ~.;p~lDPpo;i= 
tiona I class elements: trade unions, working-class political par

UcS,- \VOrkmg: class- life styles (as incorpora ted in to 'popular' 
journalism, advertiSing, and commercial entertainment). The 
process of emergence. in such conditions. is then a constantly 
repea ted, an always renewable, move beyond a phase of practi
cal ~ncorporation: usually made much mOre difficult by the ~a~~ 
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that much incorporation looks like recogni tion, a!=~!lwledg~
menr,and-tlllrra form o f acceptance. In this complex process 
there IS indeearcgu]ar confus ion between the loca lly residual 
(as a form of resistance to incorporation) and the generaUy 
emergent. 

Cultura l emergence in relation to the emergence and growing 
strength of a class is then always of major importance, and 
always complex. But we have also to see that it is not the only 
kind of emergence. This recognition is very difficult, theoreti
cally, though the practical ev idence is abundant What has 
really to be said, as a way of defining important elements of both 
the residual and the emergent, and as a way of understanding 
the character of the dominant, is that no ma deafproduction and 
therefore no dominant social order and therefore no e;'ominon t 
cuTfiTte ever in realit y includes or exhausts all human practicf;!, 
h"u ma n energy, and huma n intention . Tbis is not merely a nega
tive proposition, allowing us to account for significant things 
which happen outside or against the dominant mode. On the 
contrary it is a fact about the modes of domination, that they 
select from and consequently exclude the full range of human 
practice. What they exclude ma y often be seen as the personal or 
the priva'te, or as the natural or even the metaphysical. Indeed it 
is usually in one or other of these terms that the excluded area is 
expressed. since what the .d.ominant has ~ffectively seized is 
indeed the ruliqg definition of th.e social. 

ItiS~ltris seizure that has especia ll y to be resisted. For th~rels_ 
always.lhoug~Jng d~~s, p..I8ctll:81~ijll' i!lc~ in 
sEec ifrc~QllShiJ.Ui.,_sp"ecific sknIs. specmc perceptions. that 
is unq~~jQnably social an(nnanr:~peCifica:llyaominaht social 
oroer neglects, cxcluac·s;rep-resses. or s lmpljfiiils· to recogn1Ze. 
k1ilStmctivc and comparatfve featureota'liy domifiMil SOCial 
order is how far it reaches into the whole range of practices and 
experiences in an attempt at incorporation. There can be areas of 
experience it is willing to ignore or dispense with: to assign as 
private or to specia li ze as aesthetic or to generalize as natural. 
Moreover, as a social order changes , in terms of its own develop
ing needs, these relations are variable. Thus in advanced 
capitalism, because of changes in the social character o f labour, 
in the social character of communicat ions, and in the social 
character of decision-making, the dominant culture reaches 
much further than ever before in capitalist society into h itherto 
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' reserved' or ' resigned ' areas of experience and practice and 
meaning. The area of effective penetration of the dominant order 
into the whole social and cultural process is thus no w signific
an tly greater. This in turn makes the problem of emergence 
especia lly acute, and narrows the gap between alternative and 
oppositiona l elements . The alternative, especia ll y in areas that 
impinge on s il~~ficant areas of the dominant. is often seen as 
upposilional ana, by pressure, o ften converted inToTr.Vel even 
he~e there can be spheres of practice and meaning whicK almost 
by defin ition from its own limited character, or in its profound 
deformation. the ~ominant culture is unable in any real terms to 
tcoog ni ze. Elements-ofemergence may indeed be incorporated, 
but just as often the incorporated forms are merely facsi miles of 
the genuinely emergent cultural practice. Any Significant 
emergence. beyond or against a dominant mode, is very difficult 
under these conditions; in itself and in its repea ted confusion 
with the facsimiles and novelties of the incorporated phase. Yet. 
in ou r own period as in others. the fact of emergent cult ural 
pnu;tice is still undeniable. and together with the fact of acti vely 
residua l practice is a necessary complica tion of the would-be 
dominant culture. 

This ~~plex process can still in part be descri bed in cla!S 
tcr~:1J,ut.gfere is atways other sociru beiJlg and consciousness 
W61Ch rs ncgIected and excluded: alterna tive perceptions -or' 
olfiers~ fiilnUilool<ile ielationstlips; new perceptions and prac
tices of the material world. In practice these are different in 
quality from the developing and articulated interests of a rising 
class. The relations between these two sources of the 
em..=!B£!lt-~s§..and the excluded social (human) area-are 
Dy no means necessarily COnlr8CIit:1.ory:-MfiiiiiiSlheY can be very 
dose and on the relations between them much in political prac
tice depends. But culturaUy and as a matter of theory the areas 
can be seen as distinct. 

/' What matters, finall y, in understanding emergent culture, as 
'" distinct from both the dominant and the residual, is that it is 

never on ly a matter of immediate practice; indeed it depends 
crucially on finding new forms o r adaptations of form. Again 
and again what we have to observe is in effect a pre-emergence, 
active and press ing but not yet fully articulated , rather than the 
eviden t emergence which could be more confidentl y named. It 
is to understand more closely this condition of pre-emergence, 
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as well as the more evident forms of the emergent. the residua l, 
and the dominant, that we need to explore the concept of struc
tures of feeling. 

/ 

, , .. 



9. Structures of Feeling 

rn most description and analysis, culture and society are expres
sed in an habitual past tense. The strongest ba rrier to the recog
nition of human cultural activ it y is this immediate and regular 
conversion of experience in to finished What is defen
sible as 8 procedure in i:OUS(.; iQllS 

assumptions man y actions can be Q.'I"'t,,'ell~,,'~~;~~~~.~C 
ended, Is habitually , not tJ 

~~~~" 
produced 

" of this procedure, to 
look into its centre possible past its edges , we can unde r
stand, in new ways, that separation of the social from the per.
sonal which is so powerftil ana-direc ti ve a cultllr'ill mode. If the _ 
!!,Qciai is always past. in-the senSe that it is always formed~ we r 
have indeed to find o ther terms for the undeniable experience or. - ' 
!!l~~~nJ: ii!?l2n!Y tne temponil present. die realization of ah js 
~fLthis instan.!z...Q..ll11hc..s.p~--ifiCiljJirprese.ntbei.ng.lhe...i naJjen_ 
ably physical. within which we ma indeed discern and 

- acknowledgifinstitUtfons. onnatIOii'S: positions. but not alwa s 
as11Xed'1ffiKlU'Cts"7d products. n en the speial is tho. 
~tt"and C>;:pJ iClt Uie known relationsh ips . institutions. for

mations. positions-all that is ptesent and moving. all that 
escapes or see·ms to ·escape from ilie fixed and the explicit and .... : 
t~e known. is grasped and defined as tho personal : this, here, 
now alive . active. ·su bjective'. 
T ere 1S another rcialeddT..,tioction . As though t is descri bed, 
in the same habitual past tense, it is indeed so (Jifferent. in its 
explicit and finished forms. from much or evell anything that we 
can presentl y recognize as thinking, that we set aga inst it more 
active. more flexible, loss-'Singular terms-consciousness. 
experience. feeling-an d then watch even theso dra wn towards 
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fixed. fin ite. reced ing forms. Th e point is especia ll y relevant to 
works of art. wh ich reall y are. in one sense. explici t and finished 
forms-actual objects i n the visual ar ts. objectified conventions 
and nota tions (semantic figu res) in literature. But it is not only 
that. to complete thei r inherent process, we have to make them 
present, in specifica lly active ' readings ' . It isa lso that the making 
oi art is never itself in the past fense. It is always a formative 
process, wi thin a specific p resent. At different moments in h is
tory.and in significantly different ways, the rea lity and even the 
primacy of such presences and such processes, such d iverse and 
yet specific actuali ties. have been powe rfully asse rted and 
reclaimed, as in practice of course they are a U the time lived. But 
they are then often asserted as forms themselves, in contention 
with other known forms: the subjective as distinct from the 
objecti ve; experience from belief; feeling from tho ught ; the 
immediate from the general; the persona l from the social. The 
undeniable power of two great modern ideologica l sys
tems- the 'aesthetic' and the ·psychological'- is. ironically. 
systematica lly derived from these senses of instance and pro
cess, where experience , immedia te feeling, and then subjectiv
it y and personality are newly generalized and assembled. 
Against these 'personal' forms, tho ideologica l systems of fi xed 
social generality, of ca tegorica l products. of absolute forma
tions. are relatively powerless. within their speci fic dimension. 
Of one domi na nt st rain in Marxism. with its habitual abuse of 
the 'subjective' and the 'personal'. th is is especially true. 

Yet it is the reduction of the social to fixed forms that remains 
thcoaslcem5"r. Mirx often said this, ·and somcMaixistsquote 
Ji.lm~·iit"fixed ways. before retu rning to fixed forms, The mistake. 
as so often. is in takin g terms of analysis as terms of substance. 
Thus we speak of a world-view or of a preyailing i dool~x..?!.ofa 
class outlook, often with adequate evidence. but in this regular 
sIfde-fowirds a past tense and 8 fixed form suppose , or even do 
notkDow tha't we have to sU'J1PQse . that these exist and are li ved 
specifically and definitively, in singu lar and developing forms. 
Perhaps the dead can be reduced toJixed forms. thoug~ ~r 
surviving records are agains t it. But t e living will_ nQ.L~ 
reduced , at least in the first person; li ving third pe rsons may be 
different. All the known complexi ties, the experienced tensions. 
shifts, and uncertainties. the in tricate forms of unevenness and 
confusion. are agai nst the terms of the reduction and soon. by 
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extension, against social analysis itself. Social forms are then 
often ad mitted for generali ties bu t debarred, contemptuously. 
from any possible relevance to this immediate and actual s ig
nificance of bein g. And from the abstractions formed in their 
tu rn by this act of debarring-the 'human imagina tion', the 
'human psyche '. the 'unconscious ', with their 'functions ' in art 
and in myth and in dream- new and displaced forms of social 
analysis a nd ca tegoriza tion , overrid ing all speci fic social condi
tions, arc then more or less rapidly developed. 

Social forms arc ev idently more recognizable when they are 
articulate and explicit. We have seen this in the range from 
institutions to formations and traditions. We can see it again in 
the range from dominant systems of belief a nd educa tion to 
influential systems of explanat ion a nd argumen t. All these have 
effecti ve presence. Many are formed and deli berate, and some 
Bre quite fixed . Bu t when they have all been identi fied they are 
not a whole inventory even of social consciousness in its sim· 
plest sense. For they become social consciousness onl y when 
they are li ved, acti vely, in real relationships, and mOreover iI~ 
relationships which are more than systematic exchanges be
tween fi xed uni ts. Indeed just because all consciousness is social , 
its processes occur not only between bu t wit.hin the relationship 
and the related. And this_practical consciousness is always more 
than a handling of fixed forms and units. There is frequent 
tension between the received interpretation and practical 
experience. Where this tens ion can be made di rect and explicit, 
or where some alternative interpretation is available, weare still 
with in a dimension of relati vely fixed forms. Bu t the tension is 
as often an unease, a stress, a displacement. a latency: the 
moment of conscious comparison not yet come, often not even 
coming. And comparison is by no mea ns the only process, 
though it is powerful and important. There are the experiences 
to which the fixed forms do not speak at all, which indeed they 
do not recognize. There are important mixed experiences, where 
the available meaning would convert part to all, or a ll to part. 
And even where form and response can be found to agree, 
without apparent difficulty, there can be qualifications, reserva· 
tions, ind ica tions elsewhere: what the agreement seemed to 
settle but still sounding elsewhere. Practical consciousness is 
almost always different from official cOnsciousness, and this is 
not only a matter of relative freedom o r control. For practical 
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consciousness is what is actually being lived , and not onl y what 
it is thought is being li ved. Yet the actual alternative to the 
received and p roduced fixed forms is not silence: not the 
absence , the unconscious, which bourgeois cu ltu re has mythi. 
cized. It is a kind of feeling and thinking which is indeed social 
and material, but each In an embryonic phase before it can 
become full y articulate and defined exchange . Its relations with 
the already articulate and defined are then exceptionally com
plex. 

This process can be directly observed in the h istory of a 
language. In spite of substantial and at some levels decis ive 
con tinuities in grammar and voca bulary, no generation speaks 
quite the same language as its predecessors. The difference can 
be defined in terms of additions, deletions, and modifications. 
but these do not exhaust it . What rea lly cha nges is something 
Quite general, over a wide range, and the description tha t often 
fits the change best is the literary term 'style', It is a general 
change, ratherthan a set of deli berate choices, yet choices can be 
deduced from it, as \\"ell as effects. Similar kinds of change can 
be observed in manners, dress, build ing, and othersimilarforms 
of social life. It is''30 open question- that is to say, a set o f 
specific historical questions- whether in any of these cha nges 
this or that group has been dominant or in fluen tial, or whether 
they are the result of much more general interaction. For what 
we nre defining is a particular qu_al ity of social experience and 
relationship, historically distinct from other pa rticular qual· 
iti es, which gives the sense of a generation or of a period. The 
relations between th is quality and the other specifying historical 
maT'ks of changing institutions, formations, and beliefs, and 
beyond these the changing socia l and economic relations be· 
tween and within classes, are aga in an open Question: that is to 
say, a set of specific h istorica l questions. The methodological 
consequence of such a definition , however, is that the speCific 
qualitative changes are not assumed to be epiphenomena of 
changed institut ions. formations, and beliefs, or merely secon
dary evidence of changed social and economic relations be
tween a nd within classes. At the same time they are from the 
beginning taken as social experience, ra ther than as ' personal' 
experience or as the merely superficial or inCidental 'small 
change' of society. They are social in two ways that distinguish 
them from reduced senses of the social as the institutional and 
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.r 1" the formal : first. in thai they arech.ong~~ orp~!..enc~,(while they 
_.:-:: are being lived this is obvious; when they have been lived it is 
; '. still their substantial characteristic): second, in that although 
. r~ I they are emergent o r pre-emergcnt, they do not have to await 

J ':t ~efinition. classification, or rat.ion~1iz~tion befor~ they e~ert 
. : palpable pressu.res and set effechve bmlts on expen ence and on 

1 ~r action. 
',;X Such changes can be defined ~ changes in stf}J.2t.!!m{p]feel. 
" ing',' The term is difficult . but 'feeling' is chosen to emphasize a 

'distinction from morc formal concepts of 'world-view' or 'ideol
ogy'. It is not only that we must go beyond formally h?ld and 
systematic beliefs, though of course we have always to IOclude 
them. It is that we are concerned with meanings and va lues as 
they are actively live d and felt , and the relations between these 
and formal or systematic beliefs are in practice variable (includ
ing histori cally variable), over a range from formal assent with 
private di ssent to the more nuanced interaction between 
selected and interpreted beliefs and acted and justified experi
ences. An alternative definition would bo stmctur.es.-Df....cxpcri
ence: in one sense the better and wider word, but with the 
difficulty that one of its senses has that past tense which is the 
most Important obstacle to recognition of the area of social 
experience which is being defined. We are talking about charac
teristic clements of impulse, restraint, and tone; speCifically 
affective elements of consciousness and relationships: not fee l
ing against thought , but thought as felt and feeling as thought: 
practical consciousness of a present k ind, in a living and inter
relating continuity. We are then defining these elements as a 
'structure ': as a set, with specific internal relations, a t once 
interlocking and in tens ion. Yet we are also defining a social 
experience which is still in process, often indeed not yet recog
nized as social but taken to be private, idiosyncratic, and even 
isolating, but which in analysis (though rarely otherwise) has its 
emergent, connecting, and dominant characteristics, indeed its 
specific hi erarchies. Theseare often more recognizable at a later 
stage, when they have been (as often happens) ~~~alizcd. clas
sified. and in many cases built into insUtu1:ions and formatiqns. 
BY-Thai time t~e case is different; anew structure of feeling will 
usually already have begun tol orm, in the lr)Je soci~J present. 
~ethodoJogically, then, a 'structure of feeling ' is a cwtural 

hypothesis, actually derived from attempts to understand such 

r 
I 
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"elmnants-and their connectjons in a generation or period, and 
needing always to be returned, interactively, to such evidence. It 
IS init ially Jess s imple than moro formally suuctured hYPQtheses 
of the social. but it is more adequate to the actual range of 
cultural evidence: historicaUy certainly, but even more(whereit 
matters more) in our present cultural process. The hypothesis 
has a special relevance toart and literature , where the true social 
content is in a significant number of cases of this present and 
affective kind, which cannot without loss be reduced to belief
systems. institutions , or explicit general relationships, though it 
may include a ll these as lived and experienced, with or without 
tension , as it also eVidently includes elements of social and 
material (physical or natural) experience which may lie beyond, 
or be uncoverod or imperfectly covered by, the elsewhere recog
nizable systematic elements . The unmistakable presence of 
certain elements in art which are not covered by (though in 
one mode they ma y be reduced to) other formal systems is 
the true source of the specializing categories of 'the aesthetic', 
'the arts', and 'imaginative literature'. We nood , on the o ne 
hand. to acknowledge (and welcome) the specificity of these 
elements-specific feelings , specific rhythms-and yet to find 
ways of recognizing their specific kinds of sociality, thus pre
venting that extraction from social experience which is conceiv· 
able only when social experience itself has been categorically 
(and at root historicaUy) reduced. We are then not only con· 
cerned wi th the restoration of social content in its (ull sense, that 
of a generative immediacy. The idea of a structu re of feeling ca.n 
be specifically related to the evidence of forms and conven
tions-semantic figures-which, in art and litorature, are often 
among the very first indications that such a new structure is 
forming. These relatio ns will be discussed in more detail in 
subsequent chapters, but as a matter of cultural theory this is a 
way of defining forms and conventions in art and literature as 
inalienable elements o( a social material process: not by deriva
tion from other social forms and pre-forms. but 8S social forma
tion of a specific kind which may in turn be seen as the artiqlla
tion (often the only fully available articulation) of structures of 
feeling which as living processes are much more widely experi
enced. 

For structures of feeling can be defined as ~ial e~'perienc~s 
in solution , as distinct from other social semantic formations -----
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which have been p recipitated and are more eVidently and more 
immediately available. Not all art. by a ny means, relates to a 
contemporary structure of feeling. The effecti ve formations of 
most actual 8rt relate to already manifest socia l formations. 
dominant o r residual, and it is primarily to emergent formations 
(though often in the form of modifica tion or disturbance in older 
forms) that the structure of feeling. as so lu tion I relates. Yet this 
speci ficsoiution is never mere flux. It is a structured formation 
which, because it Is althe very edge of semantic availability, has 
many of the characteristics of a pre-formation. until specific 
articulations-new semantic figures- are d iscovered in ma ter· 
ial practice: often. as it happens, in relatively isolated ways, 
which are onl y later seen to compose a significant (orten in fact 
minority) generation; this often, in turn, the generation that 
substantially connects to its successors. It is thus a specific 
structure of particular linkages, particular emphases and sup~ 
press ions. and . in what are orten its mos t recognizable forms, 
pa rticular deep s tart ing~points and conclusions. Early Victorian 
ideology, for example, spec::ified the exposu re caused by poverty 
or by debt or by illegitimacy as social failure o r deviation; the 
con temporary s tructure of feeling, meanwhile. in the new 
semantic figures of Dick.ens. of Emily Bronte, and others, 
spec ified exposure and isolation as a general cond it ion, and 
poverty, debt, or illegiti macy as its oonnecting instances . An 
alternative ideology, relating such exposure to the nature of the 
social order, was only later generally formed: offering expJana· 
lions but now at a red uced tension: the social explanation fully 
admitted. the intensity of exper ienced fea r and shame now d is· 
persed a nd generali zed. 

The exa mple reminds us, finally. of the oomplex rela tion of 
differentiated structures offeeling to differentiated classes. This 
is historica lly very variabl e. In England between 1660 and 1690. 
for example. two structures of feeling (among the defeated Puri· 
tans and in the restored Court) can be readily d is tingu ished, 
though neither, in its literature and elsewhere, is reducible to 
the ideologies of these groups orto their formal (in fact complex) 
class rela tions. At times the emergence of a new structure of 
feeling is best related to the rise of a class (England, 1700·60); at 
other times to contradiction, fracture, or mutation with in a 
class (England. 1780-1830 or 1890-1 930) , when n formation 
appears to break. away from its class norms, though it retains its 
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substantial affili ation, a nd the tension is at once lived and 
articulated in radica lly new sema ntic figures. Any of these 
examples requi res detai led substantiation, but wha t is now in 
question. theoretica ll y. is the hypothesis of a mode of social 
formation, explicit and recognizable in specific kinds of art. 
which is distinguisha ble from other social and semantic forma
tions by its articulation of presence. 



10. The Sociology of Culture 

Many of the proced ures of sociology have been limited or dis
torted by reduced and red uctive concepts of society and the 
soc ia l. This is particularly evident in the SOCiology of cul ture. 
With in the radical empiricist tradition, often practically 
assoc iated with Marxism, there has been important work on 
institutions. The major modern communica tions systems are 
now so evidently key institutions in advan ced capitalist 
societies that they require the same kind of attention. at least 
ini tially. that is given to the instjtu tionsof industrial pnxluction 

I and distribution. Stud ies of the ownership and cont rol of the 
I capitalist press, the capitalist cinema, and capitalist and state
: capitalis t radio and television interlock, historica lly and 

theoretically. with wider analyses of capita list society. capita lis t 
economy, and the nco-capitalist state. Further, many of the same 
institut ions require analysis in the context of modem 
im perialism and neo-colonialism. to w hich they are crucia lly 
relevant (see Schiller (1969)). 

Over a nd above their empirical resu lts, these an alyses force 
theoretical revision of the fonnula of base and superstructure 
and of the definition of producti ve fo rces. in a socia l area in 
which large-sca le capitalist economic activity and cultural pro
duction arc now inseparable. Unless this theoretical revision is 
made, even the best work of the radical and an ti-capita list 
empiricists is in the end overlaid or absorbed by the specific 
theoretica l struct ures of bourgeo is cultural sociology. The 
bourgeois concept of 'mass communications' and the lied rad i
cal concept of 'mass manipulation' a re alike inadequate to the 
true sociology of these central and varying institu tions. Even at 
an early stage of an alysis these undiffe rentiated and blocking 
concepts need to be replaced by tbe motivat ing and specifying 
terms of hegemony. What both bourgeois and rad ical-empiricist 
cultural theory have achieved is the social neutraliza tion of 
such institutions: the concept of the 'mass' replacing and 
neut ra lizing specific class structures; the concept of 'mani 
pulation' (an operative strategy in capitalist advertising and 
politics) replacing and neutralizing the complex interactions 
of cont rol. selection, incorporation, and the phases of socia l 
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consciousness which correspond to real social si tuations and 
relations. 

Thisneut raJiz ing elemen t has been part icuJarlyevirlent in the 
study of 'effects ' which has preoccupied empi rica l bou rgeois 
sociology. Here theanalysis and even the recognit ion of 'effects' 
are predetermined by the assumption of norms which are either, 
like 'socializa tion ', abstract and mystifying (since it is precisely 
the h istorica l and class va riations of 'socializa tion' which need 
to be studied) or, 8S in the studies of effects on politics or on 
'violence ', are themselves 'effects' of a whole active social order, 
which is not analysed but simply taken as background or as an 
empirical 'control '. The complex sociology of actual audiences, 
and of the ~~Loondit ions of reception and response in these 
highly variable systems (the cinema audience, the newspaper 
readership , and the television audience being highly distinct 
social s tructures), is overlaid by bourgeois norms of 'cultu fa l 
prod~ ers ' and 'the mass public ', with the add itional effect that 
di.c- complex sociology of these producers, as managers and 
agents within capitalist systems, is itself not developed. 

A furth er effect of thi s kind of concentra tion on 'mass com
munica tions' is that analysis is not normally extended to institu
tions where these norms appear to be absent: {or exam ple, book 
publishing, which is now u ndergoing a critical phase of 
capitalist reorganiza tion with cult ural effects which are often 
not seen as a problem because they are not a 'mass' problem. 
There has been frequent and often justified complaint against 
'vulgar Marxism '. but the increasing penetration of small-sca le 
capita lis t insti tut ions- which had carried the li beral ideology of 
'true' cultural production (as disti nct from 'mass cult ure'}-by 
la rge-sca le international investment and integration with many 
other forms of production is a t once an economic and a cultural 
fact. 

Cultural effects need not always be indi rect. It is in practice 
impossible to separate the development of the novel as a literary 
form from the highly specific economics of fiction publication. 
This bas been true, with man y negative effects, (often isolated 
and projected as simple changes of sensibility or tcchnique) 
since at latest the 1890s, though directl y nega tive effects are now 
much more ev ident. Analysis of the sociology oftbe novel has to 
include many factofs, bu t always Ihis directly economic factor 
which. for ideologica l reasons, is ordinarily excluded. The 
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insertion of economic determinations into cu ltural studies is of 
course the special contribution of Marxism, and there are times 
when its simplo insertion is an evidentadvance. But in the e~d it 
can JleVeT be 8 simple insertion, sin ce what is really required , 
beyond the limiting formulas. is res~o!ation of ~f?~le..social 
material process, illld slJHCifically of cultu:r8l P1Qg1!C1iolL~s 
sOtial·BJTd-matcrial. This is where anaIY&i~q(fp.stitu!i.9ns.h8S to 
btrextcnd'ed to analysis of formation·s. The complex and v.ariabJe 
sOciology of those cultural form~ations which ,ha"'" ~lO dlrcct or 
exclusive or manifest institutional realizatlon-hterary and 
intellectual 'movements', for example-is especially important 
Gramsci's work on intellectuals and Benjamin's work on 
'bohemians' are encouraging models of an experimenta I Marxist 
kind . - --

A Marxist cu ltural sociology is then recognizable, in its sim
plest outlines, in studies of different types of insti tution and 
formation in cu ltural production and distribution, and in the 
linking of these within whole socia l material processes. Thus 
distribution. for example, is not limited to its technical defini
tion and function within a capitalist market, but connected, 
specifica ll y, to modes of production and then interpreted as tho 
active formation of readerships and audiences, and of the 
characteristic social relations, including economic relations, 
within which particular forms of cultural activity are in practice 
carried out 

So much remains to be done, within this genoral ou tline, that 
it ill tempting to rest on it. But we have seen, theorctica lly,.as we 
lea rn again a nd again to see practically, that the reduction of 
socia l relations and socia l content to these explici t and manifest 
general forms is disabling. To these Marxist or other studies of 
institutions and formations it is crucially necessary to add 
s tudies offorms ; not by way of illustration but, in many cases, as 
ilia most specifiC point of entry to certain kinds of formation. 
Here another and very different sociological tradition is 
relevant. 

The sociology of consciousness, which was a seminal element 
in the period of classical sociology, and which led to a pro
grammatic distinction of the 'cu ltural sciences', has remained 
influential and is well represented within the Marxist tradi tion 
by Lukacs and Goldmann, and by the Frankfurt School. The 
genera l tendency, within bourgeois sociology, has been a reduc-

"' 
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tion of the sociology of consciousness to the 'sociology of know
ledge'. Within the empirical tradition there has been a further 
reduction to 8 sociology of the institutions of 'organized know
ledge', such as education and religion, where a famil iar kind of 
evidence. in conSCiously organized ideas and relationships, is 
more available . Within some Marxist tendencies, even. the 
understanding of 'consciousness' as 'knowledge'-perhaps 
primarily determined by positivism-has been espec ially weak 
in relation to important kinds of art and literature. For con
sciousness is not only knowledge, iust as language is not only 
indication and naming. It is also what is elsewhere, and in this 
context necessarily. speCia lized as ' imagination '. In cultural 
production (and all consciousness is in this sense produced) the 
true range is from information and description. or naming and 
indication. to embodiment and performance. While the sociol
ogy of consciousness is limited tu knowledge, aU other real 
cultural processes are displaced from the socia l dimension in 
which, quite as evidently, they belong. 

Thus a sociology of drama, a lready concerned with institu
tions (theatres and their predecessors' and successors), with for
mations (groups of dramatists, dramatic and theatrical move
ments), with formed relationships {audiences, including the 
formation of audiences within theatres and their wider social 
formation}, would go on to include forms, not only in the sense 
of their relations to world-views or structures of feeling but also 
in the more active sense of their whole performance (social 
methods of speaking, moving, representing, and so on). Indeed 
in many arts, while the manifest socia l content is ev ident in one 
way in institutions, formations, and communicative relation
ships, and in another way in forms which relate to specific 
selections of issues, specific kinds of interpretation and of 
course specifica lly reproduced content, an equa lly important 
and sometimes more fundamental socia l content can be found in 
the basic social means-historically variable and always active 
social forms of language and movement and representation-on 
which, ultimately, the more manifest social elements can be 
seen to depend. 

Specific studies must often temporarily isolate this or that 
element. But the fundamental prinCiple of a sociology of culture 
is the complex unity of the elements thus listed or separated. 
'Indeed the most basic task of the sociology of culture is analysis 
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of the interrelationships within this complex unity: a task dis
tinctfrom the reduced sociology of institutions, formations. and 
communicative relationships and yet. as a sociology. radically 
distinct also from the analysis of isolated fonns. As so often, the 
two dominant tendencies of bourgeois cultural studies-the 
sociology of the Tcduccd but explicit 'society' and the aesthetics 
of the excluded social remade as a specialized 'art'-support and 
ratify each other in a significant division of laoour. Everything 
can be known about a reading public, back to the economics of 
printing and publishing and the effocts of an educational sys
tem, but what is read by that public is the neutralized abstTaction 
'books', or at best its ca talogued categories. Meanwhile, but 
elsewhere. everything can be known about the books. back to 
their authors. to traditions and influences. and to periods. but 
these are fin ished objects before they go out into the dimension 
where 'sociology' is thought to be relevant: the reading public. 
the history of publishing. It is this division. now ratified by 
confident disciplines, which a sociology of culture has to over· 
come and supersede. insisting on what is always a whole and 
connected socia l material process. This is of course difficult, but 
great energy is now expended. and is often in effect trapped, in 
maintaining the abstract divisions and separations. Meanwhile 
in cultural pract ice and among cultural producers, before these 
received abstractions get to work, the process is inevitably 
known. if often indistinctly and unevenly, as whole and con· 
nected. 

SpecifiC methods of analysis will vary, in different areas of 
cultural activity. But one new method is now emerging, which 
can be felt as Original in a number of fields. For if we have 
learned to see the relation of any cultural work to what we have 
learned to call a 's ign·system~ (and this has been the important 
contribution of cultural semiotics). we can also come to see that 
a sign·system is itself a specific structwe of socia l rcla~ionships: 
'inte-rnol ly', in that Ih-e·signs clepend -on, were formed in, rela · 
tionships ; 'externally', in that the system depends on. is formed 
in. the institutions which activate it (and which are then at once 
cultural and social and economic institutions); integrally, in 
that a 's ign·liystem', properly understood. is at once a specific 
cultural technology and a specific form of practical conscious· 
ness: those apparentl y diverse elements ~hich are in fact 
unified in the material socia l process. Current work on the 
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photograph, on the film. on the book, on painting and its repro
duction, and on the 'framed flow' of television. to take only the 
most immediate examples, is a sociology of culture in this new 
dimension. from which no aspect of a process is excluded and in 
which the active and formative relationships of a process, right 
through to its still active 'products ', ate specifically Hnd struc
turally connected: at once a 'sociology ' and an 'aesthetics '. 



III. Literary Theory 



1. The Mult iplicity of Writing 

literary theory cannot be separated from cultural theory, though 
it may be distinguished within it. This is the central cha llenge of 
any social theory of culture. Yet while this challenge has to be 
sustained at every point. in gene ral and in detail, it is necessary 
to be precise about the modes of distinction which then foll ow. 
Some of these become modes of effective sepa ration , with 
important theoretical and practical consequences. But there is 
equal danger in an opposite kind of error, in which the 
generalizing and connecting impulse is so strong that we lose 
sight of rea) spec ificities and distinctions of practice, which are 
then neglected orreduced tosimula tionsofmore general fonns. 

The theoretica l problem is that two very powerful mod es of 
distinction are deeply implanted in modern culture. These are 
the supposedly distinctive ca tegories of ' literature' and of 'the 
aesthetic'. Each, of course , is historically specific: a fo rmulation 
of bourgeois culture at a definite period of its development, from 
the mid-eighteenth to the mid-nineteenth century, But we can
not say this merely dismissively. In each mode of di stinction , 
and in many of the consequent particular definitions, there are 
elemen ts which cannot be surrendered, either to historical reac
tion or to a confused projective genera lization. Rather, we have 
to try to analyse the very complica ted pressures and limits 
whkh, in their weakest ionns, these defin itions falsely 
stabilized , yet which, in their st ronges t fonns. they sought to 
emphasize as new cultural practice. 

W e have a lready examined the historical development of the 
concept of 'litera ture': from its connections with literacy to an 
emphasis on polite learning and on printed books, and then , in 
its most interesting phase , to an emphasis on 'creative' or 
'imaginative' writing as a speCial and indispensable kind of 
cultural practice. It is important tha telementsofthis new defmi
tion of literature were dragged back to older concepts, as in the 
attempted isolation of 'the literary tradition ' as a form of the 
tradition of 'polite lea rning'. But it is more imJXlrtant that the 
most active elements of the new definition were both 
specia li zed and contained, in Quitc ncw ways. 

The specialization was the interpretation of 'creative' or 
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' imaginative' writing through the weak and ambiguous concept 
of 'fiction', or through the grander but even more questionable 
concepts of ' imagination ' and ' myth ', The containment partly 
followed. from this spec ia lization, bu t was decisively reinforced 
by the concept of 'criticism ': in part the operative procedure of a 
solecting and containing ' tradition'; in pa rt also the key shift 
from creativity and imagination as active producti ve processes 
to ca tegorical abstractions demonstrated and ratified by con· 
spicuous humanistic consumption: criticism as 'cult ivation ', 
'discrimination', or ' taste', 

Neither the specializat ion nor the containment has ever been 
completed. Indeed. in the continuing reality of the practice of 
writing this is s trictl y impossible. But each has done significan t 
harm, a nd in their domination of litera ry theory have become 
major obstacles to the understanding of both theory and prac
tice. It is still difficult, for example, to prevent any attempt at 
literary theory from being turned, almost a priori, into critical 
theory, as if the only majo r questions about litera ry production 
were va riations on thequesUon "how do wejudge?" At the same 
time, in looking at actual writing , the crippJing categorizations 
and dichotomies of 'fact' and 'fiction ', o r of ' cUscursive' and 
' imaginative' or ' referential ' and 'emotive', stand regu larly not 
onl y between works and readers (whence they feed back, miser
a bly, into the complica tions of 'critica l theory') but between 
writers and works, at a still active and shaping stage. 

The mul tiplici ty of writing is it s second mos t ev ide nt charac
teristic , the first being its distinctive practice of the objectified 
material composition of language, But of course this multipli
city is a matter of interpretation as well as of fact. Indeed multi
plid ty can be rea lized in weak ways as often as stro ng. Where 
the specia lizing and containing ca tegories operate at an early 
s tage, multiplicity is little more tha n a recognition of varying 
'forms of literature'- poetry, drama, novel- or of forms within 
these forms-'lyric' , 'epic,' 'narrative ', a nd so on. The point is 
not that these recognitions of variation are unim portan t; on the 
contrary they are necessary, though not always in these received 
and often residual form s. The really severe limitation is the line 
drawn between all these variations and other 'non-literary' 
forms of writ ing. Pre-bourgeois ca tegoriza tion was normally in 
te rms of the writing itself,as in the relatively ev ident d istinction 
between verse a nd other forms of composi tion, usually drawn in 
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characteristically feuda l or aristocratic terms of 'elevation' or 
' dignity'. It is Significant that while that distinction held , verse 
normally included what would now be ca lled 'historica l' or 
'ph ilosophical ' or 'descri ptive ' or 'didactic ' or even 'instruc
tional' writing, as well as what would now be ca lled 'imagina
tive' or 'dramatic' or 'fictional' or 'personal ' writing and experi
ence. 

The bourgeois drawing and redra Wing of all these lines was a 
complex process. On the one haud it was (he result, or more 
strictly the means, of a decisive secularization, rationa liz.ation, 
and eventually popularization of a wide area of experience. 
Different va lues can be attached to each of these processes at 
different stages, butin his tory, philosophy, and social and scien
tific descri ption it is clea r that new kinds of distinction abou t 
forms and methods of writing were radically oonnected with 
new kinds of distinction about intenlion. 'Elevation ' and 'digni
ty ' gave place, inevitably, in certain selected fields, to 'practical
ity', 'effectiveness ', or 'accuracy'. Intentions other than these 
were ei ther willingly conceded or contemptuously dismissed. 
'J.iterature' as a body of 'polite lea rning' was still used to unite 
these varying intentions, but under pressure, especially in the 
lato eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, this broke down. 
'Literature ' became either the conceded o r the contemptuous 
alternative-the sphere of imagination o r fancy, o r of emotional 
substance and effect-or, at the insistence of its practitioners, 
the relatively re moved but again 'higher' dimension-the crea
ti ve as distinguished from the rational or the practi ca l. In this 
complex interaction it is of course significant that the separated 
literature itseH cha nged, in many of its immedia te forms. In the 
' realist" novel, especially in its distinction from 'romance', in the 
new drama (socialiy ex tended, secular and contem(MJrary), and 
in the new special forms of biography and a utobiography, many 
of the same secular, rationa l, or (MJpular impulses changed par
ticular forms of writing from the inside, or created new literary 
forms. 

Two major consequences followed from this. There was a 
falsification- false distanCing-of tho 'fictiona l' or (he 'imagi
nary' (and connected with these the 'subjective') . And there was 
a related suppression of the fact of writing- active signifying 
com[X)Sition-in what was distinguished as the 'practica l', tbe 
'factual ', or the 'cUscursive'. These consequences are profoundly 
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related. To move, by definition. from the 'crea ti ve' to the 'fic
t ional' . o r fro m the ' imaginative ' to the ' imaginary'. is to deform 
the rea l practices of writing under the pressure of the in terpreta· 
tiOD of certain specific forms. The extreme nega tive definition of 
' fiction' (or of ' myth')-an accoun t of ' ",hat did not (rea ll y) 
happen '- de pends. evidently, on a pseudo-positive isolation of 
the contrasting definition. 'facI '. The real range in the major 
forms-ep ic. romance, d rama. narra tive- in which th is q uos· 
tion of 'fact' and 'fiction' arises is the more complex series: what 
rea lly happened; whot might (could ) have happened; what 
rea ll y happens ; what might happen; what essentially (typica lly) 
happened/happens. Similarly the extreme negative definition of 
'Im aginary porsons'- 'who did not/do not ex isl'-modulatcs in 
practice into the seri es: who existed in this way; who might 
(could) havo existed; who might (could) exist: who essentially 
(t ypica lly) ex ist. The ran ge of actual writing makes use , 
implicitly or explicitly, of aU these propositions, but not only in 
the forms that are his torica lly specia li zed as ' litera ture' , The 
characteristica lly ' difficult' forms (difficult because of the 
deformed definition) of history , memoir, and biography usc a 
significant part of each series, and given the use of real ch nrac~ 
ters and events in much ma;orepic . romance, d ra ma, and narra
ti ve, the substa ntial overlap- indeed in man y areas the substan
tia l community- is undeniable, 

The range of actual writing simi larly surpasses any reduction 
of 'creative imagination ' to the 'subjective', with its dependent 
proposit ions : ' literature' as 'internal' o r ' inner' truth; other forms 
of writing as 'external' tru th. These depe nd, ultimately, on the 
characteristic bourgeois separation of ' individual' and 'society' 
a nd on the older idea lis t separa tion of 'mind ' a nd 'world ', The 
ra nge of writing, in most forms, crosses these artificia l 
ca tegori es aga in and aga in. an d the ex tremes can even be stated 
in an opposite way: autobiography (,what I experienced ', ' wha t 
ha ppened to me' ) is ' subjective ' but (idea lly) 'factual' writing; 
rea list fiction or natu ralist drama ('peopless they are' , 'the world 
as it is') is 'objecti ve' (the narrator or even the fact of narrative 
occluded in the form) but (idea ll y) 'creati ve' writing. 

The full range of writing ex tends even further. Argument. for 
example, can be distinguished from narrative or characterizing 
forms, but in practice certain forms of narra tive (exemplary 
instances) or forms of characterization (this kind o r person, this 
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kind of beha viour) a re radica lly embedded in many forms of 
argument. Moreover, the very lact of address- a crucial element 
in .argument- is a s(ance(a t Hmes sustained, at times va rying} 
strrctly comparable to elements that are elsewhere isolated as 
narrative Or dramatic . This is true even of the apparently 
ex treme case, in which the stance is 'im personal' (the scientifi c 
paper), where it is the practical mode of writing that establishes 
this (conventional) a bsence of personality, in the interest of the 
necessa ry crea tion of the 'impersonal observer', Thus over a 
practical ran ge ~rom stance to selection, and in the employment 
of ~e vast variety of explicit or implicit propositions which 
define and control composi tion, this rea l multiplicityof writing 
is continually evident, a nd much of what has been known as 
litera~ theory is a way either of confUSi ng or of dimin ishing it. 
Th~ first tas k of any social theory is then to analyse the forms 
which have determined certain (interpreted) inclusions and cer
ta in (ca tegori ca l) exclusions. Subject always to the effect of 
residua l ca tegori za tion, the development of these forms is in the 
e,nd a s?Cia;1 history, The dichotomies fact/fiction a nd ob;ec
lI V~/SUbJCChV~ are then the theoretica l a nd historica l keys to the 
baSIC bourgeOls theory of literature, which has controlled and 
specialized the act ual multiplicity of writing. 

Yet there is another necessary key, The multiplicity ofprod uc
live practice was in one wayacknowledged,a nd then effectively 
occluded, by a transfer of interest from intention to effect. The 
replacement of the d isciplines of grammar a nd rhetoric (which 
speak to the multipli cite$ of intention and performance) by the 
disci plin~ of cri.ticism (which speaks of effect, and onl y through 
effect to mtenllon and performance) is a central intellectual 
movem~nt of the . bourgeois period . Each kind of discipline 
moved. In the penod of change, to a pa rticular pole: grammar 
and rhetoric to writing; criticism to reading. Any socia l theory, 
by ~~trast , ~cquires the activa tion of both poles: not merely 
~elr I~nterachon-movemen t from one fixed point , s tance, or 
Intention to an~ f~m another; .but their profound interlocking in 
actual composlhon, Somethmg of this kind is now being 
attempted in what is known (but residually) as communication 
theory and aesthetics. 

And it is on the delineation of 'aestheti cs' that we have first to 
fix our attention. From the description of 8 theory of perception 
aesthetics became, in the eighteenth and especially the 
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. . 1"' form of description of 
nineteenth century, a new specI3 lZUlg rzed from skill to 
the response to 'art' (itself newly genera 1 . . 

' imaginative' skill) . What emerged in bourgeoIs ~.ono~~CSt:e 
the 'consumer'- the abstract Cigu,re ~orrespo~ ~g 
abstraction of (market and commodity) produc:tlOn -eme,rg~~ 
in cultum} theory 8S 'aesthetics' and 'the aesthetic response . 
problems of the multiplicities of intention and pe~orm8n~e 
could then be undercut, or by~ssed , by the lrtanbsfedT :fi:~r~yYit~ 

. h } A t 'Deluding hterature, was 0 e 
this ot er po e. r , 1~. . initially the perception 
capacity to evoke th is specIal respo} t~se. fan ob)'ect for its own 

f be t· th the pure contcmp a Ion 0 . 
oak. au I' i~~ut other ('external') considerations; then ~lso ~e 
5 e an, W latian of the 'making ' of an obJect: 1ts 

rerception i~'!{i~r~r~onstruction, its 'aesthetic properties' . 

S
aDucghu::sep' onse (power to evoke response) could be as present in} 

. h . lay or poem or nove 
a work of history or philosop y as 10 ~ P bsent in this 
(and aU w~re then ' liter~ture'). Equ~~! a::~! ~:n 'not litera· 

i~~.~: ~:~~ ~~~~ ~~e~~t~:~:~l ,ta~ literfature,).:rht~~~eZi~i::;a~ 
f 'n t ' U1 Its modern orms. IS 

~=~~ °of t~:r;o~~':.c;lling and categorizing specialization of 

'the aesthetic' . 

, 
i , 
f 

\ , 

2. Aesthetic and other Situations 

Yet it is clear, historically, that the definition of 'aesthetic' 
response is an affirmation, directly comparable with the defini· 
lion and affirmation of 'creative imagination', of certain human 
meanings and values which a dominant social system reduced 
and even tried to exclude. lts history is in large part 8 protest 
against the forcing of ali experience into instrumentality ('uti . 
lity ' ), and of all things into commodities. This must be remem· 
bered even as we add, necessarily, that the form of this protest. 
within definite social and historical conditions. led almost 
inevitably to new kinds of privileged instrumentality and 
speCialized commodity. The humane response was nevertheless 
there. It has remained important, and still necessary, in con
troversies within twentieth-century Marxism, where, for exam
ple. the (residual bourgeois) reduction of art to social engineer
ing rideology'} or superstructural renection (simple 'realism') 
has been opposed by a tendency, centred on Lukacs. to distin
guish and defend 'the specificity of the aesthetic' . ('Specificity' 
is used to translate Lukacs's key term kulonosseg-Hungarian
or besonderheit- German; the translation, as Fekete (1972) has 
shown. is difficult. and 'speCia lity' and 'particularity', which 
have both been used, are misleading; Fekete's own translation is 
'peculiarity' .J 

Lukacs sought to define art in ways which would distinguish 
it , categodcal1 y. froin both the 'practical' and the 'magical' . 
'Practical', here, is seen as limited by its containment within 
specific historical forms: for example, the reduced practice of 
capitalist society, which is ordina rily reified as 'reality' and to 
which art is then a necessary alternative. (This repeats, as often 
in Lukacs , the radical idealism of the beginnings of this move
ment). But , equally, the aesthetic must be distinguished from the 
'magica l' or 'religious'. These offer their images as objectt'lely 
real , transcendent. and demanding belief. Art offers its images 
as images, closed and real in themselves (following a familiar 
isolation of the 'aesthet ic'). but at the same lime represents a 
human generality: a real mediation between (isolated) subjectiv
ity and (abstract) universality: a speci fic process of the 'identical 
subject/object' . 
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This definition is the strongest contemporary form of the 
affirmation of genuine 'aesthetic' practice as against a reduced 
'practicali ty' or a displaced 'myth-making'. But it raises funda
mental problems. It is, intrinsically. a categorical proposition, 
defensible at that level but immedia tely su bject to ma;ordifficul
tics when it is taken into the multiple world of social ilnd 
cultural process. Indeed its difficulties are similar to those 
which confronted formalism after its critical attempt to isolate 
the art-object as a thing in itself, to be examined only in its own 
terms and through its own 'means' or 'devices': an attempt 
founded on the hypothesis of a specifically distinguishable 
'poetic language'. It is never the categorical disti nction between 
aesthetic intentions, means, and effects and other intentions, 
means, and effects which presents difficulties. The problem is to 
sustain such a distinction through the inevitable extension to an 
indissoluble social materia l process: notoDly indissoluble in the 
social conditions of the making and reception of art, within a 
general social process from which these can not be excised: but 
also indissoluble in the actual making and reception, which are 
connecting material processes within a socia l system of the use 
and transformation of material {including language} by material 
means. The formalists, seeking 'specificity ', in their detailed 
studies, not in a category but in what they claimed to show as a 
specific 'poetic language', reached th is crucial impasse earl ier 
and more openly. One way out (or back) was the conversion of 
all social and cultural practice to ·aesthetic' forms in this sense: a 
solution, or displacement, since widely evident in the 'closed 
forms' of structuralist linguistics and in structuralist-semiotic 
li terary and cultural studies. Another and more interesting way 
out was to move definition of the aesthetic to a 'function', and 
therefore a 'practice', as distinct from its location in special 
objects or spec ial means. 

The best repesentative of this more interesting apparent solu
tion is Mukarovsky; for example in his Aesrhe~ic FuncHo~, 
Norm and Value as Social Facts. Mukarovsky, facmg the multi
plicity of practice, had little difficulty in showing that 

there are no objects or actions which, by virtue of their essence. or 
organization would, regardless of time, place or the .person ~valuatm.g 
them, possess an aesthetic function, and others WhlCh, ag~tn by t~elr 
very nature, wou ld be necessarily immune 10 the aesthetic funcllOIi. 
(p. I) 
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Be took examples n ot only from the recognized arts, in which 
the aesthetic function which appears to be their primary defini
tion may be displaced and overridden, or destroyed and lost, but 
also from the 'borderline' cases of the decorative arts, craft pro
duction, the continuum of processes in building and arch itec
ture, landscape. social manners, the preparation and presenta
tion of food and drink, and the varied functions of dress, He 
conceded that there are 
-within art and outside of it-objects which, by virtueoftheir organi
zation are Incant to have an aesthetic effect. This is actually the essontial 
property of art. But an active capacity for the aesthetic function is not a 
real property of an object, even if the object has been deliberately 
composed wHh the aesthetic function in mind. Rather, the aesthetic 
function manifests itself only under certain condit ions, Le. in a certain 
social context. {po 3} 

~hat th~n is the aesthetic function? Mukarovsky's elaborately 
dlfferenllated argument ends in the radical diversification of 
what had been singu lartenns, which ye t he retains. Art is not a 
special kind of object bu t one in which the aesthetic function, 
usua,J.ly mixed with other functions. is dominant. Art. with other 
things (landscape and dress, most ev idently), gives aesthetic 
pleasure, but this cannot be transliterated as a sense of beauty or 
a sense of perceived form, since while these are cent ral in the 
aesthetic func tion they are historically and SOCially variable, 
and in all real instances concrete. At the same time the aesthet ic 
function is "not an epiphenomenon of othe r functions" but a 
" codeterminant of human reaction to reality". 

Mukarovsky's important work is bestscenas the penultimate 
stage of the cri tical dissolution of the speCializing and control
ling categories of bourgeois aesthetic theory. Almost all the 
?riginal advantages of this theory have been quite properly, 
mdeed necessarily, abandoned. 'Art' as a categorically separate 
dimension, or bOOy of objects; 'the aesthetic ' as an isalable 
extra-social phenomcnon: each has been broken up by a return 
to the variability, the relativity, and the multiplicity of actual 
cultural practice. We can then see more clearly the ideological 
function of the special izing apgtractions of 'ar t' and ' the aesthe
tic'. What they represent, in an abstract wa y, is a particu lar stage 
of the division of labour. 'Art' is a kind of production which has 
to be secn as separate from the dominant bourgeois productive 
norm: the making of commodities. It has then, in fantasy. to be 
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separated from 'production' altogether; described by the new 
term 'creation'; distinguished from its own material processes; 
distinguished. finally. from other products of its own kind or 
closely related kinds-'art' from 'non-art'; ' literature' from 
'para-literature' or 'popular literature'; 'culture' from 'mass cul
ture', The narrowing abstraction is then so powerful that. in its 
name, we find ways of neglecting (or of dismissing as peri
pheral) that relentless transFormation of art works into com
modities, within the dominant forms of capita list society. Art 
and thinking about art have to separate themselves. by ever 
more absolute abstraction. from the socia l processes w ithin 
which they are s till contained. Aesthetic theory is the main 
instrument of this evasion. In its concentration on receptive 
states, on psychological responses of an abstractly differentiated 
kind, it represents the division of labour in consumption cor
responding to the abstraction of art as the division of labour in 
production. 

Mukorovsky, from within this tradition, in effect destroyed it. 
He restored real connections even while retaining the terms of 
the deliberate disconnection. Aesthetic function, aesthetic 
norms, aesthetic va lues: each in turn was scru pulously followed 
through to historical social practice, yet each, as a category, was 
almost desperately retained. The reason is evident. While the 
dominant elements of human practice, within a specific and 
dominant form of society, exclude o r undervalue known and 
pressing elements of human intention and response, a 
specia li7.ed Hnd privileged area-'a rt' and·'the aesthetic'-hH5, it 
can seem, to be defined and defended. even after the point at 
which it is realized that interrelationship and interpenetration 
are radically inevitable: the point at which the 'area' is re
defined as a 'function '. 

The next step in the argument has now to be taken. What 
Mukarovsky abstracted as a function has to be seen, rather, as a 
series of situations, in which specific intentions and responses 
combine. within discoverable formations, to produce a true 
range of specific foets and effects. It is obvious that one primary 
feature of such si tuations is the availability of works which are 
specifically designed to occasion them, and of specific institu 
tions which are intended to be such actual occasions; (an occa
sion , however, is on ly potentially a [unction). Yet such sit ua
tions are still, as history shows us, highly variable and rom-
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monly mixed, a nd the works and institutions vary accordingly. 
It is in this sense that we have to replace the specializing 
category of ·the aesthetic', and its dependent and circulating 
categories of 'the arts', by the radically different vocabu lary of 
'the dominant' , the 'associated', and the 'subordinate' which, in 
the last phase of rigorous specializat ion, the formalists and the 
social formalists necessarily developed. What the formalists saw 
as a hierarchy wilhin specific forms , and the social formalists as 
a hierarchy of specific pradiu:s , has to be ex tended to the area in 
which these hierarchies are both determined and contested: the 
full social material process itself. 

Apart from the complications of received theory, this is not 
reaUy difficult. Anyone who is in contact with the real multi
plicity of writing, and with the no less rea l mUltiplicity of those 
forms of writing that have been specialized as literature, is 
already aware of the range of intentions and responses which are 
continually and variably manifest and latent. The honest mud
dle that so often arises is a consequence of pressure from both 
ends of a range of received and incompatible theories. If we 
are asked to believe that all literature is 'ideology', in the crude 
:-ense that its dominant intention (and then our only response) 
IS th~ rommunication or imposition of 'social' or 'political' 
meamngs and values. we can only, in the end. turn away. If 
we are asked to believe that all literature is 'aesthetic', in the 
crude sense that its dominant intention (and then our only 
r~sponse) is the beauty of language or form. we may s ta y a 
httle longer but will still in the end lurn away. Some people 
will lurch from one position to the olher. More, in practice, 
will retreat to an indifferent acknowledgement of com
plexity. or assert the autonomy of thei r own (usually con
sensual) response. 
. But .i t is really much simpler to face the facts or the range of 
mtenhons and effects, and to fare it as a ronge. All writing 
carries references, meanings, and values . To suppress or dis
place them is in the end impossible. But to say 'a ll writing 
carrie:s' ~ only a way of saying that language and form are 
conshtutlve processes of rererence, meaning. and value, and 
t~at these are not necessarily identical with, or exhausted by, the 
kmds of reference. meaning, and value that correspond or can be 
grouped with generalized references, meanings and va lues that 
are also evident, in other senses and in summary, elsewhere. 
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This recognition is lost if it is specialized to 'beauty'. though to 
suppress or displace the real experience to which that abslrac~ 
tiOll points is also in the end impossible. The true effects of many 
kinds of writing are indeed quite physical: specific alterations of 
physical rhythms. physical organization: experiences of quick. 
ening and slowing,of expansion and of intensification. It was to 
these experiences. more varied and more intricate than any 
general naming can indicate. that the categorization of 'the 
aesthetic' appea red to speak, and that the reduction to 'ideology ' 
tried and failed to deny or make incidental. Yet the ca tegoriza
tion was complicit with a deliberately dividing society, and 
could then not admit what is also evident: the dulting, the 
lulling, the chiming, the overbearing, which are also, in r~l 
tenns, 'aesthetic' experiences: aesthetic effects but also aesthehc 
intentions. What we can practically though variably recognize 
in specific works has to be linked with the complex formations, 
si tuations, and occasions in which such intentions and such 
responses are made possible, are modified. and are encouraged 
or deflected . 

Thus we have to reject 'the aesthetic' both as a separate 
abstract dimension and as a separate abstract function . We have 
to reject' Aesthetics' to the large extent that it is posited on these 
abstractions. At the same time we have to recognize and indeed 
emphasize the specific variable intentions and the specific var;
able responses that have been grouped as aesthetic in distinction 
from other isolated intentions and responses. and in particular 
from information and suasion, in thei r Simplest senses. Indeed. 
we cannot rule out. theoretically, the possibility of discovering 
certain invariant combinations of elements within this group
ing. even while we recognize that such invariant combinations 
as have hitherto been described depend on evident processes of 
supra-historical appropriation and selection . Moreover. the 
grouping is nol a way of assigning value. even relative value. 
Any concentration on language or fonn. in sustained or te~JJ:Or
ary priority over other elements and other ways of reahzlDg 
meaning and value. is specific: at times an intense and irre
placeable experience in which these fundamental elements of 
human process are directly stimulated. reinforced, or extended; 
at times , at a different extreme, a n evasion of other immediate 
connections, an evacuation of immediate situa tion, or a 
privileged indifference to the human process as a whole. ("Does 
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a man die at your feet, your business is not to help him, but to 
note the colour of his lips.")· 

Value cannot reside in tho concentration or in the priority or 
in the elements which provoke these. The argument of values is 
in the variable encounters of intention and response in specific 
situations. The key to any analysis. and from analysis back to 
theory. is then the recognition of precise situations in which 
what have been isolated, and displaced, as 'the aesthetic inten
tion ' and 'the aesthetic response' have occurred. Such 'situa· 
lions' are not only 'moments .' In the varied historical develop
ment of human culture they are almost continuously both 
organized and disorganized, with precise bUI highly variable 
formations initiating, sustaining. enclosing, Or destroying them. 
The history of such formations is the specific aod highly varied 
history of art. Yet to enter any part of this hislory, in an active 
way, we have to Jearn to understand the specific ele
ments-conventions and nota tions-which are the material 
keys to intention a nd response, and. more generally, the specific 
elements which SOCially and historically determine and signify 
aesthetic and other situations. 

• fohn Ruskin I.n cbe mlnuscrlpt prlnced II I n Appendix Co Modern Palnterl 
(Ubrtry Edition, London, 1903- 12). ii. 38&-9. 
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3. From Medium to Social Practice 

Any description of 'situations' is manifes~y soci~l . but 85 a 
description of cu ltural practice it is still eVld~ntJy Jncom~lctc. 
What is ordinaril y added (or what in an earlter and persistent 
kind of theory was taken as definitive) is 8 speci~icatio.n ~r 
cultural practice in terms of its 'medium ', Literature, It Is sa l~ ' IS 

a particular kind of work in the medium of la nguage. Anythl?g 
else. though important. is peripl.leral to th is: a situation In ~hlCh 
the real work is begun , or in which it is received. The work Itsel f 
is in 'the medium' , 

Some emphasis o f this kind is indeed necessary. but we have 
ta loak very carefully at its definition as work ina 'medium'. We 
saw earlier the inherent dualism in the idea of 'media t ion ', but in 
most of its uses it continues to denote an activity: an active 
relationship or, more interestingly, a specific transformation of 
mate-rial . What is interesting about 'medium' isthst itbeg~ asa 
definition of an activity by an apparently au tonomous ob}Cct or 
force. This was particularly clear when the word acquired the 
first clement of its modern sense in t~e early scventee~th cen· 
tury. Thus ' to the Sight tbree things a re required, tbeOb)CCt,.the 
Organ and the Medium' . Here a description of the practical 
activit y of seeing. which is a whole and comple,x process of 
relationship between the developed organs of ~ I~t an~ tho 
accessible properties of things seen, is characteristically mter· 
rupted by the invention of a third term which is ~iven .its ow.n 
properties . in abstraction from the practical rela tionshIp. ThIS 
general notion of intervening and in effect cau~ 1 substances. on 
which various practical operations were beheved to depend. 
had a long course in scientific thought, d.own to 'ph l ogis~n ' and 
'caloric '. But in the case of a hypothetical substance, 10 some 
natural operation . it was accessible to and could be corrected by 
continued observation. 

It was a different matter when the same hypothesis was 
applied to human activities, and especially to language. Dacon 
wrote of thoughts 'expressed by the Medium of Word~s', ~d 
this is an example of the familiar position, already exammed , lD 

which thoughts exist before language and are then expressed 
through its ' medium'. A constitutive human activity is thus 
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abs~cted and object ified. Words are seen as objects, things, 
which men take up and arrange into particular forms to express 
or communica te information which , before thi s work in the 
'medium', they aJready possess. This notion, in many different 
fonus, has persisted even into some modem communica tions 
theory. It rea~hcs its extreme in the assumption of the indepen
dent properlles of the 'medium', which, in one kind of theory, is 
seen as determining not only the 'content' of what is communi. 
CQ ted but also the social rclalionships withlu which the C(lm . 

munication takes place. !n this influential kind of technological 
detenninism (for example, in McLuban) the 'medium' is 
(metaphysically) the master. 

Two other developments in the idea of a 'medium' must also 
be noted. From the eighteenth century it was often used to 
describe what we would now ord inarily call a means of com. 
munica t~on. It was particularly used of newspapers: "through 
the medium . . . of your publication"; "your Journal one of the 
best possible mediums". In the twentieth century, the descrip
Uon of a newspaper as a 'medium' for advertising became com.' 
mon , and the extended description of the press and broadcasting 
8S 'the media ' was affected. by th is. 'A medium' or 'the media' is 
then, on the one hand, a term for a social organ or institution of 
general oommunication-a relatively neutral use-and, on the 
other hand, a term for a secondary or derived. use (as in advertis
ing) of an orga,n or. institution with another apparently primary 
purpose. Yet tn mther case the 'medium' is a form of social 
organization, something essen tia lly differentfrom the idp.a of an 
intermediate communicative substance. 

However, the notion of an intermediate substance was a lso 
~tensively and simultaneously developed, especially in the 
~Isual arts: ' the medium of oils' or 'the medium of water-colour': 
10 fact as a developmen tf rom a relati vely neutral scientific sense 
of the carrier o~ somea~ti ves~bst~nce. The 'medium' in painting 
had been any liquid With which pIgments could be mixed; it was 
t~en extended to the acti ve mixture and so to the specific prac
tice. There was then an importan t ex tended use in all the arts. 
'~edium ' ~came the specific material with which a particular 
kmd of artist worked. To understand this 'medium' was obvi
ouslya condition of professional skill and practice. Thus far 
thece was not, and is not, any rea l d ifficulty. But <Ii famiJiar 
process of reification occurred , reinforced by the influence of 
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formalism. The properties of 'the medium' were abstracted as if 
they defined the practice, rather than being its m~a ns . T~is 
interpretation then suppressed the full sensc of practIce, which 
has always to be defined as work on a ma terial for a speCific 
purpose within certain necessary socia l condit ions. Yet ,this rea l 
practice is casii ydispiaced (often by only a sma ll ex tension (T?m 
the necessary emph8sis on knowing how to handle the matena!) 
to an activity defined. not by the material. which would be 
altogether too crude. but by that particular projection and reifi
calion of work on the material which is ca lled 'the medium', 

Yet this is still a projection and reifica tion of a practica l 
operation. Even in this diminished form, concentrat ion on 'the 
medium', as a t least the loca tion of a process of work, is very 
much preferable to those conceptions of 'art' which had become 
almost wholly divorced from its original general sense of skilled 
work (as 'poetry' had a lso been moved from a sense which 
contained 8 central emphasiS on 'making' a nd ' the maker'). In 
fact the two processes-the idealization of artand the reification 
of the medium-were connected, through a specific and s trange 
historical development. Art was idea lized to distinguish it from 
'mechanica l' work. One motive, undoubtedl y, was a s imple 
class emphasis, to separate 'higher' things-the objects of 
interest to free men , the 'liberal arts'-from the 'ordinary' busi
ness (,meGhanical' as manual work, and then as work with 
machines) of the 'everyday world '. A later phase of the idealiza
tion, however, was a form of oblique (and sometimes direct) 
protest against what work had become, within capitalistproduc
lion. An early manifesto of Enghsh Romanticism, Young'sCon
jectureson Original Composition (1159), defined original art as 
rising 
spontaneously from the vital root of genius; it grows, it is not made. 
Imitations ore oft en a sort of manufacture, wrought up by those 
mechan ics , ort and Jobour, ou t ofpre-exis tcDtmaterials not their own. 

From a similar position Blake attacked 
the Monopolizing Trader who Manufactures Art by the Handsot 19nor
ont Joum eymcn till . .. he is Counted the GrcatestGcnius who can sell a 
Good-for-Nothing Commodity for a Groat Price. 

All the traditional terms were now in fact confused, under the 
pressure of cha nges in the general mode of prodUction, and the 
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steady extension of these changes to the production of 'art' , 
when both art and knowledgo, as Adam Smith realis tically 
observed, were 

purchased, in the same manner as shoes or stockings, from those whose 
business it is to make up and prepare for the market that particula r 
species or goods. 

Both the dominant bou rgeois definition of work as the produc
tion of commodities, and the s teady practica l indusion of works 
of art as commodities am ong others, led to this special form of a 
general protest. 

A practical alienation was being radica lly experienced. at two 
interconnecting levels. There was the loss of connection be
tween a worker's own purposes, and thu!, his 'Original ' identity, 
and the actual work he was hired to perform. There was also the 
loss of the 'work' itself, \vhich when it was made, within th is 
mode of production, necessarily became a commodit y. The pro
test in the name of 'art' was then at one level the protest of 
craftsmen-most of them Iiteraily hand-craftsmen-against a 
mode of production which s teadily excluded them or pro
found ly altered their status. But at another level it was a claim 
for a significant meaning of work-that of using human energy 
on material for an autonomous purpose-which was being radi
ca lly displaced and denied, in most kinds of production, but 
which could be more readil y and more confidently asserted, in 
the case of art. by association with the 'life of the spi rit' or 'ou r 
general humanity', 

The argu ment was even tually consciously articulated a nd 
generally applied by William Morris. But the orthodox 
development of the origina l perception was an idealization, in 
which 'art' was exempted from, made exceptional to , what 
'work' had been made to mean. At the same time, however, no 
artist could di spense with his working skills. Still, as before, the 
making of art was experienced, tangibly, as a craft, a skill, a Jong 
working process. The specia l senses of 'medium' were then 
exceptionally reinforced: medium as intermediate agency, be
tween an 'artistic impulse' and a complete 'work '; or medium as 
the objectified properti es of the working process itself. To have 
.seen the working process differently, not with the specialiZing 
senses of 'medium', but as a particular case of conscious prac
ti ce, and thus 'practical consciousness', would have endangered 
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the precious reservation of art from the conditions. not only of 
practical everyday work- that relation which had once, in a 
different social order, been accepted-but of the capitalist sys
tem of material production for a market. 

Yet painters and sculptors remained manual workers. Musi
cians remained involved with the material performance and 
material notation of instruments which were the products of 
conscious and prolonged manual skills. Dramatists remained 
involved with the material properties of stages and the physical 
properties of actors and voices. Writers, in ways which we must 
examine and distinguish. handled material notations on paper. 
Necessarily. inside any art. there is this physical a,nd material 
consciousness. It is on ly when the work ins process and its 
results are seen or interpreted in the degraded forms of material 
commodity production that the significant protest- the denial 
of materiality by these necessary workers with materia l-is 
made and projected into abst racted 'higher' or 'spiritua l' forms. 
The protest is understandable. but these ' higher' forms of pro
duction. embod ying many of the most intense and most sig
nificant forms of human experience, are more clearly under
stood when they are recognized as specific ob;ectifications. in 
relatively durable material organizations. of what are otherwise 
the least durable though often the most powerful and affective 
huma n moments. The inescapable materiality of works of art is 
then the irreplaceable materialization of kinds of experience. 
including experience of the production of objects. which. from 
our deepest SOCiality, go beyond not only the production of 
commodities but also our ordinary experience of objects. 

At the same time, beyond this, material cultural production 
has a specific social history. Much oftheevident crisis of "litera
ture' . in the second half of the twentieth century, is the result of 
altered processes and relationships in basic material produc
'ion . 1 do not mean only the radical material changes in printing 
~nd publishing, though these have had direct effects. I mean also 
the development of new material forms of dramatization and 
narrative in the specific technologies of motion pictures, sound 
broadcast ing, and television. involving not only new intrinsic 
material processes, which in the more complex technologies 
bring with them Quite new problems of material notation and 
rea lization. but a lso new working relationships on which the 
complex technologies depend. In one phase of material literary 
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_ produ.clion. most typically from the seventeenth to the mid
.~ - twentIeth century, the author was a solitary hand worker, alonc 

~.i" with ~js . 'm~dium', Subsequent material processes- printing 

l
and dlstnbution-could then be seen as simple accesso ri es, But 

. - r"j-- in other phases. ea rlier and later, the work was from the begin
~. ni?& undertaken in r~lation \~ith ~thers {fur example in the 
-" - Ehzabethan theatre or m a motton~plcture or broadcasting unit) 

I and the immediate material process was more than notation as a 
- stage ~f trallscrip.tio~ or pu~lication. It was, and is. co-operative 

\ matenal produchon mvolvmg many processesofa material and 

I physical kind. The reservation of'literature' to the specific tech-
nology of pen and paper, linked to the printed book, is then an 

I
I important historical phase, but not. in rel ation to the many 

p~actices which it offers to represent. any kind of absolute defin~ 
IUon, 

Yet these are not, except in a kind of shorthand. problems of 
'the medium' or of 'new media'. Every specific art has dissolved 
into it. at every level of its operations, not only specific social 
relationships, which in a given phase define it (evenat its most 
apparently solitary). but also specific material means of produc
tion, on the mastery of which its production depends. It is 
because they a re dissolved that they are not 'media ', The form of 
social relationship and the form of material production arespec
ifica.lly linked. Not always, however, in some simple identity. 
The contradiction between 8n increaSingly colJaborative pro. 
duction and the lea rned sleills and values of individual produc
tion is now espec.ialJ y acute in several kinds of writing {the dra
matic most evidently, but also much narrative and argument), 
and not only 8S a publishing or distributing problem, as which it 
is often most identifiable, but right back in the processes of 
writing itself. 

Significantly, since the late nineteenth cen tury, crises of 
technique-which can be isolated as problems of the 'medium' 
or of the 'form'-have been directly linked with 8 sense of crisis 
in the relationship of art to society, or in the very purposes of art 
which had previously been agreed or even taken for granted. A 
new technique has often been secn, realistically , as a new rela
tionship , or as depending on a new re lationship. Thus what had 
been isolated as 8 medium, in many ways rightly as a way of 
emphasizing the material production which any art must be, 
came to be seen, inevitably, as social practice; or, in the crisis of 
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modern cultural production, as a cri sis o~ soci~l practiced Thj~ is 
the crucia l common factor, in otherwise d,vers~ te n enC1.es, 
which links the radical aestheti cs of D?odem lsm a nd the 
revolutionary theory and practice of MarXIsm. 

4. Signs and Notations 

Language, then, is no t a medium: it is a' constitutive element of 
material socia l practi ce. Ruti fth is is so, i t is clearly alsoa special 
case:-Vorit Is -at once a material practice and a process in which 
many com plex activities. of a less manifestly material 
kind- from information to interaction, from representation to 
imagi nation. and from abstract thought to immediate emo
tion-are specifically reali zed. Language is in facta special kind 
of material practice: that of human socialit y. And then. to the 
exten t that material practice is limited to the production of 
objects. o r that social practice is taken to exclude o r to contrast 
with individual practice. language can become unrecognizable 
in its rea l forms. Within this failure of recognition, alternative 
partial accounts of language are made the basis of, among other 
matters. alternative kinds of literary theory. The two major 
alternative kinds. in our own culture. are on the one hand 
'expressivism ', in its simple forms of 'psychologica l realism' or 
the writing of 'personal experience ', o r its disguised forms of 
naturalism and simple realism-expressing the truth of an 
observed situaHon or fact- and on the other hand, 'formalism' . 
in its variants of instances of a form, assem blies of literary 
devices, or 'texts' of a 'system of signs'. Each of these general 
theories grasps real elements of the practice of writing, but 
commonly in ways which deny other rea l elements and even 
make them inconceivable. 

Thus formalism focuses our attention on what is eviden tly 
present and might well be overlooked in writing: the specific 
and definitive uses of literary forms of ma ny kinds, from the 
most general to the most loca l. which have always to be seen as 
more than simple 'vehicles' or 'scaffolding' for the expression of 
an independent experience. At the same time it deflects our 
attention, a nd in doing so becomes incredible beyond certain 
limited circles, from the more than formal meanings and values. 
and in this sense the defin ing experiences, of almost all actual 
works. The impatient 'commonsense' reaction, that Hteratu re 
does, quite evidentl y, describe events, depict s ituations, express 
theexperiencesof reaJmen and women, isin this contex t under
s tanda bleand persuasive. Yet the reaction is still not a possible 
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literary theory, that is to say. a consciousness of real literary 
practice. We have t6 learn to look in the space, be~~een the 
deflection and the reaction if we are to grasp the Slgmficance of 
the practice as a whole. What we then find is that we have been 
dealing with complementary errors. 

The cenlral error of exprcssivist theory- an error com.~on to 
descriptions of naturalism or s imple realism and to descnp,tions 
of psychologica l rea lism o r literature 8S personal expen cDd (descri ptions which arc in fact often o pposed to, each o ther an 
which contend for significance and pn orltY)-ls the fallu~ t,D 
acknowledge the fact that meaning is always produced ; It IS 

never simply expressed. 
There nrc indeed crucial variations in the methods of its pro

duction, from a relatively com plete reliance on already e~tab. 
lishcd meanings and interrelations of meanings to ~ relati vely 
complete reworking of available meaning.s and the dIscovery of 
new combina tions of meanings. In fact neither ?fth~se methods 
is as complete, as self-contained, as it may at fl~t sight appear. 
The 'orthodox' work is still al ways a SpecifIC production. 
'Experimental ' work depends, even predomin antl y, on a shared 
consciousness of already available mean ings. For these are the 
defining cha racleristia and then the real determ~a tions of the 
process of language as such. No expressto~ . th.at l~ to say:-no 
account, description, depiction, portrait- Is. natural or 
'straightforward '. Thesc are at most socially relative terms. ,lan
guage is not a pure medium through which the ~Hty of a hf~ or 
the reaUt y of an event or an experience ~ r the reah t,y?f a society 
can 'fl ow', It is a socially shared and rec1proca l achvlty, alread,y 
embedded in active relationships, within which, every move IS 

an activation of what is already shared and reciprocal or may 

become so' I" " 1 t 
Thus to address an account to another is , exp IClt y o r po. en· 

tiall y, as in any act of expression, to evoke or propose a re latl~n
ship , It is also, through thi s, to evoke or propose an actl~c 
rela tionship to the experience being expressed, whether thIs 
condition of relationship is seen as the truth of a real event o!the 
significance of an imagined event, the rea lity of 0. socia l sItua
tion or the significance of a response to it , the r~ality o.f a ~rivate 
experience or the significance of its imaginative pr,?Je~t~on , or 
the rea li ty of somc part of the physical worJd or,the Significa nce 
of some element of perception or response to It. 
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Every expression proposes th is complex relationship. on 
which. but to va ria ble degrees of consciousness and conscious 
attention . it depends, It is then important that the complex 
rela tionship impl ici t in a n yex press ion should not be reduced to 
categorical o r general (for exam ple, abstracted politica l and 
economic) factors, as some of the sim pler Marxist theories pro· 
pose, But it re mains essential to grasp the full socia l s ignifican ce 
that is alwaysocrive and inherent in any apparently 'natural' o r 
's traightforward' account. Crucia l assumptions and p ro pos i
tions, not si mply in ideology or in conscious stance , but in the 
ebb and flow of feeling from and to others, in assu med situations 
and relationships, and in the relationships implied or proposed 
within the immediate uses of la nguage , arc always present and 
are always directly significant. In many instances, and espe
cia lly in class-divided socie ties, it is necessary to make them 
explicit, by analysis, and to show, in detail, that this is not a case 
of going 'beyond' the literary work, but of going more 
thoroughl y in to its full (and not arbitra rily protected) expressive 
significance, 

It was a version of this procedure which one tendency in 
fonnalism proposed, Other variants of formalism underlined the 
general forms within which part icular expressions occurred, or 
d rew attention to the devices , seen as active elements of form or 
formation, through which presentation of the expression was 
effected, A more radical formalism, reacting against notions of 
language and expression as 'natural', reduced thc whole process 
to what it saw as its basic constituents; to 's igns', a nd then to a 
'system of signs', concepts which it had borrowed from one kind 
of linguistics (see I, 2 above), 

The sense o f a p~rw1.uction_oJ _mean,in_s!.,was then notably 
strengthened, Any unit of express ion can be shown. by anaJysis, 
to depend on the formal signs which are words and not persons 
ortbings, a nd on their formal arran gement. 'NaturaJ ' expression 
of 'rea lity ' or 'experience' can be convincingly shown to be a 
myth , occluding Ihis real and demonstrable activity, Yet what 
then usua lly happened was the production (itself not 
scrutinized) of a new myth , based on the following assumptions: 
that all 'signs' a re arbitrary; that the 'system of signs' is deter
mined by its formal internal rela tions; that 'expression ' is not 
only nol 'na tural' but is a foml of 'codification '; and that the 
appropria te response to 'codi fication ' is 'decipherment' , 
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' deconstruction '. Each of these assumptions is in fact i.d~logi. 
cal. to be sure in response to another and more pervasive Ideo-

logy. . . f . 0 
For the 'sign' is 'arbitrary' only from a p~sltl~n 0 c,onsclOu5 r 

unconscious alienation. Its apparent arbitrariness ,IS a ,fonn of 
socia l distance, itself a form of rela tionship. The SOCial history ~f 
philology and of comparative l~nguistics, based so largely I,n 

residual or in colonizing formations, prepared the way for ~ll S 
alienation , and. ironically. naturalized it. E~err e~presslOn, 
every utterance, is within it s procedures an ah en fact . The 
formal quality of words as 'signs ', whic~ ~as corr~Uy per
ceived. was rendered as 'arbitrary' by a prlvlle~e~ wlthdra~al 
from the lived and living relationships which. wlth~any nallve 
language (the languages of real societies, to which aU ~on 
belong), make aU formal meanings significant and sub~tontJal, 
' n a world of reciprocal reference which moves" as It must, 
~yond the signs. To reduce words to 'arbitra~ ' signs, an~ to 
reduce language to a 'system' of signs, is then eI ther a reahze~ 
alienation (the position of the aI,ien O,bserve,r of another peop~e s 
language or of the conscious lingUist deh~rately abstrac~ng 
lived and living forms for scientific ana lYSIS) or an unreahzed 
alienation , in which a specific gro~p , f~r understandable 
reasons, overlooks its privileged relationship, to the r~I, ~d 
active language and society all around ~t and IP fact WJthlO It, 
and projects onto the activities of others ItS own forms 0,£ ~Hen~. 
tion, There is a respectable variant of this latter pOSI,h?n, 10 

which the society or form of society within which the prtvlleg~d 
group operates is seen as 'alienat~d ', in Marxist or post,MarxlSt 
terms, and the 'arbitrary' signs and the 'codes' ~~y compose are 
seen as forms ofbourgeois society, But even thiS IS unac~eptab~e 
because the theoretica l assumptions within which the diagnOSIs 
is made-the arbitrariness of all 'signs' , for exampl~~e :un -
damentaJly inoompatible with recognition ,of any sp~ClfJC ~mds 
of alienation, Indeed. what really follows IS the uDlv~rs~hty of 
aHenation, the pos ition of a dosely associated ~urgeols Ide~.list 
format ion, drawing its assumptions from a universalist (mamly 
Freudian) psychology. 

Again. if a 'system of signs' has only ,intom,al fO,rma~ rules, 
there can be no specific social formabons , , 10 ,hlstortcal , or 
sociologica l terms, to institute, vary, or alter thIs kmd of (SOCIa l) 
practice, Nor, finally, can there be fu ll social practico of any 
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kind, The description of active practice in language as 'codifica· 
tion' , while appea ring to point to the rela tionships and refer· 
ences which the description of 'natural' expression occludes, 
then in its own way occludes them, by Withdrawing attention 
from a continuous and varied material socia l practice, and 
rendering all this prat':tice into formal term s, 'Code' has a further 
irony. in that it implies. somewhere, the existence of the same 
message 'in clear', But this, even as a fonnal account of Ian· 
guase, is radically wrong, and the simple notion of 'decoding' 
the messages of others is then a privileged fantasy, The (alien
ated) reference to the 'science' of such deconstruction is a dis· 
placement from the social situation, in which speci fic forma. 
lions, and specific individuals. in highly differential but discov, 
crable ways, afe all (including the decoders) using, offering. 
testing, amending, and altering this central and subs tantial cle· 
ment of their own material and socia l reJationships , To occlude 
these relationships, by redUCing their expressed forms to a lin· 
guistic system , is a kind of error closely rela ted, in effect, to that 
made by the theorist of 'pure ' expression, for whom. also, there 
was no materially and socia ll y differential world of lived and 
living practice; a human world of which language. in and 
through its own fonns, is itself always a form , 

To understand the materiality of language we have of course 
to distingu ish between spOKen words and written nota tions, 
This distinction , which the concept of 'sign ' funda mentally 
obscures. has to be related to a development in means of produc
tion, Spoken words are a process of human activity using only 
immediate, constitutive, physical resources. Written \'Vords, 
with their oontinuing but not nocessarily direct relation to 
speech, are a form of ma terial production, adapting non-human 
resources to a human end, 

There are now intermediate cases, in the mechanical and 
electronic recording, reproduction , and composi tion of speech , 
yet these are not, of course, notations, though difficuJt problems 
of notation are at times involved in their preparation, But the 
central characteristic of writing is the production of material 
notations . though the purposes and therefore the means of pre; 
duction are variable, Thus the written play is a notation of 
intended speech, and sometimes also of intended movement 
and scono (I have analysed these variations in Drama in Perfor. 
mance), Some written [onn! arc a record of speech, or a text for 
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speech, (speeches. lectures, sermons). But the character~tic 
'li terary' form is written notation for reading. It l.s chara~tenstlc 
of such notations, in printing obviously but also 10 copying , that 
they are reproducible. They arc unlike normal forms .of.pro
duced material objects. even such related forms as pamtll~gs. 
For their essential material existence is in the reproducible 
notations, w hich are then radica lly dependent on the cultur~J 
system within which the notations are current , 85 weU 8.5 . ~n 
a secondary way. on the socia l and economic system wltblO 
which they are distributed. It is thus in the ~hole an~ comp~ex 
process of notation that we find the reallt.y of. ~lS specific 
material and social process. Once again the hngulstlc elements 
are not signs; they are the notations of actual productive rela-
tionshi ps. . 

The most basic kind of notation is of course the alphabetJc. fn 
highly literate cultures this means of production is in effect 
almost naturalized, but the more we learn about the process~s of 
reading the more we realize the activ~ and interae.live.relatIon
ship which this apparently settled kmd of nota tion lDvolve~. 
Thus the notation is not, even at this Jevel, simple tra~sfer; It 
depends upon the acti ve grasping, often by re~ted trial a nd 
error, of shapes and relationshi ps which the not~hon proI??tes 
but does not guarantee. Reading, then. is as active as wnting, 
and the notation, as means of production, depends on ~th these 
activities and upon their effective relationship: What IS tT?c b~t 
general at this basic level re~ains ~ru~ bu~ high ly specific In 

more specifying forms of notation wlthm thiS genera l process, 
Consider, for example, the complex notations of source: the 

indications, at times quite direct, at times highl y indirect, o~ the 
iden tity of the writer, in a ll its possible sen ses. Such notahons 
are often closely involved with indica tions of situation, the 
combinations of situation and identity often constituting crucia l 
notations of part of the relationshi p into which the writing is 
intended to enter. The process of reading, in anything more than 
its most literal sense is rad ica lly dependent on these indica
tions: not only as an' answer to the necessary question, 'who 
"speaks"?', but as answers to the necessary range. of, rela~ed 
questions: 'from what situation? '; 'with what authonty?'; 'Wlth 
what intention?'. 

Such questions are often answered by te~ica l analys.is: the 
identification of 'devices'. But the technical observah ons-
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whether arrived a t anaJytically or, as much more commonl y, 
through the understanding of conventional indica tions within a 
shared culture-are always methods of establishing, in what is 
reaU~ a simultaneous movement , the nature of the specific pro
ductlve process and of the inherent rela tionship which it pro
poses, The indications may bcvery general; to show wheUler we 
are reading novel, biography, autobiography. memoir, or histor
ica l account. But ma ny of the most significan t nota tions are 
par!icu.lar: indica ti~n,s of s~ech •. ~portcd speech and dialogue; 
mdlcshons of expliCi t and Impbclt thought processes; indica
tions of displaced Or suspended monologue, dialogue, or 
thought; indications of direct or of 'characteri zed ' observa tion. 
All ex tended reading and all developed writing depend on an 
understanding of the range of these indications, and the indica
tions depend on both received and possible relationships, loc
ally materialized by processes of complex notation, And this is 
to see the matter only a t the leve l ofthespeciJication of persons, 
events, a nd experiences. Some of the most important notations 
~ i~dications of writi ng for readin g in more immedia te ways, 
wllhm the productivo process itself. Notations of order, 
arrangement, and the mutual rela tionship of parts; notations of 
pause, of break, of transition; notations of emphasis: all these 
can be said to control, but are better described as ways of realiz
ing, the process of the specific productive relationship that i s at 
once .. in its character as notation, a way of writing and a way of 
readmg. 

It was the specific contribuUon of formalist s tudies, as of 8 

much older trad ition of rhetoric, to identify and to demonstrate 
the operation of such notations. At tbe same time, by redUcing 
them to elements of a formal system, they occluded tbe extend
ing relationshi ps of which these elements are always and inevit
ably the productive means. Expressivist studies, on the other 
hand, reduced notations, where they noticed them a t all, to 
mechanical elements- means to other ends- or to elements of 
decoration or the simple formalities of address. To the extent 
that this can sustain attention to the full human experi ences and 
relationships which are in fact always in process in and through 
the notations, it can seem the lesser error. But the errors of each 
tendency are complementary. and can be corrected onl y by a 
fully social theory of literature. For the notat ions are reJation
ships, expressed, offered, tested. and amended in a whole social 
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process , in which device, expression, and the ~ubstance. of 
expression are in the end inseparable. To look at ~hls conclusion 
in another way, \ \Te must look at the nature of hterary conven-
tions. . 

5. Conventions 

The meaning of convention was originally an assembly and 
then, by derivation, an agreement. Later the sense of agreement 
was extended to tacit agreement and thence to custom. An 
adverse sense developed, in which a convention was seen as no 
more than an old rule, or somebody else's rule. which it was 
proper and often necessary to disregard. The meaning of 'con
vention' in ar t and literature is still radically affected by this 
varying history of the word. 

Yet the point is not to choose between the relatively favoura
ble and unfavourable senses. Within any social theory of art and 
literature, a convention is an established relationship, or ground 
of a relationship, through which a speci fic shared practice-the 
making of actual works- can be realized. It is the local or genera l 
indicator, both of the situations and occasions of art, and of the 
means of an art. A social theory, with its emphasis on distinct 
and contrasting traditions , institutions, and fo rmations, related 
to but not identical with distinct and opposing social classes, is 
th us well placed to understand the shifting evaluations of con
ventions and of the reality of conventions. Negatively it can 
uncover the characteristic belief of certain classes, institutions, 
and formations that their interests an d procedures are not artifi
cial and limited but universally valid and applicable, their 
methods then being 'true', 'rea)', or 'natura l' as distinct from the 
limited and limiting 'conventions' of others. POSitively it can 
show the real grounds of the inclusions and exclusions, the 
styles and the ways of seeing, that speCific conventions embody 
and ratify. For a socia l theory insists on seeing, within aU estab
lished relationships and procedures, the speci fic substance and 
its methods, rather than an ass umed or claimed 'self-evidence' 
or universality. 

Conventions are in this sense inherent, and by definition are 
historically variable. This does not mean, however, that certain 
kinds of convention do not extend beyond their period, class, or 
fonoation. Some fundamental literary conventions do so 
extend, and are crucial to problems of genre and form. Moreover, 
we need to define the complex relation between conventions 
and notations. For while all notations are conven tional, not all 
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conventions are specific notations. Notations , whil,e obviously 
more specific. are also more limited than conventions, which 
can include. for example, conventions of the absence or the 
setting aside of certain procedu~es and substance ",:hich other 
conventions include. Indeed. without such conventions, many 
notations would be incomplete or even incomprehensible. 

Certain basic conventions become in effect naturalized within 
a particular cultural tradition. This is true, for ~xa?"pl e , ~f the 
basic oonvenUon of dramatic performance. with liS assigned 
distribution of actors and spectators. Within a culture in which 
drama is now conven tional , the distribution seems se lf-evident 
and the restraints arc normally respected. Outside such a cui· 
ture . or at its edges, the represented dramatic action may be 
taken as a 'real' act, or spectators may try to intervene, beyond 
the conventional restraints. Even within a culture with a long 
t radition of drama, comparable responses, putting the conven
tions under pressure, are common. For dramn~ic porfor"?~nce is 
a convention instituted in specific periods wttbm specific cul
tures, rather than any kind of 'natural' behaviour. Similar deep 
conventions, involving agreed relationships, apply to most 
kinds of oral narrative and address. Authorial identification, in 
drama and in printed books, is similarly subject to his torica ll y 
variable conventions which determine the whole concep t of 
composition. . 

Moreover within these fundamental conventions, every ele
ment of co~position is a lso ronventional, with significant his
torical variations in different peripdsand cultures, both between 
conventions a nd between their relative unity and relative diver
sity. Thus basic modes of 'speech ' -from chora l to individual 
singing to recitative to declamation to rehearsed conversa
tioo-orof writing- from the range of verse forms to the forms of 
prose, and from the 'monologic' to the 'colloct!ve'-and ~en the 
diversity of each in relation to contemporary . everyday spoken 
foons. are radically conventional. They are 10 man y cases but 
not a ll indica ted by specific notations. All these are separable as 
'formal' elements; yot the conventions of real f~~)rms extend 
beyond them, with significant but not regular rel~tlon s t~ th~m. 

Thus the presentation of persons ('characters) has .s lgntfi~
antly variable conven tions. Consider two standa r~ var~able~ to 

such presentation: personal appearance and SOCial SituatIOn. 
Almost every conceivable combination of these elements, but 
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also t~e e~c1usion of one or ev.en both, has been conventionally 
practised ID drama and narrahve, Moreover, within each. there 
is a significant conven tional range: from briefly typical presen
tation to exhaustive analysis. F urther, the conventional varia. 
tions in the presentation of 'personal appearance' correspond to 
deep varia tions in the effective perception and valuation of 
o~.ers, often in~lose .relation to ~ariations in the effective sig
mfl.cance of f~uly (lineage), SOCial status, and SOCial history, 
which ~ .v~rlable contexts of the essential defini tion of pre
sented mdlvldua ls. The difference of presentation between the 
~n~elineated medieval Everyman and the nineteenth-century 
fictIonal character whose appea rance, history. and situation are 
described in sustained signi fican t detail is an obvious example. 
What m~y b~ le~s obvious is the kind of absence, ratified by 
convention, 10 hterature nea rer our own lime, where the con
ventions may appear to be not 'literary' or indeed not conven
tions at all , but self-dcfining criteria of Significance and rele
vance. Thus the inclusion or exclusion of specific family or 
social histo ry, or indeed of any detailed identity 'before the 
event ', represents basic oonventions of the nature of individuals 
and their rela tionships. 

·~hese.lection of individua ls, presented in any oftheseways. is 
agam eVI~ently conventional. There is hierarchical selection by 
status, as m the old limitation of tragic status to persons oh ank, 
a convention consciously discarded in bourgeois tragedy. In 
!,"o~ern class societies the seloction of characters almost always 
mdlcates an assumed or conscious class position. The con
ventions o.t selection a re more intricate when hierarchy is less 
formal. ~tthou t formal ratification, a ll otber persons may be 
co~venhona lly presented as instrumental (servants. drivers , 
~va tters). as merely environmenta l (other people in the street), or 
mdeod a~ essentially absent (not seen, not relevant). Any such 
presentatIOn depends on the accep tancc of its convention. but it 
IS al ways more than a ' literary' or 'aesthetic' decision. The social 
hierarchy or social norms that are assu med or invoked are sub
stantial terms of relationship which the conventions are 
intended {often, in the confidence of a form, not consciously} to 
~rry. They are no less terms of social relationship when the 
hierarchy or selection is not manifestly socia l but is based on the 
assignment of different orders of significant being to the 
selected few and the irrelevant many. Gogol's satirical account 
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of this fundamental problem of the writer of modern internal 
consciousness-where, if the problem is taken literally. nobody 
can move without contact with another being whose internal 
consciousness demands similar priority and who will therefore 
cancel the chosen first person singular-highlights the se lective 
internal convention through which this problem is temporarily 
solved, though beyond the convention the basic issue of signifi
cance of being remains. 

Other conventions control the specification of such matters as 
work or income. ln certain presentations these are crucial. and in 
all relationships they are evidently available facts. The w oven
tion which allows them to be treated as unimportant, or indeed 
to be absent. in the interest of what is taken as primary identity or 
an alternatively significant social character, is as evidently 
general as that less common but still important converse con
vention through which people are specified only at the level of 
general social and economic facts, with no individuation be
yond them. 

Significant facts of real relationships a.re thus tncl~ded or 
excluded, assumed or described. analysed or emphasized ~y 
variable conventions which can be identified by formal analysIs 
but can be understood only by social analysis. Variable conven
tions of narrative stance (from 'omniscience' to the n ecessarily 
limited 'personal' account) interact with these conven~ons of 
selection and exdusion in very complex ways. They mtcract 
also with Significant conventions of the wholeness of an 
account, which involve radical questions or the nature of events. 
Certain stories requjre, conventionally, a pre-history and a pro
jected ('after' or 'ever after') history, if their reading of cause, 
motive, and consequence is to be understood. The exclusion of 
such elements , like their inclusion, is not an 'aesthetic' 
choice-the 'way to tell a story'-but a variable convention 
involving radical social assumptions of causation and conse
quence. (Compare the final 'settlement' chapter in early Vic.tor
ian English novels-e.g. Gaskell's Mary Barton- and the fmal 
'breakaway' chapter in English novels between 1910 and 
1940-e.g. Lawrence's Sons and Lovers.) Similarly. variable 
conventions of temporal sequence, while serving other 
ends- altered perceptions of event and memory. for exam
plo-interlock with these basic assumptions of causation and 
conseq uenee, and th us with the con ventions l processes through 
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~>:~;~~n:these are understood and the conventional criteria of 
tf. evidence. 

, the presentation of place depends 011 variablo conven
, •• uu •••• " ... a deliberate un location to a simple naming to a brief 

to variably detailed description, up to the point where, as 
the place itself becomes a 'character' or 'the character' . 

~~::~:.dic'~ly vaIiable assumptions of the relations between people 
places, and between 'man ' and 'nature', are conveyed 

these app<lrentJy self~vident ways. Oth~r conventions 
assume or indicate variable relations between places and 
societies- 'environments'-over a range from the abstraction of 
place from people, through the perception of people as sy p
toms of places, to the active apprehension of places as made by 
~?ple . .Descriptions of great houses, of rural landscapes, of 
CIties. or of factories are evident examples of these variable 
conventions, where the 'point of view' may be experienced as an 
'aesthetic' choice but where any point of view. including that 
which excludes persons or converts them into landscape, i!l 
social. 

There are similar conventions for the description of action . 
Variations in direct and indirect presentation, and of focus 
within direct are especially marked in three kinds 

sexual act, and work. It is often said 
that these are matters taste and fashion . But in each case the 
oonvention adopted assumes a specifiC (if often complex) rela
tion of the event to other events and to more general organiza
tions of significance. Thus violent death is 'contral' in Greek 
tragedy, yet it is never presented but is reported or subsequently 
displayed. Other presentations are relatively formal, within 
speech or song , or within fo rmal situations which are intended 
to define the act. At another extreme the detail of the event is 
predominant It is not a Question of abstract 'appropriateness' . It 
is often a Question of whether the killing is significant primarily 
io its motivation or consequence, or whether these are secon
daryorirrelevant to the event and to the intended experience of 
tbe~vent itself. {Compare descriptions of the corpse in detective 
stones, where Ole oonvention indicates the occasion for an 
investigation aod no more-in a context of rational control 
rather than of general or metaphysical reference-yet where a 
contradictory convention, 3 bloody immediacy. is often em
ployed. As in all cases of confused or overlapping conventions. 
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there is ground here for an investigation of problems of con
sciousness which cannot be reduced to the abstract methods of a 
particular kind of story.} Again, changing levels of description 
of sexual intercourse and of its preliminaries and va riants 
involve general conventions of socia l discourse and its inclu
sions and exclusions, but also specific conventions which fol
low from variable relations of the act to changing institutions 
and relationships. Thus specifiC conventions of 'subjective' 
experience (the act as experienced by one partner with the other 
conventionally excluded; the act as consumed; the act as ver
balized for pseudo-consumption) can be contrasted wi th con
ventions within which the act is habitual or even indifferent 
abstracted, distanced, or merely summarized or implied in con~ 
centration on its 'objecti ve' social effec t. The variable levels of 
physica l descript ion can be interestingly compared with the 
variable levels of the deSCription of work. There is a similar 
range of 'subjective ' and 'objective' conventions, from work as 
?xperienced in physica l or other de tail to work as a simple 
indicator of socia l position. Of course in much of our received 
literature an ea rlier convention had opera ted, the persons cho
sen being relieved from the necessity to work at all, in the 
class-situation that corresponds to their selection as interesting. 
T~lU.S, a ~ a ~ore overt level than in the case of sexualit y, the 
dlsllnchon IS not only between abstract 'subjective' and 'objec
t ive' viewpoin ts. Theconventions res t, ultimately, on variations 
in the perception of work as an agent or condition of general 
consciousness, and thus, not only in work but in sexuality and in 
public action. on radically variable assqmplions of human 
nature and ident ity: assumptions that are usually not argued 
but, through litera ry conventions. presented as 'natural' or self
evident. 

A range of conventions in the presentation of speech has been 
closely studied, espeCially by the formalists (and it is significant 
that speech has received more attention than character, action, 
or place). There has been important analysis of the formal modes 
of present~ tion , representation, direct and indirect report, and 
reproduction. The rela tionbetween the styles of narrative and of 
direct ly represented speech is especially important in fictional 
conventions. One significant social distinction is between an 
integrity of style, based on a real or assumed social identi ty 
between narrator and characters (as in Jane A usten), through 
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various hierarchical differentiations, to the break or even formal 
co~trast between narrated and spoken language (as in George 
ElIo,t or Har~y). Conventional orthographies of variation, for 
foreign or regional speech, and crU Cia ll y, in bourgeois literature , 
as class indica tions, are local examples of a ran ge which estab
lishes overt or, as often, displaced and covert social rela tion
ships which , except in these 'isolable' forms, are usually not 
seen as parts of the substantial human composition. 

There is important variation between historica l periods in the 
r~nge of avai1ab le ~nventions. Some periods have compara
tively few; others. hke our own, have comparatively man y and 
permit substan tial variations , themselves ultimately related to 
different real positions and formations. In certain periods of 
relative stability the conven tions 8re themselves stable and may 
be seen as no more than formal , the 'rules' of a particular art. In 
~ther periods the variat ion and indeed uncertainty of conven
tions have to be related to changes. divisions, and conflicts In 
the society, a ll normally going deeper (beyond what arc sti ll . in 
certain privileged areas, taken as 'rules' or as neutrally variable 
aesthetic methods) than can be secn without analysis. For it is of 
the essence of a oonvention that it ratifies an assumption or a 
point of view, so that the work can be made and received. The 
modem controversy about oonventions, or the cases of deliber
a te exposure or reversa l of older or inheren t oonventions in an 
attempt to crea te new relations with audiences, thus relate 
direct ly to the whole socia l process , in its living fluxand oootes
tation. But the real ity of conventions as the mode of junction of 
social position and literary practice remains central It is then 
necessary to consider the relation of conventions. overthe range 
indjcated. to the concepts of genre and of form. 



6. Genres 

The most sustained attempt to group a nd organize the ':Il~lti~li
city of nota tions and conventions, evident in actual wrltmg. in
to specific modes of literary practice i~ the thoo~y of genre~ or 
kinds. This theory has an immense history. It IS present 10 a 
particular form in Aristotle, where ' species' of poetry are 
defined in terms of a 'generic' definition of the art of poe.try as 
such. It is a central issue in the complex intellectual confli~ts of 
the Renaissance and its consequences. 11 is aga~n a centr~l,ssue 
in the complex modern conflicts between different hods of 
theory and different kinds of empiricism. . 

It is important first to identify onc level of the problem which 
has been the ground of mucb of the best reported argument an~ 
yet which is in tellectually relatively trivial. This is the OppOSI

tion between a theory of fixed genres, which was the neo
classical forrn of the more complex classifications of Greek a~nd 
Renaissance t.hough t, and an answering empiricism, .whlch 
demonstrated the impossibility or inefficacy of reducmg a~1 
actual a nd possible literary works to these fixed genres. In tJ:us 
reduced and peripheral argument, we are hardl y face~ With 

genre-theory at all, hut with conflicting versions of practice put 
forward by distinct and opposed cultural formations. One for
mation based itsclffirmlyon past practice, on what it abstracted 
as the 'standards' of 'classica l' literature. This emerged in its 
most inJluential and weakest form as the definition of 'rules' for 
each 'genre' , illustrated from existing works, prescribed for ne~\I 
works. It is significant but marginal that many ~f these rules d Id 
not have even the 'classical' authority tbeyclalmcd . The forma
tion belonged to feudalism and post·feudalism in dec1in~, and 
the definitions have a related formal rigidity, in idealizatIOn of 
past practice, which can be shown- as in the notorious case ,of 
the rules of 'unity' in drama-to fit badly or even to contr~~lct 
the practice on which they appea red to rely. S~me ,emplrlcal 
reply was therefore inevitable, but the substantial history was 
not at this level. What rea lly defeated this residual form of 
genre-theory was the powerful an~ irresisti~l ~ de~elopment of 
new kinds of work. which did not fit the classificatIons or follow 
the 'rules', New classifications and new rules could of course be 
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devised, but in developing bourgeois soc iety the dominant 
impulse was not of this kind. Genre theory, in its most familiar 
abstract fonn s, was replaced by theories of individual creativi ty 
of innovative genius, and of the movement of the individuai 
imagination beyond the restricted and restricting forms of the 
past. We can compare this with the defeat a nd replacement ofa 
social theory of 'esta~es', with fixed rules and functions, by a 
social theory of self· realization, individual development, and 
the mobility of primary forces. The changes in literary theory, 
and to a lesser extent in literary practice, came later than the 
changes in socia l practice a nd theory, but the correspondences 
are evident a nd Significant. 

Yet, just as bourgeois social theory did not end in individual 
liberalism but in new practical definit ions of classes of indi· 
viduals (doss replacing esta te and order in uneven a nd complex 
ways but with a necessa ry new stress on inherent flexibility and 
mobility), so bourgeois literary theory did not end in theories of 
individual creativity and genius. As in the related case of indi. 
vidual liberalism, these were not aba ndoned but they were prac
ticalJy supplemented. Genre and kind lost their neo·classical 
abstraction a nd generali ty. and lost a lso their senses of specific 
regulation, But new kinds of grouping and classification. of an 
empirical and relativist tendency, became habituaL Indeed 
these ca rried, in new ways, prescriptive e lements, in modes of 
critical response and by implication in actual production, 

Thus a novel is a work of creative imagination and the creative 
imagination finds its appropriate form, but there are still things 
a Dovel 'can' or 'cannot' do: Dot asa matter of rules but as a mattcr 
of the now specialized characteristics of the ' form', (The novel 
'cannot', for example, include un mediated ideas, 'because' its 
proper sub}ect·matter is 'individuals' and their relationships.) 
A t the same time, within these more general groupings, the 
variety of practice was recognized, in a limited way, by the 
proliferation of 'genres' and 'sub-genres' of a new kind: not the 
formal generalizations of epic. lyric. and dramatic. but (to quote 
from a current encyclopaedia) "novel, picaresque novel. 
romance, short-story, comedy, tragedy, melodrama. children's 
literature, essay, humour, journalism. light verse, mystery and 
detective stori es. oratory, parody, pastoral, proverb, riddle, 
satire, science fiction ". To be sure this is the reduct jon of clas· 
sification to absurdity, But it is, in itsown way, tho debris of this 
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kind of empiricism. representing as it does the combination of at 
least three types of classification: by literary form. by .sub)ect. 
matter, and by intended readership (this last a devel.opmg type 
in terms of specialized market-sectors), to say nol;hmg of clas
sifications which are combinations of these or which represent 
late, desperate en tries to include some miscellaneous but popu-

lars~~~iy, of course, this is not genre theory at all. But ,it, h.as the 
strengths as well as the wt::aknesses of th~s kind of empiricism. It 
is concerned with practical differences 10 real pr.od~ction. and 
with the discovery of some indicative bearkn~s ~I.'htn the sheer 
vastness of production. As such. it is a more slgmfl(:t~.nt resp,:mse 
than tho residual imposition of abstract ca te80rl~s , as m a 
revived neo<lassicism. it is not more ridiculou~ to discern I~~ 
and transient empirical ca tegories. such as th.c co~edy thri . er 
or the 'metaphysical Western ' , than to c1assJ~fy ntnet~n~ ~nd 
twenlieth~century novels, a priori, as variants of eplcI or 
' romance'. The former tendency represents a rootless ~u t 8 so a 
restless empiricism; the latter, ordinari ly, a d~yed l~eaHsm , 
directed by 'essential' and ' permanent' categories ":'hlCh h~ve 
Josteven their metaphysical status and become technica l, seemg 
all practice as variants of already established 'ideal'. forms. The 
single merit of the latter is that, unlike the fo rmer. It .provokes, 
even as it displaces, certa in neccssary gener~ ques.hons. 

TherelationofMarxism to a theory of genres .l~ subJe.ct to these 
variations of tendency. We face again the fam~lar 'problem o~ a 
complex relation between open socia l and h.lstorlcal 8nal~sls, 
which includes socia l and historical anal~sls ~f ~e ~ecelVed 
categories, and that ' transformation of ldc~lts~, 10 post
Hegelian tendencies, which retains the ca tegories 10 (presum~~ 
bly) altered forms. Thus some Marxist accounts o.f genre retam 
an academic categorization, to which they add" In an eJ>4?Ch~ 
dimension, social and historical notes and e.::p lanatlOn~ . 
Other, more Hegelian accounts, as in ~u~acs, .defme ge~s 10 

terms of their intrinsic relations to 'totabty . ThiS leads to lb~?r~ 
tant insights but does not overcome the problem o~the mo i lt~ 
of the category of totality between an ideal (non~al.)eno.tcd) state 
and an empirica l (but then also differentiated) SOCial whole. For 
any adequate social theory, the question is defined by th.e rcc.0g~ 
nition of two facts: first. that there are clear socia l and ~l~tOrlcaJ 
relations between particular literary forms and the sOClCh es an 
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periods in which they were originated or practised; second, that 
there are undoubted continuities of literary forms through and 
beyond the societies and periods to whicb they have such rola~ 
lions. In genre theory, everything depends on the character and 
process of such continuities. 

We can distingUish, firSt , between nominal continuity and 
substantial continuity. 'Tragedy' for example, has been written 
if intennittently and unevenly, in what can appear to be a clea; 
line between fifth~century D.C Athens and the prescnt day. A 
relevant factor of this continuity is that authors and others 
described successive works as 'tragedies'. But to assume that 
this is a simple case of the con tinuity of a 'gen re' is unhelpful. It 
Jeads either to abstract ca tegorization of a supposed single 
essence, redUcing or overriding the extraordinary variations 
which the name 'tragedy' holds together; or to definitions of 
't rue tragedy' , 'mixed tragedy', 'false tragedy' , and so on, which 
cancel the continuity. This way of defining genre is a familiar 
case of giving category priority over substance. 

'Cenre' has in fact, un til recen tl y, been a term of classifica tion 
which has brought toge ther, and then often confused, several 
different kinds of generic description. Renaissance theory, 
defining 'species' and 'modes' within a genera l theory of 'kinds' , 
was much more particular but was, on the other hand, insuffi
cien tl y historica l. It was indecd to cope with historical combina
tions of different levels of organization that the looser concept of 
'genre' was adopted. But, in its laterstages especiaUy, this single 
advantage was surrendered and genre-theory was left with 
largely abstract and diverse collocations. 

It is necessary, first, to break these up into their basic compo
nents, which arc:(i)stonce; (iiJ mode offormal composition ; (Hi) 
appropriate subject-matter. 'Stance' was traditionally defined 
in the three categories of the narrative, the dramatic, and the 
lyrica l. These can no longer serve but they indicate the dimen
sion that is in Question: a mode of basic (social) organization 
which determines a particular kind of presentation-the teUing 
of a story, the presentation of an acllon through characters 
univocal expression, and so on. These ca.n be reasonably takc~ 
as general and distinct (though at times in practice associated) 
forms of composition and address. Their socio-cwtural and his
!orical extent is very wide indeed. Many cultures and periods 
Include work over this whole range of possible stances, and 
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significant social a nd historical variation , at this level. is largely 
or wholly a matter of degree. 'Mode of formal composition' Is 
very much morc va riable: each of any of the possible stances can 
be linked with one or more specific kinds of writing: verse or 
prose, particular forms of verse, and so on. Real social and 
historical content is frequently evident in these particular link· 
ages, but certain kinds of technical solution to persistent prob· 
lems of com posi tion can last beyond their original period s: in 
some specific cases (particular verse forms; particu lar narrative 
devices) and in many more general cases (the tenses of narra
tive. for example. or the procedure of recognition in drama) . 
'Appropriate subject-matter' is more variable again . Linkages 
between a stance and/or a m ode oC Cormal composition and 
either the scope (selected social, historical or metaphysical 
reference) or the quality (heroism, suffering, vitality, amuse
ment) of any particular subject-matter a re, while sometimes 
persistent (ofton reSidually persistent), especially sub)cct to 
socia l, cultural, and historical variation. 

It is therefore impossible, in any historical theory, to combine 
these differentlevelsoC organization into definitive forms. Their 
actual combinations are of irreducible historica l importance, 
and must be always empirically recognized. But any theory of 
genre must from the beginning distinguish between them. Is 
such a theory necessary? It can seem that historica l analysis oC 
specific linkages , and of their speCi fic connections with more 
general formations and forms of organi.zation, is in itself suffl
cient. Certainly it i s work that still largely remains to be done, in 
adequate ways , over a sufficient number of examples. Yet it 
remains true that even this analysis requires recognition of the 
full range of variab~es which compose specific organizations. 
The profound and . ften determining variables of stance, for 
example, are especially likely to be overlooked, or to be given 
insufficient weight. in local historical analysis. Moreover. if we 
are to attempt to understand writing as historical practice in the 
social material process, we have to look again, beyond tradi
tional generic theory. at the whole question of determinants. 
Modem formalist theory, beginning at the level of modes of 
formal composi tion, returned these to questions of stan ce which 
it could then interpret onl y in terms of pennanent variables. 
This led straight to idea li sm: archetypal dispositions of the 
human mind or condition. Sociological theory, t?n the other 
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hand, beginning at the level of subject-matter, derived formal 
composition and stanre from this level a lone: at times convin
cingly, for the choice of subject-matter includes real determin
ants, but still in general insuffi ciently. for what has finall y to be 
recognized is that stance, especiall y, is a social relationship . 
given a particular form of socio-cu)tura) organization, and that 
modes of formal composition, over the range from traditional to 
innovatory, are n ecessarily forms of a social language. 

Genre-classification, and theories to support various types of 
classification, can indeed be left to academic and formalist 
s tudies. But recognition and investigation of the complex rela
tions between these differen t forms of the socia l material pro
cess, including relations between processes a t each of these 
levels in d ifferent a rts and in forms of work, are necessarily part 
of any Marxist theory. Genre, in this view, is neither an ideal 
type nora traditional o rder nor a set of technica l rules. It is in the 
practical and variable combination and even fusion of what are, 
in abstraction , different levels of the social material process thet 
what we have known 8S genre becomes a new kind of consti tu
tive evidence. 



7. Forms 

In the most substanti al literary theory of the last two centuries, 
genre h as in practice been replaced by form. Yet the concept of 
form contains a significant ambiguity. From its development in 
Latin, which was repeated in English. it acquired two major 
senses: a .Xisible._Q.f_ tllJ!wnrd_ ID!lJ!.lt~~~ a!!..m.llr-re......!!t~I?4!8 
i!!tpulS9. Form thus spans a whole .range fTom the _cxtorptll ,and 
supcr1'tc1al to the essential and detennining. This range is evi
dently, if not always consciously, repeated in literary theory. At 
its extremes it is found in neo--classical and academic theories. 
stressin g external characteristics a nd evident rules by which 
forms can be distinguished and in which particular works may 
be found to be perfect or impcrfl.'Ct; and then in romantic 
theories. in which form is regarded as the unique and specific 
achievement of a particular vital impulse, all external charac
teristics and indeed all rules being regarded as irrelevant, at best 
a mere c rust on the dynamic in ternal formative impulse. It is an 
advan tage olt his range of theories that we can aU see works to 
which one or other is relatively appropriate: works in which a 
form is faithfully followed, rules carefully observed, and other 
works in which an eventually discernible form appears to be 
quite unprecedented, a unique shaping fTom a pa rticular ex peri
ence. This recognition makes lor an easy eclecticism, but leaves 
the real theoretical problems offormqui te untouched. Foras so 
often, the range and ambigulty of a concept. far from being an 
invitation to mere listing, or an eclectic tolerance , constitute the 
key to its signifi cance. We have seen this already in the concepts 
of culture and of determination. The case ofform is a pe rhaps 
even more s triking example. 

We can begin by agreeing that the characteristics to which 
each kind of theory draws attention-the defining importance of 
available fonns on the one hand. and the crucial insistence on 
the active making of forms on the other-are indeed the truths of 
practice. What is really Significant is the complex relation be
tween these truths. It is this relation which the contrasting 
theories in their ordinary terms evade. The evasion is significant 
because It repeats certain other structuraUy oomparable eva
sions, which in the course of time have become habitual: the 
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firmly held but practically and .logically incompatible ca te. 
gories of 'the individual' and 'society' are a closely related 
case. Thinking which begins from such categories, and then 
moves to the construction of theories of value arou nd one or 

_. other projected pole, fails to give adequate recognition to the 
con.stantly interactive and in this sense dialectical process, 

-- --whtch is real practice. Any categorical procluctof this process is 
a t most a relative and temporary stabilization: a recognition of 
degree which is often important in itself but which needs always 
to be returned to the origina ting whole process if it is to be fully 
understood even in its own terms. 

Thus neo-classical theories of form. usually expressed in 
some version of genre theory, unquestionably recognize and 
describe certain artistic forms , and even correctly identify their 
rul es, while at the same time limiting understanding both of the 
forms and of the status of these 'ruJes' by fail ure to recognize that 
the forms were made, the rules arrived at, by a long and active 
process of active shaping, of trial and error, which can be 

I described in the terms of the opposite theory, as an internal 
i shaping impulse. Again, Romantic theories oHorm unquestion-
!. ably recognize a nd describe the processes of the discovery of 

L certain fonns. under the pressures of experience and practice. 
. - but thenfaH to recognize, within their stress on uniqueness, the 

quite general new forms which emerge. Nco-classical theories 

! 
I"", 

hypostasize history, while Romantic theories reduce it to a n ux 
of moments. 

For a social theory of literature. the problem of form is a 
problem of the relations between social (collective) modes and 
individual projects. For a socia l a nd historical theory, it is a 
problem of these relations as necessarily variable. For a social 
and historicallhoory based on the materiality of language and 
the related materiality of cultural production, it is a problem of 
the description of these variable relations within specifiable 
material practices. 

Thus a social theory can show that form is inevitably a rela
tionship. Form depends, that is to say, on its perception as well 
as its creation. Like every other communicativo element, from 
the most local to the most general. it is always in this sense a 
social process which, in those condit ions of extension of the 
continuity on which the process itself is absolutely dependent, 
becomes a social product. Forms are thus the oommon property, 

"--- -----
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to be sure with differences of degree, of writers anc! audiences Or 

readers, before any communicativt;: composition can oc~ur. This 
is m-uch easier to recognize in the case of stable traditional 
form s. where 8 specific relationship . of a collective or relatively 
genera) kind. is ca lled upon and activated in the very processes 
of composition and perfonnance. In such cases tho two proces
ses afC often significantly close and at times even indistinguish
able. II is impossible to overestimate the significance which is 
thon felt and shared. The hearing of certain traditional arrange
ments of words; the recognition and activation of certa in 
rhythms; the perception. often th rough al ready shared themes, 
of certain basic flows and relations and in this deep sense real 
compositions. rea l performances: all these are parts of some of 
our most profound cultural experiences, In thei r accessible 
forms they are of course made and remade within spec ific cul
tural traditions, which may indeed be extended and borrowed, 
In some of their basic forms, which are obviously difficult to 
separate from the shared accessible forms , they may well relate 
to certain shared 'physical' and 'mental'-active--liJe processes 
of evolved human organization. 

It is clear tha t these more recognizable sharings of form are at 
the more co llective end of any social continuum. It is under
standable that one kind of Marxism puts grea t stress on this 
collective reali ty, and sees in it the origin of art of all kinds. This 
is often continued with polemics against 'individualistic' art, 
which have the consequence of making most modern work an d 
modern theory (and not only bourgeois work and bourgeois 
theory) theoretically inaccessible. It is often also oombined with 
arbitrary deductions of this basic social process from a separated 
'original' work process (sec the discussion of productive forces 
on p. 94) . But it is clear that the collective mode which can 
sustai n and con tain all individual projects is only one of a 
number of possible relationships. Individual variations on such 
basica lly collective forms as heroic stories, 'romances ', Bnd 
'myths' are a lmost always possible. Individual variations on 
shared and already-known dramatic forms are widely evident, 
and the effects of such variations, precisely in their relation to 
certain expected forms-for example, the conscious variation of 
rhythm or the departure from an expected ending- stiU belong 
to the shared primary process, theeffectof the variation depend
ing on recognition both of the expected form and of the change. 
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These intermediate cases account for a relatively large part of 
composi tion, especia ll y 8S we trace the developmen t of properly 
col lective forms, related 10 whole communi ties, 10 more specific 
group forms, often related to a social class. in which the same 
formal Qualities of shared roc::ognition and activation. and with
in these shared variation, are evident. 

. - -':0;'-'- Out there are cases beyond these. There a.re the Significant 
which have preoccupied Roman tic a nd post-Romantic 

-Illec,rv. in which form is not already shared Bnd available, and in 
which new work is something much more than variation. Here 
stil l. undoubtedly, new/orms are crcatcd,often drawing on very 
basic clements of the activation of recognition and response but 
in ways that do not , at firs t or for a long time, cohere ih a manner 
that can be readily shared. In these cases the creation oHorms is 
undoubted ly also a relationship, but one that is different in kind 
'from its opposite extreme of wholly shared and stable repea table 
fonos. As in the case of language, new formal possibilities, 
which are inherently possibilities of a newly shared perception, 
recognition , a nd consciousness, are offered, tested, and in many 
but not in aU cases accepted. It is indeed commonplace to 

of this type that later generations find no difficulty with 
now shared, that was once virtually inaccessible and 

""ind"ed Widely seen as formless. 
This range of the variable relationships inherent in forms 

takes on a differen t aspect when we add 8 historical dimension. 
It is clear that there are significant correlations between the 
relative stabili ty of forms, institutions, and socia l systems gen

. Most stable forms, of the kind properly recognizable as 

'j:~~~t~i::'~~::~:;l~to socia l systems which can also be cbarac-t collective and stable. Most mobile, innova
experimental forms belong to social systems in which 
characteristics are evident or even dominant. Periods 
transition between socia l systems are commonly 

m!!~"-markc,dby the emerg~nce of radica lly new forms. which eventu
ally settle in and come to be shared. In such periods of major aQd 

.' indood minor transition it is common to find, as in the case of ,-,ll""If"". apparen t continuations or even conscious revivals of 
.' ~Jder fonos, which yet, when they are really looked at, can be 
. seen to be new. Greek choral tragic drama (itself marked by 
~significant internal development and IIsriation in its own 'c1as
~ical ' period) has at different times been widely imitated and 
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even consciously revived. but never reproduced. Two results of 
this process, classical opera and neo·c1assica l tragedy. show this 
historical dynamic very clearly, and the subsequent internal 
development, at least of the former, acti vely exemplifies the 
process of relative innovation and relative s tabilization. On the 
other hand the ncw form of the novel, radical variation as it is on 
older forms of prose romance and history, has throughout its 
development been mobile. innovative. and experimental, defy· 
ing all attempts to reduce it to a 'Corm' of an older. more stable. 
and more collective kind. The radica lly new form of contempor
ary prose drama. from the seventeenth century . has shown p~
found innovation, variation, and interna l development. with 
consequent periods of stabilization and of experiments beyond 
the stabil iution, in ways characteristic of both formal and his
torical practice in a developing society. There is thus no abstract 
theore tical relationship between collective modes and indio 
vidual projects. Thedegreeofdistancebetween them, within the 
continuing reality of eoch modeo! consciousness, is his torically 
variable as a function of reo I sociol relotionships, both genera l 
and specific. 

These modes of consciousness are material Every element of 
form has an active material basis. It is easy to sec this in the 
'materials' of forms: words, sounds, and notations . as in speech 
Clod writing; other physica ll y produced elements in other arts. 
But it is always more difficult to see certain essential properties 
of form-properties of relation, in a wide sense-in material 
ways . It is especially difficult when 'matter' and 'c,on sciousness' 
are disjoined. as in idealism or in mechanical materialism. For 
the truly!ormative process is not the passive dispositio.n of 
material elements. Indeed this is often recognized in (sometimes 
accurate) description of certain dispositions as 'random'. What 
is at issue in form is the activation of specific relations. between 
me n a nd men and between men and things. This can be recog· 
nized. as it often is in modem theory , but then distanced into an 
abstraction of rhythm, or proportion, or even 'symbolic form' . 
What these abstractions indicate are real processes but always 
physical and materiaJ relational processes. This is .as t~e of ~e 
most 'subjective' generative momcnt:'-the ~m ,ft:st h~ard, as 
a rhythm without words, the dramatIc scene frrst VIsualized as 
8 specifiC movement or grouping. the narrative sequence first 
'grasped' as a moving shape inside the body-as of the most 
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'objective' moments-the interaction of possible words with an 
already shared and established rhythm, the plasticity of an event 
' taking shape' in its adaptation to a known form. the selection 
and reworking of sequence to reproduce an expected narrative 
order. 

This who~e range of conscious, half-conscious, and often I 
apparently mstinctive shaping-in an intrica te complex of 
already .fll.~~ri~ li~oo. and materializing forms-is the activation 
of a SOCIal semIOtIC and communicative process, more delibera 
ate. more complex. and more subtle in literary creation than in 
everyday expression but in con tinuity with it through a major I 

area of direct (specifically addressed) speech and wriHng. Over I 
t?is whole range, from the most indifferent adoption of an estab- j 

hshed relational lingUistic form to the most worked and 
reworked newly poss ible form. the ultimately formative 
moment is the material articulation, the acUvation and genera~ 
lion of shared sounds and words. 

The. formalists were then right to give priority to the speci fic 
material articulation which is a literary work. But they were 
wrong. to specialize this emph.asis to ' literary language'. They 
were :Ight to explore the articu lation in concrete ways. as in the 
doctrll~e of spe~ific '~evices·. But it is not necessary to limit the 
analyslS of articulation to the important idea of ' dominants' 
which determine specific organizations. Such dominants ar; 
often eviden t {the Single hero, for example. in Renaissance 
trag~dy}. but ot~er kinds of organization show more complex 
relahons of leadmg or stressed elements which do not so much 
~ ubordi?ate other clements as define them (the inheritance plot 
m th~ ntnct.eenth-ce~tury novel. foT' exam ple. often in complex 
rel.atlons With tho discovery of identity through new relation
Shlp~). The form~list emphasis on the 'device' as 'estranging' 
(mdang strange) IS a correct observation of one kind of art in a 
period of. rest Jess and. necessary experiment against fixed 
(hegemonIC) fOnD S. but It cannot be extended to a principle of 
form as such: the materializing of recognition is an evident 
fo:mal. element of much of the great art of the world. Yet it is in 
thIS kmd of attention to precise material articulations- in 
~hi~h an d. on ly in which specific consciousness, specific feel. 
109, IS reahzed- that the true social practice and analysis of art 
must begin, 



8. Authors 

From several angles, within a socia l perspective, the figure of 
the author becomes problematic . To see individuation as a social 
process is to set limits to the isolation but also perhaps, to the 
autonomy of the individual author. To see form as f~rmah~e has 
a similar effect. The familiar question in literary history. what 
did this author do to this form?' is often reversed , becoming 
'what did this form do to this author?'. Meanwhile. wHhin these 
questions. there is the difficult general problem of the nature of 
the active 'subject' . 

The word ' author ', much more than 'writer' or 'poel' or 
'dramat ist' or ' novelist' , carries 8 specifiC sense of an answer to 
these questions. It is true that it is nOW mo~ t often ~sed as a 
convenient general term, to cover writers ofd~ff~rent ,kmds: But 
in its root and in some of its su rvi ving assocIa tions It carries a 
sense of decisive origi nation, ra ther than simpl y. as in 'writer' or 
in the more specific terms, a description of an activity. Its m?st 
general early uses included a regular reference t~ God or ~hllst" 
as t he authors of man's condi tion, and its continumg aSSOCiation 
with 'authority' is significant. Its literary use, in medieval and 
Renaissance thought, was closely connected with a, sense of 
'authors ' as 'authorities' : the 'classica l' writers and thmr texts. In 
the modern period there is an observable relation between the 
idea of an author and the idea of ' literary property': notably in 
the organization of authors to protect their work. by copyrigh t 
nnd similar means, within a bourgeois market. 

Two tende ncies in Marxist thought bear on these questions, 
There is the weIl-known emphasis on the changing social situa
tion of the writer, In its most accessible form this points to such 
changes as that from patronage to t~e bD<?kselling ma~ket :, a 
significant, complicated , and continulOg history, But thiS h iS
tory of changing conditions can be seen 8S a second--order PT?b
lem: how the authordiSlribu tes his work. The more intercshng 
indica tion takes the active social rela tionships one or more 
stages back, showing first the effect of demand on what is viably 
produced, under patronage or within a part~cular market; and 
second the more internal effects-the speCific pressures and 
limits-within actual composi tion. The ev idence for both kinds 
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of effect is extensive, and can never reasonably be overlooked. 
But even where it is fully admitted, the idea of the author, in a ll 
~ut its most . romantic forms. is essentially untouched. The 
author has 'hlS' work to do, but he finds difficult ies in getting it 
supported or sold. or he cannot do it exactly BS he would have 
wished. because of the pressures and limits of the social rela
tionships on which. as a producer, he depends. This is, in the 
si mplest sense, the poli tical economy of writing: a necessary 
addition to ' rea ) his tory of literatu re, but s till no more than an 
addition. 

The second tendency tran sforms the whole problem. lt points 
to the figure of the individual author. as to the related figure of 
the individual subject, as a characteristic form of bourgeois 
thought. No man is the author of himself, in the absolute sense 
which these descriptions imply. As a physica l individual he is 

. of course specific, though within a determining genetic inheri
tance. As a socia l individual he is a lso specific, but within the 
social forms of his time and place. The crucia l argument then 
turn~ on the nature ohhis specificity and these forms, and on the 
relatIOns between them. In the case of the writer one of these 
social forms is central : his language. To be a writer in English is 
to ~e already sociaIly specified. But the argument moves beyond 
thiS: at one level to an emphasis on socially inherited forms, in 
the generic sense; at another level to an emphasis on socially 
inherited and st ill acti ve nota tions and 'conventions; at 8 final 
level to an emphasis on a con tinu ing process in which not only 
the forms but the con tents of consciousness are SOCially pro
du~. The o~inary figure of the author can be made compati
ble WIth th e fust two levels. This is the language, these are the 
fo rms. these arc the notations a nd conventions, on which he 
fundamentally depends butfrom which,s tiJI, he begins to be a n 
author. It is only at the final level tha t what seems to be the keep 
of the concept- his individual autonomy-is radicaJly attacked 
or overrun. 

Many people react sharply when this 'point in the argument 
is reached. Even its theoretical expression is quickly con
nected with administrative measures aga inst authors, with 
authoritarian directi ves and with actual censorship and sup
pression, and this is not always gra tuitous. The weakness of the 
bourgeois concept of 'the au thor', as of ' the individual', is its 
naivety, which in its own ways, and especially in the market, 
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can become in practice cruel and malign. Any version of iudi· 
vidual autonomy which fails to recognize, or which radically 
displaces, the social conditions inherent in any practical indi
viduality. bu t which has then, at another level, to rein troduce 
these social conditions as the decisive 'practical business' of the 
everyda y world , can lead at best to self-contradiction, at worst to 
hypocrisy or despair. It can become complicit with a process 
wh ich re jects, deforms. o r actua lly destroys individ ua ls in the 
very name of ind ividualism. Yet the concept has. correspond. 
in gly. a certai n strength. Within it s explici t limits it is well 
p laced to defend one sense of ind ividual autonomy aga inst 
certain forms of the social which have become themselves 
defonned. In the cen tral tradition of Marx ism the separated 
concepts o f ' ind ivid ual' and 'society' are rad icall y unified , but 
reciproca ll y and indeed dialectica ll y: 

1t is above al l necessary to avoid postulating 'society' once more as an 
abstraction oonfronting the indi vid ual, Thei ndividual is a socia l be ing. 
The manifestat ion of his lire-cven whe n it does not appea r directly in 
the form of a social manifes tation, accomplished in association with 
other men- is therefore a man ifestation of social life , . . Though man is 
a unique individual-and it is just his particularity which makes him 
an individual, II rea lly ind ividual social being- he is eq ually IhewhoJe. 
the ideal w hole, the su bjeCti ve existence o f society as thought and 
experienced. (EPM, 105) 

Ye t in some versions and applica tions of the Marx ist tradi tion , 
this reciprocal a nd dialect ica l relationshi p has been deformed, 
The 'social ', we might say, has been deformed to the 'collective', 
just as, in the bourgeois tradition , the 'indi vidual' h as been 
deformed to the ' private '. There are rea l practical dangers in 
both, and a ny Ma rx ist think ing has to face the fact that a society 
cla iming its authority has made the theoretical deformation into 
an appalling practice. in jus t this area of the relation between 
w riters and their society. Aga in , beyond this chilling area of 
practice, there is a more modern theoretical tendency (the Marx
is t variant of structuralism) in which the liv ing and reci proca l 
rela tionsh ips of the individua l and the social have been su p.
pressed in the. interest of anabstract model of determi~a te soci~ l 
structures and their 'carriers ' , Fac ing either the practice or thiS 
ve rsion of the theory, it is not surprising that many people run 
back headlong in to bourgeois-individua list concepts, forms, 
and institutions, wh ich they see as their only protection. 
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It is then necessary to look for more adequate and more p recise 
theoretica l positions, (More precise since some elements even of 
Marx's definition, for example 'the idea l whole', are unsat isfac
tory, and seem indeed to be residual from earlier, non
materialist, forms of thought.) It must be sa id , fi rst, that recogni
tion of all the levels of sociality- from the ex ternal forms of the 
politica l econom y of literature , through the inherited forms of 
gen res. notations, and conventions, to the constitutive forms of 
the socia l prod uction of conscious ness- is inevitable. Out it is a t 
the level of the cons tit utive that precision is especia ll y neces
sary , T he most interesting contribu tion is Gold mann 's analysis 
(1970,94- 120) of the 'collective subject ' , It is a diffjcult term, 
and we must first define its distinction from other uses of 'co llec
tive', Goldmann was careful to distinguish it from Romantic 
ideas of the 'a bsolute collect ive' (of wh ich the Jungian 'collec
live unconscious' is a modern example), in rela tion to wh ich the 
indi vidua l is merely an epiphenomenon. He distinguished it 
a lso from what we can ca ll the 'relative collective ' of Durkheim, 
where collective consciousness is situated 'outside, above, or 
alongside' individual consciousness. What is actually being 
defined is not so much a 'collective' as a ' trans-individual' 
subject, in two senses . 

There is the relatively simple casc o f cultural creation b y two 
or more individuals who are in active relations with each other. 
and whose work cannot be reduced to the mere sum of their 
separate individual contributions. This is so common in cultural 
history, in cases where it is clear that someth ing new happens in 
thevery process of conscious co-operation. tha t it does not seem 
to present anyser ious difficult ies, Bu t it is from just this realiza
tion of a relatively well-known exper ience that the second and 
more difficult sense of a collecti ve subject is developed . Th.is 
goes beyond conscious co-operatio n-collaborat ion- to effec
tive social relations in which, even while indiv idual projects are 
bei n~ pursued , what is being d rawn on is trans-individual. not 
only in the sense of shared (initial) forms and experiences, but in 
the specifically creative sense of new responses a nd formation. 
This is obviously more difficult to find evidence for, but the 
practica l Question is whether the alternative hypothesis of 
ca tegorica lly separate or isolated aut hors is compatible with the 
quite evident crea tion , in particula r places and at particqlar 
times , of specific new forms and structures of feeling. Of course 
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when these nre identified they are still 'poly' forms and struc
tures . Individual works range from what seem perfect examples 
of these (orms and structures , through convincing o r suggestive 
instances. to significant and sometimes decisive variations. Any 
procedure which shortens this range is merely reductive: the 
'collective' becomes absolute or externa l. But on the other hand 
it is often the case, when we consider the whole work of indi
vidual authors, and especially when we consider it 3S an active 
development in lime. that different elements of the range seem 
to apply more or less closely in different phases . 

I t is then an open question whether the significant relation , at 
anyone poin t, is with the 'trans-individua1' form or structure, or 
with the abstracted individual Or, to put it another way, the 
'development' of an author can be (subsequentl y) summarized 
as separa te. to be related onl y when it is complete to other 
complete and sepa rate ' developments'. Alternatively, th is very 
process of development can be grasped as a complex of active 
relations, within which the emergence of an individual project, 
and tho real history of other con temporary projects nnd of the 
developing forms and structures. are continuously and substan
tially interactive. This latter procedure is the most Significant 
element in modem Marxist accounts of cultural creation, as 
distinct both from the better-known Marxist version in which an 
author is the 'representative' of a class or tendency or situation, 
to which he can then be substantially reduced, and from 
bourgeois cultural history in which , against a 'background' of 
shared facts, ideas, and influences. every individual (or in its 
more rommon bourgeois form. every significant individual) 
creates his quite separate work, to be subsequently compared 
wUh other separate lives and works. 

The character of the problem can be clearly seen in one litera.ry 
form : the biography. It is a commOn experience when reading 
the biography of a selected individual, in a given time and place, 
to see not on ly his individual development but a more general 
development in which, within the conventions of the form , 
other people and events form round him and in this crucial 
sense are defined by him. This is a relatively satisfactory reading 
experience until we read other biographies of the sa rno timo and 
place, a nd realize the displacements of interest, perspective. and 
relation which we must now be conscious of, bu t which, with 
that first biography, we had almost unwittingly taken as natural. 

I •. 
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The momentary minor figure is now the very centre of interest; 
the key events appear and disappear; the decisive relationships 
shift. We are not likely then willingly to go back to some gcneral 
account in which aU these emphatic identities are merged. in to 
an 'impersonal' class or group. But neitherean westayas weare , 
with a mere miscellaneity or even contradiction of identities. 
Slowly, and reaching beyond the very edges ofthe form. we can 
gain the real sense of living individuals in every ki nd of rela
tionship and in certain Significantly common situations. and we 
come to know that we cannot understand their whole lives 
simply by adding each life to the other. At this point we begin to 
see the relations-not only tho interpersonal but also the truly 
social-within which (but not necessarily subject to which) the 
distinguishable identities and phases of identity developed. 

This procedure ca. n be summarized. as a reciprocal discovery 
of the truly social in the individua l. and the truly individual in 
the soc ial. In the Significant case of authorship it leads to 
dynamic senses of social formntion, of individual development , 
and of cultural creation, which have to be secn as in radical 
relationship without any categorica l or procedural assumption 
of priorities. Taken together, these senses allow a fully constitu
tive definition of authorship, and its speCification is then an 
open question: that is to say, a set of specific historical questions, 
which will give different kinds of answer in different actual 
situations. 

This is my only difference, on this point, from Goldmann, 
who, following Lukacs's distinction of 'actual' and 'possible' 
consciousness. sees great writers as those who integrate a vision 
at the level or the possible (,complete') consciousness of a social 
formation. while most writers reproduce the contents of 
('incomplete') actual consciousness. This can be true. andsuch a 
theory has the advantage that integration can be relatively sim
ply demonstrated at the level of form. But it need not always be 
true. for it includes a very classica l presupposition. The real 
relations o f the individual. the (rans~individual , and the socia l 
may include radical tension and disturbance . even actual and 
irresolvable contrad ictions of a conscious kind, as often as they 
include integration. Abstracted. notions of integral form must 
not be used to override this. 

Moreover we have necessarily to be concerned with cultural 
creation as a whole, and not only with the significant cases of the 
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homology of formation and (ideal) form. [ndeed any procedure 
which categorica lly excludes the specificity of all individuals 
and tho formative relevance of an real relations, by whatever 
formula of assigned significance. is in the end reductive. We do 
not have to look for special cases to prove a theory. The theory 
that matters, in the known and irreducible variations of history, 
is that realization of the socially constitutive w hich allows us to 
see specific authorship in its t rue range: from the genuinely 
reproductive (in which the formation is tbe author), tb rough the 
wholly or partly a rticulative (in which the au thors are the forma
tion), to the no less important cases of the relati vely distanced 
articulation or innovation (often related to residua l or emergent 
or prc-emergen t formations) in wbich creativity may be rela
ti vely separa ted, or indeed may occur at the farthest end of that 
living continuum between the fully formed class or group and 
the active individual project. In this at onco social and historica l 
perspective, the abstract figure of 'the author' is then returned to 
these varying a nd in principle variable situations, rela tion
ships, and responses. 

I 
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9. Alignment and Commitment 

Our intense and continuing argument about the relations of 
writers to society often takes the form of an argu ment about what 
is variously ca lled 'alignment' or 'commitment'. But it is soon 
apparent, in thi s argument. that several different questions are 
being d iscussed, and that some confusion is caused by radical 
variations in what 'alignment' and 'commitment' are taken to be. 

lt is a cen tral proposit ion of Marxism, whether expressed in 
the formula of base and superstructure or in the alternative idea 
of a socially constituted consciousness, that writing, like other 
practices, is in an important sense always aligned: that is to say, 
that it variously expresses, explicitly or implicitly, specifically 
selected experience from {! speci fic point of view. There is of 
course room for argument about the precise nature of such a 
'point of view'. It does not, for example, have to be detachable 
from a work, as in the older notion of a 'message'. It does not 
have to be specifically poli tical, or even socia l in the narrowest 
sense. It does not, finally. have to be secn as in principle separa
ble from any specific composit ion. Yet these qualifica tions are 
not meant to weaken the original clai m. but simply to clarify it. 
Alignment in this sense is no more than a recognition of specific 
men in specific (and in Marxist terms class) relations to specific 
situa tions and experiences. Of course such a recognition is cru
cial, against the claims to 'objectivi ty', ' neutrali ty', 'simple fidel
ity to the truth ', which we must recu81lize as the ratifying: fur
mulas of those who offer their own senses and procedures as 
universal. 

But if all writing is in this sense aligned, what is the point, at 
an y time, of a demand for commitment? Is not this always a 
demand to write from one point of view rather than from others 
a nd in this sense a demand for affili ation, conversion, or eve~ 
obedience? Protests against this demand have been often 
enough made by the enemies of Marxism, who suppose, falsely, 
that only Marxism and its associated movements ever make it. 
Let another protest be entered, from a Marx ist: Brecht against 
Lukacs and his Moscow colleagues in the 1930s= 
They are, to put it blunll y, enemies of production. Production makes 
them uncomfortable. You never know where you are with production; 
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production isunforcsecable. You never know what's going to come out. 
And they themselves don't want to produce. They want to play the 
apparntchik and exercise control over olherpeople. Everyone of their 
crit icisms conta ins a threat. (Quoted in W. Benjamin, 'Talking to 
Brecht', New l.l!ft Review , 77. 55) 

Thisis a real protest, in a rea l situation, in which, in tbe Dame of 
socia lism, many writers were cajoled, repressed, and even 
destroyed. Yet it is a lso simply one example of the innumerable 
protusls of many writers in many periods, against the actuaJ or 
would-be controllers of production, in Church, Sta te. or market. 

Dut has this practica l or theoretical pressure on writers any
thing to do. necessarily, with 'commitment '? Commitmen t. if it 
means anything , is surely conscious. active. and open: a choice 
of position. Any idea can be abused. by a self-referring and 
controlling aut hority. 'Freedom to publish ', for example, can be 
practica lly redefined as 'f reedom to publish at a profit ', The key 
quest ion. in the matter of alignment and commitment , is the 
nature of the transi tion from historica l analysis, where every 
kind of a lignmen t and every kind of commitment can be seen in 
actual writing, to contemporary practice. where all the align
men ts and commitments are in acti ve question. The latter. evi
dentl y. is disturbing. Many positions can be tolerated when they 
are dead. A safe Marxism sticks to historical ana lysis and in its 
adapta tion in academic studies shows every sign of doing so. 
But the cent raJ thrust of Marxisni is the connection ofthoory and 
practice. How does th is actually work through , in the case not 
only of commitment but of the apparently Jess oon troversial 
alignment? 

Marx and Engels sa id severa l hard things against 'tendency 
literature': 

It became more and more the habit, part icularly of the inferior sorts of 
Iite~.ti , to ma~e up fo~ the want of cleverness in their productions by 
pol~tlca l allUSions which w~resure to attract attention. Poetry, novels, 
reviews, the drama, every literary production teemed with what WAS 

called 'tendency'. (Engels, October 1851; cit. MEL, 11 9) 

.... a worthl~ss fellow who, due to lack of talent, has gone to extremes 
wI~h te nden~ lous junk to show his convictions. bu t it is rea lly in order to 
ga m an audie nce. (Engels, August 1881 ; cit. MEL, 123) 

B.ut these comments, leaving aside their character istic aggres
Siveness, rela te to wha t might be ca ll ed 'applied tendency!....the 
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mere addition of poli tica l opinions and phrases, or unrelated 
moral comments. of the kind Marx found in Eugene Sue. among 
"the most wretched offal of socialist Ijterature:" (The Holy Fami
ly. 1845, cit. MEl.. 119). The case is different with the profound 
social and h istor ical critique and analysis which they praised in 
? therwriters, whether it was implicit. as in Balzac, or explicit. as 
tn wha t Marx ca lled "the presen t splend id brotherhood of fic
ti on writers in England". He insta nced Dickens and Thackeray, 
Miss Bronte and Mrs. Gaskell. 

whose graphic and eloquent pages have issued to the world Rlore 
pol ~~ca.l and social truths than have been ultered by all the professional 
poh tlcians, publicists and moralists put together. (The English Middle 
Closs. 184, cit. MEL, 105) 

~an:' and Engels's discussions of Lassalle's play Franz von 
SJcklngen (MEL. l05- 11) stressed tho need for a profound 
understanding of socia l and historical crisis, as against reduced 
or simplifying treatments. Dut that such an understanding is 
'aes theti call y' necessary, a nd that it is rad ica lly con nected with 
socia l and h istorica l (including political) understanding, is 
never doubted for a moment. Indeed the critique of 'tendency 
literature' is not a case against 'commitment' but a case for 
serious commitment: the oomm itment to social reality. 

The controversy about oommitment could not, of course, 
remain at th is genera l level, It became acti ve, in severa l different 
social and historical situations . when commitment became 
practical and even programmatic. Thus Sartre's arguments (or 
commitment. in the specific conditions of post.war Europe. 
rested on a belief in its inevitability: 

!flitera.ture is ~ot ev~ryt~i';lg: it isworth nothing. This Iswha tJ mean·by 
co~mltment . It wdts If It IS reduced to innocence, or to songs. If a 
wfltt~n sentence does not reverberate at every level of man and society. 
then It makes no sense. what is the literature of an epoch but the epoch 
appropriated by its literature? (The PurposesofWriling, 1960; in Sartrc 
(1974),13-14) 

Writers, necessarily involved with meanings. "reveal, demon
strate. represent; after that, people can look at each other face to 
face. and act as they want" (ibid, 25). Sa rtre was arguing against 
notions of 'pure art', which when they are serious are always 
forms (however concea led) of social commitment, and which 
when they are trivial are s imple evasions. At the same time he 
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complicated this position by an artificial distinction ,between 
poetry a nd prose, reserv ing the inevitabi!ity of co~mltment to 
the 'meanings' of the prose-writer and seeing meanmg and em~
lion in the poem as transformed into 'things'. beyond thiS 
dimension. Adorno's critique of this position is convincing. The 
artificia l separation of prose reduces writing. beyond the 
reserved area of poetry, to a conceptual status, an~ leaves all 
questions of commitment in writing unanswered. (It IS of course 
an aspect of Satire's commitment to freedom that they are left 
unanswered). Moreover, within this general definition, as 
Adorno further argued, "commitment .. . remains politically 
polyvalent so long as it is not reduced to pro~a~an~a"." 

These are the flexible formulations and quahflca ttons of one 
style of Marxist thought, relatively close, in spirit, to ",:hat Marx 
and Engels incidentally indicated. The harder Questions. and 
with them the harder formulations, arose in direct relation to 
open revolutionary practice: in the Russianrevolution and ~gain 
in the Chinese revolution. Both Lenin and Trotsky saw wflters, 
with other artists, as necessarily free to work in their own ways: 
"to crea te freely accord ing to h is ideals, independent of any
thing" (Len in,ColJected Works (1960), iv, 2. 114); "to allow .. . 
complete freedom of sel f-determination in the field of art" 
(Trotsky. Literature ond Revolution. 242). But each ~ade re~r
vations; Len in on the cultural policy of the Revolullon. which 
could not "let chaos develop in a ny direction it may", Trotsky 
making self-determination subject to "the categorical standard 
of being for or against the Revolution". It was from the reserva
tions, and not from the assertions, that one version of 'commit
ment' became practical and powerful , ex tending from the level 
of general cu ltural policy to specification of the for~ and c~n
tent of 'committed' or 'socialist' (the terms now In practice 
interchangeable) writing. What was then written was not all. or 
Dot merely, 'tendency literature' , but the most publicform of the 
argument was of that kind: 'commitment' as political ~filiat ion, 
in a narrowing series of definitions (often polerDica ll y and 
administratively fused): from the cause of humanity to the cause, 
of the people to the revolution to the party to the (shifting) party 
line. . 

The crisis thus provoked in Marxist thought is still eVidently 
unresolved. It was useful, after such an experience, to find Mao 

.. 'Commitment', New Left Review. 1974.67- 8. 
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Tse· Tung saying: "it is harmful to the growth of art and science 
if administrative measures are used to impose one pa rticular 
style of art and school of thought and to ban another" (Mao 
Tse-Tung (1960), 137). But this was not a return to liberalism; it 
was an insistence on the reality of open struggle. between new 
and old forms of consciousness and new and old kinds of work. 
It was again su bject to a reservation: "as far as unmistakable 
counter·revolutionaries and wreckers of the socialist cause are 
concerned, the malter is easy: we simply deprive them of their 
freedom of speech" (ibid , 141), But this, at least at first, did not 
imply any doctrinaire equivalence between writing in a 
revolu tionary society and any specific style: "Marxism includes 
realism in artistic and literary creation. but cannot replace it" 
(Ibid, 117). Instead there is an emphasis on creative impulses 
"rooted in the people and the proletaIiat". and a corresponding 
opposition to creative impulses arising from other classes and 
ideologies. This, it must be remembered, is a definition of the 
work of socialist writers. 

In the complexi ties of practice, formulations of this kind can 
be developed in very different directions. But what is theoreti
ca ll y most interesting in Mao's argument, alongside previously 
familiar posi tions, ism emphasis on the transformation of social 
relations between writers and the people. Thiscanbereduced to 
thefamiliaremphasison certain kinds of content and style, but it 
has also been developed in waysthatchangethewhole problem. 
'Commitment' is a move by"a hitherto separated, sociall y and 
politically distanced, or aliena ted writing. Mao's alternative 
theoretical and practical emphasis is on integra tion : not only the 
integration of writers into popular life, but a move beyond the 
idea of the specialist writer to new kinds of popular, including 
collaborative. writing. The complexities of practice are aga in 
severe. but at least theoretically this is the germ of a radical 
restatement. 

Most earlier discussions of commitment are either in effect a 
variant of formalism (a n abstract definition or imposition of a 
'socialist' style) or a late version of Romanticism, in which a 
writer commi ts himself (as man and writer, or with nuances 
between these) to a cause. The more significant Marxist position 
is a recognition of the radical and inevi table connection between 
a writer's real social relations (considered not only 'individual
ly' but in terms of the general social relations of 'writing' in a 
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specific society and period , and within these the socia l relations 
em bodied in particular kinds of writing) and the 'style' or 
'forms' or 'con tent' of his work, now considered not abstractly 
but as expressions of these relations. This recognition is power
less if it is in HseIr abstract and static. Social relations are not 
on ly received; they are also made an d can be transformed. But to 
the decisive extent that they are social relations there are certain 
real pressu res and limits- genuine determinations-within 
which the scope of commitment as ind ividual action an d ges
ture must be defined. 

Commitment, strictly, ~ .£~~_~ioUS" alig.D~unt , or conscio~s 
ch~allgnment. Yet in the mater ial soc ial practice of wnt
ing, s in any otfier practice. what can be done and attempted is 
necessarily subject to existing or discoverable rea l relations. 
Socia l rea lity can amend, di splace. or deform _any m~rel y 
intended p ractice. and within th is (at times tragically, at limes in 
ways \vhich lead to cynicism or active d isg ust) 'commitment' 
can function as little more tha n an ideology. Conscious ' ideo
logy' and ' tendency', supporting each otber , must then often 
be secn as symptoms of specific socia l relationsh ips and failures 
of relationsh ip . Thus tho most interesting Marxist posi tion . 
because of its emphasis on practice, is that which defi nes the 
pressing and limiting conditions with in whi~h , at any time, 
specific kinds of writing can be done. and which .corre~~nd
ingly emphas izes the necessary rela tions involved In wnhng of 
other kinds. The Chinese ideas of integration with the people, or 
of moving beyond the exclusiveness of the specia list wdter, are 
mere s logans unless the transformed social practice on which 
such ideas must depend is genuinely act ive. They are not, that is 
to say, in their most serious forms, s im ple and abstract ideo~ogi
cal positions. In a ny speciIicsociety, in a specific phase, wnters 
can d iscover in their writ in g the rea lities of their socia l relat ions, 
and in this sense their al ignment. If they determine to change 
these , the realit y of the whole socia l process is at once in q ues
lio n , and the writer within a revolution is necessarily in a d iffer
ent pos ition from the writer under fascism or inside capitalism. 
or in ex ile. 

This does not or need not mean that a writer postpones or 
abanduns his writing until some desi red change has ha ppened. 
Nor should it mean that he becomes resigned to the situation as 
he finds it. Yet all practice is stiU speci fi c, and in the most 
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serious and genuinoly committed writing, in which the writer's 
w hole being, a nd thus, necessa rily, hi s real social existence, is 
inevitably being drawn upon. a t every level from the mos t man 
ifest to the most intan gi ble, it is literally inconceivable that 
practice can be separated from sHua t.ion. Sin.ce all sit uations.are 
dynamic, such practice is always ach voand IS capablcof radica l 
development. Yet as we have seen , rea l social relations are 
deeply embedded within the p ract ice of writing itself. as well as 
in the relations within which writing is read. To write in differ
en t ways is to live in different ways. It is also to be :ead in 
di fferent ways, in d ifferent relations, a nd often by dlffe~nt 
people. This area of possibilit y, and thence of choice. is specIfi~ . 
not abstract, a nd commitment in its only important sense IS 

spec ific in jus t these term s. It is speci fic within a writ er's actu~ 1 
and possible social relations as one kind of producer. It I S 

specific also in the most concrete forms of these same actual and 
possible relations, in actual and possible notations. conven
tions. forms and language . Thus to recogni ze alignment is to 
learn·, if we choose. the hard and total specifici ties of commit
ment. 



10. Creative Practice 

At the very cent re of Marxism is an extraordina ry emphasis on 
human creativity and self·creation. Extraordinary because most 
of the systems with which it con tends st ress the derivation of 
most human activity from an external cause: from Cod, from an 
abstracted Nature or human nature. from permanent instinctual 
systems. or from an ani mal inheritance. The notion of self
creation. ex tended to civ il society and to language by pre
Marxist thinkers, was radically extended by Marxism to the 
basic work processes and thence to a deeply (creatively) altered 
physical world and a self-created humanity. 

The notion of crea tivity. decisively extended to art and 
thought by Renaissance thinkers, should then. indeed. have a 
specific affinity with Marxism. In fact. throughout tho develop
ment of Marxism, this has been a radically difficult area, which 
we have been trying to clarify. It is not only that some important 
variants of Marxism have moved in opposite directions, reduc
Ing crea ti ve practice to representation, reflection, or Ideology. It 
is also that Marxism in general has continued to share, in an 
abstract way, an undifferentiated and in that form metaphysical 
celebration of creativi ty, even alongside these practical reduc
tions. It has thus never finally succeeded in making creativity 
specific, in the full social and historical material process. 

The loose use of 'creative' to describe any and every kind of 
practice within the artificial grouping (and mutual self
definition) of 'the arts' and 'aesthetic intentions' masks these 
difficulties, for others as well as for Marxists. It is clea r that the 
radical differences and differentials of these highly variable 
specific practices and intentions have to be described and dis
tinguished if the terms are to acquire any real content. Most of 
even the best discussions of 'Art"and 'the Aesthetic' rely to an 
extraordinary extent on predicated selection. yielding conve
niently selective answers. We have "to refuse the short cut so 
often proposed, by which the 'truly creative' is distinguished 
from other kinds and examples of practice by a (traditional) 
appeal to its 'timeless permanence' or. on the other hand. by its 
affiliation, conscious or demonstrable, with ' the progressive 
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development of humanity' or ' the rich future of man '. Any such 
proposition might eventually be verified. But to know, substan
tially, even a little of what such phrases point to, in the extra
ordinary intricacies and variations of real human self-creation, 
is to see the phrases themselves, in their ordinary contexts, as 
abstract gestures. even where they 8.re not, as they have so often 
been, mere rhetorical cover for some demonstrably local and 
temporary value or injunction. If the whole vast process of 
crea tion and self-crcation is what it is said, abstractly, to be, it 
has to be known and felt, from the beginning, in less abstract and 
arbitrary and in more concerned. more regarding. more specific . 
and more prac:tical1y convindng ways. 

!..oJ?e 'cIeative', to 'create', means many quite evidently dif· 
fer~mt things. We can consider one central example, where a 
\~nleris "said to 'c.reate ' characters in a play or a novel. At the 
Simplest level this is obviously a kind of production. Through 
specific notations, and using specific conventions, a 'person' of 
this special kind is made to 'exist'- a person ,"~hom we may then 
feel we know as well as, or better than, livins persons of ou r 
acquaintance. In a simple sense something has then been 
crea ted: in fact the means of notation to know a 'person' through 
words. All the real complexities then at once follow. The person 
may have been 'copied' from life, in as full and accurate a verbal 
't ranscription' as possible of a living or once living person. The 
'creation' is then tho finding of verbal 'equivalence' to what was 
(a?d in some cases could still alternatively be)diteet experience. 
1t IS far from clear, however, that this 'creat ive' practice. taken 
only so far, differs in any significant way, except perhaps in its 
limitations, from mooting and knowing someone. The point is 
often made that this 'creative' practice enables us toget to know 
interesting people whom we could not otherwise have met, or 
more in teresting people than we could ever hope to meet. Dut 
then this, though in many circumstances important, is a kind of 
social extension, privileged accessibilit y, rather than 'creation'. 
Indeed, 'creation' o f this kind seems to be no more than the 
creation of (real or apparent) opportunities. 

It is interesting to see how far this point might extend beyond 
the simple and in fact relativoly rare cases of a person 'copied 
from life'. Most such 'transcript ions' are necessarily simplifica
tions, by the sheer fact of selection if by nothing else (the most 
uneventful life would take a library of books to transcribe). More 
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common cases are 'copying' certain aspects of a person: ph ysical 
appearance, social situation,significant experiences and events, 
ways of talking and behaving. These are then projected into 
imagined situations, following an element of the known person. 
Or aspects o f one person may becombined with aspects of one or 
more others. inlo A np,w 'character', Aspects of a person may he 
separated and ooun terposed, rendering an internal relationship 
or conflict as a relation or conflict between two or more persons 
(the known person, in such a case, may weU be the writer). Are 
these processes 'creative', beyond the s imple sense of verba l 
production? 

Not by definition. it would seem. It is only as the processes of 
combina tion. separation , projection (and even transcription) 
become processes beyond the bare production of characters that 
their description as 'crea tive' becomes plausible. There is the 
case, so often recorded, of a writer beginning with some known 
or observed person, whom he works to reproduce, only to find, 
at a certain stage of the process, that something else is happen
ing: something usually desc ribed as the character 'finding a will 
(a life) of his own'. What is then in fact happening? Is it taking 
the full weight, perceived as an 'external' substance, of any 
human understanding , even in the simplest sense of rea:>rdi ng 
another life? Is it coming to know the fuU weight of imagined or 
projected rela tions? It seems to be a highly variable active pro
cess. It is often interpreted, while it lasts, not as 'crea ting' but as 
con tact, often humble, with some other ('external ') source of 
knowledge. This is often mysticaUy described. I would myself 
describe it as a consequence of the inherent materiality (and 
thence objectified SOCiality) of language. 

It ca.nnot be assumed that, even allOWing for the complex ities, 
the normal 'crea tive' process is the movement away from 
'known' persons. On the con trary, it is at least as common for a 
character to be 'crea ted' from other (literary) characters, or from 
known socia l types. Even where there are other rea l starting
points, this is usually what happens, eventuall y, in the grea t 
majority of plays and novels. And then in what sense are these 
processes 'crea tion"? In fact all these modes have an essential 
simi larity, since the 'crea tion' of characters depends on the 
literary conventions of characterization. But there nre evident 
di fferences of degree. In most d rama and fiction the characters 
are already pre-formed, 8S functions of certain kinds o f sitUiltion 
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a nd action, 'Creation' of characters is then in effect a kind of 
tagging: na me, sex, occupa tion. physical type. In many impor
tant plays and novels, within certa in class modes. the tagging is 
s till evident , a t leilst for 'minor' characters, according to socia l 
conventions of distribution of signifi cance (Ule 'characteriza
tion ' of servants, for example) . Even in more substantial charac
terization, the process is often the activa tion of a known model. 
But then it must not be supposed that individuation is the sole 
intention of characteriza tion (though tension or fracture be
tween that retained intention a nd the selective use of models is 
significa.n t). ~ver a wide range of int entions, the real literary 
process 15 actIVe reproduction . This is especially dear within 
dominant hegemonic modes, and in residual modes. The 'per. 
sons' are 'crea ted' to show that people are ' like this' and their 
relations 'like thi s'. The method can range from crude reproduc
tion of an (ideologica l) model to intent omlxxliment of a con
vinced model. Neither is 'crea tion' in the popula r sense, but the 
range of real processes , from ill ustration and different levels of 
typification to what is in effect performance of a model, is 
s ignificant. 

The detailed and substantial performance of 0 known modeJ 
of 'people like this, relations like this ' , is in fact the real 
achievement of most serious novels and plays. Yet there is 
evidently also a mode beyond reproductive performance. There 
can he new articulations, new formations of 'character' and 
' relationship', and these are normally marked by the introduc
tion of different essential notations and conventions, extending 
beyond these specific elemauls 10 a total composition. Many of 
these new articulations and formations become, in their turn, 
models. But while they are being formed they are creative in the 
emergent sense, as distinct (rom the senses of 'crea tive' which 
are ordinarily appropriated for the range from reproduction to 
performance. 

Thecrea tive in this emergent sense is comparatively rare . It is 
necessa rily involved with changes in socia l formation, but two 
qualifi ca tions are necessary. First, thaI these are not necessar ily, 
and certain not only directly, cha nges in institutions. The socia l 
area excluded by certain practica l hegemonies is oft en one of 
their sources. Second ly, that the emergent is not necesssa rilythe 
'prog ressive'. For example, the chaf8cter as inertobject, reduced 
to a set of failing physical funeti.ons, as in latc Beckett, can be 
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construed as 'alienatcd' and linked to a social- in fact deliber. 
slely excluded-model. Yet the typification is not only acticula· 
tive but communicative. In imitation especially the new type is 
offered to oonvince, and incorporation begins. 

Literary production. then, is 'creative', not in the ideological 
sense of 'new vision ', which takes a small parI Cor tho whole. but 
in the material social senso of a specific practice of se lf-making, 
which is in this sense socially neutral: s~f-c~mQositi<!E.:..It is the 
particular function of a socia l theory to un erslnnd the range of 
processes within this general practice. We have to make clea r 
specific distinctions between their many examples, over and 
above the alternative specialized descriptions which limit. con
trol, and would often exclude these decisive distinctions. In the 
vital area of contemporary socia) practice there can be no 
reserved areas. Nor is it only a'matterof analysiS and description 
of alignm ent. It is a mat ter of recognizing the issues as parts of a 
whole socia l process which, as it is lived. is not only process but 
is an active history, made up of the realities of formation and of 
struggle. 

The sharpest realiza tion of th is active hi story. a realization 
which brings with it at once the inevitabilities and the neces~ 
sities of social and political action. must include realization of 
the variable realities of this practice. wh ich are so often put 
under pressure or, from deformed or false theory. relegated to 
the secondary or tbe IMrginal, displaced as the superstructural. 
distrusted as apparently independent production, even control
led or silenced by injunctions. To seo the full social dimension 
of this kind of production is to take it more seriollsly, and morc 
seriously as itself, than has been possible in more specialized 
political or aesthetic pe rspectives. Every mode in its range. from 
reproduction and illustration through embodiment and perfor
mance to new articulation and formation, is 8 crucial element of 
practical consciousness. Its speCific means, so powerfully 
developed and practised, are wholly indispensable: the capacity 
to reproduce and to illustrate, at what secms the lower end of the 
range; the capacity to embody and perform, a profound activa
tion of what may be known but in these ways is radica ll y known, 
In detail and in substance; and then the rare capacity to articu
lato and to form, to make la tencies actual and momentary 
insights permanent. What we generalize as art is often. within a 
social theory, recognized and honoured from its origina l collec-
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tive functions. It needs even more rea l respect-a respect of 
principle- In a ll its subsequentl y more varied functions, in 
complex societies and in the stiU more complex societies which 
real socialism envisages. 

For creativity relates, finally. to much more than its local and 
variable means. Inseparable as it always is from the material 
social process, it ranges over very different forms and intentions 
which, in pa rtial theories, are separated and specia lized. It is 
inherent in the relatively s imple and direct practice of everyday 
communication, since the signifying process itself is always. by 
its nature. active: at onoe the ground of all that is social and the 
renewed and renewable practice of experienced and changing 
situations and relationships. It is inherent in what is often dis
tinguished from it as self-composition, social composition, 
often dismissed as ideology, for these also are always active 
processes, dependent on specific immediate and renewable 
forms. It is inherent most evidently, but not exclusive ly, in new 
articulations and especially in those wh ich, given material 
durability. reach beyond their time and occasion. 

Writing is so central a material sociatart that it has of course 
been used. and continues to be used. in all these forms and 
intentions. What we find is a true continuum. corresponding to 
the at once ordinary and extraordinary process of human 
creativity and self-creation in all its modes and means. And we 
have then to reach beyond the specialized theories and proce
dure~ w.hlch di~ide the continuum. Writing is always com
mumcaUon but 1t cannot always be reduced to simple com
municalion: the passi ng of messages between known persons. 
Writing is always in some sense self-composition and socia l 
cO mposi!ion. b~t it cannot always be reduced toits precipitate in 
personahty or ldeology, and even where it is so reduced it has 
still to be seen as active. Bourgeois literature is indeed bourgeois 
literature, but it is not a block or type; it is an immense and 
varie,d practical consciousness, at every level from crude repro
duction to permanently important articulation a nd {ormation. 
Similarly the practical consciousness, in such forms of an alter
native society ca n never be reduced to a general block of the 
same dismissivo or celebratory kind. Writing is often a new 
articu lation and in effect a new formation, extending beyond its 
own modes. But to separate thi s as a rt, which in practice 
includes, aJways partl y and sometimes wholly, elements 
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elSewhere in the continuum. is to lose contact with the sub
stantivecreative process and then to idealize it: to put it aoove or 
below the social, whon it is in fact the socia l in one of its most 
distinctive. durable, and total forms. 

Creative practice is thus of many kinds. It is already, and 
actively, our practical consciousness. When it becomes strug~ 
gle-the active struggle for new consciousness through new 
relat ionships that is the ineradicable emphasis of the Marxist 
sense of sclf~crca tion-it can take many fonns . It can be the long 
and difficult remaking of an inherited (determined) practical 
consciousness: a process often described as development but in 
practice a struggle at the roots of the mind-not casting off an 
ideology, or learning phrases aoout it, but confronting a 
hegemony in the fibres of the self and in the hard practical 
substance of effcctive and continuing relationships. It can be 
more evident practice: the reproduction and illustration of 
hitherto excluded and suoordina ted models; the embodiment 
and performance of known but excluded and subordinated 
experiences and relationships; tbe articulation and formation of 
latent. momentary, and newly possible consciousness. 

Within rea l pressures and limits, such practice is always dif
ficult and often uneven. It is the special function of theory, in 
exploring and defining the nature and the va.riation of practice, 
to develop a general consciousness within what is repeatedly 
experiellced as a special and often relatively isola ted conscious· 
ness. For creativity and social self-creation are roth known and 
unknown events, and it is still from grasping the known that the 
unknown- the next step, the next work- is conceived. 
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